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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING

RANGEN, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Case No. CV 2014-272
Petitioner,
vs.
GARY R. SPACKMAN, in his official
capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources, and THE
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES,

RANGEN, INC.'S AMENDED
COMPLAINT FOR
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT
REGARDING
CONSTITUTIONALITY OF
CONJUNCTIVE MANAGEMENT
RULES AND PETITION FOR WRIT
OF MANDATE

Resoondents.

Petitioner Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen"), by and through its attorneys of record, hereby
petitions the Court for a Declaratory Judgment pursuant to Idaho Code§ 67-5278 and§ 10-1201,

et seq., regarding the validity and constitutionality of the Rules of Conjunctive Management of
Surface and Ground Water Resources, IDAPA 37.03.11, et. seq. (the "CM Rules"). Rangen
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further petitions the Court to issue a Writ of Mandate commanding Director Gary R. Spackman
in his official capacity as Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources (the "Director")
and the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR" or "Department") to comply with the
clear legal duty to distribute water under the prior appropriation doctrine and conjunctively
manage water rights on the ESPA in accordance with their relative priorities. As grounds,
Rangen states the following:

I.
1.

PARTIES, JURISDICTION AND VENUE

Rangen, Inc. is an Idaho corporation with its principal place of business in Twin

Falls County, Idaho. Rangen owns and operates a research and fish propagation facility in
Gooding County, Idaho ("Research Hatchery").
2.

Respondent Gary R. Spackman is the Director of the Idaho Department of Water

Resources and a resident of Ada County, Idaho.
3.

Respondent Idaho Department of Water Resources is an executive department

existing under the laws of the State of Idaho pursuant to I.C. § 42-1 701, et seq., with its principal
state office located in Ada County, Idaho.
4.

The director has a clear legal duty to distribute water in accordance with the prior

appropriation doctrine.
5.

IDWR is an administrative agency of the State of Idaho. The Director of IDWR

is authorized, pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-603, to adopt rules and regulations for the distribution
of water from all sources as shall be necessary to carry out the laws in accordance with the
priorities of the rights of the users thereof.
6.

On or about October 7, 1994, the Director of IDWR promulgated the CM Rules, a

true copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 1.
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7.

Pursuant to Idaho Code § 67-5201(15), plaintiff is a "person" entitled to seek

declaratory relief in accordance with Idaho Code § 67-5278.
8.

Jurisdiction is proper in this Court pursuant to I.C. §§ 1-705 and 7-302.

9.

Gooding County is the proper venue for this matter pursuant to I.C. § 5-402

because the Respondents' failure to act as set forth herein affects Rangen's property interests in
the Research Hatchery located in Gooding County.
II.

STATEMENT OF CLAIM FOR RELIEF
A. GENERAL ALLEGATIONS

10.

As part of its aquaculture business, Rangen owns and operates a research and fish

propagation facility ("Research Hatchery") near Hagerman, Idaho.

A sketch of Rangen's

Research Hatchery is attached hereto as Exhibit 2A and an aerial photograph is attached as
Exhibit 2B.
11.

The water that sustains Rangen's Research Hatchery is spring water from springs

that form the headwaters of Billingsley Creek, which are commonly referred to as the MartinCurren Tunnel or Curren Tunnel.
12.

The ground water in the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer ("ESPA") is hydraulically

connected to the springs that feed the Research Hatchery and the Snake River.
13.

Rangen has five (5) water rights for the Research Hatchery that have been decreed

through the Snake River Basin Adjudication. Rangen's decreed water rights are summarized as
follows:

Water Right
No.:

36-00134B

36-00135A

36-15501

36-02551

36-07694

Priority Date:

October9,
1884

Aprill, 1908

July 1, 1957

July 13, 1962

April 12, 1977
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Beneficial
Use:

Irrigation
(0.09 cfs) and
Domestic
(0.07 cfs)

Irrigation
(0.05 cfs) and
Domestic
(0.05 cfs)

Fish
Propagation

Domestic
(0.1 0 cfs) and
Fish
Propagation
(48.54)

Fish
Propagation

Diversion

0.09 cfs

0.05 cfs

1.46 cfs

48.54 cfs

26.0 cfs
I

Rate:
Period of
Use:

Jan. 1Dec. 31
(Domestic)

Jan. 1 Dec. 31
(Domestic)

Feb. 15- Nov
30 (Irrigation)

Feb. 15- Nov.
30
(Irrigation)

Jan. 1 Dec. 31

Jan. 1 Dec. 31

Jan. 1 Dec. 31

-

Copies of the partial decrees associated with these rights are attached hereto as Exhibit 3.
14.

Each of the water rights described above has the same designated source,

"Martin-Curren Tullllel," and point of diversion, "T07S R14E S32."
15.

The water flowing from the Curren TUilllel has been declining for several years

due in substantial part to ground water pumping on the ESPA pursuant to water rights junior in
priority to Rangen's water rights.
16.

Rangen's water rights are not the only water rights to take water from the Curren

Tullllel. In the Spring of 1993, the declining flows prompted the owners of some of these other
water rights to make a water delivery call. IDWR denied the call even though there was no
dispute that "[t]he springs which supply the Mussers, water are tributary to the Snake River and
hydrologically intercollllected to the (ESPA]." The Mussers filed suit against IDWR, asking the
Court to issue a Writ of Mandate compelling the Department to conjunctively manage their
rights. The District Court issued the Writ and the Idaho Supreme Court affirmed. Musser v.

Higginson, 125 Idaho 392, 871 P.2d 809 (1994).
17.

On or about October 7, 1994, the Director ofiDWR promulgated the CM Ru1es.
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18.

Since the adoption of the CM Rules, the flows in the Curren Tunnel and the

Thousand Springs Area in general have continued to decline. Nevertheless, junior ground water
pumpers have continued to pump.
19.

In September/October 2003 Rangen filed its first call pursuant to the CM Rules.

20.

In August 2005, American Falls Reservoir District #2 together with four other

irrigation districts and canal companies (collectively "AFRD #2'') filed a declaratory judgment
regarding the validity of the CM Rules. Several other surface water users some of whom had
calls pending under the CM Rules, including Rangen, intervened.

Idaho Ground Water

Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA") also intervened.
21.

AFRD #2, Rangen and the other surface water users argued that the CM Rules

violate Idaho's Constitution and water distribution statutes. The Plaintiffs challenged both the
facial and as applied validity of rules. At the time, administrative proceedings had not yet been
completed. Consequently, the Courts' ability to consider an as applied challenge was limited.
22.

In AFRD #2 District Judge Barry Wood engaged in a thorough historical

constitutional analysis. After detailing the importance of timeliness of administration for the
prior appropriation doctrine, Judge Wood set forth a limited as applied analysis of the CM Rules
as they had been applied to calls at that point:
In the final analysis, one only need to step back from the trees and look
generally at the process currently in place. In the Director's effort to satisfy all
users on a given source, seniors are put in the position of re-defending the
elements of their adjudicated water right every time a call is made for water. The
call is the process and means by which effect is given to a water user's priority,
which is the essence of the right under a prior appropriation system. The
mechanism now in place also creates a process that cannot be completed within
the attendant time frame exigencies associated with water usage for a crop in
progress. In practice, an untimely decision effectively becomes the decision; i.e.
"no decision is the decision." Finally, the Director is put in the expanded role of
re-defining the elements of water rights in order to strategize how to satisfy all
water users as opposed to objectively administering water rights in accordance
with the decrees. While full economic development of the state's water resources
may be consistent with prior appropriation, even to satisfy prior appropriation, it
must be a policy that cuts both ways.
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... [T]o the extent the Director's application of the CMR's diminish proper
administration of the senior's water right, they are unconstitutional. In other
words, and assuming the water would otherwise be available, inherent in the
senior's water right is the right to use the water. While some minimal due process
is required, setting up a procedural labyrinth of requiring a senior water right
holder to initiate a contested case proceeding (CMR 30.02) in accordance with the
administrative proceedings which cannot be completed during the irrigation
season prevents timely administration to a growing crop, and is not what either the
framers of the constitution had in mind or what the legislature had in mind in
adopting I.C. § 42-607.
Order On Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 97-8.

23.

Ultimately, the Idaho Supreme Court declined to engage in this type of limited as

applied analysis. Instead the Supreme Court applied the strict standard of review for a facial
challenge.
American Falls claims the process provided by the CM Rules does not allow for
timely administration of its water rights. However, as noted above with respect to
the burdens of proof and evidentiary standards, it is not necessary that every
procedural requirement be recited in the CM Rules, when the Rules clearly have
incorporated the provisions of the Idaho Constitution, statutes and case law. We
agree with the district court's exhaustive analysis of Idaho's Constitutional
Convention and the court's conclusion that the drafters intended that there be no
unnecessary delays in the delivery of water pursuant to a valid water
right. Clearly a timely response is required when a delivery call is made and
water is necessary to respond to that call. There is nothing in the Rules which
would prohibit that from occurring, however. In other words, we cannot say there
are no conceivable sets of circumstances under which the Rules could be
constitutionally applied to provide for the timely delivery of water.

American Falls Reservoir District No. 2 v. Idaho Department of Water Resources, 143 Idaho
862, 875, I 54 P.3d 433, 446 (2007).

24.

Despite the Supreme Court's optimism that the CM Rules could conceivably be

applied constitutionally, in practice, the Director has created the "procedural labyrinth"
foreshadowed by Judge Wood. The Director continues to "strategize how to satisfy all water
users" rather than administer water rights according to the doctrine of prior appropriation.
25.

The connection between ground water pumping on the ESPA and spring flows in

the Thousand Springs, the Hagerman area generally, and the Curren Tunnel is well established.
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There is no serious dispute that ground water pumping is one of the primary causes of declining
spring flows .
26.

The Department with the assistance of the Eastern Snake Hydrologic Modeling

Committee has developed a ground water model for the purpose of quantifying this relationship
between ground water and surface on the ESPA.
27.

On December 13, 2011, Rangen filed its third Petition for Delivery Call with

IDWR pursuant to the CM Rules seeking priority administration of Rangen's Water. Rangen's
Petition included not only infonnation about Rangen's water rights and water flows in the Curren
Tunnel, but also a detailed analysis of the impact of junior ground water pumping utilizing the
Department's own model. A true and correct copy of Rangen's Petition for Delivery Call is
attached hereto as Exhibit 4.
28.

Nearly a year and a half after Rangen filed its call, from May 6, 2013 to May 16,

2013, Director Spackman held a hearing on Rangen's Petition/or Delivery Call. IGWA and the
City of Pocatello ("Pocatello") were allowed to intervene in the matter and defend against
Rangen's Petition for Delivery Call.
29.

More than two years after Rangen filed its petition for call, and more than eight

months after completion of the hearing, on January 29, 2014, Director Spackman entered a Final

Order Regarding Rangen, Inc. 's Petition for Delivery Call; Curtailing Ground Water Rights
Junior to July 13, 1962 ("Final Order'} A true and correct copy of the Final Order is attached
hereto as Exhibit 5.

In his Final Order, Director Spackman found that junior-priority

groundwater pumping in the ESPA is materially injuring Rangen's Water Rights. The Final

Order also specified the quantity of water that would be required for any mitigation plan and
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alternatively provided that the required mitigation be phased-in over five years in the event of
direct delivery of mitigation water.
30.

Despite the finding of material injury, there has been no priority administration of

ground water rights pursuant to Rangen 's call. Initially, the Director refused to administer water
rights on the basis that a mitigation plan might be approved. Before a hearing to approve
IOWA's First Mitigation Plan was held, Director Spackman granted IGWA 's Petition to Stay
Curtailment.

A true and correct copy of the Order Granting IGWA 's Petition to Stay

Curtailment ("Stay Order") is attached hereto as Exhibit 6. Director Spackman granted the stay,

holding that:
Given that IGWA has submitted a mitigation plan, which appears on its face to
satisfy the criteria for a mitigation plan pursuant to the Conjunctive Management
Rules and the requirements of the Director's Curtailment Order, and because of
the disproportional harm to IOWA members when compared with the harm to
Rangen if a temporary stay is granted, the Director will approve the temporary
stay pending a decision on the mitigation plan. The Director will conduct an
expedited hearing for the mitigation plan and to [sic] issue a decision shortly
thereafter. Ground water users are advised that in the event the mitigation plan
is not approved, the curtailment order will go into effect immediately.
Stay Order, p. 5 (emphasis added).

31.
Plan.

On March 17-19, Director Spackman held a hearing on lOWA's First Mitigation

Contrary to Director Spackman's initial impression, he found after the hearing that

IOWA's First Mitigation Plan was insufficient. See Order Approving in Part and Rejecting in
Part IGWA 's Mitigation Plan; Order Lifting Stay Issued February 21, 2014; Amended
Curtailment Order ("First Mitigation Plan Order") entered on April 11, 2014. A true and

correct copy of the First Mitigation Plan Order is attached hereto as Exhibit 7.
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32.

Director Spackman granted IGWA 's Second Stay Petition on April 28, 2014. See

Order Granting IGWA 's Second Petition to Stay Curtailment ("Second Stay Order"). A true and
correct copy of the Second Stay Order is attached hereto as Exhibit 8.
33.

In the Second Stay Order, Director Spackman held that:

Curtailment of diversions of ground water for irrigation in April and May would
provide little benefit to Rangen because significant irrigation with ground water
does not normally intensify until late May or June. In contrast, curtailment of the
irrigation of 25,000 acres during the period of reduced ground water use is
significant. IOWA's Second Mitigation Plan has been published and a prehearing status conference is scheduled for April30, 2014. The Second Mitigation
Plan proposes direct delivery of water from Tucker Springs to Rangen. The plan
is conceptually viable, and given the disparity in impact to the ground water users
if curtailment is enforced versus the impact to Rangen if curtailment is stayed, the
ground water users should have an opportunity to present evidence at an
expedited hearing for their second mitigation plan. All of the standards of the
conjunctive management rules will apply at the hearing.

Second Stay Order, p. 4.
34.

On June 20, 2014, the Director approved IGWA's Second Mitigation Plan.

IOWA's Second Mitigation Plan does not propose to provide any water to Rangen this year. The
earliest that any water could be available under this approved plan is January 2015.
Nevertheless, in conjunction with the First Mitigation Plan, the Director extended the stay
through January 18, 2015. A copy of the Order Approving IGWA 's Second Mitigation Plan;

Order Lifiting Stay Issued April 28, 2014, Second Amended Curtailment Order is attached as
Exhibit 9.
35.

Two and a half years after Rangen filed its call, the water available to Rangen's

water rights has declined.

Nevertheless, under the CM Rules the Director has approved

mitigation plans allowing ground water pumping on the ESPA to continue unabated while senior
water rights such as Rangen's continue to be injured.
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36.

On June 27, 2014 Rangen filed its fourth delivery call with IDWR pursuant to the

CM Rules due in part to continually declining spring flows. A true and correct copy of this
delivery call is attached hereto as Exhibit 10.

The Director has scheduled a hearing for

November 17-21, 2014. It appears that once again the Director is prepared to conduct a lengthy
hearing regarding the minutia of Rangen's use of water prior to responding to its delivery call.
37.

Status conferences were held on July 22, 2014 in four other delivery calls made

by surface water users in the Hagerman area.

The Director indicated at each of those

conferences that he intends to utilize the same cumbersome procedure prior to responding to
each of those calls as well. As in Rangen's calls, each senior surface water user will be required
at great expense to precisely quantify the impact of ground water pumping through expert
opinion. The Director continues to refuse to utilize its ground water model to simply evaluate
impact and administer water rights.
B.

38.

DECLARATORY JUDGMENT

The application of the CM Rules to Rangen's requests for delivery of water is

contrary to law, unconstitutional and does impair, and threatens to interfere with or impair,
Rangen's legal rights and privileges.
39.

In order to give any meaningful protection to senior water rights, the delivery call

procedure must be completed timely. The procedure followed by the Director pursuant to the
CM Rules results in unreasonable delay in the distribution of water to senior water rights,
including Rangen's water rights, and is contrary to Rangen's rights, Idaho law, the prior
appropriation doctrine, and Idaho Code§ 42-602, et seq.
40.

The procedure followed by the Director pursuant to the CM Rules does not

properly allocate the burdens of proof and is contrary to Idaho law.
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41.

The process of holding serial hearings on incomplete mitigation plans pursuant to

CM Rule 43 while staying the enforcement of curtailment results in unreasonable delay in the
distribution of water to senior water rights, including Rangen's water rights, and is contrary to
Rangen's rights, Idaho law, the prior appropriation doctrine, and Idaho Code§ 42-602, et seq.
42.

The application of CM Rule 43 to allow the approval of mitigation plans that do

not mitigate for the depletion caused by junior groundwater pumping or require the delivery of
any actual water and is contrary to Rangen's rights, Idaho law, the prior appropriation doctrine,
and Idaho Code§ 42-602, et seq.
43.

The CM Rules as applied to Rangen contravene Idaho Code § 42-603, which

requires that the rules be in accordance with the priorities of the rights of the water users.
44.

CM Rule 40.0l(a), which allows the phasing in of mitigation over time, Is

contrary to the doctrine of prior appropriatjon.
C.

WRITOFMANDATE

45.

Rangen realleges the allegations set forth in paragraphs 1-44 above.

46.

Director Spackman found in the Final Order entered on January 29, 2014, that

Rangen is being materially injured by junior-priority groundwater pumping in an area of
common groundwater supply in an organized water district.
47.

Pursuant to I.C. §§ 42-602, 42-231 and 42-237a et seq., Director Spackman and

IDWR have a legal duty to admillister junior-priority groundwater rights in a manner that
delivers water pursuant to Rangen's water rights.
48.

The Director continues to allow out of priority diversions despite material injury

to Rangen.
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49.

There is no legal justification for the refusal and failure of Director Spackman and

IDWR to distribute water under the prior appropriation doctrine and conjunctively manage water
rights on the ESPA in accordance with their relative priorities.
50.

Administration of water nghts pursuant to the prior appropriation doctrine is a

ministerial act.
51.

Rangen is being materially and irreparably harmed as a direct and proximate

result of the refusal and failure of Director Spackman and IDWR to distribute water under the
prior appropriation doctrine and conjunctively manage water rights on the ESPA in accordance
with their relative priorities.
52.

Rangen does not have a plain, speedy or adequate remedy to address the refusal

and failure of Director Spackman and IDWR to comply with the clear legal duty to distribute
water under the prior appropriation doctrine and conjunctively manage water rights on the ESPA
in accordance with their relative priorities.
53.

Rangen is entitled to the issuance of a writ of mandate pursuant to I. C. § 7-302

mandating Director Spackman and IDWR to comply with the clear legal duty to distribute water
under the prior appropriation doctrine and conjunctively manage water rights on the ESPA in
accordance with their relative priorities.
D. REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES
54.

As a further direct and proximate result of the refusal and failure of Director

Spackman and IDWR to administer Rangen's Water Rights and enforce the curtailment order
that has been issued in response to Rangen's Petition for Delivery Call, Rangen has been
required to employ the services of the attorneys listed above and has also incurred various costs
and attorney's fees. Director Spackman in his official capacity as the Director of IDWR and
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IDWR should be required to pay Rangen's reasonable costs and attorney's fees as required by
I.C. §§ 12-117 and 12-121.

E.

REQUEST FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, RANGEN, INC. prays for the issuance of the following:
1.

A Peremptory Writ of Mandamus, after a trial on the merits, by which Director

Spackman and IDWR are commanded to comply with the clear legal duty to distribute water
under the prior appropriation doctrine and conjunctively manage water rights on the ESPA in
accordance with their relative priorities; and
2.

For an order declaring the Defendants' application of the CM Rules is

unconstitutional, contrary to law, and violated Rangen's water rights and constitutional rights;
and

3.

For an order awarding Rangen reasonable costs and attorney' s fees in accordance

with I.C. §§ 12-117 and 12-121; and
4.

For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable.
-~

DATED THIS ~ day of August, 2014.
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VERIFICATION

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Twin Falls

)
) ss.
)

J. Wayne Courtney, Executive Vice President of Rangen, Inc., being first duly sworn
upon oath, deposes and states:
That he is the Executive Vice President of Rangen, Inc., the petitioner in the abovecaptioned matter, that he has read the foregoing document, knows the contents thereof and the
facts stated he believes to be true.

I
I
I
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before this
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day of August, 2014.
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IDAPA 37
TITLE 03
CHAPTER 11

37.03.11- RULES FOR CONJUNCTIVE MANAGEMENT OF SURFACE
AND GROUND WATER RESOURCES

000.

LEGAL AUTHORITY (RULE 0).

These rules are promulgated pursuant to Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho Code, the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act,
and Section 42-603, Idaho Code, which provides that the Director of the Department of Water Resources is
authorized to adopt rules and regulations for the distribution of water from the streams, rivers, lakes, ground water
and other natural water sources as shall be necessary to carry out the laws in accord ance with the priorities of the
rights of the users thereof. These rules are also isstled pursuant to Section 42- 1805(8), Idaho Code, w hich provides
the Director w ith authority to promulgate rules implementing or e ffectuating the powers and duties of the department.
(1 0- 7-94)

001.

TITLE AND SCOPE (RULE 1).
These rules may be cited as "Rules for Conjunctive Management of Surface and Ground Water Resources." The rules
prescribe procedures for responding to a delivery call made by the holder of a senior-priority surface or ground water
right against the holder of a junior-priority ground water right in an area having a common ground water supply. It is
intended that these rules be incorporated into general rules governing water distribution in Idaho when such rules arc
adopted subsequently.
( I 0-7-94)
WRITTEN INTERPRETA TIO~S (R ULE 2).
In accordance with Section 67-520 1(1 9)(b)(iv), Idaho Code, the Department of Water Resources does not have
written statements that pertain to the interpretRtion o f the rules of this chapter, or to the documentation of compliance
with the rules of this chapter.
( I 0-7-94)
002.

003.

ADMlNISTRATIVE APPEALS (RULE 3).

Appeals may be taken pursuant to Section 42- I70 I A, Idaho Code, and the department's Rules of Procedure, IDAPA
3 7.0 1.0 l.
( I 0-7-94)

004.

SEVER<\.BILITY (R ULE 4)-

The ntles governi ng this chapter are severable. If any rule, or part thereof, or the application of such rule to any
person or circumstance is dec lared invalid, that invalidity does not affect the validity of any remaining portion of this
chapter.
(10-7-94)

005.

OTHER AUTHORITIES R EMAIN APPLICABLE (RULE 5).

Nothing in these rules shall limit the Director 's authority to take alternative or additional actions relating to tbe
management of water resources as provided by I daho Jaw.
(I 0-7-94)

006. -- 009.
010.

(RESERVED)

D EF J:'>iiTIO~S

(RULE 10).

For the purposes ofthese m les, the following tenns will be used as defined below.

(1 0-7-94)

01.
Area HaYing a Common Ground Water Supply. A ground w ater source w ithin w hich the
diversion and use of ground water or changes in ground water recharge affect the flow of water in a surface water
source o r within w hich the diversion and use of water by a holder of a ground water right affects the ground water
supply a vailable to the holders of other ground water rights. (Section 42-237a.g., Idah o Code)
(1 0-7-94)

02.
Artificial Ground Water R echarge. A deliberate and purposeful activity or project thut is
perfonned in accordance w ith Section 42-234(2), Idaho Code, and that diverts, distributes, injects, stores or spreads
water to areas from which such water will enter into and recharge a ground water source in an an~a having a common
ground water supply.
(1 0-7-94)
03.
Conjunctive Managemen t. Legal and hydrologic integration of administration of the diversion
and use of water under water rights fro m surface and ground water sources, including areas having a common ground
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water supply.

(10-7-94)

04.
Delivery Call. A request from the holder of a water right for administration of water rights under
the prior appropriation doctrine.
( I 0-7-94)
05.

Department. The Department of Water Resources created by Section 42- 170 I, Idaho Code.
(L0-7-94)

06.
Director. The Director of the Department of Water Resources appoi nted as provided by Section 42180 1, Idaho Code, or an employee, hearing officer or other appointee of the Department who has been delegated to
act for the Director as provided by Section 42- 170 I, Idaho Code.
(I 0-7-94)
07.
Full Economic Development of Underground Water R esources. The diversion and use of water
fiom a ground water source for beneficial uses in the public interest at a rate that does not exceed the reasonably
anticipated average rate offuture natural recharge, in a manner that does not result in material injury to senior-priority
surface or ground water rig hts, and that fi.1rthers the principle of reasonable use of surface and ground water as set
forth in Rule 42.
( I 0-7~94)
08.
Futile Call. A delivery call made by the holder of a senior-priority surface or ground water right
that, for physical and hydrologic reasons, cannot be satisfied within a reasonable time of the call by immediately
curtailing diversions under junior~priority ground water rights or that would result in waste o f the water resource.
( I 0-7-94)

09.
Ground Water Management Area. Any ground water basin or designated part thereof as
designated by the Director pursuant to Section 42-233(b), fdaho Code.
( I 0-7-94)

I 0.
Ground Water. Water under the surface of the ground whatever may be the geological structure in
which it is standing or moving as provided in Section 42~230(a), Idaho Code.
(I 0-7~94)
11.
Holder of a Water Right. The legal or beneficial owner or user pursuant to lease or contract of a
( 10- 7-94)
right to d ivert or to protect in place surface or ground water of the state for a beneficial use or purpose.

12.

Idaho Law. The constitution, statutes, administrative rules and case law of Idaho.

13.

Junior-Priority. A water right priority date later in time than the priority date of other water rig hts
(I 0-7~94)

being considered.

( l 0- 7-94)

14.
Material Inju ry. Hindrance to or impact upon the exercise of a water right caused by the use of
water by another person as determined in accordance with Idaho Law, as set forth in Rule 42.
(I 0-7-94)
15.
Mitigation Plan. A document submitted by the holder(s) of a junior-priority ground water right
and approved by the Director as provided in Rule 043 that identifies actions and measures to prevent, or compensate
holders of senior-priority water rights for, material injury caused by the diversion and use of water by the holders of
junior-priority ground water rights within an area having a common ground water supply.
( I 0-7-94)

16.
Person. Any individual, partnership, corporation, association, gove rnmental subdivision or agency,
or public or private organization or entity of any character.
( I 0-7-94)
17.
P etitioner. Person who asks the Department to initiate a contested case or to otherwise take action
( 10-7-94)
that will result in the issuance of an order or rule.
18.
Reasonable Ground Water Pumping Level. A level established by the Director pursuant to
Sections 42-226, and 42-237a.g., Idaho Code, either generally for an area or aquifer or for individual water rights on
a case-by-case bas is, for the purpose of protecting the holders of senior-priority ground water rights against
unreasonable lowering of ground water levels caused by diversion and use of surface or ground water by the holders
ofjunior-priority surface or ground water rights under Idaho law.
( 1 0~7-94)
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19.
R easonably Anticipated Average Rate of Future Natural Rech arge. The estimated average
annual volume of water recharged to an area having a common ground water supply from precipitation, underflow
from tributary sources, and stream losses and also water incidentally recharged to an area having a common ground
water supply as a result of the diversion and use of water for irrigation and other p urposes. 1l1e estimate wifl be based
on available data regarding conditions of diversion and use of water existing at the time the estimate is made and may
vary as these conditions and available information change.
( l 0-7-94)
20.
are initiated.

Respondent. Persons against whom complaints or petitions are filed or about whom investigations
(10-7-94)

21.
Senior-Priority. A water right priority date earlier in time than the priority dates of other water
(I 0-7-94)
rights being considered.

22.
Surface Water. Rivers, streams, lakes and springs when flowing in their natura l channels as
provided in Sections 42- 101 and 42-1 03, Idaho Code.
(10-7-94)

23.
Water District. An instrumentality of the state of Idaho created by the Director as provided in
Section 42-604 , Idaho Code, for the purpose of performing the essential governmental fi.mction of distribution of
water among appropriators under Idaho Jaw.
(10-7-94)
24.
Watcrmaster. A person elected and appointed as provided in Section 42-605, and Section 42-80 I,
Idaho Code, to distribute water within a water d istrict.
(10-7-94)
25.
Water Rig ht. The legal right to divert and usc or to protect in place the public waters of the state of
Idaho where such right is evidenced by a decree, a permi t or license issued by the Department, a beneficial or
constitutional use right or a right based on federal law.
(! 0-7-94)

0 11. -- 019.

(RESERVED)

020.
GENERAL STATEMENTS OF PURPOSE AND POLI C IES FOR
MANAGEMENT OF SURFACE AN'D GROUND WATER RESOURCES (RULE 20).

CONJUNCTIVE

01.
Distribution of Water Among the Holders of Senior a nd Junior- Priority Rights. These rules
apply to all situations in the state where the diversion and use of water under jun ior-p riority ground water rights either
ind ividually or collectively causes material injury to uses of water under senior-priority water rights. T he rules govern
( I0-7-94)
the distribution of water from ground water sources and areas having a common ground water supply.
02.
Prior Appropriation Doctrine. These mles acknowledge all elements of the prior appropriation
(I 0-7-94)
doctrine as established by Idaho law.
Reasonable Use of Surface and Ground \Vater. These rules integrate the administration and use
03.
of surface and ground water in a manner consistent with the traditional policy of reasonable use of both surface and
ground water. The policy of reasonable use includes the concepts of priority in time and superiority in right being
subject to conditions of reasonab le use as the legislature may by law prescribe as provided in Article XV, Section 5,
Idaho Constitution, optimum development of w ater resources in the public interest prescribed in Article XV, Section
7, Idaho Constitution, and full economic development as defined by fdaho law. An appropriator is not entitled to
command the entirety of large volumes of water in a surface or ground water source to support his appropriation
contrary to the public policy of reasonable use of water as described in this rule.
( 10-7-94)
04.
Delivery Calls. These rules provide the basis and procedure for responding to delivery calls made
by the holder of a senior-priority surface or ground water right against the holder of a junior-priority ground water
right. The principle of the futile call applies to the distribution of water under these n1les. Although a call may be
denied under the futile call doctrine, these rules may require mitigation or staged or p hased curtailment of a juniorpriority use if diversion and use of water by the holder of the j unior-priority water right causes material injury, even
though not immediately measurable, to the holder of a senior-priority surface or ground water right in instances where
the hydrologic connection may be remote, the resource is large and no direct immediate relief would be achieved if
the junior-priority water use was discontinued.
(I 0-7-94)
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05.
Exercise of Water Rights. These rules provide the basis for determining the reasonableness of the
diversion and use of water by bo th the hold er of a senior-priority water right who requests priority delivery and the
holder of a junior-priority water rig ht against whom the call is made.
(10-7-94)
06.
Areas Having a Common Ground Water Supply. These rules provide the basis for the
designation of areas of the state that have a common ground water supply and the procedures that will be fo llowed in
incorporating the water rights within such areas into existing water districts or creating new districts as p rovided in
Section 42-237a.g., and Section 42-604, Idaho Code, or designating such areas as ground water management areas as
provided in Section 42-233(b), Idaho Code.
( 10-7-94)
07.
Sequence of Actions for Responding to Delivery Calls. Rule 30 provides procedures for
responding to delivery calls within areas having a common ground water supply that have not been incorporated into
an existing or new water district or designated a g round water management area. Rule 40 provides procedures for
responding to delivery calls within water districts where areas having a common ground water supply have been
incorporated into the d istrict or a new district has been created. Rule 41 provides procedures for responding to
delivery cal ls within areas that have been designated as ground water management areas. R ule 50 designates specific
known areas having a common ground water supply within the state.
(I 0-7-94)
08.
Reasonably Anticipated Average Rate of Future Natural Recharge. These rules provide for
administration of the use of ground water resources to achieve the goal that withdrawals of ground water not exceed
the reasonably anticipated average rate of future natural recharge. (Section 42-237a.g., Idaho Code)
(I 0-7-94)
09.
Saving of Defenses. Nothing in these rules shall affect or in any way limit any person's entitlement
to assert any defense o r claim based upon fact or law in any contested case or other proceeding.
(I 0-7-94)
Wells as Alternate or Changed Points of Diversion for Water Rights from a Surface Water
10.
Source. Nothing in these rules shall prohibit any holder of a water right from a surface water source from seeking,
pursuant to Idaho law, to change the point of diversion of the water to an inter-connected area having a common
(I 0-7-94)
ground water supply.

11.
Domestic and Stock Wat~ring Ground Water Rights Exempt. A delivery call shall not be
effective against any ground water right used for domestic purposes regard less of priority date where such domestic
use is within the limits of the definition set forth in Section 42-111 , Idaho Code, nor against any ground water right
used for stock watering where such stock watering use is w ithin the limits of the definition set forth in Section 42140 IA( 12), Idaho Code; provided, however, this exemption shall not prohibit the holder o f a water right for domestic
or stock watering uses from making a delivery call, including a delivery call against the holders of other domestic or
stockwatering rights, where the holder of such right is sutfering material injury.
( 10-7-94)
021. -- 029.

(RESERVED)

030.
RESPONSES TO CALLS FOR WATER DELIVERY MADE BY THE HOLDERS OF SENIORPRIORITY SURFACE OR GROUND WATER RIGHTS AGAINST THE HOLDERS OF JUNIORPRIORITY GROUND WATER RIGHTS \VITHIN AREAS OF THE SfATE NOT IN ORGANIZED
WATER DISTRICTS OR WJTffiN WATER DISTRICTS WHERE GROUND WATER REGULATION HAS
NOT BEEN INCLUDED IN THE FUNCTIONS OF SUCH DISTRICTS OR WITHIN AREAS THAT HAVE
NOT BEEN DESIGNATED GROUND WATER MANAGEMENT AREAS (RULE 30).
Delivery Call (Petition). When a delivery call is made by the holder of a surface or ground water
01.
right (petitioner) alleging that hy reason of diversion of water by the holders o f one (I) or more junior-priority ground
water rights (respondents) the petitioner is suffering material injury, the petitioner shall file with the Director a
petition in writing containing, at least, the fo llowing in addition to the infom1ation required by TDAPA 37.01.01,
''Rules o f Procedure of the Department of Water Resources," Rule 230:
(I 0-7-94)
a.
A description of the water rights of the petitioner including a listing of the decree, license, permit,
claim or other d ocumentation of such right, the water diversion and delivery system being used by petitioner and the
beneficial use being made of the water.
( 10-7-94)
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b.
The names, addresses and description of the water rights of the ground water users (respondents)
who are alleged to be causing material injury to the rights of the petitioner in so far as such information is known by
the petitioner or can be reasonably determined by a search of public records.
( 10-7 -94)
c.
All information, measurements, data or study results ava ilable to the petitioner to support the claim
of material injury.
( 10-7-94)
d.
A description of the area having a common ground water supply within which petitioner desires
junior-priority ground water dive rsion and use to be regulated.
( l 0-7-94)
02.
Contested Case. The Department will consider the matter as a petition for contested case under the
Department's Rules of Procedure, IDAPA 37.01.01. The petitioner shall serve the petition upon all known
respondents as required by rDAPA 37.0 1.0 I, "Rules of Procedure of the Department of Water Resources," Rule 203.
In addition to such direct service by petitioner, the Department w ill give such general notice by publication or news
( I 0-7-94)
release as will advise ground water users within the petitioned area of the matter.
03.
Informal Resolution. The Depattment may initially consider the contested case for informal
resolution under the provisions of Section 67-5241, Idaho Code, if doing so will expedite the case without prejudicing
the interests ofany party,
( I 0-7-94)
Petition for Modification of an Existing Water District. In the event the petition proposes
04.
regulation of ground water rights conj unctively with surface water rights in an organized water district, and the water
rights have been adjudicated, the Department may consider such to be a petition for modification of the organized
water district and notice of proposed modification of the water district shall be provided by the Director pursuant to
Section 4 2-604, Idaho Code. The Department w ill proceed to consider the matter addressed by the petition under the
(1 0-7-94)
Department's Rules of Procedure.
Petition for Creation of a New Water District. In the event the petition proposes regulation of
05.
ground water rights from a ground water source or conjunctively with surface water rights within an area having a
common ground water suppl y which is not in an existing water district, and the water rights have been adj udicated,
the Department may consider such to be a petition for creation of a new water district and notice of proposed creation
of a water district shall be provided by the Director pursuant to Section 42-604, Idaho Code. The Department will
proceed to consider the matter under the Department's Rules of Procedure.
( I 0-7-94)
06.
P etition for Designation of a Ground Wate1· M anagement Area. In the event the petition
proposes regulation of ground water rights from an area having a common ground water supply within which the
water rights have not been adj udicated, the Department may consider such to be a petition for designation of a ground
water management area pursuant to Section 42-233(b), Idaho Code. The Department will proceed to consider the
matter under the Department's Rules of Procedure.
(I 0-7-94)
07.
Order. Following consideration of the contested case under the Department's Rules of Procedure,
the Director m ay, by order, take any or all of the following actions:
( 10-7-94)

a.

Deny the petition in whole or in part;

( !0-7-94)

b.

Grant the petition in whole or in part or upon conditions;

( 10-7-94)

c.
Determine an area having a common ground water supply which affects the flow of water in a
surface water source in an organized water district;
(10-7-94)
d.
Incorporate an area having a common ground water supply into an organized water district
foll owing the procedures of Section 42-604, Idaho Code, provided that the ground water rights that would be
incorporated into the water district have been adjudicated relative to the rights already encompassed within the
(l 0-7-94)
district;
e.
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the water rights to be included in the new water district have been adjudicated;

(1 0-7-94)

f.
Determine the need for an adjudication of the priorities and permissible rates and volumes of
diversion and consumptive use under the surface and ground water rights o f the petitioner and respondents and
initiate such adjudication pursuant to Section 42-1406, Idaho Code;
( 10-7-94)

g.
By summary order as provided in Section 42-237 a.g., Idaho Co de, prohibit or limit the withdrawal
of water from any well during any period it is detennined that water to fill any water right is not there available
w ithout causing ground water levels to be drawn below the reasonab le ground water pumping level, or would affect
the present or funtre use of any p rior surface or ground w ater right or result in the w ithdrawing of the ground water
supply at a rate beyond the reasonably anticipated average rate of future natural recharge. The Director will take into
consideration the existence of any approved mitigation plan before issu ing any order prohibiting or limiting
w ithdrawal of water from any well; o r
(I 0-7-94)
h.
Designate a ground water management area under the provisions of Section 42-233{b), Idaho C ode,
if it appears that administration of the d iversion and use of water from an area having a common ground water supply
is required because the ground water supply is insufficient to meet the demands of water rights or the diversion and
use of water is at a rate beyond the reasonably anticipated average rate of future natural recharge and modification of
an existing water district or creation of a new water district cannot be readily accomplished due to the need to fi rst
(l 0-7-94)
obtain an adjudication of the water rights.
08.
Orders for Interim Administration. For the purposes of Rule Subsections 030.07 .d. and
030.07.e., an outstanding order for interim administration of w ater rights issued by the court pursuant to Section 4214 17, Idaho Code, in a general adjudication proceeding shall be considered as an adjudication of the water rights
(10-7-94)
inv olved.
09.
Administration Pursuant to Rule 40. Upon a find ing of an area of common ground water supply
and upon the incorporation of such area into an organized water district, or the creation of a new water district, the use
of water shall be administered in accordance w ith the priorities of the various water rights as provided in Rule 40.
(10-7-94)
10.
Administratio n Pursuant to Rule 41. Upon the designation of a ground water management area,
the diversion and use of w ater w ithin such area shall be administered in accordance w ith the priorities o f the various
water rights as provided in Rule 41.
( I 0-7-94)
031.

DETERMINING A REAS HAVING A COMMON GROUND \VATE R SUPPLY (RULE 3 1).

01.
Director to Consider Information. The Director w ill consider all available data and infom1ation
that describes the relationship between ground water and surface water in making a ti nding of an area of common
ground water supply.
( l 0-7-94)
02.
the following:

Kinds of Information. The information considered may include, but is not limited to, any or all of
(I 0-7-94)

Water level measurements, studies, reports, computer simulations, pumping tests, hydrographs of
a.
(I 0-7 -94)
stream flow and ground water levels and other such data; and
b.
T he testimony and opinion of expert witnesses at a heari ng on a p etition for expansion of a water
(l 0-7-94)
district or organization of a new water d istrict or designation of a ground water management area.
03.
C riteria for Findings. A ground w ater source will be determined to be an area having a common
ground water supply if:
(1 0-7-94)

a.

Th e ground water source supplies water to or receives water from a surface water source; or
( I 0-7-94)

b.

Diversion and use o f water from the ground water source will cause water to move from the surface
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water source to the ground water source.

(I 0-7-94)

c.
Diversion and use of water from the ground water source has an impact upon the ground water
supply available to other persons who divert and use water from the same ground water source.
(I 0-7-94)

04.
Reasonably Anticipated Average Rate of Future Natural Recharge. The Director w ill estimate
the reasonably anticipated average rate of future natural recharge for an area having a common ground water s upply.
Such estimates will be made and updated periodically as new data and information are available and conditions of
diversion and use change.
(I 0-7-94)
05.
Find ings. The findings of the D irector shall be included in the Order issued pursuant to Rule
Subsecti on 030.07.
(I 0-7-94)

032. -- 039.

(RES ERVED)

040.
RESPONSES TO CALLS FOR WATER DELIVERY MADE BY THE HOLDERS OF SENIORPRIORITY SURFACE OR GROUND WATER RIGHTS AGAINST THE HOLDERS OF JUNIORPRIORITY GROUND WATER RIGHTS FROM AREAS HAVING A COMMON GROUND WATER
SUPPLY IN AN ORGANIZED WATER DISTRI CT (RULE 40).

01.
Responding to a Delivery Call. W hen a delivery call is made by the holder of a senior-priority
water rig ht (petitioner) alleging that by reason of divet-sion of water by the holders of one ( I) or more junior-priority
g roun d water rights (respondents) from an area having a common ground water supply in an organized water district
the petitioner is suffering material inj ury, and upon a finding by the Director as provided in Rule 42 that material
injury is occurring , the Director, through the watcrmaster, shall:
(I 0-7-94)
a.
Regulate the diversion and use of water in accordance with the priorities of rig hts of the various
surface or ground water users whose rights are included within the district, provided, that regulation of junior-priority
ground water diversion and use where the material injury is delayed or long range may, by order o f the Director, be
phased-in over not more than a five-year (5) period to lessen the economic impact of immediate and complete
curtailment; or
(I 0-7-94)
b.
Allow out-of-priority diversion of water by junior-priority ground water users pursuant to a
mitigatio n p lan that has been approved by the Director.
(I 0-7-94)
02.
R egula tion of Uses of Water by W atermaster. The D irector, through the watermaster, shall
regulate use of water within the water district pursuan t to Idaho law and the priorities of water rights as provided in
(I 0-7-94)
Section 42-604, Idaho Code, and under the following procedures:

a.
The watermaster shall detennine the quantity of surface water of any stream included within the
water district which is available for diversion and sha ll shut the head gates of the holders of junior-priority surface
water rights as necessary to assure that water is bei ng diverted and used in accordance with the priorities of the
respective water rights from the surface water source.
(I 0-7-94)
b.
The watennaster shall regulate the diversion and use of ground water in accordance w ith the rights
( I 0-7-94)
thereto, approved mitigation plans and orders issued by the Director.
c.
Where a call is made by the holder of a senior-priority water right against the holder of a juniorpriority ground water right in the water district the watermaster shall first determine whether a mitigation plan has
been approved by the Director whereby diversion of ground water may be allowed to continue o ut of priority order. If
the holder of a j unior-priority ground water right is a participant in such approved mitigation plan, and is operating in
confonn ance therewith, the watermaster shall allow the ground water use to continue out of priority.
(I 0-7-94)

d.
The watermaster shall maintain records of the diversions of water by surface and ground water
users within the water di strict and records of water provided and other compensation supplied under the approved
mitigatio n plan which s hall be compiled into the annual report which is required by Section 42-606, Idaho Code.
(I 0-7-94)
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e.
Under the direction of the Department, watennasters of separate water districts shall cooperate and
reciprocate in assisting each o ther in assuring that diversion and use of w ater tmder water rights is administered in a
manner to assure protection of senior-priority water rights provided the relativ e prio rities of the water rights within
the separate water dis tricts have been adjudicated.
( I 0-7-94)
03.
Reasonable Exercise of Rights. In determining whether diversion and use of water under righ ts
will be regulated under Rule Subsection 040.0 l.a. or 040 .0 !.b., the Director shall consider whether the petitioner
making the delivery call is suffering material injury to a senior-priority water right a nd is diverting and using water
efficiently and without waste, and in a manner consistent with the goal o f reasonable use of surface and ground
waters as described in Rule 42. T he Director will also consider wheth er the respondent junior-priority water right
(I 0-7-94)
holder is us ing water efficiently and without waste.

04.
Actions of the Watermaster Under a Mitigation Plan. Where a mitigation plan has been
approved as provided in Rule 42, the watermaster may pem1it the diversion and use of ground water to continue out
o f priority order within the water district provided the holder of the junior-priority g round water ri ght operates in
( I 0-7-94)
accordance with such approved mitigation plan.
05.
Curtailment of Use Where Diversions Not in Accord With Mitigation Plan or Mitigation Plan
Is Not Effective. W here a mitigation plan has been approved and the junior-prio rity ground water user fails to operate
in accordance w ith such approved plan or the plan fails to mitigate the material injury resulting from diversion and
use of water by holders ofjunio r-priority water rights, the watermastcr will notify the Director who will immediately
issu e cea se and des ist orders and direct the w atcnnaster to temtinate the out-of-prio rity use of ground water rights
otherwise benefiting from such plan or take such other actions as provided in the mitigation plan to ensure protection
of senior-priority water rights.
( I 0-7-94)
06.
Collection of Assessments ·within Water District. W here a mitigation plan has been approved,
the wate rmaster of the water district shall include the costs of administration of the plan within the proposed annual
operatio n bud ge t of the d istrict; and , up on approval by the w ater users at the annual water district meeting, the w ater
district shall provide for the collection of assessment o f g round water users as provided by the plan, collect the
assessments and expend fu nds for the operation o f the plan; and the watermaster shalt mainta in records of the
volumes of water or other compensation made available by the phm and the disp os ition of such water or other
com pensation.
( I 0-7-94)

04 1.
ADMINISTRATION OF DIVERSION AND USE OF WATER \ v1THIN A GROUND WATER
MANAGEMENT AREA (RULE 4 1).

0l.
R esponding to a Delivery Call. When a delivery call is m ade by the holder of a senior-p riority
ground water right against holders of junior-p riority ground water rig hts in a designated ground water management
area alleging that the ground water supp ly is insufficient to meet the demands o f water rights within all or portions of
the ground water management area and requesting the D irector to order water rig ht h olders, on a time priority basis,
to cease or reduce w ithdrawal of water, the Director shall proceed as follows:
( 10-7-94)

a.

The petitioner shall be required to submit all information available to petitioner on which the claim
(I 0-7-94)

is based that the water supply is insufficient.

b.
The Director shall conduct a fact-finding hearing on the petitio n at which the petitioner and
respondents may present ev idence on the water supply, and th e diversion and use ofwater from the ground water
(1 0-7-94)
management area.

02.

Order. Following the hearing, the Director may take any or all of the following actions: (I 0 -7-94)

a.

Den y the petition in w hole o r in part;

( 10-7-94)

b.

Grant the petition in w hole o r in part or upon conditions;

( I 0-7-94)

c.

Find that the water supply of the ground water management area is insufficient to meet the
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demands of water right~ within all or portions of the ground water management area and order water right holders on

a time p riority basis to cease or reduce withdrawal of v.;ater, provided that the Director shall consider the expected
benefits of an approved mitigation plan in making such finding.

(I 0-7-94)

d.
Require the installation of me8suring devices and the reporting of water diversions pursuant to
Section 42-70 I, Idaho Code.
(1 0-7-94)
03.
Date a nd Effect of Order. Any order to cease or reduce withdrawal of water will be issued prior to
September I and shall be effect ive for tl1c growing season during the year following the date the order is given and
until such order is revoked or modified by furthe r order of the Director.
( I0 -7-94)

04.
Preparation of Water Right Priority Schedule. For the purposes of the Order provided in Rule
Subsections 04 1.02. and 04 1.03, the Director will utilize all available water right records, claims, permits, licenses and
decrees to prepare a water right priority schedule.
( 10-7-94)

·~@~\~;fz~~'!HHYU~JN.Q~!Y!AJ~RI~i.lN'itmY:i: KNi:j· fix§oN':Atit~~.~§}2f: )Y/:J~~. \RW3~~!:~~s
oI .
Factors. £ai:lonttli.ctblfe'ci:or·may£on~iJ!srdnAE;!£.gqipiJ}g •'C:JWh~r:,Jhe;holders 'ofwater rights are
sufferingmatctialinjury and .using water:-~efficiently and \Vithouhvaste'i nchfde;'buf'a ii:'?not limited to, the following:
(10-7-94)
a.

The amount of water :Jvailable in the source from which the water right is diverted.

( 10-7-94)

b.

The effort or expense of.the .holder of the water right to divert water from the source.

(I 0-7-94)

c.
\\'hether the exercise of junior-priority ground water f ights jod.ividually.orcollectively affects the
qu_ilntity and timing of:ry,be~.water is ~V!J,il!jble t9, and the Cost ~xerc)sing; s·en)o'~:.cpJ'ibri-f{sttrtifctor::grbiii,\#,wa.~r
tight. This may include the seasonal as well as the multi-year and cumulative impacts of all ground water withdrai.val.~
from the area hav ing a common ground water supply.
(10-7-94)

of

a

d.
If for irrigation, the rate o f d ivers ion compared to the acreage of land served, the annual volume of
water diverted, the system diversion and conveyance efficiency, and the method of irrigation water application.
( 10-7-94)
e.

The am ount of water being diverted and used compared to the water rights.

( I 0-7-94)

f.

The existence of water measuring and recording devices.

( 10-7-94)

g.
The extent to which the requirements of the holder of a senior-priority water right could be met
with the user's existing facilities and water supplies by employing reasonable diversion and conveyance efficiency
and conservation practices; provided, however, the holder of a surface water storage right shall be entitled to maintain
a reasonable amount of carry-over storage to assure water supplies for future dry years. In determining a reasonable
amount of carry-over storage water, the Director shall consider the average annual rate of fill of storage reservoirs and
the ave rage annual carry-over for prio r comparable water co nditions and the projected water supply for the system.

(1 0-7-94)
h.
The extent to which the requirements of the senior-priority surface water right could be met using
alternate reasonable means of diversion or alternate points of diversion, including the construction of wells or the use
of existing wells to divert and use water from the area having a common ground water supply under the petitioner's
surface w ater right pri ority.
( I 0-7-94)
02.
Delivery Call for Curtailment of Pumping. The holder of a senior-priority surface or ground
water rig ht will be prevented from making a delivery call for curtailment of pumping of any well used by the holder
of a junior-priority ground water right where use of water under the junior-priority right is covered by an approved
and effectively operating mitigation plan.
( I 0-7-94)
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MITrGATrON PLANS (RULE 43).

01.
Submission of Mitigation Plans. A proposed mitigation plan shall be submitted to the Director in
(10-7-94)
writing and shall contain the following infom1ation:

a.

The name and mailing address of the person or persons submitting the plan.

( 10-7-94)

b.

Identification of the water rights for which bcne·fit the mitigation plan is proposed.

(10-7-94)

c.
A description of the plan setting forth the water supplies proposed to be used for mitigation and any
circumstances or limitations on the availability of such supplies.
(l 0-7-94)

d.
043.03.

Such information as shall allow the Director to evaluate the factors set forth in Rule Subsection
(I 0-7-94)

Notice and Hearing. Upon receipt of a proposed mitigation plan the Director will provide notice,
02.
hold a hearing as determined necessary, and consider the plan under the procedura l provisions of Section 42-222,
( I 0-7-94)
Idaho Code, in the same manner as applications to transfer water rights.

03.
Factors to Be Considered. Factors that may be considered by the Director in determining whether
a proposed mitigation plan will prevent injury to senior rights include, but are not limited to, the following: (I 0-7-94)
a.
Idaho Jaw.

Whether delivery, storage and use of water pursuant to the mitigation plan is in compliance with
( I 0-7-94)

b.
Whether the mitigation plan will provide replacement water, at the time and place required by the
senior-priority water right, sufl1cient to offset the depletive effect of ground water withdrawal on the water available
in the surface or ground water source at such time and place as necessary to satisfy the rights of diversion from the
surface or ground water source. Consideratio n will be given to the history and seasonal availabil ity of water for
diversion so as not to require replacement water at times when the surface right historically has not received a full
supply, such as during annual low-flow periods and extended drought periods.
( l 0-7-94)

c.
Whether the mitigation plan provides replacement water supplies or other appropriate
compensation to the senior-priority water right when needed during a time of shortage even if the effect of pumping is
spread over many years and will continue for years after pumping is curtailed. A mitigation plan may allow for multiseason accounting of ground water withdrawals and provide for replacement water to take advantage of variability in
seasonal water supply. The mitigation plan must include contingency provisions to assure protection of the seniorpriority right in the event the mitigation water source becomes unavailable.
(I 0-7-94)

d.
Whether the mi ligation plan proposes artificial recharge of an area of common ground water supply
as a means of protecting ground water pumping levels, compensating senior-priority water rights, or providing
aquifer storage for exchange or other purposes related to the mitigation plan.
( l 0-7-94)
c.
Where a mitigation plan is based upon computer simulations and calculations, whether such plan
uses generally accepted and appropriate engineering and hydrogeologic formulae for calculating the depletive effect
of th.e ground water withdrawal.
( l 0-7-94)
f.
Whether the mitigation plan uses generally accepted and appropriate values for aquifer
characte ristics such as transmissivity, specific yield, and other relevant factors.
(I 0-7-94)

g.
W hether the mitigation plan reasonably calcu lates the consumptive use component of ground water
diversion and use.
(I 0-7-94)
h.
The reliability of the source of replacement water over the term in which it is proposed to be used
( 10-7-94)
under the mitigation plan.
i.

Section 043
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time of diversion under any water right being proposed for use in the mitigation plan.

(l0-7-94)

j.
Whether the mitigation p lan is consistent with the conservation of water resources, the public
interest or injures other water rights, or would result in the diversion and use of ground water at a rate beyond the
(I 0-7-94)
reasonably anticipated average rate offuture natural recharge.
k.
Whether the mitigation plan provides for monitoring and adjustment as necessary to protect seniorpriority water rights from material injury.
(10-7-94)

l.
Whether the plan provides for mitigation of the effects of pumping of existing wells and the effects
of pumping of any new wells which may be proposed to take water from the areas of common ground water supply.
(1 0-7-94)

m.
W hether the mitigation plan provides fo r future participation on an equitable basis by ground water
pumpers who d ivert water under junior- priority rights but w ho do no t initially participate in such m itigation plan.
(10-7-94)
n.
A mitigation plan may propose division of the area of common ground water supply into zones or
segments for the purpose of considerntion of local impacts, timing of depletions, and replacement supplies. ( 10-7-94)

o.
Wl1ether the petitioners and respondents have entered into an agreement on an acceptable
(l 0-7-94)
mitigation plan even though such plan may not otherwise be fu lly in compliance with these provisions.
044. -- 049.
050.

(RESERVED)

AREAS DETERMINED TO HAVE A COMMON GROUND WATER SUPPLY (RULE 50).
01.

Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer. The area of coverage of this rule is the aquifer underlying the

Eastern Snake River P lain as the aquifer is de tined in the report, Hydrology and Digital Simulation of the Regional
Aquifer System, Eastern Snake River Plain, Idaho, USGS Professional Paper !408-F, 1992 exclud ing areas south of
the Snake River and west of the line separating Sections 34 and 35, Township I 0 South, Range 20 East, Boise
Meridian.
( I 0-7-94)

n.

The Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer supplies water to and receives water from the Snake R iver.
(10-7-94)

b.

The Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer is found to be an area having a common ground water supply.
(l0-7-94)

c.
The reasonably anticipated average rate of future natural recharge of the Eastern Snake Plain
Aquifer will be estimated in any order issued pursuan t to Rule 30.
( 10-7-94)
d.
The Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer area of common ground water supply will be created as a new
water district or incorporated into an existing or expanded water district as provided in Section 42-604, Idaho Code,
when the rights to the diversion and use of water from the aquifer have been adjudicated, or will be designated a
( I 0-7-94)
ground water management area.

051. -- 999.
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BEFORE THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
STATE OF IDAHO

•

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION
OF WATER TO RANGEN, INC.'s
WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02551 AND 3607694

IDOCKET NO.:-------~
I PETITION FOR DELIVERY CALL

Rangen, Inc., by and through its attorneys, submits the following Petition for Delivery Call
in accordance with Art. XV, § 3 Idaho Const., I.C. §§ 42-101 , 226, 602, 607 and IDAPA
37.03.11.040 or as otherwise provided for by the laws ofthe State ofldaho:
I. BACKGROUND

1.

Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen") is a family corporation that has been in business since 1925. Its
headquarters is located in Buhl, Idaho.

2.

Rangen, among other things, is a leading feed manufacturer in the US aquaculture markets.

3.

As part of its aquaculture business, Rangen owns and operates a research and fish
propagation facility ("Research Hatchery") near Hagerman, Idaho. A sketch of Rangen's

•
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Research Hatchery is attached hereto as Exhibit lA and an aerial photograph taken on

August 29, 1986 is attached hereto as Exhibit 1B.
4.

The water that sustains Rangen's Research Hatchery is spring water from an area commonly
referred to as the Thousand Springs area of the Thousand Springs Reach ofthe Snake River

within Water District 130. The Thousand Springs area is characterized by many flowing
springs of high quality water that is well suited to aquaculture and fish propagation.

5.

Rangen' s water comes from a spring through the Martin-Curran Tunnel. The Martin-Curran
Tunnel is tributary to Billingsley Creek, a tributary of the Snake River in Gooding County.

6.

Rangen has five (5) water rights for the Research Hatchery that have been decreed through
the Snake River Basin Adjudication. Rangen' s decreed water rights are summarized as
follows:

•

Water Right
No.:

36-00134B

36-00l35A

36-15501

36-02551

36-07694

Priority
Date:

October9,

April I, 1908

July I, 1957

July 13, 1962

April 12, 1977

Beneficial
Use:

Irrigation
(0.09 cfs) and
Domestic
(0.07 cfs)

1884

.

Irrigation
(0.05 cfs) and
Domestic
(0.05 cfs)

Fish
Propagation

Domestic
(0.10 cfs) and
Fish
Propagation

Fish

Propagation

(48.54)

Diversion

0.09 cfs

0.05 cfs

1.46 cfs

48.54 cfs

26.0 cfs

Jan. 1Dec. 31

Jan. 1 Dec. 31

Jan. 1-

Dec. 31

Jan. 1Dec. 31

Jan. 1 Dec. 31

(Domestic)

(Domestic)

Feb. 15- Nov
30 (Irrigation)

Feb. 15- Nov.
30
(Irrigation)

Rate:
Period of
Usc:

Copies of the partial decrees associated with these rights are attached hereto as Exhibit 2.

•
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H. RANGEN HA§ SUFFERED, AND CONl'lNUE§ 'JrO SUFFER,
MATERIAL INJIURY FROM J UN:U:OR-PRIORH:TY GROUND WATER PUMPING
IN THE AREA§ ENCOMPASSED BY ESPAM2

7.

Rangen has expended reasonable efforts to divert water for right nos. 36-02551 and 3607694. SeeiDAPA 37.03.11.042.0l.b.

8.

Rangen can beneficially use all of the water to which it is entitled pursuant to its decreed
water rights if it is available.

9.

Rangen is not wasting water.

10.

Rangen has been measuring and tracking the water delivered to its Research Hatchery since
1966.

Rangen's flow measurements represent the total supply ofwater available to the

Research Hatchery and consist of measurements taken at the Western end of the facility
below the CTR raceways (see sketch attached as Exhibit l) plus measurements taken at the

•

dam on Billingsley Creek (see also sketch attached as Exhibit 1). The monthly average flow
measurements from 1966 to October, 2011 are attached hereto as Exhibit 3A. The weekly
average flow measurements from 1996 to October, 2011 are attached hereto as Exhibit 3B.
11.

Based on the flow data attached as Exhibits 3A-B, the amount of water available for
Rangen's Research Hatchery has declined significantly over the years.

12.

The only water rights which have been, and are currently being, satisfied are 36-00134B
(0.09 cfs), 36-00135A (0.05 cfs) and 36-15501 (1.46 cfs).

13.

Rangen is not receiving all of the water to which it is entitled pursuant to decreed water
rights nos. 36-02551 and 36-07694.

•
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14.

The quantity of water available in the Martin~Curran tunnel, the source ofRangen's water
rights, is expected to continue to be insufficient during 2012 and beyond. See IDAPA
37.03.11.042.01.a.

15.

Rangen has been, and is currently being, materially injured by junior-priority ground water
pumping in the areas encompassed by the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer Model Version 2 .0
("ESPAM2").

16.

Curtailment ofjunior~priority ground water pumping inthe areas encompassed by ESPAM2,
would result in a usable amount of water reaching Rangen's point of diversion in a time of
need. Rangen is aware of the following facts and information to support its allegation of
material injury:

(.

A.

The Idaho Supreme Court previously affirmed the issuance of a writ of mandate
ordering the Department to administer water from Martin-Curran Tunnel (the same
source as Rangen' s water) in accordance with the doctrine ofprior appropriation after
the Department failed to deliver water to property owned by Alvin and Tim Musser.
See Musser v. Higginson, 125 Idaho, 392, 871 P.2d 809 (1994).

B.

Rangen made a delivery call in September/October 2003. The Department used its
Enhanced Snake Plain Aquifer Model (ESPAI) to evaluate the call.

See~~ 3-5,

65,

1-77 of Order dated February 25, 2004. A copy of the February 25, 2004 Order is
attached hereto as Exhibit 4.
C.

Based on computer-simulated curtailment scenarios at that time, the Department
determined that Rangen was, in fact, suffering some material injury and ordered
curtailment of some junior-priority ground water pumping. See, p. 26 of Exhibit 4.

•
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D.

The Department pointed out in its February 25, 2004 Order that a new ground water
model was expected to be ready for use in making water management decisions in
late 2004. See 176, p. 22 of Exhibit 4.

E.

The Department amended the Order on March 10, 2004 (see Exhibit 5 attached
hereto) and rescinded it on March 14, 2005.

F.

After the Department's model was reformulated and recalibrated ("ESPAM 1.1"), the
Department issued a Second Amended Order dated May 19, 2005 in which it
determined that Rangen was not being materially injured by junior-priority ground
water pumping and that its call was futile. See1 25, p. 28 of Second Amended Order
dated May 19, 2005. A copy of the Second Amended Order is attached hereto as
Exhibit 6. The Department used the newer version of the model (ESPAMl.l) to

•

reverse its prior determination concerning Rangen' s call.

G.

On June 3, 2005, Rangen timely requested a hearing on all aspects of the Second
Amended Order and requested the appointment of an independent hearing officer.
The Department did not convene a hearing. A copy of the June 3, 2005 request is
attached hereto as Exhibit 7.

H.

On March 31, 2009, Rangen filed another delivery call with the Department and
requested a hearing. The Department did not convene a hearing. A copy of the
March 31, 2009 delivery call is attached hereto as Exhibit 8.

I.

Since the issuance of the May 1, 2005 Second Amended Order, the Department's
model has been further refined and Version 2.0 of the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer
Model has been developed. Specifically, a priority of the refinements has been the

•
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"development of a more scientifically based error factor." See Letter from Director

•

David Tuthill dated Febmary 25, 2009. A copy ofDirector Tuthill's letter is attached
hereto as Exhibit 9.

J.

ESPAM2 is well calibrated to regional observations and Rangen's actual observed
and documented spring flows. See Exhibit 10 attached hereto for a graph generated
by the Department comparing Rangen's modeled spring flows with actual observed
and documented spring flows.

K.

ESPAM2 is currently the best available science and any administrative modeling
scenarios to evaluate the impacts of junior-priority ground water pumping should be
implemented using ESPAM2 with a "difference" modeling approach.

L.

•

Attached hereto as Exhibit 11 is a Memorandum from Leonard Rice Engineering
outlining a computer-generated curtailment scenario using ESPAM2 with a
"difference" modeling approach.

This curtailment scenario demonstrates that

Rangen has been, and is presently being, materially injured by junior-priority ground
water pumping in areas encompassed by ESPAM2.
17.

To date, the Department has not evaJuatedRangen's rights using ESPAM2. Rangen' s caJl
under this Petition presents issues that are different than those raised previously, and
therefore, this Petition necessarily raises issues that were not actually decided by the
Department previously.
ill. RELIEF REQUESTED

18.

Pursuant to the Department's constitutional and statutory duty to supervise the distribution
of water under Art. XV, § 3 Idaho Const., I.C. §§ 42-101, 226, 602, 607 and IDAPA

•
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37.03.11.040 or as otherwise provided for by the laws of the State of Idaho, Rangen
respectfUlly requests that the Director:

A.

find that Rangen has suffered, and will suffer, material injury as a result ofjuniorpriority ground water pumping in the areas encompassed by ESPAM2;

B.

administer and distribute water in the areas encompassed by ESPAM2 in accordance
with the prior appropriation doctrine as required by I.C. § 42-602;

C.

order the water masters of the areas encompassed by ESPAM2 to curtail juniorpriority ground water pumping as necessary to deliver Rangen's water in accordance
with the prior appropriation doctrine. See I.C. § 42-607.

D.

(.

order immediate curtailment before any heating is held because: (I) immediate
curtailment is necessary to secure an important government or public interest, to-wit,
the guaranteed delivery ofwater rights obtained under the laws ofthe State ofldaho;
(ii) there is a need for prompt action in that junior diversions continue to prevent
Rangen's ability to obtain all its decreed water flows; and (iii) the State ofldaho, by
and through its Department of Water Resources and Director, has a duty to supervise
the allotment of both surface and ground water to those diverting water for any
beneficial purpose; and

E.

if the Department does not order immediate curtailment, then convene a timely
hearing ofthis matter before further damage is done by junior-priority ground water
pumping

•
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Im;FORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF .· )
WATER TO WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02551 .· )
AND 36-07694
)
)
)
)
)

(RANGEN, INC.)

CM·DC·2011·004
FINAL ORDER REGARDING .
RANGEN, INC.'S PETITION
FOR DELIVERY CALL;
CURTAILING GROUND WATER
RIGHTS JUNIOR TO JULY 13, 1962

)

The Director ("Director") of the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("Department")
finds, concludes, and orders as follows:
·

FINDINGS OF FACT

I.

Procedural Background

l.
On December 13,2011, Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen") filed a Petition for Delivery
Call ("Petition") with the Department alleging that it is not receiving all of the water it is entitled
to pursuant to water right nos. 36-02551 and 36-07694, and is being materially injured by juniorpriority ground water pumping in the areas encompassed by the Enhanced Snake Plain Aquifer
Model Version 2.0 ("ESPAM 2.0"). Petition at 3-4. The Petition requested the Director
administer and distribute water in the areas encompassed by ESPAM 2.0 in accordance with the
prior appropriation doctrine and to curtail junior-priority ground water pumping as necessary to
·
deliver Rangen's water. /d. at 7.
2.
In response to the Petition, the Department assigned the contested ca.Se proceeding
docket number CM-DC-2011-004.

3.

On January 4, 2011, the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA") .
petitioned to be designated as a respondent or atternatively to intervene in the proceeding.
IOWA represents ground water districts whose members consist of irrigators, municipalities, and
commercial and industrial entities with ground water rights. Many of ihe ground water districts'
member's water rights are junior to Rangen's water rights and could be curtailed if Rangen is
successful in its delivery call. The Director granted IGWA's petition to intervene on January 13,

2012.

.

.

.

FINAL ORDER REGARDING RANG EN, INC.'S
PETITION FOR DELIVERY CALL; CURTAILING
. GROUND WATER RIGHTS JUNIOR TO JULY 13, 1962 ·Page 1
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4.
On :May 21, Z012, the Cityof Pocatello C'P<>Cltello") petitioned to be designated
as <1 respondent or alternatively to interven~ in the proceeding. Pocatello is a municipality with ground water rightsjunior to Rarigen's water rights and could be curtailed if Rangen is
successful in its d~liverycall. The Directorgranted Pocatello's petition tobe designated as a
respondent on May 29, ~Oi2.
_- __
:

.

.

.. :

..

·.

:

5._
On July 24, 2012, A&B Irrigation District, Am~riCan Falls ReservoirDistrict #2,
Burley Irrigation District. Milner Irrigaiion District, Minidoka Ii-rigation District, North Side _
Canal Company and Twin Falls Canal Company (collectively, the "Surface Water Coalition" or
"SWC") petitioned for limited intervention in the proceeding for the purpose of addressing the app1ication ofESPAM2.0 in the Rarigen delivery call. The water delivery entitles comprising
the SWC hold senior surface water rights on the Snake River and filed a separate delivery call · against junior ground water use~s. The Department employed a previous version of ESPAM to
determine the effects of gr()und waier pumping on the SWC's senior priority water rights. The
Director granted the SWC's petition for limited intervention on August 14,2012.
6.
On August 14, 2012, Buckeye Farms, Inc. ("BuckeyeH) petition~d, for limited
intervention in the Rangen proceeding for the purpose of addressing the appHcation of ESPAM ·
2.0. Buckeye argued that it has several surface water rights downstream from Rangen and
should be allowed to participate in the proceeding because "[f]uture conjunctive administration
involving Buckeye's senior surface water rights will involve ESPAM 2.0." Buckeye Farms, Inc
Petition for Limited lnterventi01i at 3. On August 21, 2012, both IGWA and Pocatello filed
responses in opposition to Buckeye's petition. The Director denied Buckeye's petition on
September 11, 2012, stating Buckeye's petition was untimely and that Buckeye's limited
interests are adequately represented by existing parties. Order Denying Buckeye Fanns, Inc.'s
Petition for Vmited Intervention at 2-3.
7.
On August 21, 2012, Fremont-Madison Irrigation District ("Fremont-Madison")
petitioned to be designated as a respondent or alternatively to intervene in the proceeding. The
Director granted Fremont-Madison's petition to be designated as a respondent on September ll,
2012. concluding Fremont-Madison meets the definition of a respondent according to the
Department's rules of procedure because Fremont-Madison is an irrigation district that diverts
ground water from the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer ("ESPA") and could be curtailed if Rangen
is successful in its delivery call. Order Designating Freemont-Madison a Respondent at l . .

8.
Several dispositive motions were filed prior to the hearing. Rangen filed a Motion
for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Material Injury on January 9, 2013. The motion was
disposed of by an Order DeizyingRangen, Inc.'s Motion/or Partial Summary Judgment Re:
Material injury issued Apdl 24, 2013.
9.
Rangen filed a Moiionfor Partial Sununary Judgment Re: Source on March 8,
2013, which was disposed of by an Order Granting In Part and Denying in Part Rangen, In c's
Motion/or Partlal Summary Judgmelll Re: Source issued on April 22, 2013.

l 0.
Pocatel1o filed a Motion for Declaratory Order Regarding Rangen's Legal
Obligatiol1 to Inrerconl1ect on March 8, 2013. The motion was disposed of by an Order Denying
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Cityof Pbcatello 'sMotion jor Declaratory OrderRe:
issued on April23, 2013.

·

·

Rangen '~ Legal Oblig(Jtion to l11terconnect • •
·

·

ll. . The hearingtin Rangen'sdelivery call commenced on May 1,2013, at the
Department's State Office in Boise, Idaho. The hearing concluded on May t6, 2013. The .
·hearing was bifurcated. •The first part of the hearing focused on issues of material injury and
beneficial .lise and the second part of the hearing focused on issues related to ESPAM 2.1. 1
·II.

· History of the Rangeri FaCility

12.
Rangen started business in 1925. Courtney. Vol. I, p. 53. The company was
. formally incorporated ii11935 and has been in business for over 88 years. /d. Aquaculture is
· · one of the company' s business enterprises. ld.
..
·
13.
Rangen owns and operates a fish research and propagation.facility ("Rangen
Facility") in the Thousands Springs area riear Hagerman, Idaho. Courtney, Vol. I, p. 55.
Rangen Exhibit 10052 is a schematic diagram of the Rangen Facility and is attached as
Attachment A. The Rangen Facility is situated below a canyon rim at the headwaters of
Billingsley Creek. /d. Torlief Rangen began construction of the Rangen Facility in 1962. /d. at
62.

. 14.
TheRangen Facility was developed in stages. Courtney, Vol. I, p. 61. The
· facility started with a series of conerete channels for fish rearing, now commonly referred to as
the "small raceways" and th~ "large raceways," and a hatch house for incubation of fish eggs.
Rangen Ex. 1014; Courtney, Vol. I, pp. 60, 66. Rangen also constructed some earthen ponds for
fish rearing and holding. The facility was expanded in 1976, when additional raceways, now
referred to as the ''CTR raceways," were constructed. Courtney, Vol. I, p. 6l. In approximately
1992, the greenhouse was added to the back of the hatch house to expand Rangen's hatching imd
research capabilities. /d. Other buildings were added over time, but their addition is not relevant
to this proceeding.
15.
Rangen first filed a delivery call in September of 2003. seeking to ct.inail juniorpriority ground water users. In February of 2004, a previous Director of the Department, Karl
Dreher, ordered curtailment of all ground water rights in Water District 130 with priority dates
junior to July 13, 1962 (the priority date ofRangen's water right no. 36-02551). Order at26
(Feb. 25, 2004). However, ESPAM model version 1.0 was released shortly thereafter. Based on
·
the curtailment predictions of ESPAM 1.0, Director Dreher withdrew his curtailment order,
concluding instead that the Rangen delivery call was futile. Second Amended Order at 28 (May
19, 2005).

in

AM

i As described later this order, ESP
2.0 was updated shortly before the hearing commenced. The latest
· version is referred to as ESPAM 2.1. .
·
·
.
.
2
· All references to"Exhibit;' or "Ex." in this order refer to exhibits from the administrative hearing in this matter. · .
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III.

Source of Water and Div~rsions
. .

.

.

-

. ..

16. · Immediately east ~f the Rangen Facility, water emanatesfrom numerous springs
on the talus siopes just below the canyon rim. Water also emanates from what is called the • .
''Martin-Curren Tunnel" or "Curren TunneL" The tunnel is a large, excavated conduit
.. constructed high on the canyon rim and extends approximately 300 feet into the canyon wall.
Tate~ VoL IV.p. 911. The first 50 feet of the tunnel is supported bya corrugated metal pipe
.
approximately 6 feet in diameter. Brendecke, Vol. IX, p. 2039. The remaining 250 feet of the
excavation is an open tunnel unsupported by any structure. /d. The main tunnel bifurcates into .·
two tunnels approximately 150-iOOfeet into the tunnel from its mouth. !d.; IGWA Ex. 2328. ·
The record does not clearly establish when the tunnel was built, but the tunnel predates the
.
construction of the Rangen Facility. .•·
..

..

. .

.

17.
A concrete collection box located·near the mouth of the Curren Tunnel collects ·
water for delivery to Rangen and holders of eady priority irrigation water rights via pipelines. .
. Pocatello Ex. 365L The concrete box is commonly referred to as the "Farmers' Box." Since •
2002, the water historically diverted by the senior-priority irrigation water right holders has been ·
· replaced with surface water delivered by the Sandy Pipeline. Sullivan, Vol. VI, p. 1345;
Brendecke, Vol. IX, p. 2081. Currently, only Rangen diverts from the Farmers' Box, but senior
priority irrigation water right holders may ca11 for delivery of water from Curren Tunnel in the
·
future.

a

18.
Further down the talus slope is second concrete water collection box with an .·
open top, commonly referred to as the ''Rangen Box." Rangen rediverts the water from the
Farmers' box through two plastic pipes down to the R~ngen Box. Sullivan, Vol. Vll, p. 166!.
·
Water is then delivered from the Rangen Boxvia a12-inch diameter steel pipe to the small
raceways. ld. The water diverted by Rangen.can then be routed from the small raceways down
through the large and CTR raceways. /d. Rangen Exhibit 1292, a picture showing the two
collection boxes and the distribution piping, is attached as Attachment B. Water can also be
spilled out the side of the Rangen Box and returned to the talus slope.
19.
In the early 1980's, Rangen built a 6-inch white PVC pipeline to divert water
from inside the Curren Tunnel and deliver the water to the hatch house and greenhouse
.buildings~ The water is us~d in the hatch house and/or greenhouse and then can be discharged
either back into Billingsley Creek or discharged directly into the small raceways and used in the · ·
large and CTR raceways. Sullivan, Vol. VI, p .. 1336.
20. . The main diversion for the large raceways is located downstream from the talus
slope, where the defined channel for Billingsley Creek begins. Sullivan, Vol. VI, p. 1336. This
Rangen diversion is commonly referred to as the "Large Raceway Diversion" or "Bridge
Diversion." The Bridge Diversion collects and diverts the spring flows that arise on the talus
. slope below the Curren Tunnel and water spilled from the Rangen Box. /d.
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· IV~

Rangen Water .Rights
. .
.
..

. ..

.

.

.. . ·•21. . · Rangen holds five water rights for the Rangen Facility. The five water rights
have been decreed through ihe Snake River Basin Adjudication ("SRBA"). Rangen' s decreed
water dghts are summarized as follows: ..
· ·

ELE~1ENTS OF RANG EN, INC.'S WATER RIGHTS
WATER
RIGHT NO.:
PRIORITY
DATE:
SOURCE:

!QUANTITY:
DNERSION

POINT:
PURPOSE
AND PERIOD
OF USE:

36-00134B

36-00135A

Oct. 9, 1884

Apr. 1, 1908

Martin-Curren
Tunnel
Tributary:
Billingsley
Creek
0.09cW
T07S RJ4E
S32
SESWNW
Domestic
(0.07 cfs)
01-01 to
12-31
Irrigation (0.09
cfs}

03·15 to
11-15

36~1550[

.

36-02551

·1 July I, 1957

July 13, 1962

Martin-Curren . Martin-Curren
Tunnel
'Tunnel
Tributary:
Tributary:
Billingsley
Billingsley
Creek
Creek
1.46 cfs
0.05 cfs

Martin-Curren
Tunnel
Tributary:
Billingsley
Creek

36-07694

I

Apr. 12~ 1977

Martin-Curren
Tunnel
Tributary:
Billingsley
Creek
26.0cfs

48.54 cfs
T07S Rt4E
T07S Rl4E
T07S RI4E
T07S Rl4E
S32SESWNW S32SESWNW S32SESWNW S32SESWNW

Fish

Domestic

Fish

. Domestic

(0.05 cfs)
Propagation
01-01 to
( 1.46 cfs)
12,31
01-01 to
Irrigation (0.05 12-31
cfs)
03-15 to
11-15

(0. 10 cfs)

Propagation

01-01 to

(26.0 cfs)
01-01 to
12-31

Domestic
T07S Rl4E
S31 SENE
S32SWNW
Irrigation
T07S Rl4E
S31 SWNE2
SENE4
S32SWNW I

Domestic

12-31

Fish
Propagation
(48.54 cfs)
01-01 to
12-31

PLACE OF
USE:

Domestic
T07S R14E
S31 SENE
S32SWNW
Irrigation
T07S Rl4E
S3l SWNE2
SENE4
S32 SWNWl
(7 acre's 'total)

Fish
Propagation
T07S RJ4E
S3JSENE
S32SWNW

T07S Rl4E
S31 SENE
S32SWNW
Fish
Propagation
T07S Rl4E
S31 SENE
S32SWNW

Fish
Propagation
T07S Rl4E
S31 SENE
S32SWNW

3

Cubic feet per second.
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22.
Water rightnos. 36-00134B and 36-00135A arefor irrigation and domestic
purposes. They are not for fish propagation. .
.

. .

.

.

.

:

.

. ·.

.

. ..

.

.:

.

.
23. · Wat~r right ~os. 36-15501, 36-02551, and 36-07694authorize a total, cumulative
. diversion of76.0 cfs for fish propagation. The priority dates associated with the three fish
propagation water rights are July l , 1957, July 13, 1962 andApril12, 1977, respectively . ..
.

.

24.
:Riuigen at leges that it "is not receiving au of the water to which it is e~titled
· pursuant to decreed water rights nos. 36-02551 and 36-07694." Petition at 3. Rangendoes not
·
.
allege injury to water right nos. 36-0013413, 36~00 135A, and 36-15501. /d.
25.
The source ;or water right nos. 36-02551 and 36-07694 is the Martin-Curren .
Tunnel, which is commonly referred to as the Curren Tunnel. Rangeri Ex. 1026; Rangen Ex.
1028. The point of diversion for both water rights is described as the lO acre tract: SESWNW ·
.
T07S Rl4E S32. !d. ·
26.
On March 8, 2013, Rangen filed aMotion and Brief in Support of Motion for
Part;al Summary Judgment Re: Source ("Source Brief'). Rangen sought a ruling that it is .
entitled to judgment as a matter of law as follows: (l) the source for water rights 36-02551 , 36- ·
07694, and 36-15501 is surface water, not ground water; and (2) its delivery call "is not limited
only to water from the mouth of the Martin-Curren Tunnel itself." Source Brief at 2. Rangen
stated that IGWA and Pocatello "contend that Rangen's water rights at issue are ground water
rights (as opposed to surface water) and that Rangen can only call for water discharging from the
mouth of the Martin-Curren Tunnel itself and not the entire spring complex that supplies · ·
Rangen's Research Hatchery." /d. at 2-3.
27.
On the issue of source, the Director reviewed the SRBA decrees and concluded
the decrees were not ambiguous:
Water right nos. 36-2551, 36-7694, and 36~15501 were decreed in the SRBA with
the following Source element: Martin-Curren Tunnel, tributary to Billingsley
Creek. . .. The fact that the source and tributary are named demonstrate that the
rights were decreed from a surface water source. See [IDAPA 37.03.01.060]
("For surface water sources, the source of water shall be identified . . . . The first
named downstream water source to which the source is tributary shall also be
listed. For ground water sources, the source shall be listed as •ground water."').
Consistent with [IDAPA 37.03.01.060], listing a source and tributary for surface
water rights, and only "ground water" for ground water rights, was the custom
and practice in the SRBA. · In 1997, Rangen's Martin-Curren Tunnel water rights
were partially decreed. The partial decrees were entered pursuant to Idaho Rule
of Civil Procedure 54(b). No appeal has ever been taken. The plain language of
Rangen' s partial decrees from the SRBA show that Martin-Curren Tunnel is
unambiguously surface water.
..

.

..

.

.

:

Order Granting in Part andDe11yirzg in Part Rangen, Inc.'s Motion For Partial .
Summary Judgm ent Re: Soitrce ("Order on Summary Judgment") at 4 (April 22, 2013).
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28.
The Director also concluded ~hat previ~us Idaho.Supreme C~urt decisions already
·decided that the source of the Martin-Curren Tunnel is surface water. Order on Summary
.Judgme1ll at 4 . . The Idaho Supreme Court case Mussel; v. Higginson, '125 Idaho 392, 871 P.2d .
809 (1994), involved a delivery call by water users other than Railgen with water rights from the
Martiri-Curren Tunnel. The Court in Musser specifically described the source as "springs." .
Musser at 394, 871 P.2d at 8i 1. Spring water users are considered surface water users, not
ground water users. Clear Sprir1gs Foods, Inc..v. SpackmaTl, 150 Idaho 790, 804, 252 P.3d 71,
85 (20 11) ("The Spring Users are not appropriators ofgroi.md water ... [t)hey are appropriatorS
of surface water flowing from springs;" ). The Court in A&B Irr. Dist. v. Idaho Dept. of Water
Res., had cause to discuss the Musser Court's characterization of the source and recognized that
the Martin-Curren Tunnel is considered surface water. A&B /rr. Dist. v. Idaho Dept. ofWatet
Res., 153 Idaho 500, 509,284 P.3d 225, 234 (2012)(Cottcluding that the Court in Musser could
not have opined on the application cif the Ground Water Act because the call was "between
senior spring users and junior gr~und water users.")
29.
Ba5ed on the above conclusions, the Director granted summary judgment to
Rangen on the issue of source.. Orderon Summary Judgment at 7.
30.

On the second issue, th~ Director again started with the SRBA decrees:

The point of diversion element decreed by the SRBA district court
unambiguously limits diversion to T07S Rl4E S32 SESWNW. Therefore, by the
unambiguous terms of its SRBA partial decrees, Rangen is not authorized to
divert water from sources outside T07S Rl4E S32 SESWNW. · Without a water
right that authorizes diversion outside T07S Rl4E S32 SESWNW, Rangen cannot
·call for delivery of water from sources located outside its decreed point of
diversion. IDAPA 37.03.11.001 ("rules prescribe procedures for responding to a
delivery call made by the holder of a senior-priority surface or ground water right)
· (emphasis added); 37.03.11.010.25 (defining "water right" to mean "[t]he lega1
right to divert and use . .. the public waters of the state of Idaho where such right
is evidenced by a decree ....").

Order on S11mmary Judgment at 6 (emphasis in original).
31.
However, summary judgment was not granted to any party on the issue of the
point of diversion because questions of material fact remained related to how water is diverted
by Rangen from the Curren Tunnel. Id. 6-1. ·
··

V.

. Water Measurements

32. . Rangen has measured the flows through the Rangen Facility since 1966. Ramsey,
Vol. III, p. 617; Rangen Ex. 1075. Since 1995, Rangen has been required by the Department to
. measure the flows through the Rangen Facility and report the measurements annually to the .
· watermaster.. IDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex. 3203, p. 13. ·
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33. ·· The water that tlows through the Rangen Facility is measured at two different
•locations, the erR raceways and the lodge pand dam.4 Maxwell, Vol. I, p. 269; Rangen Ex.
1074. Rangen' s measurements at the CTR raceways and the lodge pond dam, summed together, ·
· quantify all inflow that is tiibutary to Billingsley Creek upstream from those measurement
locations, except for diversions to the senior irrigation rights from the Farmers' Box. Courtney, ·. •
· Vol. I, p. 142. Irrigation return flows sporadically discharge into Billingsley Creek above the
·· lodge dam measurement point. Rangen is not able to beneficially use these irrigation return ..·
flows,but the irrigation return flows are included in Rangen's measurements. /d., pp. 142-143.
• Rangen measures the flows weekly. ·/d., p. 270. The weekly measure·ments from the CTR
•raceways and the lodgepond darn are summed for reporting purposes. Maxwell, Vol. I. p. 281 ; . · ·
Rangen Ex.. 1094. Rangen also measures flows weekly at the large raceways, but the large
raceways measurement data are not reported to the watermasteL Maxwell, Vol. I., p. 278.
34.
To determine the flow of water in the CTRraceways, Rang{m employees measure
the depth of water (head) flowing over wooden check board dams each raceway using a ruler
placed on top of the board. Maxwell, Vol. I, pp. 270-273. This method of measuring head with
a ruler on top of the board is commonly referred to as "sticking the weir." Sullivan, Vol. XI, p.
1387. Rangen employees clean the upper board in each multi-board dam prior to measuring the
· head to prevent error from moss accumulation. Erwin, Vol. I, p. 249. Rangen also inspects the
upper dam board to ensure that the board is centered and flush. Maxwell, Vol. I, pp. 273~274.
Rangen uses the same procedure to measure head at the lodge pond dam.

in

35.
Frank Erwin, who has been waterinaster for Water DistriCt 36 for more than 16
• years, observed Rangen employee Dan Maxwell measuring water three or four times. Erwin,
Vol. I, p. 249. Erwin stated Maxwell did "a good job" and that Maxwell "probably does a little
better job at it than I would be able to do." /d., p. 245. He stated that Rangen sends him annual
reports of their water measurements and that he has never had an issue with any of Rangen' s
· measurements. !d.

36.
Wooden check board dams are considered nonstandard measurement devices and
are not listed as an acceptable measuring device in the Department's Minimum Acceptable
Standards for Ope11 Channel and Closed Conduit Measuring Devices. Yeriter, Vol. Ill, p. 557;
IDWR Staff Memorandurri, Ex. 3203, p. 59; Luke, Vol. V, pp. 1134-1135. Roughness,
rounding, and sagging in wooden check boards can cause measurement error. Sullivan, Vol. VI,
pp. 1408-1409.

37.
Although wooden check board dams are considered nonstandard measuring
devices, the Department historically accepted measurements using thes~ structures because the
Department's standards allow an accuracy of +1- lO% for open channel measuring devices when
compared to measurements using standard portable measuring devices. The Department's
experience is that flows rates derived by treating wooden c~eck board dams as weirs generally

·

4

The Department has measured the flow fi:om the mouth of Curren Tunnel since 1993. Tile Curren Tunnel flow ·
data are not used by the watermaster to determine the overall flows through the Rangen Facility, as most water thot
emanates from the.Curren Tunnel is counted either at the measurement in the CTR raceways or at the lodge pond
dam.

••

·. · · .

·

. .

. .

. .

.

.

.

.
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provide an accui-acy of +1-: 10%. Yenter,VoJ.III, p. 567; IDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex. 3203,
p. 13; Luke, Vol. V, pp. 1139,1140, 1168.
.
·
.38. . · Two questions were raised related to Rangen's measurements . .The first question
is whether Rangen historically under~measured its flows because Rangen was using an incorrect
n1tirig table. The second question is whether United States Geological Survey ("USGS") flow
measurements downstream from the Rangen Facility are a more accurate representation of
historic
flows through the Rangen Facility and should be relied upon in this
proceeding.
·
.
.
.
-

. ·• . · 39. • The Francis equation for a standard suppressed rectanguiar weir with full bottom
· ·
· . · ··
·
contraction is Q=CLH312 where the weir coefficient "C" is 3.33, and:
Q=flow rate in cubic feet per second
L=length of the weir crest in feet
H=head of water over the weir crest in feet
.

.

40.
Each weir type has a unique weir coefficient and relates the measurement of the · .
head on the weir to the flow rate over the weir. Brockway, Vol. IV, p. 935. A wooden check
board dam employed by Rangen is considered a suppressed weir with a nonstandard weir blade.

!d.
41.
After measuring the head over the wooden check board dams, Rangen employees
consult a rating table and identify the flow value corresponding to the measured head for each
raceway. By referring to a rating table, a water user can determine flow rates based solely up:m
the head of water over the weir without calculating the flow with a weir equation. The values in
a rating table should be derived either from a weir equation or from direct measurements of
discharge and head at numerous flow rates.
42.
Historically, Rangen has used at least two different rating tables. It is not clear
how Rangen's rating tables were derived. The accuracy of Rangen's original and revised rating
tables was an issue discussed extensively at the hearing. The parties, including Rangen, agree
that there are problems with the original and the revised rating tables.
43.
If compared to the Francis equation, the weir coefficient implicit in Rangen's
original rating table varied with the depth of water over the weir crest. . Pocatello Ex. 3345, p.
18. Prior to December 1998, Rangen's rating table implied a weir coefficient that averaged
between 3.27 and 3.40. !d.
44.
Sometime between December 1998 and July 2003, Rangen revised its rating ·
table. Pocatello Ex. 3345, p. 18. Between December 1998 and July 2003, there are no measured
head data available with whlch to determine the implicit average weir coefficient. /d. Starting in
July 2003 through the present, the available measurement data suggest that the revised table had
an equivalent weir coefficient in the range of 3.05 to 3.09. ld.
45.
When the head over a wooden darn board exceeds app~oximately two times the
width of the board crest, the nappe, or the sheet of water flowing over the top of the dam board,
begins to "spring" from the front edge of the dam board, and simulates the physical"springing"
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of water across asharpcrested weirblade. Brockway,Vol. IV, pp.955-958. The width of
. Rarigen's dam boards is ·1 and 5/8 inches.. Two times 1 and5/8 inches is) and Y-1 inches. The
· vast majority of Rangen' s head measurements exceeded 3 and Y-1 inches, more than two times the
dam board width. /d., p~ 959. Rangen's wooden damboardsact like a standard suppressed
· sharp-crested weir; /d., p~ 959. Without actually calibrating the mea5urement of flows over the ·
nonstandard dam boards, the best approximation of a correct flow computation for measurements
of head at Rangen's wooden check board dams, would be to use the Francis formula with the
standard suppressed sharp-crested
weir
coefficient
of 3.33. Brockway, Vol. IV, pp~. 959, 962.5
..
.
.
.. . . . .
46. · . In 2003, the Department ev<duated Rangen's me~surerilents inconnection with
Rangen's previous delivery call. Department employees measured flows at the large and CTR
raceways and the lodge pond dam by "sticking the weir." Department employees measured a ..
combined total discharge ofJ 8.69 cfs for the CTR raceways and the lodge pond dam. Rangen ·
Ex. 1129, p. 3. The day prior to the Department's measurement, Rangen employees measured a .
combined total discharge of 17.52 cfs for the CTR raceways and the lodge pond dam, a
difference of 1.17 cfs, or a difference of approximately -6%. /d. , p. 12~
47.
The employment of a nonstandard measuring device and the under-reporting of
flow rate values due to the uncalibrated rating table is cause to review other available flow rate
measurement values. The USGS periodically measures Billingsley Creek flows at a site just
downstream of the Rangen Facility. Sullivan, Vol. VI, pp. 1414-1415. The USGS derives flow
values by measuring velocities across the creek's flow profile and by multiplying each measured
velocity by a cross sectional area to compute the flow rate in each individual cross sectional area
using a current meter. The flow rates for each area are summed, resulting in a total flow rate. ·
']"'he method described above is considered a standard method of water measurement, is listed as
an acceptable measuring method in the Department's Minimum Acceptable Standards for Open
Clzamui/ and Closed Conduit Measuring Devices, and is employed to calibrate the accuracy of
weirs and other measuring devices. USGS flow measurements are widely accepted as accurate
and objective measurements.
48.
When a USGS hydrographer measures flow nites, the h.ydrographer assigns a
quality rating to the measurement. Sullivan, Vol. VI, p. 1423. This is a quasi~quantitative rating
of the quality of the measurement. Various factors are considered in rating the measurement.
6
The USGS quantifies the standard error associated with each rating. The highest rating assigned
to measurements in Billingsley Creek below the Rringen Facility is "good," abbreviated by the
letter "G." When a measurement is rated "G,"the estimated standard error is plus or minus 5%.
A lesser rating of "fair" is abbreviated by the letter "F.'' When a measurement is rated "F," the ·
estimated standard error of the measurement is plus or minus 8%. /d. at 1424. The lowest rating
. is "poor," abbreviated by the letter ''P." When a measurement is rated "P," the estimated
standard error of the measurement is greater than 8%. . /d. The abbreviation "U" means the
measurement was unrated and means that, for some reason, the hydrographer didn't assign a
5

Brockway deri ved a weir coerficient for measuring flows discharging over splash board dams at another fish
propagation facility. l'hc other facility's weir coenic!ent was 3.68. Brockway distinguished the other facility' s weir
cocflicient from the standard 3.33 value by observing that the head measurements ovf!r the dam board at the other
facility were near or below two times the width of the dam board, resulting in a hrrger coefficient. ·
·
.
6
· A standard error of 5% means there is a 68% probability that the true mca5urcmcnt is within plus or minus 5% of
the true value. Sullivan, Vol. Vl, p. 1423. .
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are

rating. /d. Most of the USGS measurements in Billingsley Creek below the Rangen Facility
rated as "good" or"fair" measurements. The rritirig of measurement conditions may be ''fair"
. because, as discussed in the IDWR staff memorandum, flow and/or cross-sectional conditions
. areJess than ideal. IDWR Staff Melporandum,Ex. 3203, p. 65.

49.
Rangen presented evidence thatthere is asmall drain that discharges into ·
Billingsley Creek between where Rangen measures flows from the Rangen Facility and where
the USGS measures flow in Billingsley Creek. This drain sometimes carries irrigation return
flows to the creek~ Sullivan, Vol. VI, p. 1419. However, the record does not support a finding
that these return flows affected the USGS measurements because the USGS generally measures .
the flow in Billingsley (:reek during the non-irrigation season. !d..· ·
·50.
Pocatello compared the USGS measurements taken downstream from Rangen
with Rangen' s reported flows closest to the date of the USGS measurement. Pocatello's expert,
Greg Sullivan, testified that comparison of Rangen's reported flows with flows measured by the
USGS below the Rangen Facility show a systematic under-measurement of Rangen 's flows,
especiaUysince 1980. Sullivan estimated the measurement error to be 15.9% based on the
comparison of 45 measurements by the USGS between 1980 rind 2012. Sullivan, Vol. VI, pp.
·1428-1429; Pocatello Ex., p.3349. .
· . ..
··
51.
In addition, Sullivan derived a weir coefficient for the Rangen Facility by solving
the standard weir equation for the weir coefficient using 14 of the USGS flow measurements and
Rangen head measurements made nearest in time. Sullivan derived average weir coefficient ..
of 3.62. Sullivan, VoL VI., pp. 1438-1439.

an

.

.

.

-

.

52.
The Director finds, based upon dear and convincing evidence, that Rangen' s use
of a nonstandard measuringdevice withaninaccurate rating curve has resulted in underreporting of flows at the CTR raceways and Rangen's lodge pond dam.

VI.

Historical Spring F'lows

53.
Notwithstanding Rangen' s use of inaccurate rating tables and under-reporting of
its flows, it is clear that spring flows in the area of the Curren Tunnel have declined significantly.
·IDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex. 3203, p. 2. .In 1966, Rangen' s reported hatchery flows averaged
50.7 cfs. Rangen Ex. 1075. In 2012, spring complex flows averaged just 14.6 cfs. /d. If one
redetermines Rangen's reported flows using Pocatello's estimated measurement error of 15.9%
since 1980, the declines in flow rate from the Rangen springs have been dramatic. · Even if the
15.9% correction is applied to the 2012 spring complex discharge, flows declined by over33 cfs
· between 1966 and 2012.
· ·
.
· 54.
Discharge from the mouth of Curren Tunnel has been measured by the
Department since 1993. Pocatello, Ex. 3650, p. 5. The measured discharge does not include
. flow in the 6-inch PVC pipe.··The sum of the tunnel discharge and flow in the 6-irich PVC pipe
represents the flowavailable from the Curren Tunnel source. Rangen began submitting flow
data for the 6..:inch PVC pipe to the Department in 1996. Sullivan used data available froml996
through 2011 to extrapolateCurren Tunnel flows prior to 1996. /d. Sullivan estimated the
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averdge annual tunnelflow in 1966 wa~ 32.1 cfs.l Pocatello, Ex. 3650, Table A.;5. By 2011, the ·
average annual tunnel flow had declined to 4.4 cfs. /d., Table A-1.
.

.

.

.

.

55. · · There is no single reason for the decline. in flow. Several anthrOpogenic activities
on the Eastern Snake Plain caused reductions spri[lgflows near Raogen and throughout the
Thousand Springs complex. These activities included diversion of ground water from wells,
reduction in incidental recharge because of increased delivery and application efficiencies for
surface water irrigation, and reductions in incidental recharge because of an overall reduction in
surface water delivered for irrigation of the Eastern Snake Plain. Reduction in natural recharge
·. derived from precipitation has also contributed to declines in spring flow. Because the Rangen
spring complex ishydraulically connected to the ESPA, itis clear that ground water pumping has •
contributed to the decrease in discharge,
but other activities have also contributed.
.
.

in

.

VII.

Effects of Declining Flows on Rangen

56,
Rangen argues that its ability to conduct research has been hindered because of
reduced spring flows. Ramsey, Vol.JIL p. 691; Kinyon, Vol. II, pp. 452,460; Rangen Ex. 1161.
An important aspect of the Rangen FaCility is its research. Rangen conducts experiments at its
facility to: (a) improve its commercial fish food, (b) treat or prevent disease, and (c) improve its
fish rearing (husbandry) techniques. Because of lower flows, Rangen is not able to conduct all
the desired experiments. Ramsey, Vol. III, pp. 692-693. Rangen would conduct more research
if the flows were higher. Kinyon, Vol. V, p. 1183.

57.
Pocatello argues that, historically, most ofRangen's experiments have been
conducted inside the hatchhouse and greenhouse, not outSide in the raceways, and that outside
experiments in production ponds do not generate reliable data. Woodling, Vol. VI, pp. 1239.,
1240. Pocatello references a Rangen analysis suggesting that more reliable data could be
generated from studies in the greenhouse as opposed to the outside raceways. Woodling, Vol.
VI, p. 1246. Rangen's response to this argument is that its clients want experiments in outdoor
raceways in a production-type setting, not a laboratory setting, and that Rangen would conduct
experiments in the outdoor raceways if more water were available. Ramsey, Vol. Ill, pp. 697698. For example, Rangen testified it would experiment with fishmeal replacements. Kinyon,
Vol. V, p. 1185; Ramsey, Vol. V, p. 1197. Rangen testified to numerous other studies it would
undertake. Kinyon, Vol. V, pp. 1184-1186; Ramsey, Vol. V, pp. 1198-1199.
58.
Pocatello also argues that if Rangen wants to undertake outside studies, it should
modify the way it conducts raceway studies and initiate fish tagging studies instead. Woodling,
Vol. VI, pp. 1249-1250. Pocatello suggests Rangen would then need only two raceways and
would gather better data. ·Pocatello recognizes that its suggested alternative study method would
require much more manpower to complete, but suggests Rangen can find volunteers with the
Idaho State Fish and Game or Idaho Power Company (..Idaho Power").

7

Pocatello's Ex. 3650, Table A-5 is based on Rangen's reported values for flow in the CTR raceways and lodge
pond dam. The values in Table A-5 do not incorporate Pocatello's correction of Rangen's reported valuc:s based on
comparison with the USGS data. ··
.
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. 59.
Rangen alsoargu~s that its ability to raise more fish has been hindered because of
the reduced. flows; Tate, Vol. IV, pp. 867-868. There currently is sufficient water available to
the hatchery and the greenhouse to raise more fish should Rangen desire to do so. Tate, Vol. IV,
P~ 894. The bottleneck for raising more fish is the outside raceways. · Rangen has sufficient
\Vater to operate the smail raceways during some parts of the yearbut not others. /d., p. 895 . .
Rangencould open up the other raceways and add more fish if it had more water. Tate, Vol. IV,
pp. 868, 905-906. Furthermore, while the water may be sufficient to satisfy its existing
·
contractual obligations, Rangen would raise more eggs in the hatchhouse than are currently being
raised if it had more water in other parts of the facility to put those fish, when the fish are grown .
out. Ramsey, Vol. III, p. 719.
.
·
· ··
··

60.
Rangen argues that it employs many fewer people now than it once did. Kinyon,
Vol. TI, p. 452. There may be multiple reasons for a reduction in employees; including a slump
in the fish hatchery industry. Church, Vol. VIII, pp. 1965, 1974.

VIII. Rangen's Use of Water
61.
Rangen currently raises fish for commercial processing, research, and for public
sale to fish pond operators and others. Kinyon, Vol. II, p. 474. Since 2004, Rangen has also
contracted with Idaho Power to raise trout Rangen Ex. 1141. Idaho Power stocks the fish in the
·Middle Snake River and American Falls Reservoir. Kinyon, Vol. 11, p. 422. Raising fish for
restocking is commonly referred to as raising fish for conservation purposes, and the fish are
commonly referred to as conservation fish. The timing and the way Rarigen raises the fish for
Idaho Power is dictated primarily by the contract with Idaho Power. Kinyon, Vol. II, p. 478;
· Maxwell~ Vol. ll, p. 316; Tate, Vol. IV. p. 860.
· 62. ··Because the fish for Idaho Power are being raised for conservation purposes (as
opposed to being raised for processing), Rangen is contractually required to satisfy specific flow .
and density indexes when raising the fish. Kinyon, Vol. II, p. 482. A flow index is a
measurement of the relationship between the number and size of fish and the flow rate of water
.in a rearing space. The density index is a measurement of the relationship between the number
and size of fish and the available rearing volume of water. Ramsey, Vol. III, p. 721; Smith, Vol.
IV, p. 812. The Idaho Power's contract requires that Rangen employ a specific flow index so
that the ratio of flow to fish is higher than the ratio of flow to fish when raising fish for
.
processing purposes.··Similarly, the Idaho Power contract requires that Rangen employ a specific
density index so that the ratio of volume of water to fish is higher than the ratio of volume of
water to fish than might be used when raising fish for processing purposes. Requiring higher
flow and density indexes is a standard industry practice when raising conservation fish because
the goal is to produce fish that are better able to survive in the wild and are more physically ·
attractive to anglers. Kinyon, Vol. II, pp. 482-483. Since contracting with Idaho Power, raising
fish for Idaho Power has been the main focus of Rangen's fish production efforts. The Idaho
Power contract governs the timing of Rangen's purchases of its fish eggs and Rangen's
·
movement of fish from one rearing location to another through the facility. Rangen raises some
·extra fish beyond those required by the Idaho Power contract.·· Rangen sells these extra fish for
processing and other purposes.
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63. . . IOWA and Pocatello argue Rangen's use of waterls unreasonable. First, they
· argue Rangen is not efficiently using its water, is notefficiently raising fish at the facility, and
could be raising more fish if they would take advantage of peak spring flows. They assert·
.. Rangen could be raising more fish for the Idaho Power contract, even under the density index
· imposed through the Idaho Power contract, Rangen couldbe raising more fish. Rogers, Vol.
Ylll, p. 1829. They argue the lack of records related to dissolved oxygensuggests Rangen is not
trying to maximize fish production. /d., p. 1839. They suggest that Rangen's failure to
maximize the number of fish it raises is unreasonable and constitutes waste: /d., p . 1849.
Furthermore, they argue Rangen could be taking steps to further aerate its water, so it could raise
even more fish. /4., p. 1840. . . . . ...
.
.

: . .

.

.

.

. .

:

:·

.

64.
IGWA and Pocatello also argue that Rangen' s use of the water is unreasonable
because Rangen is not recycling the water it has already beneficially used to raise more fish.
Rogers, Vol. Vlll, pp. 1843, 1866. Recycling water would require a pump~back system or .
reconfiguring the present system for water delivery. /d. Prior to filing its delivery call. Rangen
considered constructing a pump-back system but ultimately rejected the idea. Courtney, Vol. I,
p; 113; Courtney, Vol. ll, pp. 400404; Rangen Ex. 1203. Raceways require continuous
replenishment with fresh water. Cou.rtney, Vol. ll, p. 401. Interruption of this flow would result
in the loss of fish and likely a significant monetary loss. ld. A punip-back system would require
redundant power sources and pumps to ensure that loss of power or a pump failure would not
deprive fish of water, thereby killing the fish. Courtney, Vol. I, p. 112; Courtney, Vol. II, p~401.
The cost of building the pump-back system, without the redundant power sources and pumps,
was estimated to be $116,000. Courtney, Vol. n, p. 403. The annual costs of operating the
system run between $22,000 and $46,000. /d. Because of the significant costs to build the
project, and other concerns about the issues of water quality and water temperature associated
with a pump-back system. Rangen ultimately rejected the idea of a pump-back system.
Courtney, Vol. I, p. .113. The cost of building redundant systems along with annual operating
costs makes a pump-back system cost prohibitive.

a

65.
Water must contain dissolved oxygen for fish to extract the oxygen through their
gills. The minimum level of dissolved oxygen in water for rearing fish is approximately 5 to 5.5
parts per million. Smith, Vol. IV, p. 840; Rogers, Vol. Vlll, p. 1828. Rangen maintains a
dissolved oxygen level of approximately seven parts per million in the CTR raceways, which is
at the bottom of its system. Maxwell, Vol. ll, p. 320. The solubility qf dissolved oxygen in the
water varies because of water temperature and other factors, but a typical oxygen saturation level
for water at the Rangen springs is nine parts per million. Rogers, _Vol. Vlll, p. 1828. IGWA and
Pocatelio suggest, because Rangen does not regularly measure the oxygen levels in its raceways,
Rangen is not efficient in its operation. Rogers, Vol. VITI, pp. 1839-1843. They argue, if
Rangen wanted to maximize its production; Rangen could further aerate its water as part of a
•pump-back system. ld.
66.
Water depleted of dissolved oxygen can be aerated to restore the level of
dissolved oxygen. Water can be aerated mechanically by injecting oxygen orby creating a head
drop where water is exposed to oxygen in the atmosphere. Rangeil does ilot mechanically inject
oxygen. Smith, Vol. IV, p. 840. There are slight vertical drops within the Rangen Facility that
provide some aeration. /d. _
·· · ·
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IX.

Diversion Works

67. ·• In 2004, Rangen bird SPF Water Engineering, LLC ("SPF') to evaluate a ·
· number of projects with the intentofimproving Rangen's water supply. IGWA Ex. 2040. The
· evaluations were supportive technical information for grant.funding applications from the Idaho .
. Department of Commerce and Labor. /d. ..•
.
..
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68. . SPF evaluated.the possible construction.ofa new vertical g~ound water well near
. the upstream end of the Rangen raceways. IGWA Ex. 2040, p. 7. Ground water in a new well
· would have to be lifted more than I 00 feet. !d. There were three concerns with this approach.
The first concern was the pumping costs associated with lifting the water from the wells to
raceways. /d., pp. 7-8. The second concern was that this would require redundant systems to
.protect against a loss of water from failure of power or pumps .. /d.' p: 8 . .The third concern was .
that, because of the ESPA moratorium on new appropriations, Rang would not be able to
obtain a new water right absent mitigation. /d.

en

69.
A second option studied was the construction of a horizoritaJ \veil at a lower
.
elevation than the Curren Tunnel. IGWA Ex. 2040, p. 8. While SPF believed a horizontal welt
would increase flow to the Rangen Facility, it also believed that a horizontal well would likely
decrease
current discharge
to the Curren Tunnel, to other springs in the vicinity of the Curren
.
. .
Tunnel and possibly to wells located on the rim above the Curren Tunnel. !d.

X.

Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer

70.
The ESPA is defined as the aquifer underlying an area of the Eastern Snake Plain
that is aboutl70 miles long and 60 miles wide, excluding areas lying both south of the Snake
River and west of the line separating sections 34 and 35, Township 10 South, Range 20 East,
Boise Meridian. The ESPA is defined as an area having a common ground water supply.
IDAPA 37.03.1 i .050.
71.
The ESPA is highly productive and is composed predominately of fractured
Quaternary basalt having an aggregate thickness that may, at some locations, exceed several
tho~sand feet and generally decreases in thickness along the margins of the aquifer. The
fractured Quaternary basalt is generally characterized by high hydraulic conductivity. The
presence of interbedded sediments, a volcanic rift zone, and less permeable basalts result in
lower hydraulic conductivity in some areas of the aquifer. Notable areas of lower hydraulic
conductivity are in the vicinity of Mud Lake and in the Great Rift zone, which extends north to
south across the plain from the Craters of the Moon to just west of American Falls Reservoir.
• These zones of lower hydraulic conductivity impede the transmission of water through the
· ~~

.

.

72•. . The ground water in the ESPA is hydrauliCally connected to the Snake River and
tributary springs at various places and to varying degrees. One of the locations which a djrect
• hydraulic connection exists between the ESPA and springs tributary to the Snake River is in the
Thousand Springs area. The amount of water th~t discharges from the aquifer to hydraulically

at
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connected surface water sources is largely dependent on ground water elevations and hydraulic
conductance. · · ·
···
· ··
·
· · ··
·
..
73. .. Based on ~veragesforthe time period from October of 1980 through September
of 20088• the ESPA receives approximately 7.7 million acre feet of recharge on an average
aniluat basis from the following sources: . incidental recharge assoCiated with surface water
irrigation on the plain (5~3 million acre feet), infiltration of predpita.tion on non-irrigated hinds
(0.7 million acre feet), underflow from tributary drainage basins ( 1.1 million acre feet), and
seepage losses from rivers and streams (0.6 miUion acre feet). Ra.ngen Ex. 1273A, Figure 8.
74.
Based on averages for the time period from October of 1980 through September
of2008, the ESPA discharges approximately 8.0 million acre feet on an average annual basis
through the Snake River and tributary springs (5.4 million acre feet), evapotranspiration in ·
wetlands (0.1 acre feet), and ground water withdrawals (2.5 million acre feet). ld.
.

'
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75. · For the time period from October of 1980 through September of 2008, average
arinual discharge from the ESPA exceeded annual average recharge by approximately 270,000
acre feet, resulting in declining aquifer water levels and declining discharge to hydraulically
coimeeted
Snake River and tributary springs. !d.
.
. read-ies of the
.

XI.

.History of ESPA Model

76.
The Enhanced Snake Plain Aquifer Modd("ESPAM") ·is a calibrated regional
ground water model representing the ESPA. ESPAM version 1.0 ("ESPAM 1.0") was developed
by the Department working in collaboration with the Eastern Snake Hydrologic Modeling
Committee ("ESHMC"). a technical committee comprised of representatives of water user
groups and government agencies. ESPAM 1.0 simulated the effects of ground water pumping
·· ·
·
from the.ESPA on the Snake River and tributary springs.
In determining a previous Rangen delivery call to be a futile caU using ESPAM
· 77.
1.0. former Director Dreher determined that curtailment of water rights junior to July 13, 1962
would not result in a meaningful increase in the quantity of water discharging from springs in the
vicinity of the Ringen Facility. Second Amended Order; p. 28 (May 19, 2005).
78.
Following the previous Rangen delivery call , ESPAM 1.0 was superseded by a
revised and recalibrated model version 1.1 ("ESPAM I. 1''). In Clear Spri1igs Foods, Inc. v.
Spackman, a delivery cali proceeding instituted by Clear Springs Foods, ESPAM 1.1 was used to
estimate the effects of ground water pumping on the springs in the Thousand Springs area, the
name for the general geographic location where Rangen diverts water. The Idaho Supreme
Court upheld the Director's application of EsPAM 1.1. Clear Spr~ngs Foods, Inc. v. Spackman,
150 Idaho 790, 814, 252 P.3d 71, 95 (20 11 ).
· 79.
In the Clear Springs Foods delivery call, a trim line was used to limit the area of
curtailment simulated with ESPAM 1.1. The trim line was defined by model cells in which 10%
s Volumes were calculated from lhe ESPAM 2.1 water budget; which extended from 1980 to 2008. Rangcn Ex.
1273A.
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or greater of the curtailed.use would result in benefits to the Buhl to Thousand Springs reach (the
·reach within which Clear Springs Foods diverted water) at steady state; Because much of the
benefit to the Buhl to Thousand Springs reach would occur at locations other than Clear Springs
Foods' point of diversion~ the Department subsequently estimated that Clear Springs FoodS
would receive 6.9% Of the benefit accruing to the Buhl to Thousand Springs reach. Therefore,
. the trim line applied in Clear Springs Foods limited curtailment to areas where Clear Springs
, Foods was predicted to receive at least 0 .69o/o(6.9% of 10%) of the total benefus of curtailment
at steady state.
· 80.
In the Blue Lakes delivery call, a trim line was used to limit the area of
curtailment simulated with ESPAM 1.0. The trim line was defined by model cells in which 10%
· or greater of the curtailed use would resultin benefits to the Devil's Washbowl to Buhl reach
(the reach within which Blue Lakes diverted water)
at steady state. Because much of the benefit
. .
to the Devil's Washbowl to Buhl reach would occur at locations other than Blue Lakes Trout
Farms' point ofdiversion, the Department subsequently estimated that Blue Lakes Trout Farms
would receive 20%ofthe benefit accruing to the reach. Therefore, the trim line applied in the
Blue Lakes delivery call limited curtailment to areas where Blue Lakes Trout Farm was
predicted to receive at least 2% (20% of 10%) of the total benefits of curtailment at steady state.
'

81.
In 2005, the ESHMC and the Department started working on updates to ESPAM
1.1. The revision to ESPAM 1.1 was referred to as ESPAM 2.0. The model wa5 refined and recalibratedwith additional data.. In particular, the model was calibrated using monthly water
levels and flow targets, including measured spring discharges within 14 specific model grid cells.
The springs captured and used by Rangen were measured throughout the model calibration
period, and the monthly average spring discharge in the model cell where spring flows are
captured by Rangen was a target for model calibration. The revision of the ESPAM was in
progress when Rangen filed its Petition in December of 20 11. The parties to this proceeding
agreed to wait until the work on the updated model by the ESHMC was complete before going to
hearing.
. 82. · "During development of ESPAM 2.0, IDWR discovered that values from
Covington and Weaver ( 1990) that were used to estimate discharge for Thousand Springs and
springs in the Thousand Springs to Malad spring reach for calibration of ESPAM 1.1 were
inaccurate. These values were corrected in the calibration targets for ESPAM2.0. These
corrections resulted in a significant decrease in the spring discharge target at Thousand Springs
and a significant increase in spring discharge targets in the Billingsley Creek area." IDWR Staff
Memorandum, Ex. 3203, p. 32. Because of these adjustments, Rangen challenged the previous
determination of a futile call. The update to ESPAM 2.0 was the basis for Rangen's renewed
·
delivery call.
83.
The Director concluded that Rangen's request to apply ESPAM 2.0 to the
delivery call was premature because the ESHMC had not yet completed its work on the
revisions. Pre/zearing Conference (Jaii.)~. 2011 ){audio recording). The Director explained the
remruning steps needed before ESPAM 2.0 would be ready to be applied in the proceeding. id.
The Director and the parties agreed to hold regular status conferences to receive reports on the ·
status of ESPAM 2.0. ·Order Continuing ?rehearing Conference at I (Feb. 1, 20 12).
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84.
In July of2012, the ESHMC determined that the calibration ofESPAM 2~0 was
complete and recommended that the Department begin using ESPAM 2.0 rather than ESPAM
1.1 for ground water modeling. El1la.il from Rick Raymondi to Gary Spackman, ESPAM Version
2.0 (July i6, 2012). In response, an order was issued adopting ESPAM 2.0 for use in the R<mgen
delivery call. Order Re: Eastem Snake Plain Aquifer Model imd tlze Rangen, Inc. Delivery Call
at 1 (July 27, 2012). However, during the preparation of the final project report, data calculation
mistakes were discovered in the model input data used for calibration. .Email from Rick . ·
Raymondi to ESHMC member-S, ESPAM Version2 (Oct. 4, 2012). The model was re-:calibrated
in November 2012, resulting in the release of ESPAM 2.1. In January of2013, the ESHMC
endorsed the use of ESPAM 2.1 in place of ESPAM 2.0. Email from Rick Raymondi to Gary
Spackman, ESPAM2.1(Jan. 16, 2013). ESPAM 2.1 was subsequentlyused by the Department
and the parties in this proceeding to simulate the effects of ground water withdrawals on flows
available to the Rangen Facility.

XII.

ESPAM 2.1 is the Best Available Science

85.
"ESPAM 2.1 is a numerical groundwater model that was developed for the
purpose of determining the effects of groundwater pumping on discharge to spring and river
. reaches, such as the Rangen spring cell." IDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex. 3203, p. 2.
"Numerical models are . . . the most robust approach for predicting the effects of groundwater
pumping on surface-water discharge." /d. "ESPAM 2.1 is a regional groundwater model and is
suitable to predict the effects of junior groundwater pumping on discharge at the Rangen spring
cell because the spring discharge responds to regional aquifer stresses, and junior groundwater
pumping is a dispersed, regional aquifer stress." !d. "ESPAM 2.1 .. . is an imperfect
approximation of a complex physicai system, but it is the best available scientific tool for
predicting the effects of groundwater pumping on discharge at the Rangen spring cell and other
spring and river reaches." /d.

86.
ESPAM 2.1 was developed in an open, collaborative environment, with guidance ·
fromtheESHMC. During development ofESPAM 2.1, decisions regarding the conceptual
model, modeling methods, and modeling data were presented to the ESHMC with opportunity
for committee members to provide comments and suggest alternative approaches. /d., p. 3. By
developing the model in collaboration with the ESHMC, the Department benefitted from the
input of a number of individuals with expertise in hydrology, geology. and ground water
modeling.
The ESHMC is comprised of professionals working on eastern Snake Plain water
issues. Regular members include agency representatives (Idaho Department of Water Resources,
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS)), industry representatives (Idaho Power), researchers (University of Idaho, Idaho Water
Resources Research Institute), and private consultants (AMEC; Brockway Engineering, PLLC:
HDR, Inc.; Leonard Rice Engineers, Inc.; Principia Mathematica, Inc.; Rocky Mountain
Enviromriental Associates, Inc.; Spronk Water Engineers, Inc.; and others)representing water
users on the eastern Snake Plain. R~mgen Ex. 1273A, p. 2.
87.
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88.
ESPAM 2.1 incorporates the spatial
of
and groundwater
. pumping, a large number of water level and aquifer discharge observations, regional-scaie
. hydrogeology, and the transient response of aquifer discharge to spatia:U yand temporally ...
distributed re~harge and pumping. •. •Id., p. 5.
· ·
89.

ESPAM 2.1 answers the following questions relevant to the Rangen water call:
a. What is the effect of junior groundwater pumping within the ESPA on discharge ·
at the Rangen spring cell?
· · ·• ·•· · ·. .
.• . .... ·• .· ·
· · •· ·• ..
.b . . What portion of curtailed groundwater use will accrue to the Rangen spring cell?
c . .· \Vhat portion of curtailed groundwater use will accrue to other spring cells?

· 90.
During development of ESPAM2.1, model uncertainty was reduced·through
• collaboration with the ESHMC and the use of model calibration tools. The ESHMC provided
.input on decisions about the conceptual model, calibration targets. and water budget input data.
Id, p. 3, Exhibit 1273A.
.
. .
91.
The Department evaluated the predictive uncertainty of ESPAM 2.1 by repeatedly
. recalibrating the model and comparing predicted impacts from ground water pumping at eight
different locations in the Eastern Snake Plain. Impacts were evaluated for two targets: Clear
Lakes spring and the near Biackfoot to Minidoka reach of the Snake River. Exhibit 1277, p.5.
The predictive uncertainty for Clear Lakes spring was not significant for each of the eight
analyses. The largest predictive uncertainty with respectto Clear Lakesspring was noted for
ground water pumping in the Big Lost River area. With alternative calibrations of the model, the
predicted impact of ground water pumping in the Big Lost River area on spring discharge at
Clear Lakes ranged from 3% of the pumping rate to less than 1% of the pumping rate. Id, p. 9.
The predictive uncertainty for the near Blackfoot to Minidoka reach was not significant for
. pumping locations evaluated on the western side of the plain, but higher uncertainty in the near · ·
Blackfoot to Minidoka reach was noted for some pumping locations evaluated on the eastern side
of the plain. Id, p. 12. Lack of water level data in the Craters of the Moon area and noise in the
calibration target for the near Blackfoot to Minidoka reach may contribute to higher predictive
uncertainty for pumping locations evaluated on the eastern side of the plain. ld. There is lower
uncertainty on the western side of the Great Rift. There is generally higher uncertainty on the
eastern side of the Great Rift, however impacts from several pumping locations evaluated on the
eastern side of the Great Rift h:~:d negligible ifnpacts on Ch~ar Lakes.
92.
Expert witnesses employed by Rangen testified that the ESPAM 2.1 development.
process resulted in a very robust model with good calibration results. Colvin, Vol. X, pp. 24032404; Brockway, Vol. X, pp. 2296-2327.
.
.
.93.
Expert witnesses employed by junior ground water users offered criticisms of
using ESPAM 2.1 for administration of water rights. The following is a summary ofthe
· ··
·
criticisms offered.
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Theti~e~onstant transmissi;ity model does not adequately represent ~onditions
in the ESPA aquifer, which is an unconfined aquifer where tran~rnissi vity may . ..
vary 'Nith time.

b . .ESPAM 2.1 does not adequately represent detailed geot~gicfeatures and
groundwater flow direction in ihe immediate \iicinity of the Rangen F(lcility.
c. Uncertainty in the water budget, particularly uncertainty in the spatial distribution •
ofc<J,nal seepage within the North Side Canal Company service area, contributes
to uncertainty in model predictions of impacts to spring flows in the Rangen
· ·model cell.
·
d.

Interpretation of calibration results indicates that ESPAM 2.1 is biased toward
over.:.predicting Impacts to spring flows in the Rangen model cell.

a

e. It is not appropriate for the Department to use a regional model as tool for the
.
.
administration of water rights.
94.
The experts criticizing use of ESPAM 2.1 did not offer reasonable altemati ves to
· using ESPAM 2.1. IGWA' s experts argued that "any application ofESPAM 2.1 must ·
acknowledge and accept that there is an inherent and unquantifiable level of uncertainty in the
predictions generated by the model." Brendecke, Vol. XI,p. 2741. IGWA's experts further ·
argued that uncertainty could be acknowledged by discounting the prediction generated by the
model, or by applying a zone of exclusion or trim line. · Hinckley, VoL X, pp. 2489-2498,
Brendecke, Vol. XI, 2741-2743. However, IOWA's experts acknowledged that model
uncertainty does not provide a definitive location for a trim line. Hinckley, Vol. XI, p. 2551 .
95.
Department staff and Rangen' s expert witnesses responded to the above criticisms
in the staff memoran<;ium and testimony. The following is a summary of the responses offered.
ESPAM 2.1 uses time-constant transmissivity to approximate conditions
a.
in the unconfined ESPA aquifer. Time-constant transmissivity models of
unconfined systems are common in practice, because calibrating models with
variable transmissivity is generally not feasible with state of the art calibration
tools. IDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex. 3203, p. 29. Employment of time-constant
transmissivity is an accepted scientific practice for modeling aquifers where
drawdown is generally expected to be .less than 10% of the total saturated
thickness. /d., p. 5 .
b.
Although ESPAM 2.1 is a regional model that accounts for variation in
geologic features within the constraints of a one-square:..mile grid cell, ESPAM
2.1 was calibrated to observed monthly spring discharge in the Rangen model
cell. These discharge data reflect local and regional geologic controls on
hydrologic responses to ground water pumping and other aquifer stresses. IDWR
Staff Memorandum, Ex; 3203, pp. 4, 28. Further, Dr. Brendecke explored the
effects of changing the model to better represent local geologic detail and ground
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.water flow direction as discussed by Mr. Hinckley. Dr. Brendecke presented .·
three alternative conceptual models (AMEC Model I, AMEC Model 2, and the
. ''composite moder') that he asserted resulted in a "more realistic representation of
· the local hydrogeology" near the Rangen Facility. IGW A Ex~ 2401, p. 42. The ·
impacts of junior groundwater pumping on the model cell containing the Rangen
spring predicted byAMEC Model 1 and AMEC Mode12 were very similar to the
impacts predicted by ESPAM 2.1, and do not contradict the Departrnent staff
conclusion that E8PAM 2.1 is the best available tool for predicting the impacts of
groundwater pumping on the Rangeil spring cell. IDWR StaffMemorandum, Ex . .
3203, p. 38; Wylie, Vol. XII, p. 2925; Colvin, Vol. X, p.2412. The calibration
method used inAMEC's "composite model" did not follow proper procedures.
Wylie, Vol. XII, p~ 2923. The qualityofthe calibration of the composite model .
was compromised. . Colvin, Vol. X,pp. 2418-2419.
c.
. The ESPAM 2.1 calibnition procedure allowed adjustment of several
components of the water budget (including evapotranspiration, tributary ·
underflow, recharge on non-irrigated lands, canal seepage, and non-Snake River
seepage) within ranges of uncertainty determined by the ESHMC. The IDWR
predictive uncertainty analysis incorporated the impact of uncertainty associated
with these components of the water budget. IDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex.
3203, p. 10. Not all sources of uncertainty significantly impact every prediction.
This is illustrated by the IDWR predictive uncertainty analysis, which
incorporated the uncertainty associated with many of the components of the water
budget and indicated that predictive uncertainty is low with respect to the
response at the Clear Lakes spring cell. Id. Regarding the water budget in the
North Side Canal Company service area, the ESPAM 2.1 water budget did
simulate a reduction in incidental recharge over the calibration period, because the
sum of incidentitl recharge and canal seepage in the North Side Canal Company
service area is equal to recorded diversions less crop irrigation requirement and
return flows. Canal seepage losses varied with time, because diversions varied
with time. Jd., p. 33. Information to refine the spatial distribution of the canal
seepage was not available to the Department during development of ESPAM 2.1.
d.
Department staff disagree with the cmiclusion that calibration results
indicate ESPAM 2.1 is biased to over-predict impacts to spring flows in the
Rangen model cell. IDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex. 3203, pp. 39, 57. Mr.
Hinckley's and Dr. Brendecke's arguments that the model is biased to overpredict impacts are based largely on comparison of model results with well and
spring discharge data collected only after the year 2000. Ignoring data collected
before 2000 compromises their interpretation. It is important to consider both
older and more recent data to obtain the best representation of the physical
system. · IDWR staff memorandum, p. 37. The difference between recent low
flow values and older historic values is the spring's response to changes in the
aquifer water budget and is critical to the prediction of the impacts of ground
water pumping. /d., p. 57. Contrary to IGWA's arguments, evaluation of
ESPAM2.l's calibration results, which under-predict the difference between
.

.
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flows in the 1980s and the 2000s, suggests that the model would be m~re likely to
under-predict the impacts of ground water pumping on spring flows in the Rangen ··· .
cell. . /d. IGWA 's arguments are further contradiCted by the results obtainf!cl from
Dr: Brendecke's alternative model (AMEC Model 2), which he states "appears to

resolve the overpredil:tion problem noted for ESPAM 2.1 in recent years." IGWA
Ex. 2401' p. 45. AMEC Model2 predicts aresponse of 18.0 cfs in response to
curtailment within the model domain, which kslightly higher than the ESPAM
2.1-predicted response of 17.9 cfs. IDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex. 3203, p: 57.
e.
It is appropriate for the Department to use a regional model as a tool for
conjunctive administration of water rights, because the effect of junior ground
water pumping within the Eastern Snake Plain, an approximately l 1,000 square
mile area, on spring disc harge and river reaches a regional-scale question that
cannot be addressed with a small-scale, local modeL IDWRStaff Memorandum,
Ex. 3203, p. 4. ESPAM 2.1 was developed specifically to predict the effect of
regional aquifer stresses such as ground water pumping on river reaches and
springs, including the model cell containing the Rangen spring. /d., p. 2. ESPAM
2. l incorporates much more information about the aquifer than can be considered
in other predictive methods available to the Department, and incorporates data
that specifically reflect how spring discharge in the Rangen cell has responded to
regional aquifer stresses in the past. ld., p. 4. This is the reason that numerical
models are recognized by the USGS as the most robust approach for predicting
the effects of groundwater pumping on surface-water discharge. /d., p. 2.

is

96.
The criticisms raised in Finding of Fact 93 fail to persuade the Director that
ESPAM 2.1 should not be used in this proceeding. The Director finds, based upon clear and
convincing evidence, that ESPAM 2.1 is the best technical scientific tool currently available to
predict the effect of ground water pumping on flows from springs located in the Rangen cell.
The Director acknowledges that there is uncertainty in the model predictions, but disagrees with
IGW Ns conclusion that ESPAM 2.1 is biased toward over-predicting impacts to flows at the
Rangen model cell.

Xlll. Prediction of Impacts of Ground Water Pumping on Curren Tunnel Flow
97.
ESPAM 2.1 predicts the effect of ground water pumping on the aggregate flows
from springs located within the Rangen model cell, including but not limited to the Curren
Tunnel. ESPAM 2.1 cannot distinguish the water flowing from the Curren Tunnel from water
discharging from other springs within the model cell. Because Rangen's water rights only
authorize diversion of water from the Curren Tunnel source. the historical relationship between
Curren Tunnel discharge and total spring complex discharge inust be used to predict the portion
of the modeled effects that will accrue to the Curren Tunnel.
98. . The Department has measured discharge from the mouth of Curren Tunnel since
1993. Pocatello, Ex. 3650, p. 5. The measured discharge does not include flow in the 6-inch
PVC pipe. Rangen submiued flo\v data for the 6-inch PVC pipe to the Department beginning in
..
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.• 1996. ld. The sum of the measured tunnel discharge arid flow in the 6-inch PVC pipe represents •..
· ·
.·the flow available from the Curren Tunnel source.

His~orically,

di~charge

99. .
the total spring complex
is the sum of the flow in Rangen;s
CfR raceways, Rangen's lodge pond da111, and irrigation diversions from the Farmers' Box. . As
described in Section V above, Rangen' s use of a nonstandard measuring device with.an .
fnadequate rating curve has resulted in under.:reporting offlows at the CTR raceways and
Rangen's lodge pond dam.
· ··
·
·
·
100. · · ln Pocatello Exhibit 3650, Figure 1, Pocatello's expert witness Greg Sullivan ·
plotted data for 111easured Curren Tunnel flow rates on the 'Y' axis and data for measured total
·spring flows on the "x" axis, and performed a linear regression of the data. The resulting
.. regression line represents the historic relationship between Curren Tunnel flow and total flow in
the spring complex. The slope ofthe regression line in Exhibit 3650, Figure 1 is the coefficient
· 0.7488 associated with the· "x" variable and represents the change in flow at Curreri Tunnel
corresponding to a l d s change in total spring complex flow. The increase in flow at Curren
Tunnel resulting from curtailment can be computed by multiplying the predicted increase in total
. spring flow froin ESPAM 2.1 by 0.7488 . ld., p. 7. This analysis used flow data reported by
Rangen, and predicts that approximately 75 % of curtailment benefits accruing to the model cell
·would accrue to Curren Tunnel. Because this analysis used Rangen's under-reported flow data,
the Director finds, based upcin clear and convincing evidence, that the slope of the regression line
is too high.
lO 1. Sullivan plotted another regression line using adjusted data. Pocatello Ex. 3654,
Fig. 1. Data values that were under~reported were "corrected for the historical 15.9% undermeasurement of flows by Rangen by multiplying the reported flows by a factor of 1. 189
(computed as 1/[1-0.159])." Jd~, Fn. 2. The slope of Sullivan's alternative regression line is
0.6337, which is the coefficient associated with the "x" variable. This analysis predkts that
approximately 63% of curtailment benefits accruing to the model cell would accrue to Curren
Tunnel. Because there is uncertainty about the accuracy of the USGS measurements used by
Sullivan to adjust the under-reported data, the slope of this regression line may be too low or too
high.
102. There are two reasons why the Director should apply lhe 63% proportion to
determine the increase in Curren Tunnel flow from the total simulated increase in flow ~o the
Rangen model cell. First, all parties agree that the data used to calculate the 75% proportion
· were under-reported. The nlternatiV(: regression line plotted by Sullivan is a credible method to
correct the under-reported data Second, applying a 75% proportion to determine the increase in
the Curren Tunnel flow may result in Rangen benefiting from its own under-reporting of flows if
mitigation by direct flow to Rangenis provided in lieu of curtailment.
.

. . .

.

103. U sing ESPAM 2.1, Department. staff simulated curtaiiment of ground water rights
for irrigation within the model boundaries bearing priority dates later than July 13, 1962, the
priority date of Rangen's water right no. 36-02551. The simulated increase in discharge to the
· Rangen model cell at steady siate is 17.9 cfs. IDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex. 3203, p. 6.
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104. ·Department staff eliminated points of diversion inside the model boundary but
outside the boundary of common ground water supply as described in Rule 50 of the
Department'sConjunctive Management Rules. Afterthe removal of these points ofdiversion
•from the simulation, the model predicted a total of 16.9 cfs of reach gains to the Rangen cell
attributable to modeled curtailment of junior groundwater diversions within the area of common ·
ground water supply at steady state.
105. In model simulations of curtailment for each model cell, Department staff
determined the percentage of water that wouldultimately accrue tothe Rangen cell and the
percentage that would ultimately accrue to other spring cells or river reaches. These percentages ..
will be referred to hereafter as a "depletion percentage" of ground water pumping on the Rangen
model cell. For example, if 10 cfs of ground water pumping is modeled within a given model
cell and the modeled decrease in discharge at the Rangen cell is 0.1 cfs, the depletion percentage
for points of diversion within that model cell is 1%. In this example, the simulated decrease in
discharge and depletion percentage for all other springs and river reaches are 9.9 cfs and 99%,
respectively. A map of the ESPA showing the depletion percentage for each model cell with
respect to spring
discharge. in the Rangen cell is provided in Figure J. IDWR Staff
.
. Memorandum, Ex. 3203, p. 9.
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· Figure 1. Depletion percentages fndicaling the portion of curtailed ground ~ater use· .
predicted to accrue to the Rangen model cell.
106. . ·Department staff ti~ed ESPAM 2.1 to.predict the benefit to discharge in the
·· . Rangen model cell resulting fr()m curtailment within areas bounded by various d~pletion
percentages. See Figure 2 below, taken from IDWR Staff Memorandum, Ex. 3203, p. 5 L For
· each depletion percentage, the predicted Increase in discharge in the Rangen model cell was
··
·
· plotted against the number of curtailed acres.
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Figure 2. Acres of ground water irrigation curtailed and simulated increase in spring discharge
in the model celL
This chart illustrates that the benefit of curtailment with respect to the number of acres
curtailed diminishes significantly where the depletion percentage approaches 1.0 to 1.5% and the
benefit approaches approximately 14.3 to J4.6 cfs.
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107. Because Rangen is only entitled to the portion of the benefit that is predicted to
• accrue to Curren Tunnel, a revised chart was prepared (Figure 3). This chart also illustrates that
· the benefit of curtailment with respect to the number of acres curtailed diminishes significantly
where. the depletion percentage for the Rangen model cell approaches ·1.0 to 1.5% and the
corresponding benefit to Curren Tunnel approaches appr~xirnately 9.0 to 9.2 cfs.
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Figure 3. Acres of ground waler irrigation curtailed and predicted increase in spring discharge
from Curren Tunnel.
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I08. The diminishing benefits correspond with the location of the Great Rift (Figure
· 4), where low transmissivity impedes the transmission of water through the aquifer. IDWR Staff
•·• Memorandum, E.x. 3203, p. 8.
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Figure 4 . .Delineation of area west of the Great Rift.
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I 09. If ground water points of diversion located east of the Great Rift are eliminated
from the simulation (Figure 5); ESPAM 2.1 predicts the curtailment of the rematning junior
wells in the area of common ground water supply would accrue 14.4 cfs of benefit to the Rangen .
model cell at steady s~ate. The predicted increase .in discharge to Curren Tunnel is 9.1 cfs (63%
·. • of 14.4 cfs).
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Figure 5. Junior ground water irrigated lands within area of common ground water and west of
·the Great Rift.
110. Curtailment of junior ground water irrigation west of the Great Rift would curtail
irrigation of approx.:imately 157,000 acres, resulting in curtailment of irrigation of approximately
17,000 acres percfs of predicted benefit to the Curren Tunnel. Curtailment of junior ground
.water irrigation east of the Great Rift would curtail irrigation of approximately 322,000
additional acres, resulting in curtailment ofirrigation of approximately 204,000 acres per cfs of
predicted benefit to the Curren Tunnel.
111 . WhHe Curren Tunnel discharge will continue to vary with climate and surface
water irrigation prac.tices, historic values can be used to evaluate the range of flow rates that can
. be expected to be available from Curren Tunnel if junior ground water use is curtailed. From the
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·time the Department began measuring Curren Tunnel discharge in 1993, the maximum aimuar ·• .·
average discharge measured at the mouth of the tunnel was 18.2 cfs 1n 1997. Pocatello EX. 3650,
· Table A- L Including the discharge from the 6-inch PVC pipe, the annual average flow available
· from CurrenTuimel in 1997 was l9.l .cfs. /d. The lowest average annual flow available from ·
Curren Tunnel was 3.1 cfs in 2005. /d, •The average annual flow has not exceeded.7 cfs since
2002. ld. Because the predicted increase in Curren Tunnel flow from curtailing ground water
·rights junior to July 13, 1962 within the area of common ground water supply and west of th~
· Great Rift is 9.1 cfs, the average annual discharge from Curren Tunnel after several years of ..
·curtailment within the model boundary is expected to be less than 17 cfs.

·. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

I.

·Idaho Law Applicable to the Distribution of Water Under the Prior Appropriation
Doctrine

l.
Idaho Code § 42-602, addressing the authority of the Director over the
supervision of water distribution within water districts, provides:
The director of the department of water resources shall have direction and control
of the distribution of water from all natural water sources within a water district to
the canals, ditches, pumps and other facilities diverting therefrom. Distribution of
water within water districts created pursuant to section 42-604, Idaho Code, shall
be accomplished by waterina5ters as provided in this chapter and supervised by
the director. The director of the department of water resources shall distribute
water in water districts in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine. The
provisions of chapter 6, tiUe 42, Idaho Code, shall apply only to distribution of .
water within a water district.
Idaho's Constitution provides that "[p]riority of appropriation shall give the better
2.
right as between those using the water" of the State. · Idaho Const. Art. XV.§ 3. "As between
appropriators, the first in time is first in right." Idaho Code § 42-l 06.
3.
Beneficial use plays an equally important role in the prior appropriation doctrine:
..The prior appropriation doctrine is comprised of two bedrock principles-that the first
appropriator in time is the first in right and that water must be placed to a beneficial use." In
Matter of Distribution of Water to Various Water Rights Held By or For The Benefit of A & B
Irrigation Dist., Docket Nos. 38191,38192,38193, slip op. at 14 (Idaho Dec. 17, 2013). "A
prior appropriator is only entitled to the water to the extent that he has use for it when
economically and reasonably used. It is the policy of the Jaw of this state to require the highest
and greatest possible duty from the waters of the state in the interest of agriculture and for useful
and beneficial purposes." Washington State Sugar Co. v. Goodrich, 27 Idaho 26, 44, 147 P.
1073, 1079 (1915).
4.
Idaho Code§ 42-603, which grants the Director authority
governing water distribution, provides as follows:
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to adopt rules

The director of the department of water resources is authorized to adopt rules and
regulations for the distribution of water from the ~treams, rivers, lakes, ground
water and other natural water sources as shall be necessary to carry out the Jaws in
accordance with the priorities of the rights of the users thereof. ·Promulgation of
rules and regulations shall be in accordance with the procedure~ chapter 52,
• title 67, Idaho Code. ·
· · ·· ·
·· ·· •··· · · ·
·

of

In addition, Idaho Code § 42-1805(8) provides the Director with authority to "promulgate, adopt, .
modify, repeal and enforce rules ifi1plementing or effectuating the powers and duties of the
·department." .
·
·

.

5.

. II.

Conjunctive Management Rules

It is the duty of a watermaster, acting under the supervision of the Director, to
distribute water from the public water supplies within a water district among those holding rights
to the use of the water in accordance with the respective priority of the dghts subject to
applicable Idaho law, including applicable rules promulgated pursuant to the Idaho
Adminisirative Procedure Act. See Idaho Code§§ 42-602 and 607.

6.
In accordance with chapter 52, title 65, Idaho Code, rules regarding the
conjunctive management of surface and ground water were adopted by the Department, effective
October 7, ·1994. IDAPA 37.03.11 . The Conjunctive Management Rules ("CM Rule~")
prescribe procedures for responding to a delivery call made by the holder of a senior priority
surface or ground water right against junior priority ground water rights in an area having a
common ground water supply. IDAPA 37.03.11.001,
7.
The CM Rules ''give the Director the tools by which to determine 'how the
various ground and surface water sources are interconnected, and how, when. where. and to what
extent the diversion and use of water from one source impacts (others].... American Falls
Reservoir Dist. No. 2 v. ldaho Dept. of Water Resources, 143 Idaho 862, 878, 154 P.3d 433.449 ·
(2007) (citations omitted).
8.
Generally, junior-priority ground water users are entitled to a hearing prior to
curtailment. Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Spackman, 150 Idaho 790,815,252 P.3d 71,96
(20 11 ). Any hearing will determine whether the senior-priority water right holder is suffering
material injury and whether both the senior-priority and junior-priority water right holders are
. diverting and using water efficiently without waste. IDAPA 37.03.11.040.03.
.
. 9.
The burden is not on the senior-priority water right holder to re-prove an
adjudicated water right. American Falls, ·143 Idaho at 878, 154 P.3d at 449. In a delivery call,
the Director must give a decree proper legal effect by establishing a presumption that the senior .
is entitled to his decreed quantity. /d. However, there rimy be some post-adjudication factors ·
which are relevant to the determination of how much water is actually needed by the senior. ld.
A determination in a deli very caJI proceeding that less than the decreed amount is needed must
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be ~upported by clear and c~nvincing evidence. A&B lrr. Dlst. v.!dalwDept. of Water
Resources, 153 Idaho 500~ 524, 284 P.3d 225, 249 (2012).
. . 10.
O~ce the ini~ial determination is made that mai~rial injury is occurring orwill ·. ..
occur, the junior then bears the burden of proving that the call would be futile or to challenge, in ·
soine other constitutionally permissible way, the senior's call. American Falls, 143 Idaho at 878~ .
154 P.3d at 449.. Any defense raised, such as waste or futile calt must be proven by clear and .
convincing evidence. A&B lrr. Dist.' 153 Idaho 517,284 P.3d at 242.
..
..

..

.

.

.

at

·.
.

-

.·

·-

.

.-

lL
Beneficial use acts as a measure and liiTiit upon the extei1.t of a water right. In
Matter ofDistribwioli ofWater to Various Water Rights Held By or For Tire Bimefit ofA &B
lri'igatioll Dist, Docket Nos. 38191,38192,38193, slip op. at 14 (Idaho Dec: 17, i013). A
person claiming a right under a decree is not entitled to the use of more water than can be
beneficially used. ld. The wasting of water is both contrary to Idaho law and is a recognized
defense to a delivery call. . ''Neither the Idaho Constitution, nor statutes, permit. ..water right ··
holders to waste water or unnecessarily hoard it without putting it to some beneficial use."
American Falls, 143 Idaho at 880,154 P.3d at 451. ''Simply put, a water user has no right to
waste water. If more water is being diverted than can be put to beneficial use, the result is waste.
Consequently, Idaho law prohibits a senior from calling for the regulation of juniors for more
water than can be put to beneficial use." In the Matter of the Petition for Delivery Call of A&B
Irrigation District for the Delivery ofGround Water and for the Creation ofa Ground Water
Management Area, Memorandum Decision and Order ori Petition for Judicial Review, Minidoka
Dist. Court Case No. 2009-000647 at 31-32 (May4, 2010) (Hon. E. Wildman).
·
.

.

12.
The agency's experience, technical competence, and specialized knowledge may
be utilized in the evaluation of the evidence. Idaho Code§ 67-5251(5); IDAPA 37.01.01.600.
"Somewhere between the absolute right to use decreed water right and obligation not to
waste it and to protect the public' s interest in this valuable commodity, lies an area for the
exercise of discretion by the Director." American Falls, 143 Idaho at 880, 154 P.3d at 451. Thls
discretion is not unfettered, nor is it to be exercised without judicial oversight. /d. The courts
determine whether the exercise of discretion is being properly carried out /d.

a

ID.

an

Material Injury

13.
rn considering a petition for delivery call, the Director must first determine
whether the holder of a senior water right is suffering material inji.Iry and using water efficiently
and without waste. Material injury Is defined by the Conjunctive Management Rules as
"[h]indnioce to or impact upon tlze exercise of a water right caused by the use of
. water by .
another person as determined in accordance with Idaho Law, as set forth in Rule 42.''1DAPA
3i.03.11.0 l0.l4 (emphasis added). Material injury requires impact upon the exercise of a water
right. Clear Springs Foods, 150 Idaho at 811, 252P.3d at 92. .
.

.

. 14.
CM Rule 42 lists the factors the Director may consider in determining whether
Rangen is suffering material injury and using water efficiently arid \1/ithoutwaste. Factors listed
in Rule 42 solely relevant to other beneficial uses, such as irrigation, should not be considered in
this delivery call. The factors relevant in this proceeding, usingCM Rule 42's lettering ·
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:
. .
:.
.
.
~ . . ...
.
:
identifiers, include: (a) the amount of wat~r available to Rang~n from its decreed source; (b) the
.

:.. . .

.

.

;

:

... .

..

.

effort or expense of Rangerito diVert water from the source; (c) ~hether the junior ground water
rights affect the quantity and timing of when water is available; .. •.·~ (e) the.amount ()f water being ...
diverted and used compared to .the water rights; (f) the existence of water· measuring devices; (g)
[i]whether Rangen's needs couldbesatisfied with the user's existing facilities and water supplies ·
and [ii] the reasonableness o.f Rangen's diversions and activities; and (h) whether thesenior
water right could be met using alternate reasonable means of diverston alternate points of
diversion.
·
·
·
.

or

i.

··Amount of Water from the Source
..

:

.

.
..

.

.·

.

:

.

·.·
.

.

.

.

... :
.

:.
.

.

.

.

.

:

.

15.
The source for water right rios. 36-02551 and 36-07694 is the Curren Tunnel. The
point of diversion for both water rights is described to the 10 acre tract: SESWNW Sec. 32, TIS,
Rl4E. While Rangen has historically diverted water from Billingsley Creek at the Bridge
Diversion located in the SWSWNW Sec.32, T7S, Rl4E, Rangen' s SRBA decrees do not
identify Billingsley Creek as a source of water and do not include a point of diversion in the
SWSWNW Sec. 32, TIS, Rl4E. A decree entered in a general adjudication such as the SRBA is ..
conclusive as to the nature and extent of the water right. Idaho COde § 42-1420. Administration
must comport with the unambiguous terms of the SRBA decrees. Because the SRBAdecrees
identify the source of the water as the Curren Tunnel~ Rangen is limited to only that water
discharging from the Curren Tunnel. Because the SRBA decrees list the point of diversion as
SESWNW Sec. 32, TIS, R 14E, Rangen is restricted to diverting water that emits from the
Curren Tunnel in that I 0-acre tract.
16.
Dr. Charles Brockway ("Dr. Brockway") testified that Rangen is entitled to divert
water at the Bridge Diversion (which is located outside the SESWNW) because Rangen is
legally entitled to all the water that emanates from springs in the talus slope in the SESWNW.
Brockway, Vol. V, p. 1074-1075 .. When questioned abouthow Rangen can legally divert water
at a point not listed as a point of diversion in its SRBA decree, Dr. Brockwaystated that springs
arising.in theSESWNW constitute a legal point of diversion. !d. p. 1075-1076. In other words~
Dr. Brockway argues that a physical diversion structure at the springs is not necessary to declare
the spring water appropriated, and that a spring itself. without any sort of diversion structure,
constitutes a diversion of water.
17.
First, Dr. Brockway's argument ignoresthe fact that the source listed on the water
rights is the CuiTen Tunnel. Setting aside that impediment for discussiorfpurposes, Dr.
Brockway's suggestion that a spring itself constitutes a point of diversion is contrary to Idaho
water law .. Idaho water law generally requires an actual physical diversion and beneficial use for
the existence of a valid water right. State v. United States, 134 Idaho I 06, 111, 996 P.2d 806, .
811 (2000). The only recognized exception to this rule is for instream beneficial uses of water.
/d. Taken to its logical coriclusion, Dr. Brockway's argument means that any water user could
Claim·as his point of diversion the highest headwater of the state and then argue for protection up
to the water source. This troublesome outcome underscores the problem of Dr. Brockway' s
argument and diminishes the credibility of his testimony.
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18.
Because Rangen's decreed source and point of diversion limit Rangen to only
:· water discharging from the Curren Tunnel and diverted ~he 10 acre.tract, the evaluation of
.· material injury must consider this limitation. The Director must determine whether Rangen' s ·
ability todivert water that discharges from the Curren Tunnel and is diverted in the 10-acre tract
has diminished sufficiently that Rangen has been materially injured.

in

ii.

The Existence of Water Measuring Devi~es ·
:

.

:

.

· -

. .

.. .

..

:

·: . _·

.

·.

.

.

19.
Although Rangenhas historicaliy measur~d w ater at the bQttmn of the raeeways
and not at the Curren Tunnel, the Department has measured the discharge of Curren Tunnel since
1993. Experts testifying on behillfof junior ground water users have established a relationship
·. between the total spring complex discharge and the discharge ofthe Curren Tunnel.
· 20. . Rangen currently meaSures the flows
through the facility at .two different
.
locations, the CTR raceways and the lodge pond dam. While the detailed methods of measuring
· at these locations are considered a nonstandard measurementmethod, the Department has
historically accepted the measurements and associated flow rates. For·purposes of this decision,
the Director accepts the use of the dam boards as a substitute for a standard weir, given the ··
measurement conditions of flow over the dam boards.
. .
.
21.
Because Rangen used incorrect rating tables for determining flow rates, Rangen' s
reported historic flows were lower than actual flows. Sullivan used USGS data to determine the
magnitude of error in Rangen' s reported flow rates. He concluded the measurement error to be
15.9% based on the comparison of 45 measurements by the USGS between 1980 and 2012.
Finding of Fact 50. Sullivan also plott~d a regression line to determine the relationship between
Curren Tunnel discharge and the corrected historic measurement of total spring complex
discharge. Finding of Fact l 01. ·The slope of the regression indicates that the change in
discharge of Curren Tunnel is 63% of the corresponding change in total spring complex
discharge. If curtailment of ground water pumping results in an increase in the total flow of the
spring complex, 63% of that benefit would be realized at the Curren Tunnel. The other 37% of
the benefit from curtailment would accrue to the talus slope springs below the Curren Tunnel and
would not be available to water rights 36-02551 and 36-07694. ·
22.
Because of Rangen's measurement error, the Director adopts Sullivan's corrected
calculation of the proportion of the benefit to total spring flows in the Rangen model cell that
would accrue to the Curren Tunnel. .The Director concludes, based upon clear and convincing
evidence, that a percentage of 63% should be used to compute the quantity of water the ground
water users may be required to provide as mitigation to avoid curtailment.

iii.

Amount of Water Diverted Compared to the Water Right

23: · It is clear that spring flows have declined significantly. One of IGW A's own
experts, who first visited the Rangen property back in 1976, described the declines as significant.
Rogers, Vol. VIII, pp. 1899-1900. · Rangen's reported hatchery flows iri 1966 averaged 50.7 cfs.
Finding of Fact 53.· Iri 2012, spring complex flows averaged just 14.6 cfs. /d. Notwithstanding
Rangen'~ estimated measurement error of 15.9% since 1980, the declines have been dramatic.
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Even if the ·15.9%. c~rrection is applied to the 2012 spdng complex discharge, flows declined by
cfs between 1966 and 20 Ii Ba~ed on the relationship between Curren Tunnel flow and .
total spring complex flow, the corresponding decline in Curren Tunnel discharge between 1966
and 2012 would have been approximately 21 cfs. This decline in flow is substantial, resulting in
Rangen diverting significantly less than allowed under its water rights.
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24. Rangen is authorized to divert up to76 cfspursu~t to water rights 36-15501, 3602551, and 36-07694. Rangen asserts it is not receiving the quantity of water authorized for
diversion by water rightS 36-02551 and 36-07694. Water rights 36-02551 and 36-01694
authorize a total diversion of 74.54 cfs.
·· ·
·
.

.

.

.

.:

.

.

.

.

-

.

..

.

.

.

. 25.
·An issue was raised at the hearing regarding Rangen' sjunior fish propagation
water right, water right no. 36-07694, and the extent of its beneficial use at the time of licensing.
The predicted increase in discharge to the Curre!l Tunnel from curtailing ground water rights ·· ·
junior to July 13, 1962 (thepriority date for water right no. 36-02551) within the ESPAM 2. 1
model boundaries, within the area of common ground water supply, and west of the Great Rift is
9. 1 cfs. Finding ofFact 109. The average annual discharge from Curren Tunnel after several
years of curtailment within the model boundary is expected to be Jess than 17 c;fs. Finding of
Fact 111. Because Rangen's two senior fish propagation rights, water right nos. 36-15501 and
36-02551, authorize diversion of a total of 50 cfs from Curren Tunnel, it is not expected that
curtailment will ever result in more water than the two additional senior water rights are
authorized to divert. Thus, the issue of extent of beneficial use for water right no. 36~07694 is
never likely to arise and ismoot.

iv.

Existing Facilities, Water Supplies, and Needs ofRangen for Water_Use

26.
As a result of declining spring flows, Rangen has been hindered in its ability to
exercise its water rights from the Curren Tunnel. A number of Rangen staff testified regarding
the impact of the declining flows and Rangen's ability to raise more flsh ifRangen had more
water. Finding of Fact 59. The Director finds the testimony ofRangen's staff on this point
credible. The reduction in flows from the Curren Tunnel have caused a reduction in the number
of fish that Rangen could raise at the Rangen Facility and impeded Rangen's full beneficial use
of water that could have been diverted pursuant to its water rights.
27. · Rangen' s ability to conduct the type of research it would like to conduct also has
been hindered. Findings of Fact 56. The Director finds the testimony of Rangen' s staff credible
and concludes that the reduced flows at the Curren Tunnel have hindered the way Rangen would
conduct its research.
28. . . Pocatello argues that if Rangen wants to undertake outside research studies, it
should modify the way it conducts raceway studies and initiate fish tagging studies instead.
Finding of Fact 58. Fish tagging studies require less water but requires more manpower to
complete. /d. Pocatello suggests Ringen can get the required manpower by finding volunteers
with the Idaho State Fish and Game or Idaho Power Company. /d. The Director finds that
Pocatello's suggestion of modification of Rarigen' s fish study processes, while interesting, is not
F~AL
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requited of Rangen. The Directorwill not diCtate in detail how Rangen must conduct its studies.
. The Director concludes Rangen' plans for research are reasonable.
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·• 29.
The ground water users argue that Rangen could be producing more fish if .·.·
Rangen would rotate more fish through the Rangen Facility ancl if Rangen would take advantage
of peak spring flows. Findings of Fact 63. The ground water users also argue Rangen has not
maX.ifilized the number of fish it raises because it does not oxygenate its water, has not
maximized the number of eggs it orders. and has not maximized the number of cycles of fish
moving through the facility
because
of its Idalia Power contract:
. ..
. :.
.. . .
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30. . While beneficial use ads as a measure and limit upon the extent of a water right,
In Matter of Distribution of Water to Various Water Rig/us Held By oi- For TheBenl!fit ofA & B
Irrigation Dist., Docket Nos. 38191, 38192, 38193, siip op. at 14 (Idaho Dec. 17, 20 13), thjs
does not mean that a water user must maximize his beneficial.use, or otherwise risk his water use
be deemed inadequate or unreasonable. There could be a circumstance where a water use might
be deemed no longer beneficial. "What is a beneficial use at one time may,because of changed
. conditions, become a waste of water at a later time." Slate. Dep't of Parks v. ldalw Dep't of
Water Admin., 96 Idaho 440,448, 530 P.2d 924, 932 ( l974)(Justice Bakes concurring specially)
(citations omitted). This is not such a case. In this case, Rangen is beneficially using water by
raising fish to satisfy its contractwith Idaho Power and to sell fish on the open market. IGWA
and Pocatello have failed to show, by dear and convincing evidence, that Rangen's water use is
unreasonable. A&B lrr. Dist. v. Idaho Dept. of Water Resotirces, 153 Idaho 500,524, 284 P.3d
225, 2249 (2012) .. The Director concludes Rahgen's water use is reasonable.

v.

Whether Ground Water Rights Affect the Quantity and Timing of When
Water is Available

3 i.
The total average annual discharge of the spring complex in the vicinity of the
Rangen Facility declined over 33 cfs between 1966 and 2012 in response to changes in the ESPA
water budget. Finding of Fact 53. Decreased incidental recharge associated with suiface water
irrigation, decreased recharge derived from precipitation, and increased ground water pumping
have all contributed to declines in discharge from the spring complex in the vicinity of the
Rangen Facility and from Curren Tunnel. Finding of Fact 55. While it is clear that juniorpriority ground water pumping is a significant component of the ESPA water budget, quantifying
the portion of the declines that is attributable to ground water pumping is complex. · ESPAM 2.1
is a numerical ground water model that was developed for the purpose of determining the effects
of ground water pumping on discharge to spring and river reaches. ESPAM 2, l simulations
establish that junior-priority ground water pumping is a substantial component of the decline in
spring complex discharge. ESPAM 2.1 simulations predict that approximately 14 cfs of the
decline to the spring complex can be attributed to junior-priority ground water pumping west of
the Great Rift and in the area of common groundwater supply. ·11le relationship between Curren
Tunnet flow and total spring comple.x discharge indicates that approximatety 9 cfs of the decline
in flow from Curren Tunnef can be attributed tojunior-priority ground water pumping west of
the Great Rift andin the area of common groundwater supply. · Finding of Fact 109.
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• 32.

As previously discussed, as a result of deCliningspring flows, Rangen has been ..

hindered in its ability to exercise its water rights from the Curren Tunnel. The reduction of flows
.affects the number of fish Rangen rruses and the research it is able to undertake. Ground water
diversions have reduced the quantity of water available to Rangen for bem~ficial use of water
pursuant to its water rights.
·

:
Alternate Reasonable Means of Diversion or Alte~nate Points of Diversion
:

vi.

.

.

. .

.

. .

.

. 33.
IGWA and Pocatello argue that Rangen's water needs could be met using
. .
alternate means of diversion. Specifically, they point to the repon prepared by SPF in 2004 to
evaluate a number of projects with the intent of improving Rangen's water supply. IGWAand
Pocatello suggest thai Rangen should be required to explore and implement these alternative
means of diversion prior to making a delivery call. The two proposals they focus on from the
SPF report are the proposals to construct a vertical well and a horizontal well at the Rangen
Facility.
.
.
.
34.
Both proposals were considered and rejected by Rangen. With the vertical well,
the three concerns highlighted were: the pumping costs associated with lifting the water from the
wells to raceways, the redundant power and pumping systems necessary to protect against a loss
of power or pumps, and that Rangen would not be able to obtain a new water right absent
mitigation because of the ESPA moratorium on new appropriations. The concern regarding the
horizontal well was that such a well would likely decrease current discharge to the Curren
. Tunnel, decrease discharge of other springs in the vicinity of the Curren Tunnel, and possibly
reduce ground water levels in wells located on the rim above the Curren Tunnel. Wayne
Courtney, executive vice president for Rangen testified about the concerns with the well
proposals. He explained that Rangen did not implement the proposal for alternate points of
diversion because Rangen "felt that the risk was too great for any possible outcome." Courtney,
Vol. I, p. 111-112. Rangen was concerned that new wells might damage the geohydrology of the
area and would actually injure the existing springs and injure water users that rely on the springs
·for their water. /d. at 112. The Director concludes that Rangen' s reasons for rejecting the
proposals are reasonable. IGWA and Pocatello have failed to show, by clear and convincing
evidence, that Rangen's means of diversion is unreasonable. The Director concludes that
Rangen employs "reasonablediversion and conveyance efficiency and conservation practices" in
diverting water from the Curren Tunnel.

vii.

Effort or Expense to Divert Water from the Source

35.
Because the method of diversion is reasonable, the effort and expense by Rangen
to diven water from the source is also reasonable.

IV.

Conclusion Regarding Material Injury

36.
The Director concludes that pumping by juni()~ ground water users has materially
injured Rangen.
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V.

.

.

.

ESPAM 2.1 Results and Area ofCommon Ground Water
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37. . ESPAM 2.1 is atechnical improvement ESPAM 1...1 inpart because ESPAM
2.1 was calibrated to monthly observations of spring discharge within individual model cells and
is capable of simulating the impacts of depletions from or accretions to the aquifer on spring
discharge within those model cells. ESPAM 1.1 was calibrated to significantly fewer spring
discharge data. ESPAM 1.1 viasonlycapable of simulating depletions from or accretions to a
group of springs that, in total, contribute water to larger segmented reaches of the Snake River.
In ESPAM 2.1, spring discharge in the model cell where Rangen's water is derived was atarget
used for caiibrationofthe model. The outflow of water in the vicinity of the Rangen Facility
was identified as a model calibration targethecause flows from the Rangen Facility had been .
• measured over a sufficiently long period of time and With enoug~ frequency.
38.
Idaho courts previously held that ESPAM Ll was the best scientific tool for
estimating the impact of pumping on spring flows, Recognizing that every model is an
approximation of physical reality, ESPAM 2.1 is a technical improvement to ESPAM Ll and is
the best available science for simulating the impacts of ground water pumping. There is no other
technical instrument as reliable as ESPAM 2.1 that can be used to determine the effects of ·
ground water pumping on the ESPA and hydraulically-conneCted reaches of the Snake River aod
its tributaries. ·Accordingly, the outputs from ESPAM 2.1 simulations ·will be used to determine
impacts to total flow in the Rangen spring complex.
·

39.
ESPAM 2.1 simulations detennined that curtailment of ground water diversions
authorized by priority dates earlier than July 13, 1962 would result in a total increase in flow in
the Rangen model cell of 17.9 cfs.
.
40.
Rule 50 of the CM Rules delineates the boundaries of the ESPA area of common
ground water supply. The delineated area is the area within which the Director is currently
authorized to administer junior priority ground water rights to satisfy senior priority surface
water rights. Any curtailment of junior ground water rights in this matter will be limited to water
rights with points of diversion within the delineated area of common ground water supply.
41 .
IDWR is only authorized to curtail diversions within the area of common ground
water supply described by Rule 50 of the CM Rules. Removing water right points of diversion
outside of the area of common ground water supply reduces the total simulated increase in flows
in the Rangen model cell to 16.9 cfs.

VI.

Trim Line

42.
The applicability of a trim-line was previously litigated in the Clear Springs
delivery calL Clear Springs, 150 Idaho 790, 812, 252 P.3d 71 , 93 (20 1 I). In Clear Springs, the
Department used ESPAM 1.1 to determine effects of ground water pumping, just as ESPAM 2. 1
. is being applied in this proceeding. Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 814, 252 P.3d at 95. With
· · ESPAM L I, former Director Dreher found that "the degree of uncertainty associated with
application of the [Aquifer] ground water model is l 0 percent" and based on that level of .
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~()ssible uncert~inty, he li~ited the riumberof junior writer rig~t curtailed. C.lea1~ Springs, 150.
Idaho at 812-13,252 P.3d at 93-94 (bracketed language in original).
.

..

.

...

.

. .

·

43.
In the Clear Springs delivery call, the .10% tdrn line w~ applied based on accrual ·
of the benefits of curtUilment to the Buhl to Thousand Springs reach, which contained multiple
ESPAM model cells and Several other springs not diverted by the calling party. The calling
party was estimated to receive 6:9% of the benefits accruing to the Buhl to Thousand Springs
reach. In the Clear Springs delivery call, the trim line limited curtailment to areas where the
calling party would receiv·e at least 0.69% (6.9% of ] 0%) of the benefits Of curtailment. •
.

.

.

..

.·

.

.

. ..

44.
Because the •IO% trim line applied in Clear Springs delivery call was based on
model predictions of impaCts to a multi-cell reach containing several springs, applying a 10%.
trim line based on model predictions of impacts to a single model cell, as proposed by IGWA,
would result in a significantly different standard than was applied in the Clear Springs delivery
·
call.
45, · Similarly, in the Blue Lakes delivery call, the lO% trim line was applied based on
accrual of the benefits of curtailment to the Devil's Washbowl to Buhl reach, which contained
multiple ESPAM model cells and several other springs not diverted by th~ calling party, The
calling party was estimated to receive 20% of the benefits accruing to the Devil's Washbowl to
Buhl reach. In the Blue Lakes delivery call, the trim line limited curtailment to areas where the
calling party would receive at lea5t 2% (20% of 10%) of the benefits of curtailment. ·
46.
The district court in the Clear Springs delivery call affirmed the application of a
trim line on appeal: "The evidence also supports the position that the modelnm~:t have a factor
for uncertainty as it is only a simulation or prediction of reality ...." Clectr Springs, 150 Idaho at
816,252 P.3d at 97 (emphasis added). Because the model is just a "simulation or prediction of
reality", the district court held that "it would be inappropriate to apply the [model] results .
independent of the assigned margin of error." ld. ·The drstrict court concluded "the use of a
trim-line for excluding juniors within the margin of error is acceptable simply based on the
function and application of a model ... the Director did not abuse discretion by apply the 10%
margin of error 'trim line.'" !d. · The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the Director's application of
the trim line; finding that the Director properly exercised discretion in making the trim line
determination: "The Director perceived the issue as discretionary, he acted within the outer limits
of his discretion and consistently with the legal standards applicable to the available choices, and
reached his decision through an exerCise of re~on. The district court did not err in upholding the
Director's decision in this regard." !d. at 817, 252 P.3d at 98. ·
47.
Substantial testimony was presented about the approximations arid possible
inaccuracies of using a regional model to silnulate the depletions to Rangen spring complex
discharge caused by ground water diversions from the ESPA. Ground water users diverting from
the ESPA argued that any application of the model shoul<l acknowledge that there is an
unquantifiable level of uncertainty in the predictions generated by the model by either .
discounting the prediction or applying a trim line. Rangen andthe SWC argue that regardless of
inaccuracies in the model, il is the best estimate of the impacts of jiinjor ground water pumping
on flows in the Rangen cell, therefore no trim line should be applied.
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48.
. Because numerical mOdels ate approximations of CClmplex physical systems,
aquifer m()deting is a dynamic process. ESPAM 2.1 is the result of improvements to previous
versions ofthe model, and it will likely beimproved upon through future efforts ofthe
Department and the ESHMC. Some of the criticisms of the model have merit; and may be
addressed in future versloris of the model as data availability and improvements in computing
technology allow. While there is the potential to improve the rriodeJ given additional time and .
resources, ESPAM 2: l.is currently the best available scientific tool. Imperfections in the model .·
should not preclude the Department from using the model as an administrative tool, and should
not be the basis for using other predictive methods that have less sdentific basis. Th~ Director
ESPAM2.
i predicted responses
to
curtailment
are the
best available predictions.
concludes that
.
.
.
.
. . . .
.

49. . . B~cause ofthe complexity ofthe model, the margin of errorassociated with
model predictions cannot be quantified. The lack of a quantifiable margin of error associated
with the model does not mean that the model should be abandoned, but simply that its use should
be tempered with the fact that it is a "simulation or prediCtion of reality." .The Director .
··
condudes that there is uncertainty in the predicted increase in spring flow resulting from
curtailment and that the actual response may be lower or higher than predicted. This variance
should be taken into consideration when considering a tdm line; .• ·
50.
The Curren Tunnel and the Rangen spring complex are located west of the Great
Rift, a low transmissivity feature that impedes the transmission of water through the aquifer
Finding of Fact 108, Figure 4. While there is some predicted depletio~ of Curren Tunnel
discharge attributable to points of diversion east of the Great Rift, the contribution is smalL .
ESPAM 2.1 establishes, by clear and convincing evidence, that the portion of benefits of .
curtailed ground water use east of the Great Rift that would accrue to the Rangen spring complex
is generally less than l %. Finding of Fact I 05, Figure 1. The benefit of curtailment with respect
to the number of acres curtailed diminishes significantly if areas east of the Great Rift are
included in the curtailment. Finding of Fact 107, Figure 3. The argument
that no trim
line is
.
.
appropriate was considered and rejected in Clear Springs. The effect of the Great Rift on
propagation of impacts to Curren Tunnel should be taken into consideration when deciding on a
trim line.
51.
Delineating a trim line using the Great Rift will limit curtailment to an area where
the Rangen spring cellis predicted to receive at least I %.of the benefits of curtailment, arid the
calling party is predicted to receive at least 0.63% of the benefits of curtailment. This is similar
to the trim lines applied to ESPAM 1.1 in the Clear Springs delivery call and the Blue Lakes ·
delivery call, where the calling parties were predicted to recerve 0.69% and 2% of the curtailed
benefits, respectively.

of

· 52. . The Idaho Supreme C()urt stated, ..Given the nature the decisions which must
be made determining how to respond to a delivery call, there must be some exercise of
discretion by the Director." American Falls, 143 Idaho at 875, 154 P. 3d at 446. TbeDirector
perceives this issue of a trim line as one of limited discretion and applies the legal standards
established by Idaho (:Curts. Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 813, 252 P.3d at 94.

in
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.53.
.The Director must consider the diminishing benefits of curtailment beyo)ld the .
Great Rift. .An appropriator is not entith~d to command the entirety of large volumes of water in
a surface or ground water source to support his appropriation contrary to the public policy of
reasonable use of water. CM Rule 20. Demand should be viewed in light of reasonableness and .
'optimum development ofwaterresources inthe public interest. CM Rules 20 and42; Ainerican .
Falls, 143 Idaho at 876-80, i54 P.3d at 447-51; Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 807-lo; 252 P.3d at ·
88-91; In Matter of Distribution·ofWater to Various Water Rights Held By For The.Benefit of .
A& B Irrigation Dist., supra, slipop. at 13~17 .
.
...

or

..

. ..

·. 54. .. '~The policy of the la~ of this State is to secure the rnaY.imumuse and benefit, and .
least wasteful use, of its water resources." Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 808, 252 P .3d at 89 .
(quoting Poole v. Olavesmi, 82 Idaho 496,502, 356 P.2d 61, 65 (1960)) . .The Idaho Constitution
enunciates a policy of promoting optimum development of water resources in the public interesf.
Baker v. 9re-/da Foods, Inc., 95 Idaho 575,584,513 P.2d 6~7. 636 (1973); Idaho Canst. Art.
XV, § 7. "There is no difference between securing the maximum use and benefit, and least
wasteful use, of this State;s waterresources and the optimum development of water resources in
the public interest. Likewise, there is no material difference between ' full economic
development' and the 'optimum development of water resources in the public interest.' They are
two sides of the same coin. Full economic development is the result of the optimum development
of water resources in the public interest." Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 809, 252 P.3d at 90. . "The
policy of securing the maximum use and benefit,.and least wasteful use, of the State's water
resources applies to both surface and ground waters, and it requires that they be managed
conjunctively." Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 809, 252 P.3d at 90.
55.
Low transmissivity impedes the transmission of water through the aquifer at the
Great Rift. Finding of Fact 108. This low transmissivity causes the benefit of curtailment
compared to the number of acres curtailed to diminish significantly. As provided in Findings of
Fact 105through 108, generally less than 1% of the benefits of curtailment of water users east of
the Great Rift will accrue to the Rangen spring cell. Even less will be expected to accrue to the
Curren Tunnel. Curtailment of junjor ground water irrigation west of the Great Rift would dry
up approximately 157,000 acres, resulting in curtailment of irrigation of approximately 17,000
acres per cfs of predicted benefit to the Curren Tunnel. Finding of Fact 110. Curtailment of
junior ground water irrigation east of the Great Rift would dry up approximately 322,000
additional acres, resulting curtailment of irrigation ofapproximately 204,000 acres per cfs of
predicted benefit to the Curren TunneL /d. In addition, there is uncertainty in the model. There
is lower predictive uncertainty on the western side of the Great Rift. Finding of Fact 91. There
is generally higher predictive uncertainty on the eastern side of the Great Rift, however impacts
from several pumping locations evaluated on the eastern side of the Great Rift had negligible
impacts on the spring cell evaluated in the Department's predictive uncertainty analysis. /d.
Uncertainty in the model justifies use of a trim line. Clear Springs, 150 Idaho at 816, 252 P.3d.
at 97. The Director concludes curtailment of ground water diversions ori the east side of the
Great Rift is not justified. To curtail junior ground water users east of the Great Rift would be
counter to the optimum development of Idaho's water resources in the public interest and the
policy of securing the maximum use and benefit, and least wasteful use, of the State's water
resources.· This conclusion is consistent with previous conclusions regarding trim lines applied
In Clear Springs delivery call and the Blue Lakes delivery call.

in
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56. · Eliminating water rights \vith points of diversion east oflhe Great Rift results in a
simulated curtailment be~efit to the Rangen model cell of 14.4 cfs at steady state.
• 57.
The predicted curtailment benefit to the Curren Tunnel, computed as 63% of the
·.· · ·• ··• · ·•.
. .
simulated curtailment benefit to the Rangen rr}odel cell, is 9.1 Cfs.9
VII.

Rule 40 Call Determination

58.
Rule 40 of the CM Rules provides in relevant part that upon a determination of
material injury:
····
·
· · ··
[T]he Director, through the watermaster, shall:
Regulate the diversion and use of waterin accordance with the priorities ()f rights
of ·the. ~ .ground water users whose rights are included within the district,
provided, that regulation of junior-priority ground water diversion and use where
the material .injury is delayed or lorig range may, by order of the Director, be·
phased-in over not more than a five-year (5) period to lessen the economic impact
of immediate and complete curtailment; or [a]Uow out-of-priority diversion of
water by junior-priority ground water users pursuant to a mitigation .plan that has
been approved by the Director. ·
.

.

.

.

[T]he Director shall consider whether the petitioner making the delivery catJ is
suffering material injury to a senior-priority water right and is diverting and using
water efficiently and without waste, and in a manner consistent with the goal of
reasonable use of surface and ground waters as described in Rule 42. The
Director will also consider whether the respondent junior-priority water · right
holder is using water efficiently and without waste. ·
·
IDAPA 37.03.11.40.
59.
In the material injury analysis above, the Director considered whether Rangen is
diverting and using water efficiently, without waste, and in a matrer consistent with the goal of
reasonable use. The Director concludes Rangen is diverting and using water efficiently, without
waste and in a matter consistent with the goal of reasonable use. Testimony was presented at
hearing regarding respondent junior-priority water right holders' use of water. The Director
concludes the junior-priority water righ.t holders are using water efficiently and without waste.
60.
Because Rangen has suffered material injury, the Director will curtail ground
water rights bearing dates of priority earlier than July 13, 1962, with points of diversion located
both within the area of common ground water supply and west of the Great Rift as delineated in
Figure 5, Finding of Fact 109.

______
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Rangcn may
entitled .to all of
predic1ed increase in discharge of the Curren Tunnel i fscnior water right
holderS call for delivery of water from the Curren TunneL
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· oRDER
. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that, at 12:01 a~m. on or before March 14, 2014, users of
ground water holding consumptive water rights bearing priority dates junior to July 13~ 1962,
listed in Attachment C to this order, within the area of common ground water, located west ofthe
Great Rift, and within a water district that regulates ground water, shallcmtall/refrain from
diversion and use of ground water pursuant to those water rights unless notified by the · · · ·
Department that the order of curtailment has been modified or rescinded as to their water rightS ..
This order shall apply to all consumptive ground water rightst including agricultural,
commercial, industrial, and municipal uses, but exCluding ground water rights used for tie
minimis domestic purposes where such domestic use is within the limits of the definition set
forth in Idaho Code § 42-111 and ground water rights used for de minimis stock watering where
such stock watering use is within the limits of the definitions set forth .in Idaho Code § 42..,
1401 A( 11 ), pursuant to IDAPA 37.03.11.020.11.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the watermasters for the water districts within the area
of common ground water, located west of the Great Rift, and who regulate ground water, are
directed to issue written notices to the holders of the consumptive ground water rights listed in
Attachment C to thjs order. The water rights on the list bear priority dates junior to July 13,
1962. The written notices are to advise the holders of the identified ground water rights that their ·
rights are subject to curtailment in accordance with the terms of this order.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that holders of ground water rights atfected by this Order
may participate in a mitigation plan through a Ground Water District or Irrigation District if a
plan is proposed by a Ground Water District or Irrigation District The mitigation plan must
provide simulated steady state benefits of 9.1 cfs to Curren Tunnel or direct flow of 9.1 cfs to
Rangen. If mitigation is provided by direCt flow to Rangen, the mitigation may be phased-in
over not more than a five-year period pursuant to CM Rule 40 as follows: 3.4 cfs the first year,
5.2 cfs the second year, 6.0 cfs the third year, 6.6 cfs the fourth year, and 9.1 cfs the fifth year.
Holders of ground water rights that are not members of a ground water district maybe deemed a
nonmember participant for mitigation purposes pursuant to H.B, No. 737 (ActRelating to the
Administration of Ground Water Rights within the Eastern Snake River Plain , ch. 356, 2006
Idaho Sess. Laws 1089) and Idaho Code§ 42~5259. If a mitigation plan is approved and the
holder of such a junior priority ground water right elects not to join a ground water district, the
Director will require curtailment ·

··

. If

~ci!f.\ .

·

.

Dated this ~ay of January, 2014.

~~
GARYS
Director
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.I HEREBY .CERTIFY that on this 2f--qday of January, 2014, the above and foregoing .
document was served ori the following by providing a copy in the manner selected:
·
·
·1. JUSTIN MAY

•. MAY BROWNING
. 1419 W. WASHINGTON
·BOISE, ID .83702
. ·JmaySWmayhrowning.com

· (x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Fac~imile
·· (x) E-mail
( ) Hand Delivery

ROBYN BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE
P.O. BOX 554
RUPERT, ID 83350 .
robynbrody@ hotmail.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile ·
(x) E-mail
( ) Hand Delivery

FRITZ HAEMMERLE
HAEMMERLE HAEMMERLE .
P.O. BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
fxh@huemlaw.com .

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail
( ) Hand Delivery

RANDY BUDGE
THOMAS J. BUDGE
RACINE OLSON
P.O. BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
· ( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail
( ) Hand Delivery

reb@ racinelaw.net
tjb@rncinel~w .net

SARAH KLAHN
MITRA PEMBERTON
WHITE & JANKOWSKI
511 16TH ST., STE 500
DENVER, CO . 80202
sarahk @white-jankowski.cgm
mjtrap@ whi te-j ankowski.co,m ..

(x) U.S . Mail Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile

C. THOMAS ARKOOSH
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES
P.O. BOX 2900
BOISE, ID 83701 ·
tom.arkoosh@ arkoosh:com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

.

..

(x) E- mail

( ) Hand Delivery

( ) Facsimile

(x) E-mail

...
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JOHN K. SIMPSON · .
:TRAVIS L. THOMPSON
PAULL ARRINGTON
BARKER, ROSHOLT & SIMPSON
195 RIVER VISTA PLACE, STE. 204 ·
. TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-3029
·tfL® idahowaters.com
iks@idahowaters.com ·
·plg~idatio~Aters.com
W, KENT FLETCHER
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE
P.O.BOX248
BURLEY, ID 83318
wkf@Qmt.org,
JERRY R. RIGBY
HYRUM ERICKSON
ROBERT H. WOOD
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, CHTD
25 NORTH SECOND EAST
REXBURG, ID 83440
j rigby @rex ~law.£om
herickson@rex-law.com
rwood@ rex-law .com

A. DEAN TRANMER
CITY OF POCATELLO ·
P.O. BOX4169
POCATELLO, ID 83205

(x) u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid
•( ) Facsimile ·
·· ··
(x) E-mail ·· ·

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile .
(x) E-mail ·

· . (x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
·
(x) &mail

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

dtranmer.@~ocatell_o.us

-~-~
Deborah J. Gibson ......
Assistant the Director

to
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Attachment C .
· Water Rights Subject to Curtailment - Rangen De-livery Call _

t·• Priority

I

""· \,/Vater
c.
Dive_rsion
.
· Tot~l
Current Owner
_ __L8i91"1tf'J_
()_.__ :~:c.P~!§t..: . Rate (cfs}j
- .Pllipose ott.Jse '
Acres
.. 346.5
-~+BAN£!:' LLC
-____ .... ... . .
---- - -:-fSS-16158 _j·~:-'-'-:-....:.......;;-t-,___;.;..~=-:-::--:-::::.,.,:...,...,~-___:.-__,
2+RANCH LLC
. ! 36-16160 ~
2+RANCH LLC
136-16161 .
395.5
2+RANCH LLC
36-16163
4 BROS DAIRY INC -,------137-20613 112119/19741
· 1.121ST0CKWATER, COMMERCIAL
37-20614 •. 12/19/1974
•
STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
4 BROSDAIRY-INC --- --413ROSDAIRY INC
- ... . - ~·
37-22641.
10/18!1968
0.06 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
4 BROS DAIRY lNG ·- . .
. 37-22642
10/18/1968 · ·. _·. 0.04 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL .
~~rBROSDAIRY INC.
-·--- . - 37-22643
- 2118!1971
0.01 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
'
~- 37-22644
12/3/1966
0.02 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL · : .· .
.48ROS DAIRY INC ·
4 BROS DAIRY INC . .
_.
. 37-22645 · 10/18/1968
·.. 0.03 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
4 BROS DAIRY INC --~·-·~·
37-22646 • . 1213/1966
. 0.05 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
4 BROS OAIRY"tNc:--'"""--.,.·--~
. 37-22647 - .•1213/1966 .. 0.03 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
48ROS DAIRY INC
37-22648
2/18/1971
. · 0.03 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
4 BROS DAIRY INC ~----c----- - - 37-22649
l. 2/18/1971 ~ 0.02 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
~-~~~~
37-22652
11/15/1970
0.08 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
-4BROS DAIRY INC ----· 37-22653 . '· · 5/16/1980
0.02 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
4 BROS DAIRY INc··
· - - .,..
37-22654
5/26/1971 ·. .·.. o.o1 ·srocKWATER, COMMERCIAL
4 BROS DAIRY INC .
37-7033
7/5/1988
2.16 .1RRIGATION
··
~11
4 BROS DAIRY INC
37-7278
9/10/1973
6 !1RRIGATION
·
390.9
· .. 349
4 -BROS DAIRY INC _...
.
_
!37-7575 .
3/28/1977
2.21 IIRRIGATION
'4 BROS DAIRY INC______ ,..- . .. ... b 7-8813
10114/1983 .
0.13lSTOCKWATER,COMMERCIAL
::r6R6s· D~II:W INC ___ __ • = - --"- __ - :.__. __ J37-8814
7110/1983
0.1 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL l
93 GOLF RANCH
. , - 1 36~7573 _ 10131/1975
2. 92 IRA IGATION
! . 188
A & B IRRIGATION DISTRICT; UNITED
: .. . · ·
,
.
STATES OF AMERICA ACTING THROUGH
iss-151278.
4/1/1984 !
28.89 11RRIGATION
A & 8 IRRI:GATION DISTRICT; UNITED
!
. .I .
STATES OF AMERICA ACTING THROUGH
las-151938*
411/1965 1 . ·.· 0.31 IRRIGATION
82610
A & 8 IRRIGATION DISTRICT; UNITED
. - ----! . . .· !
. -- - -· ·•··• <'

o:sa

--·-··-···= - .

p 2610

STAI!;S.OF AMERIC-- A AC
- TING THROUGH
A & 8 IRRIGATION DISTRICT; UNITED

.§!~.]!§ OF A~..§.B!fA~CTING ~!ti_l!OUGH

(~96c
8 .· ·_···.2.51· ~j- I_RRIG·A-TIO_N_ ·--~ .
36-151958* 1 4/1/1978,
2.24IIRR IGATION
··- -·-·
!. ~I
I

36-151948* _ .
~

1____

, 826101

_4_.
____,___

82610

A & 8 IRRIGATION DISTRICT; UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA ACTING THROUGH
36--1519.§~~~ 4/1/!~~1
·. O.OBj'RRIGATION
• -~-~.261~
AARDEMA DIARY LTD PARTNERSHIP
· 36-7290
t 1123/1973!
1.6-fkRRIGATION
. 80
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP . . . 36-10225F
511/19~.~-1.... ~:~1-tSTOCkWATER
.. ·--~.---··AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
_p s-140358 f. 5/26/19791."---~- ··:· 0.4~STOC-KWATER, COMMERCIAL ~-.;·=-~=~-.
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
_ l 36-_~_§_169f• 12/11/1969j__
. _Q~QS ST9CKWJ\TER
·
____-_
-_
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
i 36-15256C* L 3/15/197~'
0.92· IRRIGATION
· 401.6

1

.J

AARDEMA FARMS LTD
AARDEMA FARMS LTD
AARDEMA FARMS LTD
AARDEMA FARMS LTD

PARTNERSHIP
PARTNERSHIP
PARTNERSHIP
PARTNERSHIP

~=~~~~ :~=~~ ~~~ ~~=i~~~~~:~

136-152560
l36--15561

_]:36~15563

!36-16269

- ~ . ~~.§!.1.~?.5 .

1 8/1 9/1965

1
+

2/26/197St
6n/1965

--=

0.1. 1{ STOCKWATER, COMM__~~~.C~~~ _
2.7 IRRIGATION
. . 608
1:~J IRRIGATION ····--··--------- -~"" "" _·_-,~- 6@.
. 0.51 IRRIGATION
·..
.
302.7

•. . .__p_302.~

J;~:~ ~~;~·"· "1-~~~~*f1 ·~~~-:-:·-~:~~ ::::~~~:g~.--~~ ~ "::· :~·- :~- -·-r-~~

AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
._. __J36--162.75 tl -5/.28·_ /19.·74 . . 0.1. 9!1RRIGATION
AARDEMAFARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP ...n-- P-~=~l~E_?:
""~~4{2.~Z§. •..~"-~-~171RRIGATION
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHlP
~36-16279 . I 2/22/1978
· 0.57 IRRIGATION
- -- -- · - - -··- · - -·•~·.,_.·•t••••.c"~"'""'"-•~~~.....J,~o•~~ r--AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
-~~36:!_~B,.:!__i_1,2111/1978
_ 0.~ IRRIGATION
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
·36-16283" j 5/1/19850.1 7 m GATION

__,_

__

. --•· ·•~·

_302.7
~- 302.7

--=-·-302.7

···-···-·-----~- _

302.7
02

~=g~~~ ~~=~~ t~~. ~~~~*~~~~f~·'""~··~--·~ ;;.~:!:~ 1 ~~~~~::: · ·-··:· ~:~~j~~~~~~~~ER, COMMERCIAL . ::~~ ~
1

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment C

Water Rights Subject to Curtailment - Rangen Delivery Call

·. ·...

.

. .

cUrrent Owner ·

·•

": 1: -: Watef'-:y··fino-rliY"?:f DiversiOn!-.-,-·- ·
·. Rght No. , I . Date
Rate {cfs) . -• . . ·· Purpose of Use ;·

. 36-f64491
36-16891
V.RDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
i 36-16893 .
~ARDEMAFARMSLTDPARTNERSHIP
]36-16894 1
4ARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP ----- 36-16895
~ARDEMA FARMS LID PARTNERSHIP
36-16896 ·
~RDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
36-16897
~ARDEMA FARMS ('t[) PARTNERSHiP36-25758
~RDEMA-.FARMS LTD PARTNERSfjlf_ _
36-25868
1\ARDEMAFARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
36-2614F .
i
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHiP ___ •.,..... 36-7049
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
36-7215
·1

Total
Acres

AARDEMA FARMSTfCY"PARiNE:RSRIP

~ARDEMAFARMS LT DPARTNEf.\SHIP

1/28/19641
2.67llRRIGATION
435.1
1/28/1964 - - O.ffSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL 1 .
.1
5/26/1976
. 6.03 IRRIGATION
1 · 435.1
5/26/1976
0.23 -STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL 1
1
8/5/1963
. 0.05 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL I
1/28/1964
0.2 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL .!
1
6/7/1965
0.01 STOCKWATER
1/10/1969
2.41 IRRIGATION
126
1/3/1 972
· 0.84 IRRIGATION
I ·· 164
'I
.
- ~STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL, .
36·7250
7/21/1972 .•. 0.25,DOMESTIC
36-7307F
2/26/1973
·.. 0.02iSTOCKWATER
36·7329
l 4/18/1973 - .~~liRRIGATION
~
36-7362F
8/211973
0.02 STOCKWATER
.
36-74nF I 5/28/1974
0.01 STOCKWATER
..
36·7606F .·
214/1976 .
0.01 STOCKWATER
!IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER.
36-7734 . .
3/11/1977 ~
1lCOMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC
30
36-7779F l 2/22/1978 '.
0.02jSTOCKWATER
36-7832F
12711/1978
0.01iSTOCKWATER
36·8169
I 4/6/1983
0.26ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
36·8517
· 4/311990[
0.04 fSTdCKWA"FER, COMMERCIAL i
..

J

AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP . ·
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
AARDEMA F~RMS ~r.q·.~6RTNERSHIP
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP .
AARDEMA FARMSLTDPARTNERSHIP
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
.. .
-- - ··-. .. .
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
AARDEMA FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP .
AARDEMA, CORNELIA; AARDEMA, FRAt·J"S;.
I
BOX CANYON DAIRY; HEIDA, MARY JANE;
~
!
HEIDA, THOMAS
..
36-7363A
8/7/1973 ! .
1.23l 1RRIGATION
I
I
t·
··-·--·
' ....,....
AARDEMA, c o"RNELIA; AARDEM'A.""FRANS:·=
BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC; HEIDA,
i
I
I
~ARYJANE; ljEIDfl,, TH_<?MAS
--··· 36-15181• ] . 3/~5/1~~21 .
0._23,1RRIGATION
·-·
!.
AARDEMA, CORNELIA; AARDEMA, FRANS;
j
i
!
BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC; HEIDA,
l
j
MARY JANE; HEIDA, THOMAS
36-2610
! 3/22/1965!
2IIRRIGATION
i ··
AARDEMA, CORNELIA; AARDEMA, FRANS;
~ ·- .
~
BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC; HEIDA,
l
t
I
MARY JANE; HEIDA, THOMAS
p s-73870 j 10/2?!~.~?.9._!
o.15j STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL 1
AARDEMA, CORNELIA; AARDEMA, FRANS; j
l
j .
I
1
BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC; HEIDA, i
i
·j
MARY JANE; HEIDA, THOMAS
l~~-7650A
?./~_OjJ.~?.~.I·····-· "•1.•~?.~UARIG~!ION
AARDEMA, CORNELIA; AARDEMA, FRANS;
!
!
i
BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC; HEIDA, I
i
i
·
MARY JANE; HEIOA, THOMAS . .
2/14/1986!
1.9j iRRIGATION
J
AARDEMA, CORNELIA; AARDEMA, FRANS; .,
;
!
j
BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC; HEIDA,
· .
i ·
j
j
MARY JANE; HEIDA, THOMAS
.
• . · !36·8362
··~. 6/3/1988
1j STOCKWATE_!3~ gg~~~~-R.9,!~ I
AARDEMA, DONALD J .
.·
!36-8548
5/1111990
o.osrsToCKWATER
AARDEMA, DONALD JOHN - - ·-·- - - - --- 36·10225H*
5/1/1985 ·------oJ>11fFrRIGATION

T.

!. .

I

-·

.

I

1

l

l

r

i

1

~

110
~

54

220

!

I

l

L.

_J36·f!.~.~o"" l

T

~AADEMA, DONALD JOHN

.

.

..,..,..., ..,,,...,.,•.,"""""'' •

----~····-------·"··=~·==~·=··- -

AARDEMA, DONALD JOHN
AARDEMA, DONALD JOHN
~RDEMA; DONALD JOHN
•

*

.,~,,.-~~~f.-,

.

-

.

l

95

3

•mn•~•••••--------J

36·15169H 12/11/1969
0.02i1RRIGATION
i
3
--·~~
.
--~ -- --- ""'· ·· ·--~+-~,~~~
36-2614H .
6/7/1965
. 0.01 IRRIGATION
1
3
SS·l
307H
..
2/26/1973
~-~~
o~01
1RRIGATION
3·
-···--~
~----""•;::;:"':t~"- ~,.w.--.--·-·--·...-............_..,._.,.,..,,,= 4
36-7362H
. 8/2/1973;
0.01 ,IRRIGATION
•
1 .· ·. ·· .. 3
.,.,.,.,_ _,..,,.,.. _.................. . , _...._J

.,. __ " ' " . . . _ _....
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_
-_ Attachment C .
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment- Rangen Delivery Call

I ·-

_:_: ;··. , ..: Water · · •t : ('riority ·-·~- Diversion
·.--:- ·. Current Owner
·_ · ·· __ Right No. :. · -.: Oiit~· ···-· Rate (cfs) .< .... Purpose of Use ·
AARDEMA~DONALD JOHN
- l 36-7477H
5/28/19741 ··· 0.01 IRRIGATION
AARDEMA; DONALD JOHN
- . J36·7606H
214f197S j
0.01 .IRRIGATION
AARDEMA, DONALD JOHN
I36-7779H
2/22/1978 ! ·
0.01 IRRIGATION
AARDEMA, DONALD JOHN ~ - --_ 36-78321-1
1i if f il978
0.o1 TARl GATION
ABCAGRA LLC~
- --- --------36-8484 ·
12111/1989
0.08 COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC
ADAMS, CHERYL L; ADAMS, H LYLE; ADAMS,
RODDYL
37-7078
ADKINS, GINA; ADKINS, RICi{ _______
- 36-8525
- ------36-16942
A KL PROPERTIESLI:.c
AKl PROPERTIES LLC
136-16944
AlLEN, BETTY; ALLEN, BUD
---- -- - 137-21225

10/12/1970
. 3/2/1990
2/27/ 1970
112/11/1981 !
j 1/29/19741

Total
·AC'res

3
3
3
3

I

.
STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
0.077 DOMESTIC
··
.
' 0.06 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
.
. 1.65 IRRIGATION
1.721lRRIGATION
-o-:-o2IIRRIGATION

1
295.7
295.7
1

ALLEN, HERB; ALLEN, MARY CHUGG; LLOYD,
36-8523
.4/25/1990]
1.89 IRRIGATION
I
115
DANIEL;TIERNEY LLOYD, MONA USA
~ALLEN,_ JANE C; ALLEN, WAYNE R
36-7418
12/11/19731--· 3.48 IRA IGATION
- ! - 2171
ALLEN, PATRICIA; ALLEN,STEPHEN B- 37-21226
1/29/19741
2.72 IRRIGATION
!
154
36-7649
10/19/19761
0.26 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC ·
.
12
ALLEN, REx
ALLIANCE LAND & LIVESTOCK LLC
I45-12769A I 9/1111967 !
0.31IIRRIGATION
i .3088.3
~ -145-13520. ·1 3/15/1976
0.2311RRIGATION
.
! 3088.31
ALLIANCE LAND & LIVESTOCK LLC
~J\~LIAf\JQI; LAND & LIVESTOCK LLC
!45-14054 ' 9/6/1967 .
1.8tiRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
3088.3
145-14055
9/6/1~~7 ~
- 0.93 1 STOCKWATER; C~MMERCIAL
!ALLIANCE ~ND ~.!IVESTOCK LLC -tALLIANCE LAND & LIVESTOCK LLC
\45-14104
6/30/1985i
0.09 IRRIGATION
3088.31'
' 45,14105
6/30/19B5!
0.01,STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
fALLIANCE LAND & li'{_~STS'C~LLC
!45-14253
11/15/19701 ·_· 0.3 IRRIGATION
ALLIANCE LAND & LIVESTOCK LLG
3088.3
i45-14254 I 5/16/1 980! .
O.OBIIRRIGATION
ALLIANCE LAND & LIVESTOCK LLC
3088.3
t45· 14255* I 5/26/1971 !0.02llRRIGATION
I 3088.3
ALLIANCE LAND & LIVESTOCK LLC
-145-14256 I 9/12/19731
0.24 IRRIGATION
3088.3
ALLIANCELAND& LIVESTOCK LLC
1
i4.5-14257
5/4/1978i
0.51 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
!ALLIANCE LAND & LIVESTOCK LLC
fALLIANCE LAND & LIVESTOCk l.LC
-------145-2674B
9/11/1 962 j
0.48 IRRIGATION
-! 3088.3
; 45-7054
4/28/1970!
1.341STOCKWATER
!ALLIANCElJ\NO &L IVESTdcRLCC
· 45-7243
7/1/1975 1
2.1s IRRIGATION
··-·
1 3088.3
IALLIAt.JCE LAND &jJv.~sTOCK LU5
45-7482A
11/24/1981 1
2.18 IRRIGATION
l 3088.3
M LLIANCE LAND & LIVESTOCK LLC
ALLIANCE LAND & LIVESTOCK LLC
!45-74828 j 11 /24/1981 i
1.99 IRRIGATION
I -3088.3

I

I

ALLIANCE LAND & LIVES-TOCK LLC
ALLISON, E R
ALLISON, E R .
__

t:s/2s7rs73i

I

ALLRED, JACKSON W; SMITH, MIRIAM
.
.,
ALLRED
..
_, _ 45-11142 ..___
AMBROSE, AN; SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES

6/30/1965~

i

LLC

t

''f4s-7s+3" . ''J10/13/1982!._• .......... 0.3111RRIGATION
_
3088.3
136-7034
i 5/27/1968f
0.16f1RRIGATION, STOCKWATER
7.1
'1 36-7347A
_q:!~ IRR IGATION ....... --...- ...,_...... --- 5.4

i

36-7157A

AMERICAN FALLS RESERVOIR OISTRICT #2 ra&ff120

2116/19711

j

11/27/1962J_

I

3.11 [1RRIGATION
I

-----+-_
..

2073

·

j

3.31JRRIGATJON

____9:,Q! IRRIGATION, D_<2_~E~!,I<?_

,

..

,l

436
1.5

·--~-:K~11Q§~. .. ~J1?.t~.~-~- 2.~rRIGATJON
. --.-~---L 233.1
ANDERLAND LLC
ANDERLAND LLC
45-14070
: 216/19791
0.01 IRRIGATION
8.4
ANDERSEN, ALAN H; ANDERSEN, NORMA
4S:-133 94-- ·+----2i67f9i 91
0.05 STOCKWATER,
.
ANDERSEN, ALAN H; ANDERSEN. NORMA
COMMERCIAL
ANDERSON SR, LARREY: ANDERSON,
!
.
.l
! IRRIGATION, COMMERCIAL,
RETHA ·
.. _
!36-8232
i 9/27/1983f
0.09!DOMESTIC
•
·
ANDERSON SR, LARREY;-:-AN-DERSON,-----~~:--Ji -- =u=~~...... __ .
~~

..J...

t1?..:!.~967 l.._~!).Z!.i~I! ~Q:12~~!.9_S~ATER,

t.

COMMERCIAL ~

T
I

l -

RETHA; MILLER, GERAL~ • ·· -- .
~ ~~~233 __ ....1 ?J_!ZL!~.~1J-~··------ 0.06 HE~TING, RECREATIO~-· -~·- 
ANDERSON, DONALD M: ANDERSON, JOAN _ 136~8285 -·· ~-. · 6/.~_4{1_~~~~-~-- o.o~ 1Rf1!§~!.~Q~ ....._.... ·····---~------·~•

1

ANDERSON. GEORGE; ANDERSON. MARILYN 136-7777 .

1.

217/1978!

* Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April12, 1994

1.33rIRRIGATION

2
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· . Attachment c
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment- Rangen Delivery Call ·
..current owner . ••·•··

-- .. .. ·-

.:., Ifk~~t~~.· J
I . ·. . .

Pg~rf ~·T ~~~:7;~1·

ANDERSON, GREGORY M; ANDERSON,
KENNETH C
,36-7214
ANDERSON, LA DELL; ANDERSON, SHERRY
· · ·
. ···• · ··· ·
HARRIS
36-7272.
11!711972
ANDERSON, SHERRY HARRIS . " 36-2632
- 1/B/196Ei
ANDERSON, SHERRY HARRIS
_____
36-7022 .· · . 4/1211968
ANDERSON, SHERRY; HARRIS, STEVEk
I .
JENSEN, CINDY .
36-7897
. 2125/1980
ANDRESEN DAIRY LLC- -36-16381
9/1211973
· '· .
ANDRESEN DAIRY LLC _____ _
36-8215 . .• . 6/2211983
36-8735 . ·.. ! .1/10/1992
ANDRESEN DAIRY LLC
· . ·· · ···..
ANDREWS, GERALD CLINTON; ANOREWS,
MARIAN J
.
._
___
• __
36-15227* . ·· 8/27/1973

.•. ·.·. .I

.•

!·· . ·•·.·

li •·. ·

Total
Acres

PuiJ)Osa of use
. •.

··. .

. - -.-

.2.45!1RRIGATION

l·•·:

144

·.· ..·. ·.

·.·
•
.· .··.
.. •

1.421tRRIGATION
1.94 IRRIGATION
4.64!1RRIGATION
.'. .
:.
.:
2.84 IRRIGATION •· ..
·
0.08 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
• ~TOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
· .·.. 0.07 DOMESTIC . . . .
. ..
.. · 0.04 ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

·.. :·. ;.

..! . >•

..

·. 71
.•. 417.1

. 417.1
-. 2031
.
I
. ·..
.
1
-

·r

. 0.7!1RRIGATION

o.311~RIGATION, STOCKWAT~R

-< 1631

i .

ARKOOSH, GEORGE F; ARKOOSH, LIZABETH 37-7tSO .
9/ 14/1972 ·· .·
261
I • ·2111
ARKOOSH, KAREN A; ARKOOSH, WILLIAM . 37-7570 - .. 3/9/1977. ·· ·· ·• 4.29TIRRIGATION
~STLE, DOUGLAS D; ASTLE,JANISl
l 37-8296
l 5111/1987
. 4.01 IRRIGATION
I 357.2
ASTLE-, GE~A~Dif\JE;ASTLE, SEM D
l 37c7538 ·~=r 11/2/1976
· 4.18 IRRIGATION
! · 285
.
· · ..
· .:· ·.
• STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL, ! 1
ASTLE, MICHELE
(37-8125
1 6/2311983 1
0.04 DOMESTIC
. . .
··.· ·. ·.
~SIL.:E, RICK J; ASTLE, TANYA R_ ::
:: 37-7264
• ~(21/1973
.· 3.4211RRIGATION
._,___ _
•192
ASTORQUIA, FRANK
.
~37-7475
I 2/12/19761.
0.7 iRRIGATION
T
~STO_RQUIA, FRANK·-~·,--·- ~----_______ 187·8338
5/19/1994
0.6 IRRIGATION _
I
72
1\STORQUIA, FRANK; ASTORQUIA,
j . ·. ·
. .·
!
JOSEPHINE
---~37-7460
7/3/2002
3.33 IRRIGATION
258
A.STORQUIA, JUSTIN
__
37-7092
4/15/1971
0.8'1RRIGATION
- 401
§' ~ Hf=ARMING .
-....~. .. ,..~
36·11643T
. 4/1/1981
-· 1 IRRIGATION
- 448
3 & H FARMING _
36-15226•
6/15/1973
0.36 IRRIGATION
658
3 & H FARMING
. . ...
36-16206
4/14/1983 1
.1.91 IRRIGATION
i
152
§&"H FARMING - •... - ..
_
_ . 36-2570
6/20/19631
0.8 IRRIGATION
l 6581
3 & H FARMING
36-2587
2119/1964
5.7911ARIGATION
455
. !36-4264*.
4/111974
211RRIGAtibN
i
455
3 & H FARMING
·-·
·----=-l36-7732B ~., ..!,_Q~g1f1"977
__ 0.4! STOCkWATER, CD_~~~~9.~.1
3 4 DAIRY
3 4 DAIRY
·
_
!36-7732C
10/21/1977·
2.64I IRRIGATION
j
132
,_j36·7732D .. 10/211f9~
0.34ISTOCKWATER, QQ_~M~fi~~IJ.\LJ
3 4 DAIRY
3AAR JR, TED
...p s-10B4§____ • 1/2B/19!2t
o.?l STOCKWATER. DOMESTIC ·

I

-r ·. . . ··

!

I

r·
·

I

l

I

3AAR, ANNA E; BAAR, THEODORE;
.
!STOCKWATEA, COMMERCIAL, l
~OATHWEST FARM CREDIT SERVICES FLCA 36-8478 •. 1117!~, ~~~-.__q.~,?i DOMESTIC
·-- _ ..
3AILEY,CALVINM;BAILEY, DEANNW
36-7735
i 7/25/19771
1.75l tRRIGATION
3AILEY. CARL W; BAILEY, STEPHANIE G~~~·-~~ 36-169B!_ _J 3/4J1976f'-·---.-. .J11RRIGATION
3AILEY, CARL W; BAILEY, STEPHANIE G
.36-7615
! 3/4/19761
1.6HRRIGATION
l
3AiLev; PATsY J; BAILEY, auiNN~•.• ·---··~- 36~7941__ tJ71z?i~ao.L J J.13j sTocKwAr'E'R. cfJ.~~~~.!=!9J~11

I

····-··1
1

Ll~.!!~£19~~

____

.

~~~IRRIGATION

.

l

· ..• · .

3AKEA. D.ANIELC; BAKER, DARRELL JAMES j 36-2668
..
3AKER, DARRELL JAMES
.
3AKER. DARRELLJAMES
~36-1 30658 . '

3/15/1981 ~

. 0.16' IRRIGATION

.

3AKER,
DWAINE . BAKER,. LINDA
.
3ALL, CARMA B; BALL, JERRY R

0.01 IRRIGATION
.
.....
1/28/1963 . · •· 2.2 IRRIGATION

.

105

50
203

634.4

J36~13065A ,.i,~/15/~98fl..,.____0.66t'fl..BJ~TION_.____.__··· .:...- ...... J :..?.~.:?

T 634.4

1.=-1~l ::::~~~:g~--·-~·-~~. r~~~::
:~~=~ g~=~~~~~}···
·-~e~~{l::-1
~~t~~
D;
6/30/19~
.

<45-42168
36-2563

t

I.

.,~----·

* Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April12, 1994
- - --

--- -

- - --

--- -

- - --

.
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I

.Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment- Rangen Delivery Call
Water '

Priority

I

Diversion

· Right No. · bate>· · Rate (cfs).l. ,
: Purpose of Use
Current Owner
BANDY, BONNIE; BANDY; BRADLEYW
'36-7473
5/14/19741
0.1 11RRIGATION
4/26/1974 .
BANNOCK PAVING CO
36-7470 ..
4/17/1996 •
'36-8780
BARNES; T H; COLLINS, LARRY
BARRYMORE EST SUBDIVISION WATER
USERS'
36·8155
0.07ISTOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
3/411983
BARRYMORE, BLAKE; BARRYMORE,
. .
137·8145 · I 7n/19831
0.17!COMMERCIAL
DEBORAH ··
BARTLETT, ERWIN; BARTLETT, JANICE
!45-765:f
I · 6/6/1989 1 .Q.041COMMERCIAL
BAXTER, DAVID W; BAXTER, ELIZABETH R !36-7060
I 5/12/19691
1.3411RRIGATION
BAXTER, DAVIDW; BAXTER, ELIZABETH A !36-7948
111/21/1980!
0.87 IIRRIGATION
145-7029 · · I 6/4119681
· 1.2IIRRIGATION
BECK. BARTL: BECK, DANENE
BECK, BARTL; BECK, DANENE
45-7263
BECK, CLYDETIE G; BECK, ROBEAi_M_,_----~-cl4-5--7o--a=
7-+:-:::-':-:--:--:---+---,-:-+.=:-=-:-:=:-::-:-:BECK, DAVID; BECK, SUSAN K
BECK, DAVID; BECK, SUSAN k
BECK, DAVID; BECK, SUSAN K
BECK, DAVID; BECK, SUSAN K
BECK,-DAVID; BECK, SUSAN K
BECK, DAVID; BECK; SUSAN K
BECK, PAIGE
BECK, PAIGE
BECK, SCOTT W
BECKLEY, BONNIE B; BECKLEY, R_9N K
SEEM, DONNA L; SEEM , KENNETH C
SEEM, STEVENG
BENNETT, CAROLE A: BENNETT, JOHN D

145-13907*
145-13909
145-13994
145·13995
145-14302
145·14304*
145-10679*

l

145·14448*
137"8138
136-7695
]36-7609
137-20931

I

I

l

i

I
i

4/13/1971 1
4/13/19701
9/17/19701
9/17/19701
4/13/19701
4/1 3/1971 1 .

l . ·..

l

t
I

4/1/1977
6/29/1983
4113/1977!
2/19/1976]
5/5!2003 1

Il

I

0.11 1STOCKWATER
0.21 1STOCKWATER
12.8411RAIGATION
0.221STOCKWATER
3.9511RAIGATION
. 2.14fiRRIGATION

· use

_

0.3 '1RRIGATION
0.12 STOCKWATER~-COMMERCIA[
1 !IRRIGATION
3.181JRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
· 0.1211RRIGATION
IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER,
0.03 DOMESTIC
2.4511RRIGATION
. 10.2 IRRIGATION
0.1411RRIGATION
3.08liRRIGATION

!

---i::~~~~:S 11~~~=~~o;_~l::::~~~~

c~-~~=~==~--=-·------4~~-15679

11

160
160
. 997.5
997.5
316

~ --4/1h977Tu- -~ -0~22ffRRlGATION
! 45~157778·-l 3115/1976 !
0.23IIRRIGATION

8/16/1982
BEORCHIA PROPERTIES & HOLDINGS LLC 136-8108
136-10821A
6/1/19791
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M
BETIENCOURT, LUIS M 3 6 - 1 0 8 2 1 B
· 6/9/1979
136-15161* l 3/15/1.9771
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M
I36-15174A l 11/21/1973l

~~~~gg~~: ~~:~ ~--- . .

_ l~!!
, .. 5

... ·... ··' -------l

1766
1766
301.8
. 151
427.7
50
295
4.3
5
138
626.5
258
154
--~-

-~~,~~

sEitE"tiJcc>Df!T,
o.4sjsTocKwATER.
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M
!36·16480
3/26/1969
0.771STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
-----·---------·····--·-············---·-·---------~~-·•·-·~---· ---·--·--·····-··-··-·----· ·--·--I
...
--BETTENCOURT, L~~§_-~---·······-------__j36-7054B ___ ].l_g§j_:196_~
2.73 j STOCKWAT_ER.!. CD_Mtv.l.§.~_q~AL _ __
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M
!36·7103
.12123/1969
1.6 IRRIGATION
·
80
.BETTENCOURT, LUIS M
- - r36-711GC- · 2/18/1976
3~~-IRRIGATION
·
170
- .
__ 36-71160 ~-2/18/1970
0.72iSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M
'BETtENCOURT: Ll JIS r.r-···----~----- 36-72608
. ·sm5i 1'972
· 0.1 ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL-+---!
··----- ---- ~-:--::- -----....·-·····.. ........____ - - ----·-··c-:::-t=··-- · - - - - -- ·- - BETTENCOURT, LUIS M
36-7324 ·
3/29/1973
3.2~ 1RRIGATION
160
1
BETTENCOURT, UJiS-tvf··-------------~------ 3 6-73688
e"/1'6/1 973
0.04!STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
·
- -- -----------·····----·-····-..·-·----·---------BETTENCOURT, LUIS M
36-7373
8/31/1973
4.46 IRRIGATION
258
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M
S6·7499B
9/4h974
0.12 IRRIGATION
. 128
.~§.If_E~g_2~-~!L!:~§__~-~=-~~=~~---·
36·7605
. ......,.g_l4/1-97s -:-- 1.04 IRRIGATION, MITIGATION ·-= ~~~
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M
36-7608
2/2411.976
0.82 IRRIGATION
.
128 ·
BETTENCOURT, CDis·M···-····
36-80~- --3/7/"1'"983 · ·· 0.42 IRRIGATION
22
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M
·----· 3S~B135
11/5/1983
0.06 STOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
- .·
36·830211/14/1985
0.96 IRRIGATION
- - - - 193.4
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M

- -

-----·---·

-~-~~~ggg~i~·tMl~-~-.~-~~:~=~~-~-=:··---~------. ~:::~!~

l ~;~~~·::~

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subjectto Curtailment-Rangen Delivery Call
. ··-

.~.

·.

- -~:~~~o.•-· J;·.: P~:tty ·-· ~·~t:rtc~~

Total
Purpose of Use ·.
. ;. , .. :... -·
• Current,Oviner .•. -.--•.
Acres
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT;
SHARON L
.. .
I36-14595A• I · 5/1/19781
1.31[1RRIGATION
I .. 414.8
BETTENCOURT,U.JIS M; BETIENCOURT,
- ~ · . ~-. ------~
- ~1
SHARON L
.
36-145958*
5/1/1978
0.1 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL 1
BETIENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT, .
. ···-SHARON L
136-15672 . 10/18/1968
0.1 STOcKwATER, COMMERCIAL
BETIENCOURT,LUIS M; BETIENCOURT,
·! ··
··-----~
SHARON L
36·15674
. 1213/1966
• 0.01 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL j .
BETIENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
t ...
.
.
,.
SHARON L
..
36-15676
2118/1971
0.04 ,STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL t
BETIENCOURT.LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
.· 0.01 fSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
SHARON L
36-16159 •· I 1/24/1972
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
0.01 1STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
136-16162
8/9/1975
SHARON L
BETIENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
36·2666 .. 110/11/1966
3l 1RRIGATION
SHARONL
I
168
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
0.12 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
SHARONL
36-73458 I 6/21/1973
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
36-7591D 112129/19751
5.54!IRRIGATION
SHARON L
I_ 414.8
BETIENCOURT,LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
36-7591E 112129/1975 t
0.52ISTOCKWATER. COMMERCIAL
SHARON L
BETIENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,! .
O.OS IDOMESTIC
36-8062
l 2/9/19821
SHARON l
BETTENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
i .
SHARON L
b 6-8411
4118/19B9t
o.s !STOCKWATER, coMMERCIAL
BETIENCOURT, LUIS M; BETTENCOURT,
~I
SHARON L
37-8865
3/25/1974.
0.24 jSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
BHB FARMS INC
36-7494
8/12/19741
3.2 IRRIGATION
160
BHB FARMS INC
136·8144
I 21211983 !
0.84IIRRIGATION
42
BICKETT, HARVEY B; BICKETT, MYRNA
137-8366
1 7114/19881
o.o6 1 1RRIGJ\I!Q~. DOMESTIC
1
o.a
1
1
BIG SKY DAIRY
36-2671C
1/9/1967
0.06 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
BIG SKY DAIRY
36-2671G l H9/1967
0.19 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
BIG SKY DAIRY
36-2671K ~ -·-11971967
0.7 IRRIGATJON---··-------~~3
BIG SKY DAIRY
36-2671L , -1/S/1967 - - cJ:niRRIGATION---·-·
--·~ 762.6
BfCfSKYDAIRY
36-71570 ! 2/16/1971
0.83STOCKWATER,COMMERCIAI. I
BIG SKYDAIRY
- --36·73668 l 6/13i1973 0.1 1 STOCKWATER .. ,----:---c---l~_
-I
BIG si<Y DAIRY
---·------- -- - - 36:7ss7c I 8/13/1973 - o.33 jsrocKwAreR:·coMMERciAL ,- · - ~.§__§KY DAIRY
.:...__
36-7367G
8/13/1973
• o.~6jSTOCK\YAT§_f!!...~9.~~fMER~~~i_-=
BIG SKY DAIRY
_
136-7367K I 8/13/1973 -~~2 _IRRIGATIO!.!._____ ____ ,_.._; ___ _J~~
31G SKY DAIRY
36-7367L . +e7t 311973
. 2.52tiRRIGATION
. I 762.6
31G S~~ DA!~Y _____
_ ________
36-7361C
9/19/1973 _ _ Q.:_95 jST<;_)f~~TER, C?MMERCIAL__ _ - 31G SKY DAIRY
36-7381G
9/19/1973
. 0.11 !STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
!36-7381 K
9/19/1973
0.43j'RRIGATT0r'r -:..--~---· 451:"3
3iGSKY DAIRY
31G SKY DAIRY_ _
j36-7381L
9/19/1973
0.42i.IRRIGATION
. -. 762.6
31G SKY DAIRY
'36-7402- ---:r;Ta/1973
2.76!1RRiGATION ·.
i 451:3
31G_§KY DAIRY -----:_-36-744sc
2721if974 . · 0.1 j srocKWXf.EFC<?6MMERCIA~----31G SKY DAIRY
36·7445G
2121/1974
·· 0.19 jSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
31G.SKY DAIRY_ ____
--·
36·7445K
2121/1974 •
0.77!1RRICfATION- - - --,
.
3iGSRV!SAiRY
36-7445L
2121/1974 .
o.74 i iRR1GAT~------·~
·
- · 762.6
31G SKY DAIRY
36-74800
·5/31/1974
0.21 STOCKWATER: COMMERCIAL - .--31G SKY DAIRY
-~
36-7480H
S/31Dl!?.4 0.~3 STOCKWATER-;COMM~_BCIAL.. --:---31G SKY DAIRY
.. .
36-7480L
· 5/31/1974 ·
1.73 IRRIGATION
..
· , 4 51.3

I. .
I' .

I .•. .., .-..

. 'l .

..-·-·

I

I· .

I -.

I

I

J

I

1451]

• Enlargement right subordinateto rights earlier than April12, 1994
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. . Attachment C . .

. .

Water Rights Subjectto Curtailment - Rarigeri Delivery Call

1- ~:~t~o.

current owner

l :P~~~ety. ·1~z:rt~~~ I . ,., :r~urJ)ose of Use

·Total

Acres

I36-7480M . I 5/31/19741
1.6611RRIGATION
762.6.
137-20721
1 1/10/19731
0.44 jSTOCKWATER .•
.
37-20724 ·· • ·. 2/16/1971
o.49fiRRIGATION
[37~20725
I 2/16/1971 1
2.81 IIRRIGATION
208.8
137~22158
I 1/10/19731 - 1.77IIRRIGATION
66.1
· 137-22159 I 1/10/19731
0.19ISTOCKWATEA
. ~-.·-···
]37-2679
3101
- - r37-2687 A
762.6
13i:io05____ !11/2211967J
3.12l1RRIGATION
I
156
f37-72~-~ 7/10/1973
2261
137-7388
i 9/30/1974
39
l37-7419B I 1/29/19751 . 0.1411RRIGATION
7
l 37~7419C
1/29/1975!
2.02IIRRIGATION
762.6
I37-7435A I 4/22/19751
0.7411RRIGATION
762.6
I37-7440A
5/31/19741
1.47 IRRIGATION
762.6
137·7488
· 4/15/19761
1.98 IRRIGATION
. 99
]37-7639A I 7/8/1977!
2.7611RRIGATi6N
762.6
137-7805
I 3/25/19751 ... 0.7811RRIGATION
39
137-8054
I 7/1/19831 • . 3.3411RRIGATION
167
IRRIGATION •. STOCKWATER,
BIG SKY DAIRY
45-13549*
8/21/1978
0.76 COMMERCIAL
I . 863
BIG SKY DAIRY
·
· 45-13853
6/30/1985
2.27 IRRIGATION
I 2077
BIG SKY DAIRY
·
45-13854
6/30/1985
1.66 IRRIGATION
2077
BIG SKY DAIRY
145-2685
I 1/19/19631
5.31 11RRIGATION
2077
BIG SKY DAIRY
145-7012
I 9/11/19671 · 6.08IIRRIGATION
2077
BIG SKY DAIRY
145·7147
I 7/31/19731
4.41 11RRIGATION
2077
BIG SKY DAIRY
45-7148
20771
BIG SKY DAIRY
45-7256
. sao
BIG SKY DAIRY
145-7276
! 10/13/19761
3l1RRIGATION
880
I
-- ------ - I
IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER,
BIG SKY DAIRY
45-7335
9/19/1978
6.68 COMMERCIAL
863
BIG SKY DAIRY
45-7340A ! 21211978
2.93 IRRIGATION
880
!IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER,
~IG SKY DAIRY
-~ -~------------.~·7355
l --~?1/1978
6.4 CO~~E-~~~~----__j
863
BINGHAM II, WALLACE S; BINGHAM, NANCY

!BIG SKY DAIRY -.·
!BIG SKY DAIRY ·
BIG SKY DAIRY ·
!BIG SKY DAIRY
!BIG SKY DAIRY
·BIGSKYDAIRY
~BiG SkY DAIRY .·
BIG SKY DAIRY
BIG SKY DAIRY
BIG SKY DAIRY
BIG SKY DAIRY
BIG SKY DAIRY
BIG SKY DAIRY
BICfSkY- DAIAY
BIG SKY DAIRY
BIG SKY DAIRY
BIG SKY DAIRY
BIG SKYDAIRY
BIG SKY DAIRY

I · sal

I.

I

I

I.

I

i

~ING-HAM, LAVE~L'E-·t~r··~·---~-~-

.

~~~~~g~~--- - -~~~~~l~~~ -~-- o~s~ {=~~.~~il~~-------. . . . . ...~···------l--2-~~~

BINGHAM. MAHJoR'fEj;siN'G'H-A~frHoM'As- --------~ -

i:::.:~:~:~~~;~~~~f;~~=

!BLACK BUTIE HILLS LLC
:BLAINE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT #61
----BLAINE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT #61
.BLALACK, JOANN 1(;-SCHMibT, CHESTER-A
BLINcoE FARMs 1N"c--~ .
·
---:-BLINCOE
- ------·
-··-·-·-----···--·-----FARMS INC •. • ·
BLISS ACRES LLC; BOSMA: JACOBF
BLISS LLC
. .
.
BL
-ISSLLC~-~-....-----.;..----·- -·----.,-------_B_
LI_S_
S LLC .
-

.

·---------~--

- ---·------ --------·----~--------1- ~ ----·

;;i:-· ;:;;~~ii~· oOMESi~--1- --~

36·15233" ··
4/6/1980
0.73 IRRIGATION
180
37-21742
4/17/2006 .
0.8 IRRIGATI6i\f".._____:..- · - -~
-- - ' - -- --c;.,;,.;,_l-··----- · - - - -- - ----·-·-37-22542 . . 4/30/2010
3.65 HEATING, COOLING
36·B208
-·-5/26/1.985 .... 0.1 IRRIGATT6N;-ooMESTIC
...2
36-15362··- ~/19a1· ---:-. 2.e iRRIGATioN
·
··- -~esa
.....
.
36-7413
11/30/1973
. 5.18 IRRIGATION
.
960
37-8467B
1/25/198!! ·-- 0.1 8 STOCKWATER, COMMERCiAL r-----37-7194
1/12/1973
· 1.4 IRRIGATION
.
70
· 37·7381.
9/{1/1974
· 0.8 IRRIGATION
---.-~-·
. 40
37·7761A
.
0.07 STOCKWATER:~ oOMESfic · ----..

·s/ai1'9ao

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April12, 1994
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Attachment C
. Water Rights Subject to CurtaUment- Rangen DeliVerY Call
..

:~•:· ·

::: Water .•, ) Priority i:

.

BLISS LLC
BLISS, GARY B .
BLUE SKY RANCH; KRUCKER, KATHLEEN;
36-16184
KRUCKER, ROBERT
BLUE SKY RANCH; KRUCKER, KATHLEEN: .
KRUCKER, ROBERT
36-8482
BOER DAIRY LLC
j36-16906
BOER DAIRY LLC
136-7617

I

.

.

.

· · .

. --

.

l

DiVer5ion ( > •·

..

Total '

Right No: . •. ·' Date·. ~· .Rate(cfs) ~: · .•.. Purpose of Use ··.• ·•
37-7761B J ... 5/8/19801
1.21 IIRRIGATION
36-8459
9/22119891
0.04\IRRIGATION

· Current Owner .,. · ·· ·

.. ..

6/30/1963

Acres
. · 146

I

2.4

0.13ISTOCKWATER. DOMESTIC ·

·I·
. . . ,... : .0.05.,.STOCKWATER
. ..
: J1r1/1989

~
,

.:.:. .- !·

...

1

1 .-

· -··..

r ·:-- ..

920
.. 920

,

.

BOERJR,ADRIAN K; BOER, LINDA M; . · .·
. ·
NORTHWEST FARM CREDIT SERVICES FLCA 1
.36·B359
I 6/15/19881
0.29 ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
BOISE PACKAGING & NEWSPRINT LLC
45-2760 •
7/15/19651
0.2 COMMERCIAL ·
1
BOKMA, FLORA; BOKMA, HARRY B ·
36-8662
5/26/19921
0.18 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL '
I
BOLDT, LAWRENCE P; BOLDT, MARCY M
45-7370
0.11 IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
5.6
BONAWITZ, DANI; BONAWITZ.-DUKE
36·8065
·.. 0.12 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
5
BOOTJACK DAIRY PARTNERSHIP
l 37-20395
I 3/16/1982 [
· 2.1 JIRRIGATION
·. 2n.4
EfOOi JACK DAIRY PARTNERSHIP ·
!37-20396 . . I· 3/16/19821
O.OB ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
BORBA, JOSE; BORBA, MARIA
36-15665 . 10/18/19681
0.04 STOCKWATER,COMMERCIA[
BORBA, JOSE; B()ABA, MARIA
36·15667
12/3/1966 .
0.03 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL •
BORBA, JOSE; BORBA,li'AAliiA
36-15669
2/18/1971
0.02 ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL I ·
130RBA, JOSE; BORBA, MARIA
36-16240 ...
1/7/1974
0.01 STOCRWATER, COMMERCIAL J
BORBA, JOSE; BORBA, MARIA
!36·8731
7/13/1994
o.oa iSTOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
BORBA, JOSE; BORBA. MARIA
137-21318
I 1/7/1974t
0.13IIRRIGATION, MITIGATION
4.5
BOSMA, JACOB F
I37·8487C I 1/25/19891
0.4BIIRRIGATION
97.9
BOTHOF, ~ERALDA; BOTHOF, ROGER W .
136·8805
110/31/2000]
0.0311ARIGATION
0.8
136-16621
I 7/3/19741
2.32IIRRIGATION
BOTT, BRIAN; BOTT, KELLI
135
BOWEN THEATRE co
136·8631
l
BOWMAN, GARY F
37-74658
132
BOX CANYON DAIRY
1 36~8713
I 8/6/1993!. · o.o4 1St OCKWATER
136·10044*
3/1/1984
0.5511RRIGATION
.
!
1241
BOX CANYCfNLAND HOLDINGS LLC
1
BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC
36-15991
11/29/1973
O.OS ! STOCKWATER~COMMERCIAL ·
BOX CANYON LAND HOLDfNGS LLC
36-16268
617/1965 ·
0.751RRIGATION
444
BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC
36-16270
2/26/1973
0.591RRIGATION
444

~~-g~~~~~ ~~g ~g~§:~~~--b-~---- ~~~f~~~~--~5~~~~~1~-·~~~}~1:~~~-~1:§~-~:--.. .-·:- --.
BO~ CANYON LAND !JOL[)fi\iG-S LLC
··~
BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS
LLC
··--·····-·---·
BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC
BOX CANYON LANi:fHQ~!_N~~-LLC
!?_?.X fj\NYON LAN~?_ HOLD~t:'J_<?..~..~~.f. . ---- --BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC
BOX CANYON_.LAND HOLDl@S~!:~.------BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC
.
BOX CANYor\CLAN[fH6I 5fNGSTCc··

:::

36-16276
2/4/1976
0.29 j1RRIGATION
· ·- -------- ----~~
36-16278
2122/1978
0.86
IRRIGATION
444.
-..------· ·-··----·----- -~-~ -· ....... .............
...:_.·
36-16280 i 12111/1978
. 0.08 iiRRIGATION
444
36-16282·- 1 _.....§/1/1985 _ · . 0.26 jiRR-iGATION - -~·· ... ··t - · 44~
36::2~284......... L!?.!~_1/~ - -· __g:?~~£! ~AT_!Q~-----····---··"·"--··-·
~_j-44
36·16497
11/29/1973 . . 1.24 IRRIGATION
.
126.2
36·1649 8 .11 ~-~·-._ ----0.1 ~ STOCKWATER, COM!:'1ERCIAC - · - 36-7291C
.1/23/1973
1.04 IRRIGATION
· .
l 51 .8
35:7291 D...- - 1/2311'973 · . 0.32 STOCKWAf ElCc5MtvfERCIAll ·- - · -

_ ____

_J.__

I

~~ ~~~~=~~~-~-~~~I~~~-tt~·--------~::i~_:;~- 1~~:;~ :_~:~~ ::l~Q~ ~- - -1 .· ~

BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC
BOX CANYON~LAAiD HOLDIN~S ~~
BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC

36-7450A
36-7585
3o-7713A
sq~_CANYON LAf,IDH01:01~_§-~-~~~~~-----..36-fi1-38

BOX CANYON LAND HOLDINGS LLC .
.

.

· 3/6/1974 ·.
1219/1975 8/13/1977
· 8/13l!"97f

--- - ·
..

,36-7871

9/24/1979

· 5.2 IRRIGATION
_9_:5~ IRRIGATION
· 0.85 IRRIGATION

.. .

·· ·
.. 261
-j · 97
.
·
107
0.1~ STOC~~~TER, COMMERCiAL'" -..;.__.
I IRRIGATION, STOCKWATEA,
1ICOMMERCIAL
· ·· ··.
40

l·

.

• Enlargement right subon;linate to rights earlier than April12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment- Rangen Delivery Call
. .. . . · ··. · ,··...·..
-·
-·
Total
~ : vv.~t~r ••._
. . ,, •Priority , Divers1on
Rate (cfs) .. .· . , .PLirj)Ose:ot Use .
· Current Owner
: Right No. · . -Date·
. Acres
..
IRRIGATION, COMMERCIAL,
BRADLEY, DAWN ANN; BRADLEY, A BRUCE . 36·8112
··
0.04,DOMESTIC ·
9n/1982
1
BRANCHFLOWER, KATHERINE L;
36-8581 .
BRANCHFLOWER, MICHAEL G
0.74 IRRIGATION
39
- 3/13/1991
. 318
BRANOSMA, ANN; BRANDSMA, HILLA ··
·. 3~16022
.. ·0.53 IRRIGATION
. 617/1965
36~16024
BRANDSMA, ANN; BRANDSMA, HILL A
2/26/1973
0.4 IRRIGATION
.. 318
. .
. 318
BRANOSMA, ANN; BRANOSMA, HILL A
. 36-16026
8/2/1973 .•. .0.65 IRRIGATION
..
BRANDSMA, ANN;BRANDSMA, HILLA
36-16028
5/28/1974
0.21 IRRIGATION
318
BRANDSMA; ANN; BRANDSMA, HILL A
.2/4/1976 . . 0.1 9 IRRIGATION
. 36-16030
318
212211978 .
BRANDSMA, ANN; BRANDSMA, HILLA .
0.61 iiRRIGATION
. . 36-16032
.. .
318
BRANDSMA, ANN; BRANDSMA, HILL A
!36-16034 . 12/11/1978
0.05 IRRIGATION
318
BRANDSMA, ANN; BRANDSMA, HILL A
. 5/1/1985
0.18 IRRIGATION
. i36-16036*
318
36·16038 . 12111/1969
BRANDSMA, ANN; BRANDSMA, HILL A
1.81 IRRIGATION
318
.BRANDSMA, ANN; BRANDSMA, HILL A
2.56 IRRIGATION
136-16083
1/10/1973
198.8
BRANDSMA, ANN; BRANDSMA, HILL A
136-7208
11/1 D/1971
3.68 IRRIGATION .
184)
BAANDSMA, ANN; BRANDSMA, HILL A
36-7353
j 7/1B/1973
1.98 IRRIGATION ·
991
BAANDSMA; ANN; BRANDSMA, HILL A
. 10/30/1975
1.5 IRRIGATION
36-7574
108
BAANDSMA, ANN; BRANDSMA, HILL A
1401
11/ 17/1975
1.97 IRRIGATION
. 36-7576
BRANOSMA, ANN; BRANDSMA, HILL A
36-7799
6/27/1978
0.8 IRRIGATION
40
BRANDSMA, ANN; BRANOSMA, HILL A
36·8140
0.11 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
1/21/1983
BRANDSMA•.DEBRA K; BRANDSMA,
!
. 1;73 IRRIGATION
KENNETH A
11i29/1974
!36·7513
152
I
BRANDSMA, DEBRA K; BAANDSMA,
10/1711984
0.52 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
KENNETH A
36·8252D
BRANDSMA, DEBRA K; BRANDSMA,
36-8787
1/22/1999
1.05 IRRIGATION
KENNETH A
152
BRANDSMA, HILL A
36-80630
3/18/1982
0.28 STOCKW ATER, COMMERCIAL
IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER,
}
BRETZ, WAYNE E
!37-7376
8/14/19741
0.09 DOMESTIC
5
BAINEGEAR, ELVIN E; BRINEGEAR, VIRGINIA i
3.27 IRRIGATION .
36-7113
1/30/1970
K
314
0.16jiRRIGATION
BROUGH, SHERRY K; BROUGH, WILDE F
~16697
7/12/19641
18
BROWN II, ROBERT BURTON: BROWN,
MARIA CHRISTENSEN
45-14187
9nt1967
3
-- -----. ,_____
BROWN II, ROBERT BURTON; BROWN,
f---------··-··3/15/1968
3
.~!-£tJA CHRIST~~~~-f':l ______ ........................._______ !45-14189.
BROWN, AUSTIN; BROWN, REED
!36-7484
6/12/1974 ___.Q.:!~ IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
13
BROWN, HEATHER;·sFH5wt{.W.A.YNE____136-15739--· .. '"1273i1"966
0.1 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
· 1oi1-67f968
'8ROWN, HEATHER; BROWN. WAYNE
36-15741
0.1~iSTOCKWATER, COMMER-CIALBROWN, HEATHER; BROWN, WAYNE
-~ 36-15743-·--- 1--_- 2/f 8/1971
0.05 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
·--. ........... --------- - - - - - - r:-:-- -:---4.43 IRRIGATION-- - - - - BROWN, JAY A; BROWN, MARIE H
36-2611
·· 4/12/1965
309.8
0.76 IRRIGATION -----~ 309.8
BROWN, JAY A; BROWN, MARIE H
36·811 1
.. 8/20/1982
:36·1 0123.
4/1/19n
1.78 IRRIGATION
BROWNING FAMILY LLC
429
·-----9/24/1968
0.42 IRRIGATION
BROWNING FAMILY LLC
!36·7038B
- -429
BUERKLE. ARLENE; BUERKLE. MARY LEE
!36-8519
4/10/1990
0.09 IRRIGATION, COMMERCIAL
1.5
1
BURLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT ·---:---- 45-7720- - 9/27/1993
0.09 DOMESTIC .
. 45-13522.
BURLEY WEST INVESTMENTS LLC
3/15/1976
1.05 IRRIGATION
358.6
.BURTON, JERRY; BURTON, SUZANNE
36-8181 .·
4/28/1983
0.09 IRRIGATION, DOMESTiC
1.5
SUSMAN, JOHN R; SUSMAN, SHERRY A
·· 36-10640
6/1/1978
0.04 STOCKWATEA~DOMESTic:-SUSMAN, JOHN A; ·aus·M AN.SHERR'(A___ . 36·1.5569
2118/1971
STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
. 0.07 ~-::::,------------·-·-·------- -..
80SMAt'C JOHN A; BU-SMAN~SHEFfRY'A-. 36·15571
"1'6/'1"8i1968 --·--·---. . 0.16 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
'
SUSMAN, JOHI'fFi"; a(JSMAN,~~i{EFHfv·A
36-15573
12/3/1966 - -0.12
---- _S_T_QQ_I<'I"oJI\l";B, QQ_~MERCIAL

·I

I

--

~~--:~1::~:~:_:

-·

---

- -

-

-~--- ·-

~----d--

·.; Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than ,6.pril1_2, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment- Rangen Delivery Call
···· .c: ; : .. ·. "" ·.
. ·.
I:: Water.:::I····· Pnoiit}t-. 1Oiver5i6n r ·
· Currerit.OWner __ .. ._··__ _____;~ .L ttlgh!f'J~·::. ······oate · •·•·. Rate {cfs)t •·. · ·. Purpose of Use • ··
BUS-MAN;-JOHN R; BUSMAN,SH~RRYA~--136~1618::f i 1t77f9~-- - ~).'b4] STOCKWATER. COMMERCIAL
BUSMAN, JOHN R; SUSMAN, SHERRY A
1 37~21134
I· 1/7/19741
0.31 !IRRIGATION, MITIGATION
EfUTIARS FAMILY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
136-8453
l 9/21/1989 !
0.041C6MMERCIAL .
.... . .

Total
Actes

·::

l 5/14/1973
111/19/1974

BlJTTERFIELC>, LEE
BUTTERFIELD, LEE . .
BUXTON, ANNALEE; BUXTON, BILL W
::; DE KRUYf DAIRY PARTNERSHIP
KRUYFDAIRY PARTNERSHIP .

:;oe

45-7136 ··
45-7200
36-7496
36-15993
136-7491

::; DE KRUYF DAIRY PARTNERSHIP •.
:;ALDERON, DAVID
:;ALKINS, LAWRENCE L
:At.J(INS; i..AWRENCE L
:ALKINS, LAWRENCE L

136-8539 ·· 1 4/13/19001 .
136-8463 . I 9/18/1989
37-20382
\ 3/1/2001
137-20383
i 3/12/2001 1
j37-22596 ..
2/15/2011 j

l

7/31/1974 1 ·

!

:ALKINS, LAWRENCE L: CALKINS, SANDRA L l37-21384
t 12/612004l
:ALLEN, JERRY; CALLEN, PATRICIA
!36-14324
111115/19621
:ALLEN, JERRY; CALLEN, PATRICIA
!36-7384
I 10/4/19731
136-7975
I 3/20/1981 1
:ALLEN, JERRY; CALLEN, PATRICIA
:ALVARY BAPTIST CHURCH
145·14172
111/15/19701
:ALVARY BAPTIST CHURCH
145-14173 . l 5/16/1980!
:ALVARYBAPTISTCHURCH
i45-14174 I 5/26/1971 1
~ 36-2707
, . 115/1966! .
:AMPBELL JR, FRANCIS W
:::AMPBELL, ANNIE M; CAMPBELL, WILLIAM I
=lOY
.
!36-8535
I 4/12/1990
0

!
:::ANYONSIDE DAIRY
:::ARLQUIST BROTHERS
::ARNEY FARMS
::ARNEY FARMS
:ARNEY FARMS
:ARNEY FARMS

18.9

!36-7947
i36-7527
136-16395
!36-2634 .
36·7025
36-7501

11/28/1980
3/26/1975
12/8/1981
2/15/1966
11/21/1966
9/18/1974

0.33!1RRIGATION
: !
O.S2 IIRRIGATION· I·
1.64IIRRIGATION
· · ·I
IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER, ·
ozi iCOMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC .
Q.021COMMERCIAL
0.07 DOMESTIC
0.07 1DOMESTIC
0.07 !DOMESTIC
__
1

1

l

0.07IDOMESTIC
0.09 iiRRIGATION
2.26HRR1GATION
0.03 1STOCKWATER
0.02 11RRIGATION
0.01 11RRIGATION
. 0.01 11RRIGATION
4.58 11RRIGATION

!

617.
130.

325

I
0.13 jiRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
IIRRIGATION, STOCKWATER,
0.13!DOMESTIC
0.6 \IRRIGATION
0.62i1RRIGATION
2.2 jiRRIGATION
1.88!1RRIGATION
o.a !!RRIGATION

.

· 10
29
27
. 1161
120

4

I

4
528.5
I 524
I 117
l 31 0
1
40

I

s·~~~~~~~~~~}R'A-:fcAA:B:lv~-GARY--·-~ ~~~:~}--·-- 11%{~~-~j~ -- ~ ::11:~=:~~:f}~~· ·=.~~-=-~··------·~ --~--~;
2~f-I~.§_Y..!...§~R~-~.£tA ~U~AR~EY, GARY____ 36-7560

. ~/3/197~ _

8

5.45 j iRRIG~'I_IQ~-----·~------··-----! _ Tj_51_

;~~~~~L.. :~~~~~ ~~£~~~-~X.t.~-~f!~--~-~-~~~- ....· ·- -~~~:~~ :~~ l----.·6:~~ ~~~0:Jk%~AL. "-·--------f--·-_zz~

~~~~~c~:~:~~-===--=~--- ::~~i ~~~=~:~+=
~:=~~~~fsTIC
I

[~~

t151

I

~ASSIA COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT

.
.
-·-··--------------------·--..---... . ------------

~ASS lA COUNTY JOINT

SCHOOL DISTRICT

t151
··-·--·-----------~---------~---~~
:::ASSIA COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
t151
.
.. ·.
.
j ASSIA COUNTY JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT
. 1151

.

·
45-7207

_I

3/22/1975
0136 IRRIGATION
- ·-·--~-----·-····--- ··-··-·--·
.
45-7208
12/19/1974
0.22 IRRIGATION
. 1
45-7236
4/28/1975
(U311RRIGATION
·- ·----~- - -·
--~--

..

.._....._ ___ -

11

- ----!---------.-.... . . ... .......-. ...

45-7741

11/12/1998!

~:::~o-=II~::j--~~~~ h~~¥k%-7Ac· -

:;ENAARUSA, JANICE M; CENARRUSAI
JERRY

37-7517

.I

I

.

..

9/7/1976 !

.,. Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April12, 1994

I

6.6
----·--

0.45 IRRIGATION

§~~~&~f~E~s=~~~rr A

-18

11.7

___ --39
I

2.04 IRRIGATION

160
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Attachment C ·
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment· Rangen Delivery Call
...
..

.

..

~·

I

;·:

'

Current Owner
CENAAAUSA, JANICE M; CENARRUSA,
jJERRY ...

Purpose

Total ··
' .Acres ·

of Use ,.•

j
5/4/19771·..
5/4/1977 j .

!37-7593A
j37-7593B

:CENAARUSA, JOHN L

!CHAMBERS, DEANNA; CHAMBERS, FERRELL 1-• • .
JJ
·_ ' . .
. . ..
3&7715

2.2 IRRIGATION
1.88 IRRIGATION

J

110
94

I

257

I

. 257

-- I

389.6

.

3.63 IRRIGATION .

5/26/19771

-I -

!CHAMBERS; DEANNA; CHAMBERS, FERRELL

J.

. . ,_ .• _·. .

. ·.

·. . .

. . 36-7885

·tCHISHOLM, DONALD J
CHRISTENSEN, PAUL; .CHRISTENSEN,
. .
PERRYG
CHRISTENSEN, PAUL; CHRISTENSEN,
PERRYG
CHRISTIANSON FAMILY REVOCABLE TRUST
-·CHURCH OF LIFE
CIOCCA, ANN A; CIOCCA, EDWARD M ..
CIOCCA, ANN A; CIOCCA, EDWARD M

45-7564
45-14186

9/7/1967

45-14188.
4S.11180
36·8504
36-7448
36-8219

3/15/1968
6/30/1985
2120/1990
2/27/1974
6/30/1983

.

2.9B IIRRIGATION
. 0.17
0.27
0.01
. ··· 2.23

IRRIGATION
IRRIGATION - - ·
STOCKWATEA, DOMESTIC
IRRIGATION
1.72 IRRIGATION
..

I

9/23/1992 .
12/7/1984
12116/1966
11/24/1998
.. 416/1966
4/6/1966
3/3/1964
8/1/1962 .
1
! 9/8/1962 .
i 10/1/1962
2/2411983
10/2212001
519/1966!

..

g:~ g~ ~~~t~~ -----·-··--:·--·~~~-'--·-·-'··--·-··----- -:;.~;6%~----~-' ~~~~~~:~~~
80-RLEY··-·------ --·-------------- - ---·-··-·-·-·-· ·---

.

-----· -------------·

I

389.6
. 307

I _139.1
86

!
I

I

.CIOCCA, ANN A; CIOCCA, EDWARD M;
NORTHWEST FARM CREDIT SERVICES FLCA 36-8672
CIOCCA, TONY M; CIOCCA, TRINA A
36-8255
CIRCLE G LAND LLC
36-2672
CITY OF BUSS
37-8686
CITY OF BURLEY
36-2648A
CITY OF BURLEY
36-2648B
CITY OF BURLEY
36-2729
36-4180
CITY OF BURLEY
CITY OF BURLEY
36-4181
36-4182
CITY OF BURLEY
CITYOFBURLEY .
36-8154
45·13411
CITY OF BURLEY
CITY OF BURLEY
45-2719

:'CITY OF BURLEY
.
_ y_ o _F
ic_ rr
:CITY OF BURl E y ·- - -------·---··----···..·-

----

45~7114

0.06 STOCKWATER
1.16 IRRIGATION
1.26 IRRIGATION
0.45 MUNICIPAL
1.96 INDUSTRIAL
0.7 INDUSTRIAL
0.56 INDUSTRIAL
0.02 IRRIGATION
. 0.02 IRRIGATION
0.02 INDUSTRIAL
1.2 INDUSTRIAL
7.8 MUNICIPAL
0.3 INDUSTRIAL
IRRIGATION, COMMERCIAL,
0.4:

. -1 12/7/1972

I

! -

154
120

i'

I
I
I

0.5
0.5

~~~~~~~--~=-----:···-- ·-··-~--r-- 10~~

0.16 MUNICIPAL .

45-7269
·s /-25-/-19-76 ------·-3:s6MUN-iciPA[ ·-···· ..·--------- - ----45::-7436·--·---····-2l1.5H98o '---------:-()."69 MUNfcTPAL ·------·······--·----------'-· - - -

t

-

- ~ - --

-............................----·----·-------- - -·--··-·

CITY OF BURLEY
145-7686
2111/1991
1.75 MUNICIPAL
.CITY OF BURLEY- - - -- ---..·~-----·
45-7735 - -·973/1996 --------·4:46 ·r;..;uNICIPAL··----·-----------·-.
-CITY OF CAREY
----- - - -.-·- - 37-20384
3/2012001
0.7 MUNICIPAL
CITY OF CAREY
37-21243 12/25/2003 --0.6 MUNICIPAL --CITY OF CAREY
37:21355
9/23/2004
1.29 MUNICIPAL·~-~
·clt •v OF-CAREY________ _. . . . 37-22661...............8i1a/2011 - - 1.45 MUNICfPAT .

.

'

--------·r------

-~-:~~--g~~~~f~=-~~=:::~·-.:~: : ··-· -==:=w~==~

~:~~i~~~~---·~ -~~~!~~-:;~

C ITY OF DIETRICH

137::-2 2751

C ITY.OF GOODING
CiTY-OF G-OODING

:
37-11221
- - . 37-7597
~
cITY oi=-HAZ
ECto'f,r~-- -··-·-----·------------·······---36-7634B

·ciTv of -..:r/\ZEC:f oN"--'"--------·c -rrv·a-f HEYBURN
·c if'?OF HEYBURI\f"_____
.

--- ·-- --·

- 3&78sa
. 36-8550
· 36·8738

1....-.--

j
•
r---

·•• ·.· ~:·~~ =g::~t-·· •·•-·-•·"-•••• . • -·___=]
0.2 MUNICiPAL ~---------·-·-----..- ..

6/1 /2012
4/20/1977 .
5/5/ 1977
7/23/1976

~-

5.9 MUNiciPAL

-·--ro:,· IRRIGATION -----·--·

e/1211979 -·

5/291f 99o

---572271"995 --

o.14 IRRIGATioN

']a

···---~--~~-~-----7

1 MuNkiiPAC ooMt:sTic
.
6.67 MUNICIPAL
. ···-··-------.-:--·--··---·-·
3.3 MUNICTPA[""··'··
-·---

.

* Enlargement right subordinate tci rights· earlier than AJ)ril12, 1994
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Attachment C
..
.
. Water Rights Subject to Curtailment- Hangen Delivery Call

-·

----;--

: • .·

·. ·. •

<

~urre~t owner

CITY OF JEROME .
CITY OF JEROME
CITY OF JEROME
CITY OF JEROME
·· ' '
CITY OF PAUL
CITY OF PAUL
CITY OF PAUL ·
CITY OF RICHFIELD
CITY OF RICHFIELD
CITY OF RUPERT
CITY OF RUPERT
·· . - -•
CITY OF RUPERT
CITY OF RUPERT •...
CITY OF SHOSHONE
CITY OF SHOSHONE
CITY OF WENDELL
CITY OF WENDELL
CITY OF WENDELL
CITY OF WENDELL . ·
CLARK, BETTE L; CLARK, RAYMOND G
CLARK, BETTE L; CLARK, RAYMOND G
CLARK. CHERRY A; CLARK, DENNIS D
CLARK, CHERRY A; CLARK, DENNIS D
CLARK, CHERRY A; CLARK, DENNIS D
:::LARK, RAYMOND G
CLAYSON, CASEY; CLAYSON, SHANE

~:t:: VJ:~t~r .·' j "-:~ Pnt):rity :d·brvers]9n 1·-~

. :·: := : ·
Total
Acres ·
Date ,-. J Ratejcfs)
. · Pui"fl~~e of Use :
36~16937 • 1 4/12/19651
0.03]1RRIGATJON _
2.2
36·16938 . I 872o71982l -- ~ lfCl1 TIRRIGATION
2.2
· ·tiRRIGATION, COMMERCIAL,
136·8234
I 1111/1984
1.2S;DOMESTIC, RECREATION
14
136·8237
112122/19831
2.7flMUNICIPAL
-i
136·7206
l 8/9/1971 1
1.06jMUNICIPAL
1:36-7699
j 2127/19801
0.78IMUNICIPAL
136-8763
\ 10/18/1999! ..
2.75IM0NlCIPAL
137-22431
I 1/13/20091 · 1.19IMUNICIPAL
137-8402
i 9/22119881
1.63IMUNICIPAL
136-71 1_
5
! 3/15/1970i ·· · 2.4IMUNICIPAL
136-7656
I 9/18/1962] · 3.44 IMUNICIPAL
136-7862
110/11/1985! ·
1.15IMUNICIPAL
136-7863
I 6/30/1979
. 3.831MUNICIPAL ~
37-7432
I 5/6/1975 . • 2 MUNICIPAL
.
137-7662
I 8/30/19771
·2.01 IMUNICIPAL
138-7440 · I 216/1974i
0.2211NDUSTRIAL
136-7722
I 6/20/19771
2.67IMUNICIPAL ·
136-8421
I 9/14/19981
2.76IMUNICIPAL
136-8764
I 3/28/19971
1.27IMUNICIPAL
36·15253'"
-~~
211
36-7644
I 211
137-20950 f 2/18/1971 I
0.03!COMMERCIAL
137·21117 110/18/19681
0.06ICOMMERCIAL
j37-2111B t 1213/19661
O.os jCOMMERCIAL
136-8286
i 6/26/1985
0.21 ]1RRIGATION
j
225
,45-7496
t 1/27/1982
O.os-jiRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
j
0.7

_, -· • :,:Right NQ.

I

l

CLAYTON, CARRIE L; CLAYTON, DOUGLAS M .45-13400
717/1986
O.o6IIRRIGATI;N
I
CLIFFORD SEARLE FAMILY TRUST
45-14415 j .. 5/4/1978
0.65 !1RRIGATION
I
CLIFFORDSEARLEFAMILYTRUST
45-7118
1/8/1973
2.4 jiRRIGATION
I
CLOYD R SEARLE FAMILY TRUST
45-14412
1/8/1973
2.4 !IRRIGATION .
.I
CLOYDRSEARLEFAMILYTRUST ..
45·14416 . .. 5/4/1978
0.66IIRRIGATION
i
·---·---- SS-7109 --·- - .1.2/3/1'969 --:-·o~27 !fRRlGATION, STOckWATER---T :;NOSSEN BROTHERS CO INC

I

2
4389
4389
4389
4389
1 4

1-··-.

:;NOSSEN BROTHERS CO INC
36·7292
1/23i1973
0.2BISTOCKWATEA- CNOSSEN BROTHERS CO INC
____ 36·B26_1==-- ---B/~0/196~ -~~--~ 0.1 1STOCKWATER, DOMESTi~--- ------~-..
:NOSSEN BROTHERS CO INC
36-8466 -+ 9726/1989
. o.ae icoMMERCIAL
·
.·
. .
..
----- .----·---·--"·-----.
:;NOSSEN BROTHERS co INC; NORTHWES~T
. . ..
::ARM CREDIT SERVICES FLCA
. ·
36-8417
3/1/1989
0.76 jSTOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
COLEMAN, CAROLYN F; COLEMAN ~ GAFfYFC. 37-26876--+ · 3/BT-1963
0.19iiFiRiGAT-ION_ ___
422
jQ[EMAN~CAROLYN F; COLEMAN, GARVR 37-i19f·-:-·-1/~!1973 -· -·----4J5l 1RRIGATION
· ·
------s'51
COLEMAN, CAROLYNl=;COLEMAN;GARYR"' 37·71988
- 1/2911973
o.i4STOCKWATER,-COMMERCiAL ~-~-

·------

I

--d

[g~M~~:
g~=~t~~ ~;fg~~~~~~~~~~-~_jt~~~~~x-=- -.-~?1/1974
~.~~~~;i~----. "3~0~
~=~~l.:g-tJ-..:.:== - · -i·-=----- :~~
:;aLEMAN, CARq_':_~~ F~__c_9.LEMAN, GARY R 37-7379
j
'3.96',!RRIG_f.JION. _ _ _ .. ___:.........._·..:___ _ _300
:;QLEMAN, CAROLYN"F; COLEMAN, GARY R 37-74190
1/29/19751
0..18 IRRIGATION
..
.·
422
:;o[EMAN, CAROLYN F; CO[EMAN, GARY-A 37-7420A l l /29/1975
f.4iFiRAIGATION
· • .
. j
422
::;oLEMAN,CAROLYN F; CO.LEMAN, GARY A 37-74208
.1/29/1975 0.58 STOCKWATER~COMMERCTAL ~
50LEMAN, CAROLYN t=; coi:E'MAf{-GARY.R 37-74358 . - 4i22Jf975 · 0.06tiRAfGATiON·-- -.- ---:- . . I 422
:;aLEMAN, CAROLYN F; COLEMAN, GARY R 37-7438
- - S/13/1975
3 IRRIGATION·-I 153
~Q~~~~N. C~Aq'=.YN ~;_C~p~M~N. GARYfr 37-744-os- 5/31/1974 __Q_!_3 IRR~~Tl<?N .
l 422j
12/9/1975
3.f2 IRRIGATION
.
4221
:OLEMAN, CAROLYN F; COLEMAN,GARY R 37-7470
1i7/1976 -------:1.4 IRRIGATION ·
···
300I
:OLEMAN, CAROLYf,n'=; CO[EMAfiJ~GARY R ,37-7476

1·
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Water Rights Subject to Curtailment- Rangen Delivery Call

- 422
.. ' 238

4111/1973 ...·.

7/15/1980!
. 36~15565
215/2001 1 .• · O.OBIDOMESTIC
COOMBS, MICHAEL R .·. ·. .. •• ·
CORFQF_THE PRESIOINCfBISHOP--.
36-7782
3/1 0/1978 1
2.431IRRIGATION .·. .. ·.
. ..
I ' 132
CORP OF THE PR.ESIOING BISHOP
36·6145 .·
2114/19831 ··. 0.04 !1RRIGATION, DOMESTIC .. ··..·..· ~· •· ·• 0.5
CORP OF THE PRESIDING BISHOP
36·8428 · ·
•6f7/19B9! ·.·. ·· 0.02IIRRIGATION
0.5
CORP OF THE PRESIDING BISHOP
~ 36·8429
! . 6!7/1989 f -.-c:--:-(H21\ARIGATION- ~~~
4
CORP OF THE PRESIDING BISHOP
· 36-8430
617/1969 !
·0.04 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
!
0.8
lI .
1
CORP OF THE PRESIDING BISHOP
37·7076
10/24/ 1968
0.09 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
. 45-109S4
6/30/1985
0.78 IRRIGATION ·.·
CORP OF THE PRESIDING"BfSHOP
7502
. 7502
J 45-11867
6/30/1985
0.29 IRRIGATION ·
CORP OF THE PRESIDING BISHOP
CORP OF THE PRESIDING~i~HOP·:~::- - - , 45-13471
6/30/1985!
~--Q.69 IRRIGATION ....
-I -i 5o21
CORP OF THE PRESIDING BISHOP . .
t45-13472
6/30/1985 ;
·· 0. 7 IRRIGATION
j · · 7502
CORP OF THE PRESIDING BISHOP.
- - j 45-137B1
6/30/1985!
2.43 IRRIGATION
T 7502
CORP OF THE PRES IDING I3TSHOP""
· _1 45-13782 .... __f3f;3Q[1~~j__ •_ 1.47 IRRIGATION . _
·. ·-• . I -7502
CORPOFTHE PRESIQ it-.1_~-~~~ljQ~~~=--~=]45·13798 I 6130/19851 ··
0~2 I IRRIGATION
I 7502
1
CORP Of: THE PRESIDING BISHOP
45·13811
6130/19851
o~93 IRRIGATION
. - ~-T 7502
- 7502
CORP OF THE PRESIDING BISHOP
45·2702A
2/17/1 964'
0.87 IRRIGATION
CORPOFTHEPRESIDiNGBISHOP
45-27028
2/17/1964
.. • 0.991RRIGATION
7502
CORP OF THE PRESIDINGBiSHOP-~.
. (45-2702C
2/"17/1964
·. 0.56 IRRIGATION
7502
·CORP OF THE PFfESffiiNG~B1SHQfl'~~-- .. 45·4216A
6/30/19851
4.99 IRRIGATION
! 7502
·coRP CiFTHE P-RESiDI NG~BlSHOP
45-7130
4/16/1973
0.02 IRRIGATION
1
CORPOFTHEPFfESIDJNG BIS1ioPN 45-7535
6/10/1983! .
0.08 IRRIGATION
2.5
J
STOCKWATER, DOMESTIC, . r
COUNTRY CLUB ESTATES WATER ASSN INC 36-8607
111 /18!1991 !
0.5 FIRE PROTECTION
t
COX FAMILY FARMS LLC ------------36~7006
10/30/19671
1.4 iiARIGATION .
70
CRANE, CALVIN C
45-7303
5110/1977
1.28 •1RA1GATION, STOCKWATER . '
.62
CRANE-; DANFORD L; CRANE:,IARAE
45·40678
·- 6/1/1962!
1.46!1RRIGATION 1. ·. 73
CRANE. SARA D
---~
_ 36-7011A
11/27/ 1967[ ::: 1:Q:f! IRRIGATION_
79
1.
CRANE, SARA D
136-70118
11/27/1967!
1.71 l 1RRIGATION
.
l
133
CAANE, SARAD
. -- -- ~-.
WS282
6/1311985!
2;1RRIGATION
108
CRANER, DAVID A; CRANER, HELE.~~~·.. ·--··----·· ·~5-:l 442 __ ~···"1!,~!f~~~·"-~·~ 0~1.g!IRRIGATION
. . · ~··-·
4

--- I

-:-r ·

g=~~~~~ :=gi~~=~

-=··.-l- .

·.·

~~~:~~-~~-~:.·.:.r. ,~litK;t.~+

8

·;~~:~=:~~~1~~----·-···-·-·----·-·~-. -·n-:~---· ~~

45~7055 · . i ... 5/1/197()!
6.04j iARIGATION
.• ,,.,.,.........,...,....,.._.,"" " ' --•m••..,.__
__

CRANNEY
BROTHERS
•
.
,...~, ....- ..._._. __ •.•:-·.• • • ·
CRANNEY BROTHERS
CRANNEY BROTHERS
CRANNEY BROTHERS
CRANNEY BROTHERS
CRANNEY FARMS
CRANNEY LAND CO LLC
CRANNEY LAND CO LLC

.

l ~ -- .•-·-3605
:...-:.. 45·7064 . ~ 5/14/1970
. 5.44jiRRIGATION
3605
~71'5a-····-! 6/17/19~? _____6.2j iR~ IGATION , STOC!<'!_V~!ERW f--360S
. t45-7242
6/27/1975
4.8l!ARIGATION
- : .·
3605
·---.-~l45·!~_07-·-·l ..5/1..1i1_977 __4.48~RRIGATION
----:- ~ -36o5
~45~7052
! 6/5/1970
6.3i iRRIGATION
t
315,
__.............._....145·13997 J_.. ?.!.?.§t~~?g(_~~~~-:~·:·?:.~~f.tRiGATION
255
.
l45-13999 ~ 117/1975!
1.72dRRIGATION
255

• ·

===·"C--+--~~·
0.04l COMMERCIAL, DOMES!!9~....;..__

-•· --· -4--• ~·-··········-·•'••••.,.£.

,-~·-.

-~

~

+

I

g=~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~-"---------~----·---·---.;:;~;6~~-~:~. .1'~~f~~~f';""'"" ~~~~ :=~:~~i:~~
" -"'"0·>•••·•-••----•••>•~-----·•----~-L...,~--···--}
, .__,,.·....,

CRESPO TRUCKING INC ..
CRESPO, ATILANO

·..

f·

j 37·8355

i

B/9/19BBi . .

!~,?.:!.§.~.- ~ 1(.~~~:97~

.

'

.

0.1I IRRIGATION

.

""'''"~'~:1

~

.

1--·2

g~~.c.{y~~U~~iH~~L.R.~~~:Kf~~~=~---- ~~. ~; =JJ'@1~[-:j~~i~-~~;~:.r.9.~~-~.~~
gA~t~~.cRicHAAD
SHA~NA~i'"--~1::~~~9 -~l--1f~H~f~l · ~:~~~:==faA~~ . ·. ...~ .·.•-i ·
6

::.

.

__

2
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Attachment C
. Water Rights Subject to Curtailment -Hangen Delivery Call
· ...., -;-·- - ~--

•<~ - · ·

Currerit.Owner. ·.· •. · ·
DALLEY, RICHARD 8; DALLEY, SHAUNA H

·· 1.-:: water.. ·-~·· -·.·_ Pnority ·--- ~ Dlversi0ri'1'·:'"-"':-<
.: Rlght f\Jo. •. . . ·Date ··' Rate.(cfs} ·• ·· .. :

DANSIE, BERTHA D; DANSIE, ELVOY H
DARRINGTON, DENTON C; DARRINGTON,
VIRGENEL
DARRINGTON, MARK L; DARRINGTON,
VERLA
DARRINGTON, MARK L; DARRINGTON, .
VERLA
DARRINGTON, MARK L; DARRINGTON,
VERLA
DARRINGTON, MARK L; KOEPNICK, KENNY
0; KOEPNICK, TAMMERA L
DARRINGTON, MARK L; KOEPNICK, KENNY
D; KOEPNICK, TAMMERA L
DARRINGTON, ROBERT
OAVIDSON.-JOSEPH E
DAVIS, STACI; DAVIS, TRENT W
DAVIS, STACI; DAVIS, TRENTW .
DB V PARTNERSHIP
DOARK PROPERTIES
DDARK PROPERTIES
DEFILIPPIS, EARL H; DEFILIPPIS, JOAN A

36-4263• .

!

3/15/19741.

37-8363

8/6/1988

45-7124

1 1/29/1973

--· --.- -.·.-~---_."'--- :._.. :~

Total

Pull'ose of Use .

Acre-s

o.74i fRRTGAflbN
STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
O.OSIDOMESTIC

S52

1.58 !IRRIGATION

79

10/28/1975

4.54URRIGATION

·227

4/7/1982

2 11RRIGATION

108

7/26/1983

0.6IIRRIGATION

30

0.11 11RRIGATION

5.8

0.19iiRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
2.56IIRRIGATION
o.oslOOMESTIC
1;1BjiRRIGATidN
O.B !IRRIGATION
5.34!1RRIGATION

10
128

j
45-7249
r~

!45-7501

- - --- -

45-7551 .
145·7455

I.

I 10/30/19BOt

I

I

. 45·7552A
7/19/1983!
145-7119
! 1112/1973! ·:
136-8790
I 4/12/1999[
136-7457
I 3/2Cl/19i4 1
136-7458
I 3/20/1974 1
136-16952 I 9/26/19631·
136-8441A I ~/12/1989
36-8441 919/12/1989
136-7864
j 6/18/19791

DE KRUYF, ALICE RUTH: DE KRUYF, CALVIN I36-100B2N

I

DE KRUYF, ALICE RUTH: DE KRUYF. CALVIN
DE KRUYF, CAlVIN; DEKAUYF, MARK A
DEKRUYF, CALVIN; DE KRUYF, MARK A
DE MOSS, GARY A; DE MOSS, HELEN
DEWIT DAIRY .. - - - - - DE WIT. MELINDA: DE WIT, NEIL

I

4/5/1990!

!

9/20/1974 1
5/21/19921
9/3/1 966!

!36-8530
136·100828
t36-8481
!37-22168
136-8661
36-2658

I

!

3/15/1976

i

59
40
287.8
1

0.03 jiRAIGATION

1

0.21 l iRRIGATION
STOCKWATEA, COMMERCIAL,
0.541DOMESTIC
0.06!STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
0.34!STOCKWATEA
f73TfRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
0.26IST0CKWATER, COMMERCIAL
1.23IIRRIGATION
I

162.7

5gJJr;vo:::~~==---r~~- :~~!~ ~.W~~~~~~~~MERCI
A
~
-l-IRRIGA'tlON--- - - · · -~·- DE WOLFE, HARRY Cl; DEWOIFE;T6i==l s-73&-· - 3i16119731

DEL RIO ESTATESHOMEOWNER_S_ A-SS
- NJNC -45--76i/f"- ·-· 1--6/-6/1-9891

DELIS FARMS INC
- - 36-2G29 . 10/27/1965i
- ----·------·-··---··---------- - -- c----~ .
Q~~~~___FA_RMS~9
36-~?!?___ . .2'J~_L1966 j
~-~-~~~A_f!~~J~C
·
36-7311
. 3/5/1973 1
DELIS FARMS INC
S6-737t
8/23/1~73 !
DELiSFARMSINC---···-·
.
36-7652 .. 10/29/1976(

........ ................ . . . :...._..............._._

606
80

::·

·u 1

. ---- - . - 76
0.2 .DOME
- Sffc - - --- - - - -_
· - :---------

3.62 IRRIGATIOi\J .•
1275
-----------------·-~
4.52 JRRI<?..~T._~Q~---···-----~- __ _!?.?_?
4.46 !!3_f31GAT~Q!! ....·------- - - - _ E75
2.9 IRRIGATION
1275
5.06 IRRIGATION
.
283

g~;i~£~~~~;~~:~~~.--ir::E- ·:!~t,!!-~ ~:a~i~~~~~~~~~-.- 7
1

.DIAMOND A LIVESTOCK-iNC
- 37-21490
Q_I_
AM
_O_
N_Q_
A_
LI_
V~~_IQ.~!5-~fi~-----·-· .
.37~21_491
DIAMOND A LIVESTOCK INC
37-21492 ·
DICKINSON, DALE; DICKINSON, MARSHA
36·8681
DILWORTH, ARLEN S; DILWORTH, CARMENE
B
·
37~22450

___!f.?.~!~..~.§§i ______3.16 11RRIGATI~----=~~
·_
_ :!_?!
1/29/1965 __ . 0.04 1COMM.§RCIAL
.
.
__..:..,_,_···
6/1/1971 · . 0.04 jCOMMERCIAL
· ·
10/16/1992 .
0.03 !1RAiGATION, DOMESTIC .
- - -1
_ j
.
11/25/1962
0.78!1RRIGATION
39
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· . Attachment C
. . Water Rights Subject to Curtailment- Rangen Delivery can
:~ ~- ~' Weiter' : ~ - Priority ·1· Div~rsion I ''
. ... .. .. --~ - Total
. Current OWner
. ;: ·: Right No; '• ·· . Date
Rate (,cfs) ·.• ' . . PUTJX)se of Use · · ·· .. . . Acres
.DILWORTH, ARLENs; oiLwoRrFf;-·cAAME'NET . ···
\ . . -~ ---~-~
B
..
..
.. . .
..
.. ... )37~26SOB
3/29/19631·1.o8 liRAIGATlON
73
DILWORTH, PAMLA; DILWORTH,REED\t\1
36-8114
,~6/16/1982i ·
0.041RRIGATION. DOMESTIC
3
- I
11/711973
3.521RRIGATION
DIMOND, CAROLYN T; DIMOND, HAROLD S ·· 36-7401
343
DlMOND,pEAN T; DIMOND, EDEN C
•· · 36-7614 .
51871976
1.26 IRRIGATION
322
.· . 36-10656 .
• 3/1/1981
0.04 STOCKWATER,COMMERCIAL
DINIS, MANUEL A; DINIS, MARIA
3/25/19741 .. 0.1 1 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
DINIS, MANUECA,; -oiifls :'"M'ARIA'. ......................... 36-74605 •
36-8680
10/21/1S92! ·
0.1 DOMESTIC
DINOS LLC; OINOS LLC
DOUBLE A DAIRY
.37~22613
9/29/19761 .
0.1 IRRIGATION
335.1
DOUBLE A DAIRY
37-22614
I 9/29/19761
0.19 STOCKWATER. COMMERCIAL
DOUBLE A DAIRY
I37-7533B
9/29/1976f
0.121STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL ,
DOUBLE V LLC
___ ! 36-7023
4/15!1968;
1.14 IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER · I
56
DOUBLE V LLC
·· - - - ----- - -] 36-7582
1/1/1976!
1.6 IRRIGATION
· ;
1381
i
STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL, !
DOUBLE V LLC .
_
_136·8247
. 6/12/19841
0.08 DOMESTIC
i
DOVBtEV LLC
' ·-~·---_~
- ··~ .
- - !36-8543
6/15/1990!
0.08 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL !
DOUBLE V LLC
~~~..= .... . . . . . . ~.!37~7213
3/28/1973\
5.02 IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
283
DQUJ?~E:;V LLC
_ ______ _______
!37-7214
3/28/19731
2.9 IRRIGATION
1
218
DOUBLE V LLC
__ __ _. _ !37-7453
8/27/1975!
2.14 IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
146
DOUBLE V LLC
j37=8756A
- 2/4/1987i
2.41 IRRIGATION
146.5
~[)Q~J?~gy LLC
-·
· i s7-B756B
2/4/1987j
2.41 IRRIGATION
146.5
~ DOL_I~LE v _LLC
- -j37-B757
T 2/4/1987
2.56 !1RAiGATION
I
160
~ DOUBLE V LLC; VANDERVEGT, RAY
~ 36-7460G 1 3/25/ 1974
0.19 IRRIGATION
I
32
!DOUBLE V LLC; VANDERVEGT, _flAY
f367?547B-~· i 5713i1975
0.09 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL ~
I
1
l QOUBLE V LLC; Yt.Ri2~Ry_g~GT, RAy--..~--- i36~8047B -~ 12/9/1981 1
O.H JSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
j DOUBLE V LLC; VANDERVEGT, RAY
j3&-80470 ' 12/9119811
0.26 jSTOCKwATER, CdMMERCIAL i
DOUBLE V LLC; VANDERVEGT;RAY
j36-8047E
1219/1981!
0.8 IRRIGATlON .
· !
81
DOUBLE V LLC; VANDERVEGT, RAY
i36·8047F
12/9/19811
0.09 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL I
DOUBLE V LLC; VANDERVEGT, RAY
_ j36-8313B -... 8/20/19861
0.32 IRRIGATION
i
16
DRAKOS, CHRIS
. j45-13469
6/30/1985!
. 0.16 IRRIGATI~
318
DRISCOLL BROTHERS PARTNERSHIP
:36-7333
4/27/1 973i ___ ___: 0..:.94.i,INDUSTRI~!:_--~·
.....
•DRISCOLL BROTHERS PARTNERSHIP
!36-8466
10/4/1989!
0.03iCOMMERCIAL
i!)Uf=RN, DON D ~~-· . ~- ... -. . ····-·. ·- ·--~--.~ 45·7696 -··r·----1/3/1992j ·_ o.o2pRRIGAliON
_ i
0.5
.
~36-7704A
5/12/1977}
1.58!1RRIGATION
79
:DUGAN FAMILy FARMS LLC
;DUGAN FAMILY FARMS LLC
i 36-7704B f -5i12/1977i
0.1 ~STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL 1 __.;__ · .DUNCAN PARTNERSHIP TRUST
145-71 OBB 1 ?.[1.1/}9.7.?.1
. ,g:~IIARIGATION
. -... ~=~_!~4-~
DUNCAN
PARTNERSHIP
TRUST
~45·7232C
l
3/13/1975!
0.17
t
iRRIGATION
r . 274 ·
.......... .. . ...- ...... .. .,..,
I
·--·+····
- . ............,.,,,,_,_,,,.,,,,.,,,"·---·····+-------·DUNCAN PARTNERSHIP TRUST; DUNCAN, !
i
l
1
KATHY F; I?UNCAN, PAUL H .
!3.§.~_135.31'
4/1/19791. ---_- .... Q:~g IRRIGATION
341_
DUNCAN PARTNERSHIP TRUST; DUNCAN, !
!
.f
KATHY F; DUNCAN. PAUL H ·
--J ~:J§.-1§.~:"" 12131 /1978~..... 0.05 IRRIGATION
__ __,!~~
DUNCAN PARTNERSHIP TRUST; DUNCAN, i
ii
r
l36·267B
i
DUNCAN PARTNERSHIP TRUST; DUNCAt{ '~'T="'"·'"=' ··~
!
I
.
-KATHYF; DUNCAN, PAULH _
.
j 36·7294 . j .1/30/1973).
2.12r,~-~IGA.TION
~C!
DUNCAN PARTNERSHIP TRUST; DUNCAN, ! .
!
-~
..
KATHY F; DUNCAN, PAUL H
~~§·7~~A
7/24/19731
0.35~_B_!GATION
.. -~
DUNCAN PARTNERSHIP TRUST; DUNCAN, s
·1
r .- ·
.
KATHY F; ~~~£~.N, PAUL f:i_=""~~···~~~~·u..J 36-7356D
?.!.?_411~73~
1.811RRIGATION
~-~~
DUNCAN PARTNERSHIP TRUST; PKD
;
t
j
PROPERTIES LC
. . . ..
j36-15200*
3/15/1980!
1.01 IRRIGATION
.
296

·.·. f
I

.J

I

-

'

.

-

l

I

J

l

I'

I

--··t·_____

J

I

I . --

I

I

I

'

.

.
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- Attachment C
•- Water Rights SubjeCt to Curtailment ~• Rangen Delivery Call
.. ;
,,
Current Qwner .
DUNCAN PARTNERSHIP TRUST; PKD ...
PROPERTIES LC
DUNCAN PARTNERSHIP TRUST: PKD
PROPERTIES LC
DUNCAN PARTNERSHIP TRUST; PKD -·
PROPERTIES LC
DUNCAN, JACK F; WALTON~DANIEL C ·
.DUNCAN, KATHYf=;_p _yj-'JCAN, PAULH

}~~~t~o. - ~ Pg;~~.-~· ~~~:7;~

Tota)
Acres

Purpose of Use •-·

~

3/13/19751 --.--- 0.02liARIGATION

136-15979
36-15980

-256

0.2411RRIGATION._

3/13/1975

256

~

136-15981
45-7656
45-42418*
_
DURAND, DANIEL G; DURAND1 VICKY S
37-8410
bURFEE,-BREl\fOJU; DURFEE, JAMES M -- j 36-8367
DURFEE; DEWEYD
j 36-7641
DUTCHMEN MANUFACTURING INC
· · -}45·7512
EAGLE CREEK NQfrrHWEsfTI'Q___ __ __
!45-7111
EAGLE CREEK NOR'FHWESTTLc
45-7134
EAGLE (;fiEEK NoRTHwEsriCc
• 45-7140
EAMES ACRES
·..
_
. 36-2683
EAMES ACRES INC
_ ~ . . --·-----·---·-36·2626A
EAMES, CARl H; EAMEs:rTMOTHY R
· 36·7182
EAMES, CARl H; EAMES, TIMOTHY R
- 36-7460N
EAMES, CARl H; EAMES, TIMoTHY R-·
36-8231
EAST RIDGE MILKLLC-- 45-14020
EAST RIDGE MILK LLC_____,._
45·7462B
EDDINGS, RE NAE; SPURGEON-EDDINGS,
JASON T
.
!45-7615

2110/1981
0.65 IRRIGATION
256
7!8/1989
· 0.02 COMMERCIAL
-·
1
8/20/1976 · 0.31RRIGATION
271
STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL.
· 10/4/1988
0.03 DOMESTIC .
6/21/1988
- 0.11'STOCKWATER,GOMMERCfA[
5/19/1983
1.19 IRRIGATION
-~
64
9/28/1982 ·
1.57 COMMERCIAL
9/27/19721
- 6.69 IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER I _ 513
6111 /1 973
fg IRRIGATIOI•fI 126
sts/1973
_ 1.93 IRRIGATioN
1
14o
1
2120/1967
0.55 IRRIGATION
-.I
36
I 9/30/1965
5.63 IRRIGATION .
-1
296
6/29/1971 1
0.15 IRRIGATION
I
160
3/25/1974
0.2 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL t
9/27/1983
0.04 RECREATION
- 2110/1981
0.04 STOCKWATER
! 2110/1961
0.22 STOCKWATER

EDWARDS, KENT F
EKINS, CHRIS; EKINS, ERNESTINE~·
ELIASON APARTMENTS; ELI ASON, ~OTHY; ELIASON, IVAN L
~-

! 11/26/1991
4/12119931

ESTATE OF RAY CHUGG
- . ·-

~~~~~~E:~~ :~i~~~~OR co

36-8628
45~7634

0.07 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
. ,IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER,
0.18,DOMESTIQ_____-0.06!COMMERCIAL

~36-12911 -~ 12131/1962!

0.1 1COMMERCIAL

136-8266
!36-7607

1
j 2120/19761 .

4.5 IRRIGATION

2126/1991 ~

2.08 IRRIGATION

I

EVERS BROTHERS PARTNERSHIP;
NORTHWEST FARM CREDIT SERVICES FLCAi36·8584

~~~=~: g:=~~~~~ ~~~=~: ~ ~~~

1

I

Bl

I. 3/18/1985
. -!·_ .- 0.12 STOCKWATER,
COMMERCIAL~ -,--DOMESTIC
_ __ _ _

i

·f~t~~: ~ ~~~~~~~ ·
i 36·11-278~......

--

1

_

I

269

I

. 144

2.55 IRRfGATiaN· -·----··--------··-{s1o
1
1.37 -iRRI~ATION ..................__ --···----1-.JQ?_
0.96 ~~~AT
_IqN
_.___,______,___..J..... :_30~

J_~-79'F ....,_, .. ~.t(~~~-~§~.:.-.,-....?.,:9? IR~!GATIO~·-····· ..~·----·-·-·-----·__ ..:....~ 505
!36-8239 .

·

1/12119841

-

0.88 IRRIGATION

ttS-14175~--- 6/30/1985l-~..~~=~5'.oajiRRIGATION

·=·~=..._j45-2674-A ____ ___j - ~{!_~~1 962 -_

.
........ ,~~~~----~~:~

630
3832.6

-- · 4.22i iRRIGATIO~
-_ _
3832.6
. 5.82 IRRIGATION
. _
3832.6
i45:fo2Q-·· ~ -4/S/1 967 ~- •-s:52l iRRIGATION .. ---------- -~-:-- 3832.6
i 45-7635 ~,,., .,, !- 2128/19 9:----·-;-,sJ9fi!fRTGATTON-..----···-.. ..,.,......~-~3832-:6
!45-2689

.... , .__ ~

.

1~2; :~:1d~trg~---·=::~.: .~:=- -~~==~~1~~~-~ ~~

_

"j /1Hs77 ,,,~--

..,36~15562
' af19~1j_ss' '
____.j.?,!5,:)§?.?.1....... 2/26/1979 -

FARMLAND_RE~Ef!Y.f§:_INC2__· - - - FARMLAND RESERVE INC .
FAR_MLA~D RESERVE INC
.
-FARMLAND RESERVE INC
=ARMLAND RESERVE INC
FARMLAND RESERVE INC
·:.ARM~~~CfRESERVE INC

i 6/17/1987

1:~~~: F~-~~~~~:r-- ~:-_··J:~~~~~~~~~AI-~---==-=l-~~-=~64
_j37-B?~~---__r-·11J6/19a~·, --·----tio3i OOMMERCIAL :=.·:~==---=}===-----=:~.
--~45-13573 I 5/19/2Q09.l
0.11t~~g~~~~!~~!g,.9._~~E_t:!_CIAL I·-·-----i
!
I
I

EVANS GRAIN & ELEVATOR CO
EVARDLLC

FARMLAND RESERVE INC
FARMLAND RESERVE INC
FARMLAND RESERVE INC

I

j

11/9/1962

9
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Attachment C .
Water Rights Subjecuo Curtailment- Rangen Delivery Can
...

·.~: wateY 'l . ·;Priority ; Diversion
Tot~l
·.Right No: . .· : Date .. ·•···• Rate,(cfs) ,·'!,, ~
Purpose of Use. ··:. · ... :, . Acres
. 9/18/1972
4 IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
45~7110
3632.6
... . 3832.6
45-7238
6.4 IRRIGATION
5/2/1975
:
. 45-7363
1/8/1979
1.66 IRRIGATION
3832.6
3.1 IRRfGATION
45-7374
4/11 /1979
! 3832.6
3/15/1979
36-12650
0.08 IRRIGATION
146
... : 146
36-2664
9/22/1966
1.46 IRRIGATION
10/3/1972
. 146
136-7268
1.3 IRRIGATION
..
. ' !36-8046
12111/1981
0.62 IRRIGATION
202.5
0.2 IRA IGATION ··
36-8446
9/26/1989
10
3/5/1975 .
3&:7524
4.36 IRRIGATION
232
1 12/6/1991
0.23 IRRIGATION
36-8637
245
6/14/1973
4 IRRIGATION
37-7242
200
11/16/1979
3.26 IRRIGATION
37-7808
163
1
37-8005B
... 3/2011982!
2.02 IRRIGATION
264
i .. 264
3/20/19821
1.6 IRRIGATION
37-8005C
0.41 itRRIGATION
37·8005D
3/20/1982
264
. . 37·84870
1/25/1989
0.86 IRRIGATION
112
37·8720
4/23/1991
3.2 IRRIGATION
324
10/1211987
0.04 COMMERCIAL
36-8332
6/30/1985
45-10164
2.47 IRRIGATION
515,
45~7201
11/18/1974
5.72 IRRIGATION
936i
iI
!
2123!1978
37-7699
0.2 STOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
45-7529
4/ 13/1983!
0.03 IRRIGATION
1J
4/9/1968
36-7021 D
2.42 IRRIGATION
447
36-7138
9/24/1970!
0.03 STOCKWATER
..
.
0.68 IRRIGATION .
7/411985 !
36-8273
447:
36-8275A
5/9/19851
2.44 IRRIGATION
4471
8/25/1983 !
36-8641
0.08 STOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
5/1/1982 1
. 0.9 IRRIGATION
36·14617*
378
1.32' 1RRIGATION
36-14619*
5/1/1965
i
311
36-16639
2126/1980
1.1 IRRIGATION
59
36-8531
4/24/1990
0.05 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
0.8
0.07 IRRIGATION
849
r STER LAND & CATTLE. . .
45-1~53__ 11/29/1971
IRRIGAtfo·N
·---11/29/1971
0.008
OSTER LAND & CATTLE
45-14454
849
OUR- .;RAN CH INC - - -------·
.37·8729
6/11/1991 !
2 IRRIGATION . ----120
......_ .....-....
'l=owCEA,-GAAYL;-so-MSEN;·KRISTINE-P;- - t
.
0.78 IRRIGATION
SOMSEN-FOWLER, SARA D
45·2743
39
__._ __
FOWLER, GARY; SOMSEN, G FRANK;
10n/1974
0.36 IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER i
18
SOMSEN, KRISTINE P
45-7192
-FRANCIS, MARK
36-8371~ ~20/1988
0.06 I~£!~~!!QN, DOME~fj£__ _,;j ___ J..
--· - - ..
---·--.. ---·FRAZIER FAMILY TRUST DTD 6/19/80 4%
UNDIVIDED INT; FRAZIER, JAMES F;
FRAZIER, JEFFREYW; FRAZIER, JOE K;
FRAZIER, JORDAN P
36-7745
8/15/1977
4.5 IRRIGATION ......,..........
292
---·---..

..

. .

:

.· CurrentOwner
FARMLAND RESERVE INC
FARMLAND RESERVE INC ··
..
..
FARMLAND RESERVE INC
FARMLAND RESERVE INC
FASSETT, LYLE A
FASSETT; LYLE A
FASSETT, LYLE A
FASSETT, LYLE A
FASSETT, LYLE A
FATTIG, PATSY; FATTIG, WAYNE
FATTIG, PATSY; FATTIG, WAYNE
FAULKNER LAND & LIVESTOCK CO INC
FAULKNER LAND & LIVESTOCK CO INC
FAULKNER LAND. & LIVESTOCK CO INC
-FAULKNER LAND & LIVESTOCK CO INC ·
FAULKNER LAND & LIVESTOCK CO INC
FAULKNER LAND & LIVESTOCK CO INC
FAULKNER LAND & LIVESTOCK CO INC
FEARLESS FARRIS STINKER STATIONS
FED AGRIBUSINESS LLC
FED AGRIBUSINESS LLC
FIELDS, KAREN C; FIELDS, VIRGIL
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
FLAT TOP SHEEP CO
!FLAT TOP SHEEP CO ·
FLAT TOP SHEEP CO
FLAT TOP SHEEP CO
FLAT TOP SHEEP CO
FORD, JOYCE A; FORD, THOMAS RAY
FORD, JOYCE A; FORD, THOMAS RAY
~RSYTH, DANNY A
!FORSYTH, DANNY R; FORSYTH, GINGER
:_ . ·. ~ . .

t

..

I

----- ---·-----~--------------.

··-~~14~~9~61

-..--~

--- · ··---w- -- ··~•••·•·•••·-·----- --,...,._

--- --------·-- ··--·--·-----------

-----

__________

..FFiAZlE·R-FAMILy TRUST DTD 6119/80-4% ~-~,-----l-UNDIVIDED INT; FRAZIER, JAMES F;
FRAZIER, JEFFREY W; FRAZIER, JOE K;
0.94 IRRIGATION
.
:
FRAZIER. JORDAN P
36-8049
12121/1981
F RED-ERICKSEN, GENE D; FREDERICKSEN,
--·--: 8
_______
JUDI K
. 36·7359
9/27/1973
FRENCH ii[JA.~fEs·A;·F·RENCH, PATRICIA A 36-16404
11/14i1991 ........ - --.:.....
0.02 IRRIGATION,
DOMESTIC
· I
--- - ' "'" """·•••"'"·" .........-...:.................
.
..--- -·
·-FRENCH JR, JAMES A; FRENCH, KARl 0
· 36-16405_.__11/14/1991
0.0:31f!B!~"'TION, STOCKWATER · I
- - ~- - ~-----~

I

IR~IG;~;~~---

-
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Attachment
C. .
. .
. ..

.

'

Water Rights Subject to Curtailment~ RangenDelivery Call

: ... : ~

·:

.. .. ·.:

: .-

..

. -·· .' -... ·

: ..

- .·.: !:".: -·

1

..

···-

..
. -.

Current Owner. -•
'
FUNDERBURG, DENISE K; FUNDERBURG,
GARYL
..
FUNK, DARRELL M ..
FUNK, DARRELL M ..
FUNK, DARRELL M; FUNK, PATRICIA M
FUNK, DARRELL M; FUNK, PATRICIA M
FUNK, DARRELL M; FO"NR, PATRICIA M
FUNK, DARRELL M; FUNK, PATRICIA M .
G & B FARMS INC
G & G DAiRY; GILTNER, BILL; GRIFFITH,

,·::-:~water ·-~

:' PrioritY ·,

> Right. No.

·.: Date_

..

···.···

.
....

. TotaJ

• '•

·· · Purp'ose of Use : .•

Acres

O.osiiRRIGATIO~.

.. 36-7357
45-13657 .
45-4103
45-10228
45-13910
. 45-13911
45-13917 .
137-2753

MIKE~3~-14834

Divei:$_ion
Rate (cfs)

8/26/1973
DOMESTIC .
1/1/1983 · • • 0.061STOCKWATER
6/30/1985
.·• 1.6 IRRIGATION
. 5/31/1966
0.06 STOCKWATER
B/19/1976
5.07 IRRIGATION
· ·o.e4 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL .
8/19/1976
6/8/1982 . ·· . ·. 0.06lSTOCKWATER, C9.MMERCIAL
. 2.95 IRRIGATION
11/29/1966

I.•
. . 0.04 DOMESTIC

11211211979

G & G DAIRY; GILTNER, BILL;GRIFFITH, MIKEI36-15745

12/3/1966 .

2
·· 3os
• 277

• 372

I

.. ..

0.28 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL ·

. .•

G & G DAIRY; GILTNER, BILL; GRIFFITH, MIKE 36-15747
G ~ G DAIRY; GILTNER, BILL; GRIFFITH, MIKE 36-15749 •.

·0.36 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

10/18/1968

0.15 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

2118/1971 1

.

G & G DAIRY; GILTNER, BILL; GRIFFITH, MIKE 36-8532
4/10/1990
0.18 STOCKWATER
136-7409A
G & H DAIRY LLC
11/21/1973
2.19 IRRIGATION
268
G&HDAIRYLLC ·
36·7631A .
6/23/1 976
3.17 IRRIGATION
268
3/28/1979
G & H DAIRY LLC
36-7847
0.56 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL ·
0.2 jSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
G & H DAIRY LLC
36-8396
10/20/1992
5/31/1983
0.12 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
GALLEGOS, GEORGE
36-8201
5.5
·9/28/1 989
. O.OSi iRRIGATION
GALOW, MOLLY; GALOW, ROGER A
36-8448
1.5
GARDNER TRUST
36-16590
O.OS jiRRIGATION
2129/1968
7
36-16841
3/13/1989
0.05 j1RRIGATION
GARDNER TRUST
20
0.06IIRRIGATION
36-16845
3/7/1966
GARDNER TRUST
20
GARDNER TRUST .
36·16847
7/13/1987
0.01 IRRIGATION
20
0.04 IRRIGATION
36-16853
GARDNER TRUST
9/27/1968 1
20
36-16855 . j 4/6/1978
GARDNER TRUST
0.01 IRRIGATION ·
20
GARDNER TRUST
. 36-2694A
6/17/19671
0.82 IRRIGATION .
354
3.75 IRRIGATION
354
2/20/1969
f-----':-~---------- ---- -··-o·:ssiRR IGATION --··-··· -~-·- ____. __3,54
7/8/1 974
- -- - ---=----·
-~
·- -__..,, ___________.._____,
1/12/1976
0.4 IRRIGAT ION
354
.........
o.25 i RRIGATioN··--···------- --,------ , 308GARNER, BEVERLY; GARNER, GARY B
!36·12043*
7/31 /1987
~A~f.:rE-R: eLo oN i;-G_~~E!?.:~;-~A"F£l!C.--·--·36-~aj95 -------· .... 9/1/1989
!B._@.§.Ef!S?:~:~~Q.9.!0§.~fl~-1-·---1".-~
____....,..._.__.
3 ARRARO,KATHLEEN; GARRARD, THOMAS
E
·
. .
45-12460A
6/30/1985
·---~-----·
,3ARAARD,KATHLEEN;GARRARD,THOMAS
.

~g::~~~~
-- -·

------·--

_________,IE~!=-··-:·

· -···- · -~- -----

¥ ' - • · w · ...

~---

• w

· - - - ·•

_ _ _ __

,..

-~,_.,,.,,_,___
,..,..

- ---

§_··-----------·----·---·······----·-················ <><>""'""""'~- . ....... .,.... ·---------- ~5-12460B
380 LLC
3 EAMAN, DONALD H
·
. -3eRRAli~-6E"6i<vAN·r\f;.G'i~-RRATi~-5ALE-·---

36-6467

36-'746o5C___

___ §!~Q!t~~?..
!?115/1989
3/25/1974
__
.. ..-·.
,:.,.._
· ~-

-~

----- a·:aa

_

•

--::
::1:::::~::~------~.· --~:
· - - - - -~-----··
----·-·•·· · ---~-------------. 0.12 !COMMERCIAL

i

. . .

.

~.· ·· · ··o:2-~~TOCKJI~I_~R~~OMM~RCi~--~--

-

0.61 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
11/27/1964
- ----··--·---·--.. - - -0.09 DOMESTIC-- -··----~---·------·--~- ·---.,-2110/2006
,:......-":_
........,..
3 1LLETIE, CINDYL;Gii:IEft"E:·LARRY·R-. . ~- l37-2761A • 7/14/1967 ---~- 1.64 IRRIGAT ION -- - ~
r--1~2
3tli:rnE,-ciN"ov L: GTiTene~LAFil=ivA______Isfs742 ---- -:3/28/1991 r---:· 4.21 IRRIGATION
995.5
- ··
~ILLETTE, CINDY; GILLETTE, RANOY·-----~36·1141 ~F4/1/1984 --- · 0.84 iRRiGATION ---------'---· .
1108
.......,..............
136-2600
.
.
IRRIGATION
31LLETTE, CINDY; GILLETTE, RANDY
1/20/1965 -6.55
.............
---·---------~--···---·
1··-·----------·---.....------;---- 1108
31LLETTE, CINDY; GILLETIE, RANDY
!36-7046
12/9/1 968 ............. . 2.98
. 11 08
•.,....___ IRRIGATION
. '
31LLETIE, CINDY; GILLETIE, RANDY .
I36·7212A·-···· 1-f/2-9/1971
.• 0.69 --IRRIGATION
. 196

. NAYNE
36·15995
31BBYREED--· ---~ ---:--·-------~~-----·---~--- 45-13990

-~--

---~-----

---~

-.....~J

~

-----···------ ~---·--- - -------

·--·-········-······-----~--------------~ ------~-·
-~-----------~
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. Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment- Rangen Delivery Call ··
~

"T.

·
Water.
Priority
Dive~ion ·
• _
Tptal
•· ··
Right No. · : Date ··· Rate (cfs)
.
Purpose of. Use ·
Acres
GILLETTE, CINDY; GILLETTE, RANDY
i 36-7435 . • J/25/1974
•·-._- 5.03 IRRIGATION
--- •1108
GILLETn:·, JERRY; GILLETIE,ROANNE
~36~11413*
4/1/1984
0.13 IRRIGATION ..
. ~ 274
GILLETTE, JERRY; GILLETTE, ROANNE
36-2669
1/9/1967
3.53'1RRIGATION .
. -.·.... I
274
GILLETTE, JERRY; GILLETTE, ROANNE
. 36-72128
11/29/1971 -· · · 0.54 IRRIGATION
. 162
GILLETTE, JERRY; GILLETTE, ROANNE
36-7626
6/3/1976 ! -· · S.H IRRIGATION
308
'GILLETTE, LARRY R ·-- -----,--..·-~' 37~2697
7/2/1964 • .·_ ..__ 3.25 IRRIGATION
194
1
GILLETTE, LARRY R
---·-·37-2729 . . 3113/1966
·. 4.41fRRIGATION, STOCKWATER -_. L . 295
'GTU:rni:, PERRY
. - -- 36-7340
.6/15/1973
·.. 2.92 IRRIGATION -.
·.··· 1 - · .146
"<3iLLE'fTE,PERRY
·~~-'~
· }36-7542
5/711975
.· 5.36 IRRIGATION . _
268
1
! -·
IRRIGATION, COMMERCIAL; .
•
I
GILLE_Y,_KAfiEN; GILLf:_y, _Piji~LIP N
_ t36-8018
11/12/1981
0.06 DOMESTiC
. ..
. ' 0 .51
GILTNER DAIRY LLC
13&4089
• 1/1/1963! .
0.06 COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC
GILTNER, HOLLY L: GILTNER, SCOTT R;
MCCOY, LUKE; M~COY, TANI; PITTOCK,
.·
ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL; . . ' .
Bfll~t-J}-A;J=IITTOCK, · SAND'(L
36-14988
12/31/1983.
. 0.07 DOMESTIC
<

:

.· · .

:

' ·

· ···. ·.__ Current Owner

I
'I·

GILTNER, HOLLY L; GILTNER, SCOTI R; ..
MCCOY, LUKE; MCCOY, TANI; PITTOCK,
BRIAN M; PITTOCK, SANDY L
GLANBIA FOODS
__ _ _._. ___
.
.
GLANBIA FOODS
GLANBIA FOODS
·--- - - ·.GLANBIA FOODS INC . .
G LANBIA FOODS INC
e LANBJAFoo trs'INC_ ..__ ____~---·
~GLANBiA FOODS INC- - -----·-·
GLANBIA FOODS INC - .
- - - ·;"G.LANBIAFOO DS INC····----~...,....,...- .
-

t

i

r
:36-7460AG
36-16215
36-16217 .
36-16219"
37-21136
37-7051
· 37-7252A
37-7252B

·-

37-73BOA

3/25/1974
11/15/1970
5/16/1980
5/26/1971 i
. 7/24/2003
8/27/1969
7/24/ 1973
7/24/1973 ~
818/19731 .
9/5/1974t

. __ 37-7380C
37-7576
~Ds 'iN'c~-.---~~~··'"-~=-·~·~·~· - . _ - 37-7677

9/5/1974!
. .3/29/1977!
9/15/1977!-·

37~7260

·G~NBIA FOODS INC ~:-=--=-==~~-~~~-~rcf"'
LANBIA FOODS INC

1

. •

.

I
i

-.. -- ..

-_· .·

.·. ·_ . _._.· ·

.. · . __ -·_ . ·

. -.- ·• J

. 0.18 ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL f >.·
3.9TMITIGATION __ ·
.
0.96 lMITIGATION
0.33 MITIGATION
l
. 8 IRRIGATION
... i 1422.7
1 COMMERCIAL
~
I
3.o91RRtGATioN
622
0.21 IRRIGATION
622
5.7 IRRIGATION
983.7
3.03 IRRIGATION
983.7

.

!

1

4.38 IRRIGATION
2.5 IRRIGATION
2 IRRIGATION

·· 1 · 983.7

Ii

·.
.

963.7

• 622

~GLANBIA FOODS I~C - -··-- .
:37-8903
. 9/1]/_1~_9!
1.67 COMMERCIAL
i
IGLEN CAPPS INC
____i 36-8176
3/31 /1983i .
0.04 COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC
·t
!!GLENN DALE RANCHES INC . .
J~~~?._~E!______
-~~?.f.~~?~L
3l iRRIGATION
150
GLENN wARD DAIRY LLc; wARD LAND &
I _... _ ,
- 1
r
~
luvESTOCK LLC
·
o.331STOCKWATER, coMMERCIAL I
"'""'
_
_- . __ ..
1GLOBALAG PROPERTIES USA LLC
i GLOBALAG PROPERTIES USA LLC
36-16417
3/17/1963~
0.28•1RRIGATION
.
l . 2785
1
~OBA!:_~G PROPERTIES USA LLC
. 3S:1 64~I=· J 9/24/19681 - -·-Msi iRRIGATION
2785
LOBAL AG PROPERTIES USA LL~ .- "·--··~-""' k~].§~2.~--·! ~_?/30/19~
0.13l iRRI~ATION
·
2785
I GLOBAL AG PROPERTIES USA LLC
136-16425~__} 5/1/19761
0.15 IRRIGATIQ~, . _·"·''"·" .._. ·- _____ .. _ ~:.?285
: GLOBAL AG PROPERTIES USA LLC
.@_6-4200*
! 3/15/1974,
0.84 IRRIGATION
2785

·r

J ..

~45~n33 I 8127/1979~
3.~~-~1§s.~~~_J 3115/1.~_?_._~.~

_g~~~~RIG~J::.ION

-r -2785

i~.~~~~,Q3 ---+~J!_?.~/198,_~~-Q~3liRRIGATION

_ .•.276?;

I

~

rGLOBAL AG PROPERTIES USA LLC

_

1

~GOCHNOUR, JIM W; GOCHNOUR, MARILYN Aj45:?,~61 ,_~:..J._

2/5/1981 J
0.7~~ IRRIGATION
GOEDHART, HUGO
·..
· •36-7276
! 12/5/19721
0.04!COMMERCIAL
GOEDHART, HUGO C;
MARY
..2:Q6'fST9_9KWATER,
GOEDHART, HUGO; GOEDHART, MARY .
36-8774 -----1 ~~/10/1~_8j - 0.131STOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
GOLDENACRESLLC
- • ..
37-74SBB~_J..!9/14/1975 1 123:JRRIGATION
GOLDEN RAIL MOBILE HOME COURT ~=j
45-74SB~-~ 12116/1980f··-- 022~1RRIGATION, DOMESTic····-·~-..
GOOCH, BEATRICE; GOOCH, ELLIS ,..._..,,~- 37-21154•.1213/1·9-g
o.o3!STOCJ<WATER. CoMMERCIAL
GOOCH, BEATRICE; GOOCH,
'
GOOCH, BEATRICE; GOOCH, ELLIS
37-211 56
2/18/1971 i
0.021STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL .

GOEDH.~T,

_j~§i~6Q6§:l"}i.@t~~!4r-·.

36.5:1
:

COMMER(;I~r-~"--H~~---

ELLIS----~ 37·21~'@Zfiifi"9§!ij_::o.041STOCKWATER, COMM_E£1~'<~

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April12, 1994
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·Attachment C
Water Rights Subject Curtailment - Rangen Delivery Call

to

·

' ""' ~_"' ·. ··:~·=:·· · · l :'~:~t~o._. \Yt~r~~::l-~~~=1c~ ~~~:'~~ P~rpose otuse•
300CR. BEATRICE; GoocH, ELLIS
137-8839
11/2211994
30TT, MIKE
136-8534 ·
4/27/1990
1 36~16130
3RANT 4 D FARMS
11/8/1973 '
3RANT4 D FARMS .
136-2194
9/10/1984
3RANT 4 . D FARMS
136-7264
9121/1972
3RANT 4 D FARMS
I36-7273A
11/14/1972
3RANT 4 D FARMS .·
. I36-7850C
3/30/1979 '
3RANT 4 . D FARMS .
136-8106C
8/10/19821
3RANT 4 D FARMS
36-8187
5/27/19831 •
3RANT4 ~ DFARMS; HONSINGER, EVELYN 0;
ROY T HONSINGER TESTAMENTARY FAMILY
TRUST
I36-7850D • 3/30/1979!
3RANT 4 D FARMS; HONSINGER, EVELYN D;
AOYT HONSINGER TESTAMENTARY FAMILYI·
TRUST
·
· 36-81060
8/10/1982
3RANT JR, OOUGLAS·E;:--GRANT, LAUREL A 136-2684
3/211967
3RANT JR, ROBERT
' 136-7516
12113/1974
3RANT, DOUGLAS E
136-2585
4/7/1964
3RANT, QUANE R: GRANT, LAURA A
[36-16549
4/21/1989
f36-16800
3RANT, DUANE R; GRANT, LAURA A
4/21/1989
3RANT, DUANE R; GRANT, LAURA A
136-16801
4/21/1989
8/14/1980
3RANT, DUANE R; GRANT, LAURA A
i36-7932 •
'

'

Total
Acres ·.

· 0.06 STOCKWATER
. 0.1 jiRF:UGATION, DOMESTIC
0.05 !IRRIGATION
·· 3.18JIRRIGATION
3.52!1RRIGATION
. 2.08I!RRIGATION
. 0;39 jiRRIGATION
. 1.26
!1RRIGATION
·-- ···
.. ______ --··
. . ..,1RRIGATION
·- ·-·-··
.• 1.4

2.5
264
264
'' 310
104

290
I

0.04!1RRIGATION •

591
~I

0.13IIRRJGATION
5.36l 1RRIGATION
5.35iiRRIGATION
0.78iiRRIGATION
0.16 IIRRIGATION
1.23IIRRIGATION
0.07IIRRIGATION
0.8 11RRIGATION
IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER,
6.49 DOMESTIC
...
0.0411ARIGATION
0.59iiRRIGATION

I

!

3RAVES, FRANCES M; GRAVES, RICHARD L !37-7371
I 7/31/1974 1
3AEAVES, ALAN; GREAVES, COLLEEN
136-8479
111/13/19891
3REEN, DONALD L; GREEN, MARYS
j37-7621G · 1 6/7/19771
3REENE, DOUGLAS E; GREENE: GLORIA V- l36-8438
I 7124/19891 - ~O.:o9IIRRIGAfiON
3REENER, BARNEY; GREENER, SHERRIE
j45-14352 i 6/20/2011 1
0.02 IHEATING, COOLING
3UILLORY, CAMERON; GUILLORY, IDA
!36-7382
I 9/20/19731
o.t iiRRIGATION, DOMESTIC .
3ULICK, LARRY
!36-8507
I 21f!f99oj -6.o6 ! STOCKWAT~ER , COMMERCIAL
3ULLEY,JUDYL;GULLEY,WILLIAMF
1 ~7293---~ - 1/ 24/1973
1.B IIRRIGATION
I
3ULLEY, JUDY L; GULLEY, WILLIAM F
136-7425 .
12/2811973
0.8 jiRRIGATION
J
3U_!.LEY, JUDY L; GULL~~-~~!_l:~!~~J:...~---·-i 36·8789

~=~:;H:=~:~:~E~~~£EJ:::A
:f & p FARMS; tl_UNT,_,JEF~; PINCOCK, BRUCEI00-2578

j_&P. F~~~s.: HU!'JT. JEFF; PINcocK, BRUCE j~·25B9

290
' 3101

_ -~~~/1999 r-~-_0.39 j lRRIGA'!'~~~------ --~

591
320
420
40
16.1
126.7
305
40
320
1.5
30
4.5

5
13()1
130

_ ;:,:::·_ _ ::::_::::::::.=~- =--~-~-::
.

~1_9_,/3i!,~~~--

4.71 IRRIGATION

___2125/1964

o.34~ 1R~I~~_!Iq~--

I

.

12!

238
. 31 ~

_

~~~g~w.:~~~~;uHs;NcREft~PHY[[is
:;~~~~~:• . )~~~~~+~1 ·. ---- :.41:==:~~+~~----·-·------------·--. -~
-~·--..·------·-- ---·---I -------------- .... ........
-!- · - -··-· - -.....................
1

----

·~~~

-IANCHETI, AUREL K; HANCHETT, PHYLLIS !36-7128
3/23/1.970
. · 1.4 IRRIGATION
139
;ANDY TRUCK LINES INC
• .. . .
36-8510 --~-2114/1990 - -- · 0.04 COMMERCIAC-------~·
--iANEY SEED C6
- 36-8416--..·- ·-3/30/198-S:-- . 0.04 COMMERCIAL
.
~AN.EYSE-E'o"co____ . . .
45-7639
si36T1989
0.04 COMMERCfAC---"-- ~ ~-------------·'·--·
·---·..---·--'-·---- --·---··--'-'---·--· ----·-- ~--::-:::----·
.............,....
,_ ·----·~-;ANSEN QUALITY JERSEYS LLC
.
· 36-16758
9/30/1965
4.79 IRRIGATION
.. .
263
~ANSEN QUAUTY JERSEYstrc·--·------- 36=167~ -~9T30/1965 · . 0.3 STOCKWATEF:l;COMMERCIAL ----;ANSEN~ QUALITY JERSEYS LLC
. 36-16760*
9f23/1967 ~0.37 MGATiON- - . . ·.. .
263
;ANSEN QUALITY JERSEYS L[ c'"·-----·-··-·· 3S-16761•
. 9/23/1967 . · 0.03 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL.
36-2638 '
·-1727i1966f-:-'-- 1.57 .IRRtGATION •. ·-------~--- ~33
;ANSEN QUALITY JERSEYS LLC
;ANSEN, CREG; HANSEt{LETA
. I37-7621F
6/7/1977r
2.53 IRRIGATION
•
129
'

'

.

.

.

'

---

________

.

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment- Rangen Delivery Call
Water · 1·· • Priority .. ,.Diversion I ·
·• I ·Total
· Date
Rate (cfs) :
PUJPJSe of Use
.. Acres
HANSEN, GARY L
. 36-1 :fsoa•
- 0~311TRRiGATION
- --~---""1 ~~
HARDY PROPERTIES LP~
36-7510
1.1!1RAIGATION
.. !
55
HARMS, BOYD L
.
136-16904
B/21/"1973
0.08 IRRIGATION ·
3.9
H)\flPER LAND LLC
- .... .
36-7108
1112/19701
1.94 llRAIGATION
·J 152j
HARPER, CLINT; HARPER, KEVIN; HARPER,.
j
LAYNER
. 36-7960A
1/26/1981 ! .
0.9)1R~IGATION
,-1194~
HARPER, CLINT; HARPER, KEVIN; HARPER,
.. . .·
! ..
LAYNE R ·
36-79608
. 1/26/1981 ! .
0.9 IRRIGATION
1194
HARPER, CLINT; HARPER, LAYNE R
!36-7412
111/30/1973! · . 4.011!RRIGATION
· 1.· 460
HARPER, LARRY F
~-~l36--=-io20- -4/f5/196Bj
1 IRRIGATION .
.i
50
HARTLEY, DOOGLAS O;HARTLEY, RENEA N. j36~7529E
3/28/1975!
0.42 IRRIGATION
· ·1
312
HARTW~LL, JANET L~H~R-TwELL, JiMMY D !45·1 ~437
10/30/1980
0.01 IRRIGATION
·.. I
0.6
HATFIELD DAIRY LLC
_
. 37·21628
9/25/1979
0.11 STOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
,..
HAWKER, FRED
· · 45-7339A
2/2/1978
. 2.3 IRRIGATION
·~~
HAYDEN. DONALD o; HAYDEN, SH/\J19NA 136-8470
· 9/1211989 1
o.oe llRR1GATioN
2.sl
J36-2679
I 1/1211967 1
1.511RRJGATION
HAYES. COLIN L; HAYES, SUE E ·· ·
135
HEIDA, MARY JANE; HEIDA, THOMAS
.I36-7597A I 1/13/19761• .
0.7!1RRIGATION
114
.i
HEIDA, MARY JANE; HEIDA, THOMAS_
_ 136-75978 ! 1/13119761
1.18IIRRIGATION
79
HEIDA. MARY JANE; HEIDA, THOMAS
i36-7610
! 2127/1976!
2.4JIRRlGATION
I
120
HEIDA,MARY JANE; HEIDA, THOMAS
!36-7682
2114/19771
1.2411RRIGATION . ·
.i
78
-~EIOA, MARY JArtE: HEIP~:tH.qMA~
-- 136-8276'
_.;_6/6/19851
0.1411RRIGATION
.121 1
HELSLEY HENDRIX, JEANINE P; HELSLEY,
I.
.
.
.
!
BRIANT . . .
. .
.
~36-16561
2/8/1 971
0.03,1RRIGATION
3
HENRY FARMS
........................
_______ _ _ t36-15163•
5/1/1981
0.66!1RRIGATION
t . 286
· i 36-769B
! 4/2211977!
2.36 11RR1GATION
HENRY FARMS
160
FARMS
136-8568
!
11/7/1990!
0.79
1IRRIGATION
.
HENRY
240
------------ ----- .
HENRY,AQbREY; HEt-l_~y.~()J?ERT P
j36-14844• I 3/1 5/1963!
0.25 IRRIGATION .
941
HEPWORTH FAMILY LANDHOLDINGS LLC
45-14243
! 10/17/1962!
5.35 IRR£GATION
18871
HEPWORTH FAMILY LANDHOLDINGS LLC
!45-14245
6/30/19851
4.27 .IRRIGATION
· 18871
HEPWORTH FAMILY LANDHOLDINGSLLC - 45-26888
10/17/1962!
0.04 COMMERCIAL
1.92 IRRIGATION
HEPWORTH FAMILY LANDHOLDINGS LLC
. 45-7032
12/18/1 9fS8J
601
HEPWORTH FAMILY LANDHOLDINGS LLC
J45-7117
I 1/3/1973l
3.41 11RRIGATION
601
HEPWORTH FAMILY LANDHOLDINGS L~.C:..,_•.J_1§:-.!~----" 1~ 1/30/19!.X
4 IRRIGATION
~<,<~
601
HEPWORTH, BONNIE B; HEPWORTH,
! ·
.
!
1
WILLIAM M
)45-716_9,____.. _1Jd.~.Wt~P '-· 3.11_jiRRIGATION
229
·
1
~
;
HEPWORTH, BONNIE B; HEPWORTH,
WILLIAM M .
""'"~-·,,;.,, ~~~"""J45-71B7
91l6/1974 j
0.36~1RRIGATION, STOCKWATER
229.
~ IRRIGATION, IRRIGATION
i .
i STORAGE,IRRIGATION FROM l
HERNANDO, EDWARD o; HERNANDO,
i sTORAGE, sTocKWATER.
TERESA C ·
. 36-16493
8/25/1977
0.11: DIVERSION TO STORAGE
!
2.5
HETIINGA, ARLENE; HETTINGA, S!sY.~H..-.~ . 36·2575A
.:)/5/19~.t.. :.... _.9.:.~.?~RIGATI0t,f···"-·.........
36
HEWARD LANDS LTD
45-7668
11/7/1 989!
O.Sj iRRIGATION
!
25
HEWARD, DORAW; HEWARD, GERALD B
45-13564
10/12/1973!
·
1
.53~
1RRIGATION
-~
...
1.
·
185.4
............&....·......_._____...._
.
HEWARD, DORA W; HEWARD, GERALD B
45-4067A .
8/1 /1962~ .. 1.54HRRIGATION
~
77

..

, · .. . Cl)rr~nt Owner

.. --··- . .

:.

.I :Right No.

! · .

·

I·

I :·. :.· :

~

··I

-t

:::u:

I

I' .

t

I
l

j .

I

!

1.·:.:·--

If

~~~~:g: ·~~:~~H:::~~.G:::~~-~~=1:~~;;:.~:~1;";~1;~ ~:~~:~~:~~~:~~ ~··"·==
HIDDEN VALLEY LAND CO LLC
HIDDEN VALLEY LAND
HIDDEN VALLEY LAND co LLC

c6T.Ic-----.

d '",~~

... :.· ' :: .•:: :. -~=:

_L_. ·-----:-_....;_.

ISS-10174*
3/15/1968~ .
0.74.1RRIGATION
· .
·
-r-36~7616~=.,- 2/27i1 96BT'.,......~~o:stiRRIGATION
..~-- . ·. ' ~·
.136·8528
I 3/16/1 990!. •. o.sJu=tRIGATION_____ .
•· ·

·•=c=•••"~"~

-•--••••1'-•a"'~""""'"'=~•.;<"•~•-·~·-·•Hok..::t- - ·-

. ..- .........,.............._._"---~· ..

~:~;, ~~i~~~~~.He~~~~~~~~ENRirnA~,m -t~~:~~~··-~' :......"~~f~~~~~'" '~" ·.~:~: ~T~g~~~~:-·coMMEACJAL
• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April12, 1994
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377
377

421-:5
287

_
Attachment C
_
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment~ Rangen Delivery Call
--

' A:~t~~. ] -: P~~~~ty :l~:j~~l_c ·•·

Total

Purpose of Use ·-

Acres

!
-· I STOCKWATE:R. COMMERCIAl.
HILT, DARYL; HILT, ELAINE _
37"8055 __ ! 10/28/1982 O.OS~DOMESTIC ..• .. ·-·•·--·---._ •. •-·· 1
1
HIRAI, GREGORY; HIRAI, JENNIFER
36-7793 .._.
6/1 /1978
2.26!1ARIGATION -_ --•
---· _••144
HIRAI, GREGORY; HIRAI, JENNIFER
36-7946
-·1/B/1981
. - 0.05 STOCKWATER,COMMERCIAL
.. · 171
HIRAI, JACK J; MATTHEWS, J W
36-8586 .
8/11/1988 . . 0.22 IRRIGATION
HITZEMAN, LEONARD W
36-16704 --- 10/1111966 -••·• 0.03 IRR£GATION
2
HOB1f6N; o:AVIOMARK
_
45-14434 -·
. 0.2!1RAlGATION .·
.84.5
HOBSON, OAVIi) MARK
. ~--- . 45-14435' ·.
..--. -· 0.21 !IRRIGATION
·a4.5
HOLLAf'JD, JOHN H; HOLLAND, JU.QJTH A _
36-7112;
1/22/1970
0.84iiRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
40
HOLT, RONALDi HbLT,SHARON.
.
. 36-78713 .
10/26/1979
0.88IIRRIGATION .·-·
.·1· -.
48
1
.HOLTON; OOROTHY;HOLTON-;-HAROLDL
36·7067 ._. - 7/12/1969
1 \IRAIGAT!ON, STOCKWATEA
.. 147
HOLTON, RONALD:
---36-12588* >:_ 3/1/1974
-. 0.44!1RRIGATION
.· 147
HOLTON, RONALD ..
36-2561
1/2211963
2.4j1RRIGATION .
.. .147
HOLTZEN FARMSiNC
- 36-8603 · •- f 6/14/1991
O.l4iSTOCKWATER
45-12453 _. r 3/15/19631
8.47 l1RRIGATION
HONDO FARMS
737.4
HONDCf FARMS _-45-13602 i 6/30/1985
2.87JIRAIGATION
737..4
- - 45-7465A . t 411S/1981
· 1.9H IRAIGATION
HONDO FARMS
737.4
HONSINGER, EVELYN D; ROY T HONSINGER
: . _· . t.
..-.. .
;.
..
. 591
TESTAMENTARY FAMILY TRUST
36·2560
i 12/26/1962 - 0.72!JRRIGATION
HOOPER, CYNTHiA'A'NN; HOOPER, LAURA
l
1-i KAY; HOOPER, TIMOTH.Y..~.- ,
.. _
37-7279
' 9/13/1 973
1.23!1RRIGATION, STOCKWATER f
74
HOOPER, GRAH,b,M _E; H()()P~R·~-~lJY
__: 137-7205 .
2/16/'1973
5.81 jiRRIGATION
I u 321 .8
HORIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC
- 36-16045
10/19/1981.
1.95!1RRIGATION
f 1520
HORIZON-ORGANIC DAIRY U:.C
] 36·16046 110/19/1981
0.05 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
HORIZON ORGANiC DAIRY LLC
--- 36·16053
7/16/1973
1.38 IRRIGATION
1520
HORIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC . : - .
!36·16054 I 7/16/1973
0.21 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIA[ i
HORIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC
36·16055
12/8/1981
• 4.12 IRRIGATION
i -_ 1520
j36-16056 . -1_218/1981 . _
0.61 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
HORIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC__,-~.,,.
HORIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC
·36-16396
12/8/1981
0.75 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
- - 36-73518
7/16/1973
0.09 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
HORIZON ORGANIC OAIFW LLC
-- -36-7689
4/611977
8.36l lRRIGATION
HORIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC
513
------------· 36-7801
8/24/1978
0.89 -STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
HORIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLQ~¥- __
c.;QRIZON ORGAN!~ DAIRYLLC _u___ - - 36-80058
12/8/1981
0.27 ~~OCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
-!ORIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC
36-8008
12/B/1981
~
0.84
IRRIGATION
•
15201
. ··------ .
I
.. .
,,.,._,., ... .,.. ,.........
;ORIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC
.
36-8011A ..- _12/24/1.§!,~U
0.15 DOMESTIC
_,
. ' .. . , , _____.. 36-80118
12/24/19B1 j
0.14·STOCKWATER
-!ORIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC
i
; ]STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL, !
-!ORIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC
36-8014
l 11/4/1981 ' - 0.26 DOMESTIC
·
i
;ORIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC ...........
0.461ST9CKWATEA,
l,
;oRIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC
·
111/28/1988:
0.6BIRRIGATION
520
-IOAIZON ORGANIC DAIRY LLC
l3.§:~1.Q? .t~1/g_8/1~8~ _, ____<?._.~i iRRIGATION
1526
i
6/24/1985
1.88liRRIGATION
!
2n
-IRUZA, EUGENE _
.
-36-8290
----~-~~---.-.--.-.----~~J-.__ _.....,
,..,,,,.,
J..:=•.-...•c~=--•""-~•.,-•h""""-'"""'""".
-IRUZA, EUGENE; HRUZA, SHIRLEY
~36-4169
1
3115/1963
1..12i
1RRIGATION
.
·_
56
,.._ ..,. ...,....,.,....-~......,....,~-·-·""~
-~-~--·..----------··· -·......:.···'-'-·..:.....---~->----~-~~~r-- .....,,.~---IRUZA. RONALD L
- -·-·------· ...~.-..a,.,_j36·?878 _______ i 10/30/1979
1 .43§1RRIGATION
76
-IRUZA, RONALD L
.·
i 36-8183
i 5/12/1983
0.66i STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL _ _
3/17tf984 -- o.oa!STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL ~·=-·-- ·i
;UBSMITH, IRIS B; HU8SMITH,LOUI~.~-. .;____ uz~g_~3....
;uETTIG, ANDREA B; HUETIIG, BRIAN J .
,3~7150 __J 1!§D~."'...._1...:.3211RRI§..~!I9t'L_,__....--~~·
_ 66!
-IUETTIG, DOUGLAS •. .
· 3~15994 J~ 11/27/19641
. 1:49i1RRIGATION
.
.
· 110
- - 1:o7jiRRiGATION
--.----· ~511
;UETTIG, ELLEN M; HUETTiG,'M~gJI.F····-""'f3s~~t:::: .).9f.?.gli~6~-IUETTIG, ELLEN M; HUETIIG, MYRON A
· 36-76~~---" -- -~@..4/197~
- 1.451'RRIGATION
---·
511

J ;

- --

f

,

-·-······ --- ----· "~"

T

·-----·~~-:~'!:8..Q15
~f36-8401

j 12/2411~--

COMMEAC~L

i -

l

l

j!:J~~~TII~~<E~LL.§!'J~~i.!:!~S.!J:.!.§.t.~~_yRQ.f~~~--"'"·-IULME, RONALD A · .

36-8'!,£ __,_, __,,3/1/19~~-·~·--·~J.~ IRRI GATIO"!M.......~.~~------··-.1.--~
36-15666 ! 10/18/1968 ·
0.2!1RRIGATION .
.
! __ · 25

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights eai1ier than April12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subj ect to Curtailment- Rangen Delivery Call
·

,

';:· t·! Priority ·····j'Diversion I

f~i~Wate(
:... Right 1\lo. .

Current Owner

HULME, RONALD A
HULME, RONALD A
HULME, RONALD A
HULME, RONALD A
HULME, RONALD A
HULME, RONALD A
HULME, RONALD A ·
HULME, RONALDA .
HULTS , JOSEPH; HULTS, DAVID; HULTS~
KAY A; HULTS, NICOLE
HULTS I JOSEPH; HULTS, DAVID; HULTS,
KAY A; HULTS, NICOLE
HULTS , JOSEPH; HULTS, DAVID; HULTS,
KAY A; HULTS, NICOLE
HULTS, JOSEPH; HULTS, DAVID;.HULTS,
KAY A; HULTS, NICOLE
HULTS JOSEPH; HULTS, DAVID; HULTS,
KAY A; HULTS, NICOLE
HULTS I JOSEPH; HULTS, DAVID; HULTS,
KAY A; HULTS, NICOLE
HOLTS I JOSEPH; HULTS, KAy A
HULTS, DAVID; HULTS, JOSEPH; HULTS,
KAY; HULTS, NICOLE
HULTS, DAVID; HULTS, JOSEPH; HULTS,
KAY: HULTS, NICOLE
HULTS, JOSEPH ; HULTS, KAY A
HULTS, JOSEPH; HULTS, KAY A
HULTS, JOSEPH ; HULTS, KAY A
HUNT, DUANE W; HUNT, MARGARET
HUNT, DUANE W; HUNT, MARGARET
HURTADO, GRICELDA; HURTADO, JESUS
HURTADO, GRICELDA; HURTADO, JESUS

>_ •.

I

.36-15668
.36-15670
36-15690
. ·36-15692
36-15694
. ·36-15702
36-15704
36-15706

:oate.' . Ratti'(cts)

.... Purpose of Use

1213/1966!
0 .1611RRIGATION
2/1.8/1 971 1 .. · 0.09IIARIGATION
10/18/19681 .-- 031 11RRIGATION
121311966j ·
O.OBIIRRIGATION ·
2118/1971
0.04IIRRIGATION
.10/18/1968

Total

. Acres

'

I

....... ·.··· . ..

. 25
25
. 13.3
13.3

0.27!STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL ·

121311966 [-

0.21 JSTOCKWAfER:-coMMERCIAL

2118/1971 1

. 0.11 1STOCKWATER,
COMMERCIAL
2.6!1RRIGATION .

36-16203

8/21/1973

36-16902

8/21/1973

0.73IIRRIGATION

387.5

36-16903

8/21/1973t

3.11 !IRRIGATION

307.6

'36-2665A

10/11/1966j

1

387.5

!. 387.51

· 2.92J'RRIGATION

I

. '36-7817
,36-7877
36-1 6399

10/14/1978

1.111RRIGATION

307.6

1.2121/1979
8/24/1973

0.8311RRIGATION
O.o1 11RRIGATION

307.6
9

36-16318

7/21/1967 1

I

0.1 2t1RRIGATION

f
36-16319
136-10547"

.

f36-164Qo- [
136-8200
b s -11079*
j36-7058
136-16007
136-16008

f

7/21/1967
4/1/1980
8/24/1973[
5/26/1983!
3/15/1973!
4/9/1969!
6/21/1973i
6/21/19731

12 1

.

0.78[1RRIGATION
0.25l1RRIGATION
O.D1 IRRIGATION
0.28 IRRIGATION
0 .05 IRRIGATION
2.7 !1RRIGATION
3 .12 IRRIGATION
~~ -0.33 ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

120

154

I

142
154
163
163
155.7

~~j!g~~~~~~$liiit;-ji1~!~~~~ --;
IDA GOLD FARMS GENERAL PARTNERSHIP; 1
NORTHWEST FAR_M g_BEPIT SERVICE~..f~f~j45-7680

.

J 10/1 ~/].~~~J___......... !:~lSTOC~WA_"[~~.!.9~MMERCIA!:_.___,___

IDA GOLD FARMS GENERAL PARTNERSHIP;

~~1~~s;/;~~~lf===II;_E?~f.~CAI~~;o• ~l-t:::~l -=-0.1 ;~~~~~OMES~~

400

IDAHO_AC!:!ES

408

D~IR'f.••..- ......... .... ..........._____j36_:.251_g___ -~).!~9/!.~..~?.. _.._.. ___ ..:.._g1~RIGA!!.Q~----··"····----..···------

:g~~6 :~~~~ D~IRX.........-...............e-........~-~-~-4;:~§-~~

IDAHO AG INC
IDAHOAG INC

-.-~;~l~~~~~ o;,: :~=1~~~:6~----·-.. . . . j ·-~·. ·~~~

!36-7493
8/8/1974
36-7S83A - ·- 1/15/1980

5.64 IRRIGAT ION

IDAHo FREsi=n 5A'K INc
IDAHO FRESH PAK INC-~~---~----

36-15553*
311 5/1974
36·8456
.. --972171989

o.o6 coMMERciAL
0.27 COMMER-CiAC ··- ..•·

-

-

- - -···"·-·-

.

.

..- .............. f--- -·

3.84 IRRIGATION

.
•I . 974
--.-.- - · -- l- 678

·

·

.

.
--

IDAHO POWER CO
37·8484
1/17/1989
. 0.02 COMMERCIAL
IDAHo suPREME-P"orA:r o Es···-·-··--·-·---- - 36=2557'~· . ···· -1·271 3!1962 · -- 4.76 IRRIG'A:fioN'--.--~··--~·-··-·--·-,··-

• Enlargement
right. subordinate
to rights. earlier than April12, 1994
.
-
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. · AttachmentC

Water Rights Subject to Curtailment- Hangen Deliver)' Call
;:·watar ·· ··---~--·,·RnontY :;·.·I: Oiversion

owner . ; · ·

1: :

•Total

;)iight No. ,. Date :·:3 Aata~(cfs) ,;: ·! ·_·. Purpose of.Use :-/. ·

·. current
IDAHO SUPREME POfAfO~S
IDAHO SUPREME POTATOES
IDAHO WATER CO LLC
IDAHO WAfER CO LLC
IDAHO WATER CO LLC
IDAHO WATER CO LLC
IDAHO WATER CO LLC
IDAHO WATER CO LLC
IDAHO WATER CO LLC .'
IDAHO WATER CO LLC
IDAHO WATER CO LLC
IDAHO WATER CO LLC .
IDAHO WATER CO LLC
IDAHO WATER CO LLC
IDAHO WAfER CO LLC
IDAHO WATER CO LLC
IDAHO WATER COMPANY, LLC
.IDAHO WATER COMPANY. LLC
...c ,.

IDAHO YOUTH RANCH INC
INFANGER, DEBRA A; INFANGER, JOHN N
iNTERSTATE MFG
J 0 HEISKELL HOLDINGS LLC
J 15 HEISKELL HOLDINGS LLC
J 0 HEISKELL HOLDINGS LLC
J A SIMPLOT CO
J A SIMPLOT CO
J A SIMPLOT CO
J R SIMPLOT CO
JACKSON FARMS INC .
JACKSON, IRIS; JACKSON, MICHAEL
JACKSON,-JAMES EARL

!•Acres ·
160
303

36-2568 .
I 3/18/19631
2.93!1RRIGATION
1.92!1RRIGATION
36-70158 I 2/14/1968 1
36-16534 :· I 11115/19701 ·
0.19 I STOCKWATER~- COMMERCIAL
36-16537 . , . 5116/19801 . ·· a.o5!STOCKWAfER,CbMMERCIAL
36-16540• · · 5/26/1971 :
. · 0.021STOC!<WATER, COMMERCIAL
36-16627 • [ 11/15/19701 · . 0.16IMITIGATION
- j
I . 5/16/1980 I
0.041MITIGATION - - ~- - --I
36-16629
36-16631 .·
5/26/1971 [
O.Q1 1MITIGATION
9/12/19731
0.11 11RRIGATION
36-16766 .
36-16909
9/12/19731
0.06!1RRIGATION ~
9/12/19731
0.111RRIGATION
36-16911
37-22446
9/12/1973!
0.1 STOCKWAfER,-CdMMEACIAL
37-22452
9/12/1973i
0.12 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
fft15/197or - -- o:1§lsfOCRWAfER, COMMERCIAL
45-13987
45-13988
S/16/1980!
. 6.o31STOCKWATER, COMMERCIA[
45-13989.
5/26/19'71 1
b.01 1STOCKWATER.COMMERCIAL
10/31/19861
0.02IIRRIGATION
36-~6878*'
1/27/19761
0.0611RRIGATION
36-16879
jiRRIGATION, STOCKWATEFf.
136-8256
12/6/1984
0.55!DOMESTIC
-137-20800 . I 9/10/2002 1
0.12iOOMESTIC
36-8454
9/14/1989 1
o.04 ICOMMEACIAL
. 37-22665
9/12/19731
0.02 COMMERCIAL
137-22666
I 9/12/19731
0.021COMMERCIAL
I37-7380D I 9/5/19741
O.OSICOMMERCIAL
I
136-7636
I 7/27/19761
0.49 IINOUSTRIAL
136-8469
110/12/19891
0.28 jiRRIGATION
[36-8471
I 10/4/1989[
0.1BjCOMMERCIAL
145-2746
I 5/9/1966l
2 iiRRIGATION
0.31 1ARIGATION
I45-4241A" t 8/20/1976i
I45-7353A I 8/9/1978j
0.02 IIRRIGATION,.DOMESTIC
136-8605
I 5/23/1991 1
0.04 11RRIGATION

-,. .

I

160'
485
485

4
4

.

~§~~~~~A~~AA~~~~~-~-~~.:~~.::~~:.:~~36·8~9.!______'" Z'.!.~!~~~?.. _______O.f! IRRIGATION_________.............

58.9

16
·1874
294
1.4
1.4

I.

40

~f~r~~f~~~~~~-:~~~E~~~·-1 ;ii--iJi i!~ir~nc~-+ ~~
..

. . --

1~-~~:~~: ~~=g~}-J-~~gt·
~~~-~:-~~-~%~ .-!::~:!~~·--:==:~~~:.g~.
----- -----------·-----------··-----.-__ ,__~~~~~~ .._...._..~:~~
__· =
-- - MITIGAT'ioN
'------- - -- -·-.. - --i--103~~:

~~~~~~~~~~fr!.~~[==~.
:~~~~~~ -I:~~;~~----~j . .;;;~~~~~
--------43.45,1ARIGATION
~~ :~;;;;.~-~~-~:-~ITIGATI~
JENTZSCH KEARL FARMS
36-16418
9/24/1968
~~~~~g~ ~~~=t-~~=~~~~~-----------. ~~~~i~~I2i~~~~~ -

JENTZSCH KEARCFAFfMs--··-·---·-:···-..·-----~~--:-~- a·s::-16773.... . ! 3/13/1989
JENTZSCH KEARL FARMS
. ------o----36·16777
. ""3/7i1"9s6
JENTZSCH KEAAL FARMS
- ·.....................................' - - - ' - --JENTZSCH KEARL FARMS
JENTZSCH KEARL FARMS
.
JENTZSCH KEARL ~~f\MS ,_..........- .....""........~-------····
JENTZSCH KEARL FARMS
·

.

36-16779*
·--------·--··36-16785
36-16787
36-16827
36-16925

--~

.

~::~l:==:~~+~g~--~~~ ---·~:-~_----~-- -=~

.- .·4.931lARIGAf1oF:r·---.------.... --....~----,- ·-·---5.97 IRRIGATIOf:t_ _ ___,..__ ____ _.

7/13/1987
1.3
_...;..__
9/27/1968
4.51
4l6/1978
0.63
9/13/1984r·0.1
7/25/1987
... 0.03

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
------- - ------ ------- ------

. f

-------

IARfGATION
.
IRRIGATION
IRRIGATION
IRRIGATION COMMERCIAL

-- -

2soa-:-s
· 2508.5

---.......... ~..- -.2so8.s
--...
.
2508.5
~

250B.S

-- -

-
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment- Rangen Delivery Call
-:· :.::··

-

-

. --~· ··· ::c- ·

· - ~·

'
·
Current Owner · ., · ·
JENTZSCH KEARL FARMS .·
_
'JENTZ.S CH .K EARL FARMS---~
JENTZSCH KEAAi.. FARMS
~
JENTZSCH KEARLFARMS ...

I

{TWater
Rii)ht No.

j 3§-1_69SO _· ..
· j36-2593
· · i 36·2693 .
-ias-8622

r

::rriorliY- ·i -~

OiyersiOO.

I. · · ·

.. . ..

.

.· bate .".·· Rate (cfs)
Pumose of
7/25/1987
. · 0.2911RRIGATION
6/5/1964 ..
3.63 IRRIGATION
6/17/1967 ~0.67 IRRIGATION
1214/ 1991 1 · -• 0.02 COMMERCIAL

Total

Use · ·

Acres .

995
.2508.5
2508.5

-

JENTZSCH, RODNEYA; JENTZSCH_, SHIRLEY
s
.. .
. .. . . .
.
..
36-11328
JENTZSCH, RODNEY A; JENTZSCH, SHIRLEY

s

.

JENTZSC.H. RODNEY A; JENTZSCH, SHIRLEY

u

_

•

634

.. .
I36-15170A

1201

j -_- --...

~ENTZSCH, RODNEY A; JENTZSCH, SHIRLEY 1
s · ·· · ·--

·· ·

•

. ·

36 15536
•
*
i3s.16554 . ·

~ ... ----~ .

1.201

-

.

s

.

I

I

-

l

J ENTZSCH,..RODNEYA~;JENTZSCH~ SHIRLEY

s

36-2635

.

.. _ . . ....... 1

I

u

•

•

. 36-7216

~

...

I

~...... ~...~

•

JENTZSCH, RODNEY A; JENTZSCH, SHIRLEY
S; ~~A~. _JOSEPH; K~ARL, MELYNDA
!36-16924

7125/1987

2.74 IRRIGATION

- -

I-

JENTZSCH, RODNEY A; JENTZSCH, SHIRLEY I .
_S; KEARL, JOSEPH; K~ARL, MELYNOA
. 36~7193
JEROME CHEESE.CO
36-16380
JEROME CHEESE CO - ·~36-16907
JEROME CHEESE CO
j36-2554B

JEROM~GHEESE CO
JEROME COUNTRY CLUB INC

,

JEROME COUNTY ROD & GUN_CLUB

HOLDING CO INC
JEROME JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO 261
: i"EROME JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO 261

I
. 6/29/1971
I 9/12/1973
. 7/18/1973
• 8/31/1962t

0.28 IRRIGATION
0.11 MITIGATION
0.91 COMMERCIAL, MITIGATION
1COMMERCIAL

l 36-B344

__ 2f12119@~

0.66ICOMMERCIAL
0.41 !IRRIGATION

i

!

~~~!-~3?:E :: 11 !125/1977!

j36-~_~Q£•.~-.J

NO 26!_

~36·16440

- ~~~~E~~~~v~~~~~:-& ELAINE G .

~

~36-16441·-··T

SEYMOUR FAMILy TRUST

. . ..

I

I

12571

1257

j

!

t.se

-

.

j

104

!IRRIGATION, INDUSTRIAL,
DOMESTIC, FIRE

O.O§.I!:f!.9.I~~!~Ot-J

8/6!1971 l ______
8/31/2006
1.07 HEATING

·a/3{/;foo·s·

!10/10/1989

____.,. ...... ...

- -·-j---~...1.

·0.45 HE-ATING----·····----·---·-----·······---

-·-·-·

-j

0.12 IRRIGATION

6

.·---~13s-1s;7-~----T ~2Bit9~: ~---~.o1 ltRR;~A~~~·~..------··--·-·__----······ ....T~ --;.~

. --~---.

..

. ···- - - T-~~---

i.

--~-c-]:

;3S-16BE_ _p~!!!!Zsf---o..Q.tR-~§f\!1_9.~-- --·~ ·...·.... --~:--

145·13S42:_.J

I. . .

3/151197~1

1.2~ IIRfi~ATION

I . . ~

~~~~":¥Pa~W!6-J~~F-~r··--.·.- :·:~:--. - :;~~~--#j~~~~·· · ·:~·j--~-6~~7~~~~+--···
.

1257 .

I

·}6~~e~~~g~~1Ev'ELvN·Lals·:·-·-··--··-...l~2~?:,~.Q....-+. ~~?~'j~?.~--~·-~2~ 1~RR!GAJ_!9~... ____:_·---:-__ -JOHN R SEYMOUR & EVELYN LOIS

•

·1::i~~~~ -T~~~~~~~t~ ~---~~6:~ ~;~~~~~~~~~~1l~~~~~~~~~=-~=:~

JESSE, LYDIA MARIA; JESSE, ROBERT LEE . :36-8447

To~~Er~~v:~:~ &ELPJ~G -

.

-----···-··-~36-8620 ..... J11 /14/1__9.~-~----Q;_9_?~~£HGATION, C9M_~ERCIAL. ·--t---·--1?.:~

~E~OME

JOHN A ST-EVENSON & ELAINE G

,

·

~

~~~~~ ~~~~:A~g~~~~~~~~I;T

634
634

JENTZSCH, RODNEYA;JENTZSCH, SHIRLEY
S; KEARL,JOSEPH; KEARL,~YNDA
36-16826

-

172

i

JENTZSCH, ROONEY A; iENTZSCH, SHIRLEY

s

1201

I

JENTZSCH. RODNEY A: JENTZSCH, SHIRLEY 1- ..· ·
l s6-16622

.

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April12, 1994

.

.

.

_---· 3.~
946

• ___ •._

I 47~
----r-.·
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment - Rangen Delivery Call

· :' '·~- '

·

··

··.: ..·.

··· · · · ·... - · : ~:;:cw.atef · ~-- Piioiity ;. 'Dive_fSiOh.. ·.· · - ..
·· ·
, ~~Rigtit.No.
·-' Date -~~. Rate (cfs) ·
· Purpose of.Use •·

. : . ·:.~; \ •. .. . Current Qwner .
JOHNSON JR, ELMER F; JOHNSON, JUDY
JOHNSON JR, ELMER F; JOHNSON, JUDY
JOHNSON, BECKY; JOHNSON, CHARLES;
~ELSON , JACK; NELSON, KATHY .
JOHNSON, JODIE; JOHNSON, MITCH
JOHNSON,
WALTER B
.
..

Total

i

136-7342

Acres

•·..·

36~7462

6/20/1973
2.23 IRRIGATION
4/3/1974 . ·· ·· 0.89 IRRIGATION

.• 151
•. 80

37-21644
36-7929
45-7632

21212006
8/4/1980
3/27/1996

. i
.. . 79

· · 0.12 DOMESTIC
0.06 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
1.13 IRRIGATION ·
--..-

I ..

L'

JOHNSTON, ELDON K; JOHNSTON, KANDIS 36-7173
4/30/1971
1 IRRIGATION ..
154
JOLLEY, LARRY
i36·16788 I 11/1/1967
1.88 IRRIGATION
99
JONES, RONALD S; JONES, TAMMY
i36-8056A
1/21/1982
4.79 IRRIGATION
· 312
JONES, RONALD S; JONES, TAMMY
!36·8110A ! 8/19/1982
0.8 IRRIGATION
•312
JOSEF & RITA EHRLER TRUST
!45·7377
. 5/26/1979
0.15 IRRIGATION
1 . • 12
JOUGLARD SHEEP CO INC .
!36·8462
! 10/11/1989
0.16 STOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
JUDD, ALENE L; JUDD, GLENN C
!45-7536
6/9/1983
. 0.02 COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC
JURGENSMEIER, RALPH
i36-7616
· 3/4/1976
0.22 IRRIGATION
11
-< & W DAIRY
36-10225D
· 5/1/1985
0.06 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
-< & W DAIRY
· 36-10225K*
5/1/1985
0.58 IRRIGATION
1064.7
-< & W DAIRY
36-15169D 12111/1969
0.56,STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
<& W DAIRY
l36-15169K 12111/1969
5.76l 1RRIGATION
1064.7
-< & W DAIRY
36-26140
617/1965
0.16 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
<& W DAIRY
136-2614K
6/7/1965
1.69 IRRIGATION ·
1064.7
<& W DAIRY
l36-7307D
2126/1973
0.13 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
<& W DAIRY
I36-7307K
2/26/1973
1.27 IRRIGATION
1064.7
<& W DAIRY
136-73620
812/1973
0.2 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
:< & W DAIRY
j36-7362K
812/1973
2.05 IRRIGATION
1064.7
~ & W DAIRY
!36-74770 I 5/28/1974
0.06 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
.:<: & W DAIRY
l36-7477K . 5/28/1974
0.66 IRRIGATION
1064.7
~ & W DAIRY
!36-7606D t 214/1976
0.06 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL I
:< & W DAIRY
!36-7606K
214/1976
0.61 IRRIGATION
1064.7
:< & W DAIRY
!36-77790
2/2211978
0.19 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
i< & W DAIRY
i36-7779K
2122/1978
1.93 IRRIGATION
1064~7
K & W DAIRY
i36-7832D
12/11/1978
0.02 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
K& W DAIRY
i36-7832K
12/11/1978
0.16 IRRIGATION
1064.7
K & W DAIRY
_J~6-8175
4/1/1984
0.17 1§T~~~!ER, COMME~_C_
IA_L-+---•
K L BLACK TRUST
1
6/23/1977
· - - - - - -261
. 36-7726 ·-·- ..___
________...___. 4 IRRIGATION .
-1
~.ARLE, GERALD A; KARRLE, JOAN K
!36-4233
......?{1/1963 ---~-~B.i:!!GATION, _DOMESTJC
. 5
~E~f!~1 JOSEPH N; KEARL, MELY
. N_?A
36-~565!.!__ 2/11/1963 ~- 3.671!AAIGATION__"--·-·········· ···..·--- _._ 279_
KEARL, JOSEPH; KEARL, MELYNDA
36-16553
3/21/1989
0.48 IRRIGATION .
. 160
~§.~!1C JOSEP-H';~·e~:5f!._~§f?.~.~~~===---=- 36~7171
3/2211971 -------i7s1iRRic3AtlmJ"-~-----.....______
~
KEARL, JOSEPH; KEARL, MELYNDA
36-8205
~£15/1983
0.6 1 1RRIG~!_ION
.
30
~§~~~!.-~~~H;_~.§..~.J3.~~--~I:_L_'!'.~QA
36-8595
~_!._
/1 0_11_~~ -----C-0.11 IRRI~!-}ION
....
5.3
KEARL, JOSEPH: KEARL, MELYNOA
36-8624
-12/10/1991
0.21 IRRIGATION
160
...........
........,.,,..,.,, ...,...., ,..,..
o
KECHTER, RICHARD L
·
.
. 37-7157
8/21/1972 ·
1.94 IRRIGATION ..
97.2
KENNEDY, BRENDA; KENNEDY, TRACYS
36-7471
513/1974
0.08 IRRiGATION, ST<5CKWAf~-~'--~
KENT SEARLE FAMILYT~-~ST~-- ~
45·7317
7111/1977
3.351RRIGATION
- ..r-4389
I

-~-----~·

.-...~

=-

--~~~-···-···""'""""''' '"'"''"''""''"·'H. o' <M"o~Mo"'''"'_' _

. !!fal~L~E%~~-.KERNER. HERSHEL
KTNG,ALYCE B;

.

,~,

•·--~-- ''"'"'"""'"""" ""'"• '--"~-~·.,--_,

-iE~Es ~=:: ---ffi=~~~:-.=:~=-!37-8361

6/16/1988

KING:-\lERtfw-·~-----~~.. 6..-....7o.24

4/1611968

KING, CORY; KING, VICKY

.

--·~·•··-··~·---

j3£?·1f:i§li_L_~..4l?..9..12

- Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April12, 1994
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11-3
0.03 COMMERCiAC - - - - - - - t -·-_
0.54

:~~~~~~OOL.IN-G-.-·~
.. 35

0.12 DOMESTIC

· ---·

·· ·

~
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·1{:water -,,.,.•_. f'n(.)ntY ··Ioiver5i5>n'l

,...........

, ~: -.~ •

Current Owner : ::·

, Right No. . > Date

__ .... .
KING, F~RRIL; KING, RENE
KIRCHER; JAMES; KIRCHER, RACHEL
___
KLOSTERMAN, KENT L
KLOSTERMAN, KENTL
•

36~8440

n

K U-NSMAN, SHIRLEY
T& S lAND HOLDI-NGS-LLC
L & ~~~12. tl0.~.1_t-JQ_§l!:C

•

- ,_

_

1

36~7048.

.36-8476

. --.. ··•....

Total
Acres

J

m

KOA KAMPGAOUND
KOCH AGR_I_SEAVI~E
KOCH AGRI SERVICE
KOCH, DENISE K; KOCH, MITCHELL t
KORB, LONNIE; KORB, L<5VENIA - KULHANEK, DENNIS; KULHANEI{ MAXINE
KUNSMAN, SHIRLEY -~,
··-··········

·... ·.

Purpose of Use -

·. · 0.02 !COMMERCIAL
•. ·. 0,07 IRRIGATION,DOMESTIC
1· ' 1.1
:3/25/1981 ~~ :-- - -2.6!TRRIGATIOf.f< - -- - -----~-- . f .·..•.. 261j
- 6/2211989
. 4.01 jiRRIGATION
{
277
IRRIGATION, COMMERCIAL,
· ·.. 1211B/i968
0.17 DOMESTIC
. .
I·
4\
11/6/1989 .·. U 0.01 COMMERCIAL •. ·.,
.. • r:.,·-~
11 /6/1989
•·.· 0.06 COMMERCIAL
.
.12/4/1978
·. 0.04 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
. 2
2/22/1991
0.14 IRRIGATION
7
.I 2/21/1990
0.04 IRRIGATION ·
2
·
7/12/1984! • ·.
0.09 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
. · 2.5

t45-7511 ..
36-7974
36-8432-

•

. B~~(t:f~l

36-8477
37-77S5
45-7689
36-8503
36-8249
. 36-8306
36·i 6479

2/26/1986
.· 3/26/1969J
I' 6/10/1975 1

••

••

1=···

•

·o.os IRRIGATION .

1

'

2.5
-- -· .
·.. 1.39 IRRIGATION
449.3
136~7539
.· .·. 7.6!1RRIGATION
449.3
-~ . _ .
·. · IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER,
_.
L M .DAIRY ..
t36·B224 •.
. .. 0.17 COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC 2
IAREMEAo ENTERPRisEs145-2687
. 4.7sllRRIGAtloFf--·
· 921.3
__
145-74398
·. 3.92 IRRIGATION
· · ·•
1 921.3
LAKE MEAD ENTERPRiSEs ···
LAMBE_RTPRODUCECOINC
145-13470
6/30/1985 1
. 0.1 jiRRIGATJON -·. ' - ------,
·.. 1s6]
LAft.1.~ERT PRODUCE CO!NC
. " ..
145-13777 .
6130/1_~~5 1
11.22 IRRIGATION
.. ·
I . A983~
LAMBERTPRODUCE INC
... .
J45-4041
6/30/1985•
0.5 IRRIGATION
. . . I . 749
L AMBERT PRODUCEi!"C _ ~=
- :45-7439A
2129/1980
1.46 IRRIGATION
l 118.8J
. 1.5
LANIER, BLANCHE; LANIER, MELVIN
!36-8501
2121/1990
0.07 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
'LARsoN, cRAicrs; -LARsoN,P".AJj[Efi!45-12931 --- 2110/1969
3.os IRRIGATioN
299.5
334.6
• 3.41 IRRIGATION _
LARSON, CRAIG S;'[ARSON7'PAUL~-~-~..- . --445-12932 . . 2/10/1969
. 1300
LAST RANCH LLC
j37-21157 · · 5/24/1973 .
2.48 IRRIGATION
LAST RANCH LLC
-·-·-~-····- .
1 37-21158
5/24/1973 .
0.72 STOCKW ATER
LAST RANCH LLC
- ·137-7232
5124/1973
4.32i1RRIGATION
.
13001
_!-AWTON; WARREN E -~~::~~·
.. !36-7012
11/1 7/1.967i
1.66l 1RRIGATibf(ST09_KWATER I· 118
LAZY p FARMS; PAULS, OE88RAH; PAULS, i
.
• TIRRIGATION, STOCKWATER, :
_E.Ml~~; PAULS.Juuf:!!?,N~':,J?..•.-~·-·
__
L37-8147 _..;_,.; 6/27/1983
0.04!DOMESTIC
~1.Bi
LCSC ENTERPRISES LLC
------------ .~ 45·13776 1,___§1~9~1.9~-~L______1.8i j'RRIGATION
449!
LCSC ENTERPRISES LLC
.
.j..45-7189
9/16/19741
!
3.5311RRIGATION
476
LCSC ENTERPRISES LLC
l4?~?2~?~..--..•L 10/4/1976
1.11 i! IRRIGATION
476
LEAVELL, ALONZO 8
t37·22164
j
·---- O.os11RR_IGATION
LEAVELL, ALONZO 8
--------+w~~~-t§.§ ".l_ ~{29{~_§1?4 -------· 0.05~fliGATION
···~i·
2,.
LEAVELL, ALONZO B
....""'·--.. -·-· ...~- t3?-221~_L- i --~20[!~74
0.311RRIGATION
21 .6
!37-22167
9/20/1974
0.4 IRRIGATION
--:----1
. 31
LEAVELL, ALONZO 8
LEDBETTEA.GREG; lEDBETrEF('JANE F -_Th6:1~6.I~~J 10/2Bt 1977 -· ··--0.75 IRRIGATION
-1?4
LEDBETTER, GREG; LEDBETTER, JANE F
!36-16188. ! 8/10/1973
2.11 IRRIGATION
~ . 154
LEDBETTER, GREG: LEDBETTER. JANE F --~l36-73s4~ ~"~J"elio/1'97-~ "~~-·.~::·:·_?_:as· IRRIGATION
.
·
·=-,
12~
1
IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER,
LEDBETTER, JANE F; MILLER, TED
136-8223
I 3/11/1984
0.62 COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC
5
IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
6R_5
LEDERER, PAUL H;LEDERER, SHARON
LEDERER, PAUL H; LEDERER,
SHARON
.36-7592
-~
1/6/1976
2.44 IRRIGATION
178..
.
.
..,,.,,.,..,_~·•• ••"'"'i"_.,._ _ _ __ .,,,...,,..,,f. ... o . ~•=~'"~".. ~"'" ·~·u• ..••"·""•••~
LEDERER, PAUL H; LEDERER, SHARON
~Z~.i~
11/29l19~0 .
0.~4 IRRIGATION .
. ___
69:5
1
.
!.
·
· IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER, 1
0.5
LE.DERER•. PAUL H.; LE.DE
. .R
• ! 11/29/ 19l!O
o.osicoMME!:I_S!_A!-.J!!JMJ'S!!f__J
LEE, MARTIN R
•. .
.
36-8410
1 2/10/1989
0.03 COMMERCIAL
.
.
l
.1
LEED-CORP ~~~~"· ··~-~--·~-~~---·- 37-21~-~10/1-1/2006 -- 0.44 DOMESTIC
.

!.· - '

I.

it

.I

9/20/19~
---~

..

~.:.1

.

T

i·

!.

t

· ·

.tf~g§'4[·~:i,..~!..?Q!,Jg§,2 "·"~=~g_:ss

..,..i

ER,_§!j.~R_o~-r!9398

f.. .

• Enlargement right subordinate to righls earlier than April12, 1994
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. ' c'. ..

- ---6~r;:nt ~w~:r --

•. :·'·

·- ~---:~ ;-~~~~ttio. ::Fr:~E~r~tY 'T~~~:7:tr~-

LEGUINECHE. LOUIS J: LEGUINECHE, .
MICKEYA
LEONARD, HAROLD L
LIND, ELDEN; LIND, MELBA JEAN
LITILE SKY FARMS
LLOYD, JANICE
LONG VIEW DAIRY
LONG VIEW DAIRY
LONG VIEW DAIRY
[()NGVIE\iofbAIIW
LOPES, JOE S; LOPES, \FERN.IfF
LOPES, JOE S; LOPES, VERNA F
LOPtS, JOE S;TbPES-, VE:RNA F
LUND, JEFFREY A
LUND, JEFFREY A
LUTTMER, SANDI; LUTTMER, SCOTT .
LUXTON, JORDAN; LUXTON, MARJORIE
LYNCH, LESLIE R
MAGIC VALLEY GROWERS LTD
MAGIC VIEW CALVES LLC
MAHLER, ALPHA; MAHLER, EDWIN
MAFffPAODUCE CORP
. MART PRODUCE CORP
MARTIN, JAY H
MARTIN.. KRIST!
··MARTIN, KRISTI
MARTIN. KRISTI.

37-20799
36-11631 .
36-8583 ·.
37·7480
36-8580 .
...36·16185 ..
36-7317A
36-73178
36-8061
37·21570
37-21571

I .2111/1966! .
I 9/1/1967 i
2/22/1991 j
2/24/1977 i
I 2/19/1991 1
] 6/30/1983[
I 3/21/19731
1· 3121/{9731I 2/9/1962!
I 2118/1971 1
I 1213/19661
37~21572
I 10/18/196Sj
36-15211* 1 1tsoh97ol
36-8649
I 1/25/1978!
I 4/12/19661
137-2733
H

I
;

·

I . II ... I.
36-8078
!36-7154 .
!37-7591
137-21144
136-8442
136-8457
136-8458
36-7235
36-16940
136-16951

4/14/1982 ; .
1/25/1971 1
I 5/30/1979] ·
I 1fi/19741
I 9/14/1989!
I 9/20/1989]
I . 9/20/19891
4/1911972
9/26/1963
I 9126/19631

1 36-~

·.

-~~~ose of Use

Total

Acres

2.64[1RRIGATION
102
0.01 1DOMESTIC
3.99 IRRIGATION
238.9
9.63 IRRIGATION
I 844.4
0.7I IRRIGATION
- I
35
2.03[1RRIGATION
·. ··1
131
2.2IIRRIGATION
i
110
- 6.21STOCKWATER. COMMEACIAL
0.2ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL 1
· 0.1 lSTOCKWATER,COMMERCIAL
0.19ISTOCKWATI:R, COMMERCIAL
0.24[STOCKWAfEA, COMMERCIAL
o.33 IIRRIGATION
75
1.47IIRRIGAfi6N
73.5
0.57IIRRIGATION
32
-~ DOMESTIC, FIRE .
0.02 PROTECTION
,
0.02 IINDUSTRIAL
5.21 IIRRIGATION
1 260.4
0.17IIRRIGATION, MITIGATION
4
0.03!1RRIGATION
0.16!COMMERCIAL
0.01 1COMMERCIAl
5 !IRRIGATION
0.09 IRRIGATION
0.17!1RRIGATION
I
9.2
260
I

300

* Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April12, 1994
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I

.,I

'Y{~ter . , . •Priority Divei'siant
·. ···· ···•· ,' ,. ·· ·• . · • .••
I Total
Right No.
: Date
Rate '(ctsH
Pur):Jose of Use •
I Acres
t45-7264.
I 3/23/1976 . .. 3.78 IRRIGATION
· · •· 189
!36-16109
11/19/1979 · 0,06 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
2
. _j 36-7288A
2/28/1973
4.58 IRRIGATION ·
· .· 229
j36-728BC
2/28/1973
, 4.36 IRRIGATION ·
.. 219
___l~6-72?~Q_ _:i_~2/28/197~
2.24 jSTO(JKWATER, COMMERCIAL
.
i ·.
·ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
MC REITS.LLC . .
136-6382
I 8/16/1988
0.67 DOMESTIC
MCKEAN, EDWARD; ~c~~AN, L)'r.JETTE
)36-8186
1 5/17/19831 · · o.o4 ,COMMERCIAL, ooMEstTc
,
1
MEEKS FAMILY LTD PARTNERSHIP
36-7684
I · 3/2/19771
J.41 IRRIGATION
.
.
180
MEEKS, DIANE SAWYER; MEEKS~JAMES_D____ 36-7032
-9h4/196Bi -2.56fiRRIGATION
233
i
MEEKS! DIANE SAWYER; MEEKS, JAMES D . 36-7336
8/B/1986!
0.88 IRRIGATION
87
MENDOZA, BERTHA; .MENDOZA, RICARDO . !45-14343 112/29/19891 • . O.O?IIRRIGATION
3.3
MERENZ,MAX H
·. 36-7396
5.5
MERZ, BEATRICE BOI..OT; MERZ, VERNON
36-15495
MESSNER, ROBERT; MESSNER;-sHfR[E:NE 136-16547 I 9/12/f9731-- · .. 1.6!JRRIGATION
160
IRRIGATION, IRRIGATION
STORAGE; IRRIGATION FROM
STORAGE, STOCKWATER,
METZ, JOHN B
136-16492 ~ 8/25/19n!
0.111DtVEASION TO STORAGE
.5
136-7459
I. 3/20/1974!
2.45 IIRRIGATION
tMEYERS, KATHI L; MEYERS, ROBERT J
160
!MEYERS, KATHI L; MEYERS, ROBERT J ~ 37-2760
[ 4/6/196~
3l iRRIGATION
150
!37-7611
! 5/23/1977 !
2.1B!JRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
!MEYERS, KATHI L; MEYERS, ROBERT J
112
!MEYERS, KATHI L; MEYERS, ROBERT J
145-13778 · 1 3/1/1963!
0.03i iRRIGATION
1
MEYERS, KATHI L: MEYERS, ROBERT J
[45·13779 . ~ 3/1/1963!
0.17l DOMESTIC
MEYERS, ROBERT J
l36-7854
2/16/1990!
2?1 l iRAIGATlON
j . 1421
MEYERS, ROBERT J
.........
. i37-8801
10/20/1992!
0.1 OO~ESTIC -··-~
__ "'* :
,MICKELSEN, KARMA J; MICKELSEN,
I
f
!MICHAEL B
!36-2675
4/24/1966j
2.92 IRRIGATION
i . 303
MIDNIGHT SUN INC
i36-2662
9/19/1966!
..f24 IRRIGATION
t 62
MIDNIGHT SUN INC
145-13820
10/13/1972j
9.24 IRRIGATION
J 663.2
.MIDNIGHT SUN INC VIII
~2690
' 5/1 /1967i
0.94 IRRIGATiON"
.... .
I 46.86
MILLENKAMP PROPERTIES
····-=-· ... ~1 6~27 ] 11/26/19741 ··· 1 .~IJRRI§;Ai:!ON
..._ .
217.~
MILLENKAMP PROPERTIES LLC
~-16~_!___ ! ...:'!@4/19901 ........0.06lJRRIGATION
i
3
MILLENKAMP PROPERTIES LLC__ ...... ·---- -··--~~-i-.~1§~1,§..
4/24/1~gQ_
. 1.36i STOCKWATER, COMMERCJ~~ t_ .
MILLENKAMP, SUSAN; MILLENKAMP,
;
t
:
~
[
current Owner , ·
Me MANUS, WILLIAM D
MCMiNN, DALE M
~~---MC REITS LL--c--"" .
·
MC REITS LLC
.• ... .
MG_BEITS LLC
...... .

I ' •. ·.

M

,

I

I

r

1·

:11C~t~p:SUSAlFMILLENKAMP:-~--- -~.1~.~lL
WILLIAM J
MILLENKAMP, SUSAN: MILLENKAMP,
WILLJAMJ
MILLENKAMP, SUSAN; MILLENKAMP,
WILLIAM J
MILLENKAMP, SUSAN; MILLENKAMP,

WILLIAM J
-Mf[[ER;BLAINEE_ __.
MILLER, BLAINE E
MILLER, DIANE M; MILLER, GUS E

136-16926

t

1

!_"!_1!2§!_1_!~~74

1.~~ 1RRIGATION

!

1
i4S-11912*
l

i

--=

11/6/1981
-·- ..___- -

7/2611977!

0.71 hRRIGATION

···- '-·~·~l·

: 45-7331
136-263?2...

10/12/1978[
_1/271!_9661

79

i

2n
189

r·'"~··"··

"""' """'"c- - · ··""""'···

4.7HRRIGATION

~

277

!

2

J

.6

o.06!STOCKWATE~ COMMERCIAL_I- - -~996§....., __!_~:l_l!g~~l .._,_,_2.~~!~f~ATER, COM_~ER~~l
!
!
:IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER,
!37-8373

. B/10/1988:

o.o4!DOMESTIC

.MILLER:G~.Y-~.!.~-~2-~~~~§_A s--=::=la7:~1!!L::::· ~- 6t8i1·~~··~:-= o:o~~IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
~IL':_~!3_! GARY; MILLER, SANDRA K .

I

'-·-·-----~·¥·r.

j
3.78~1RRIGATION

T.

217.8

~

- ---- - ---- -·

1

!45-7290

I

4/241) ~~ . .. .. O.BBl iRRIGATION

.-.:m~_?.g~~~~- .Jj5~!.~11

__,_O.OS!IRRIGATION

~L._~·

·----·······-··

~:t~~: ~~t~~~ ~i~1tE~~~·~~~~-~-~~~~-~. ..,~. -- :~~~ ~~:' ~~~~:~=:~~i·r6~·~~--=·~~-··;---··--*~+:---~6:
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•J

•·
;:.Watel< : · Prio~ty · DiversionT ·. . . ::
.
·
T{Jtal
...·•. ·.
· . RiOhtNo. - ·· Date !' Rate (cfs)l • ·,...
PurJ,'lose of. Use
.. ·· . Acres
\AILLER,KALVIN W; MILLER, PAMELLA K .
36~12953* ·
3/9/1979
1;2s jiRRIGATION
l : 320
.\1\IL[EFU<ALVi~fW; MttlER, PAMELLAK
36-2576
B/14/1963
1.8S LIRRlGATION
.
~--.. : 102
MILLEACOORS LLC . ...•.... . . . .
45~7641 .
6/8/1969
0.04JCOMMERCIAL · · •·
.· • J
vJINIOOKA cou Nrf'FIREP-FioTifcTioN
...
.
.. .
uwoMEsTic, FIRE ·
DISTRICT ·
·
. · .·.. ··
·. . •.
36~16364 · · ·. 8/15/2005
0.04iPROTECTION
MINIDOKA COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRI'Q"C~-~~1_ 36-7134 HH. 6/24/1970 , . ' u.9_.3B jlRR1GATlON
19
MINIDOKACOUtft'{SCHOOL DISTRICT # .331 36-7135
6/24/19701 . • . ..0.38j1RAlGAtlON ~
• 19
. 632
MINIDOKAFARMS LLC
36-7403 . ·.. 11/~/1973!1 . •. 1.35jiRRIGATION · ~
.. ,
MINIDOKA FARMS LLC
36-8133
12131 /1982,
0.21 !IRRIGATION
632
1
MINIDOKALUMBER CO
36-12643· · I 3/15/1973 .·
1.7jiARIGATION
793
MINIDOKA LUMBER co
36-16208 . 1 10/2~/1973
0.16ICOMMERCIAL
MINIDOKALUMBERCO
36-16209 · 110/29/1973
4.36 jlRRIGATION
634
MINIDOKA LUMBER CO
... . ...
i36.:7015A I 2/14/1968 . .
0.97f!ARIGATION
793
MINIDOKA LUMBER CO , _,_--:
36-8493 . ! 12119/1989
2.7 !1RRIGATION
793
MIPAD LTO PARTNERSHIP
_.
36-8538
j ·· 6/1/1990
0.27 ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
.
MiPAD LTC) PARTNERSHIP
.. ...
,37-8667 ·. ! 11/25/1 977 ··
0.141STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
!36-16634 ·I 4/8/1975
0.09 'COMMERCIAL
. 'i
MIRKIN, JON F; MIRKIN, SHANNAN A .-~,
MITCHELL, DELLN; MITCHELL, LYNN N
45-14334 h o/20/1980
0.31 ,1RRIGATION ·
t
23.8
MITQI-i~LL;DELL N:MITCHELL, LYNN N
,45-14336.. 2114/1991
0.11 IRRIGATION-·
7
MITCHEll, DELL N; MITCHELL,-SUSAN L
! 45-7454
110/20/1980
1.32l1RRIGATION
I 102.6
MITCHELL, DaL N; MITCHELL,SUSAN L
45-7688
I 2114/1991
0.56!1RAIGATION
! 35.6
MITCHELL,-JAN R; MITCHELC'LYNN N
45-14333 ·110/20/1980 . · .. 0.171!RRIGATION
·.! · 13.6
MITCHELL, JAN R;MITCHELL:LYNN N
45-14335
! 2114/1991
0.15jiARIGATION
i
9.4
MITCHELL, JAN A; MITCHELL,LYNN N .
45-7044
! 1218/1969!
SiiARIGATION
i 257
MITCHELL, RALPHM
- ---45-7640
i 5/23/1989
0.07 jlRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
~-- 1.5
.
c.---

. : ... •-

. .. '··· ...

'

...

:currant Owner

1· ·

MOL~-~~x.

~~~ESA

CLYDE L; MOLYNEUX,
L 37-8065
MONSON, LEO DEAN
j 36-16205
MONTGOMERY, DARLENE M
,;--·--·----MONTGOMERY, LLOYDJ
MOO VIEW COW PALACE

36-12464..
45-13905

j

Ii

o.o~JI RRIGATION,

1/14/1983 ..
DOMESTIC .
4/14/19831
0.09!1RRIGATION

- ----·-·· ...... ----l
511/1981

· ----~

0.11 !1RRIGATION
0.3iSTOCKWAIER;·caMMERCIAL

I 11/16/1974

1.5
7

I

I

76.2
-

~
I'
\1oOSMAN, MARK C; MOOSMAN, SHANILLE
H
45-11635
6/26/1978
0.041DOMESTIC
·
.
.
.,,..........·.·.... ... .. .
. .... ,_,..,...,.,,,,,"'""" ·····
.
.. .
\1\0RGAN, CODY G; MORGAN, KATHY J
36-16094
3/10/1992 . .. 0 .03!STOCKWATER
\1\0RGAN, CODY G; MORGAN, KATHY J _ _ !36-16407
3ifot1 992 390.5
\1\0RGAN,CODY G; MORGAN, KATHY J
-l~~~-~ -6408 . -~!_~Q!_!_~~g_
0.08L~!99~Y'{~!~B· COMMERCIAL I
VlORRIS, AUDREY; MORRIS, HOWARD l;
l .
!.
.
\10RRIS, JEREMY; MORRIS, RHONDA K
}.3.Z.~?9.~3~ ... 2/6/1974, . _____ _:1J.,~~~};2A}'IO~--......
~-... ,,-~7_6
VlORRIS, AUDREY; MORRIS, HOWARD L;
j
.
i
··
!
VlORRIS, JEREMY;
MORRIS, RHONDA K
!37-8500
. 2/22/19B9l
0.09l 1RRIGATION
!
3
.
• .......... ..._..,_, ........-.. ..._
.........
·•······ ···-····-.-VlORRIS, ljOWAROL; MORRIS, RHONDA K J.?6·2671M
1/9/19671
.•. 1[1RRIGATION
~-- -J
421
HOWARD L; MORRIS, RHONDA K §36-7367M
8/13/1973!
3.52tiRRIGATION
!
421
V10RRIS, HOWARD L; MORRIS, RHONDA l{.'j36-if81M~=J 9fW1973jc'"~·-·-o.591 1RRIGATfON
421

"

~~~1~'53!1RRIGATION

f

r

,., .;.~ : --

~.....

·~1 . .

')''·------:~ -:-""==-"' ==~

----·1

~36-74_~~-M J 2/21/197~1.

,.,l....-

V10RRIS, HOWARD L; MORRIS, RHONDA K
.....
____ 1.osiiRRIGATION
, .............-.,......
421
V10RRIS, HOWARD L; MORRIS, RHONDA K ~ 36~74BON i 5/31/1974;
.
2.32
IRRIGATION
.
-~
421
- --t£___.._...
.
.
-~
V10RRIS, HOWARD L; MORRIS, RHONDA K . 137-20854 . i 1213/1966~
0.18 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
.
i.AORRIS,.HOWAROL;
MORRIS,RHONDA1f"13i~20655'110i1
B/1968r-··
0.23
STOCKWATER,
COMMERCIAL
,:
·
.
_... _ .,...."· _... _ _.......,.,_ ...._.,...,._ _..•,...•..,......-....,..
(
••••, ..
..,..,....,..,._.- .
""""
'v10RRIS, HOWARD L; MOARI~!_f.!!:!Q.~D~~--· J37·20B~§___ ~ 211~/1.~!..1J . 0~09 STOCKWATER, COMMERCI~L
\AORRIS, HOWARD L; MORRIS, RHONDA K
37-7001
I 7/25/1967!
0.7 IRRIGATION
.
·
117
\AORRIS, HOWARD L; MORRIS, RHONDA i< - 37: 719861/29l1 97?'"t
• ...... 2:39 IRRIGATION ·--~--~~... ~~·---~-~ --··:1'26.8

------

.,._..

~~oo..-..,••..,•--·

.I . _......- ; . .-...

'"'!C:"'<:a>W:¥~J.:..,"'=>«""'""!""'....,..,,,..

!

-.._.~..._.......

·

~~=~:;: ~-~~~~tj"·~-~~-~-l~: ~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~---~-F~~~~ ~-" 0;.~.:=~j~~§~····~. ~--...,M~·"·~~t~
• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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.

.;

-

.

..

,. · •· · .· current

~
owner
• .·. .• ·
: 8rghtNo. · •
MORRIS, HOWARD L;MORRIS, RHONDA K • 37-7363 - ..
MORRIS, HOWARD L; MORRIS, RHONDA K
37·7531
MOSS GREENHOUSES INC; MOSS, CAROLYN
A ·
36-8298
MOSS LAND CO LLP
36-2566
MOSS PRODUCE LLC .. ·
36-8426 .
MOSS, CAROLYN A; MOSS, DE WITI A
36-7896
45-14436 .·.
MOSS, DEAN H; MOSS, MARSHA
MOUNTAIN VIEW LAND LP
36-16736
36-72738
MOUNTAIN VIEW LAND LP ·
MOUNTAIN VIEW LAND LP
36-7460L
36-7646 .
MOUNTAIN VIEW LAND LP ·
MOUNTAIN VIEW LAND LP
36~7945 .. ·
MOUNTAIN VIEW WATER CORP
. i37-21278
• i37...7469
MOUNTAIN VIEW WATER CORP
'36-8418
MOYLE, ALLEN; MOYLE, KARLA
. 36-8768
MOYLE; ALLEN; MOYLE, KARLA
MOYLE, LEE
36-8450
37-7259
MPD HOLDING LLC
MPD HOLDING LLC
37-8707
MPH FARMS
136-2556
'36·8559
MUNSEE, AMY; MUNSEE, MARK W
36-8361
MURPHY, LA VERN A
MUSSMANN, . MILDRED; MUSSMANN,
BERWYN .
36-7700
45-13904
MVCPLLC
45-13981
MVCP LLC
45-7004 .
MVCP LLC
45-7186A
MVCP LLC
NALLEY, TINA L
NAPIER, DIANNA K
NEIBAUR, MACK W
NEIBAUR, MACK W

~---

..

.····. bate "'· A.atE( (cts)

...
.. .

..

of Use .
. ..

... Total .
. .. ··. · .
. l 117
..
33

Acies .

0.27 COMMERCIAL
3.82 IRRIGATION · ·
472.4
0.02 COMMERCIAL
·o.o6 COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC ··
• 0.04 IRRIGATION, DOMESTiCI . 2.2
IRRIGATION
. 0.98
49
0.92 STOCKWATER , COMMERCIAL ·
0.55 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
1.05 'STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL 1 ·
I
0.5 IRRIGATION
25
!
·. 0.06 DOMESTIC
!
. 0.67 DOMESTIC
I
I
0.48 DOMESTIC
I
. 0.17 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
0.02 COMMERCIAL
l
I
3.64'1RRIGATION
182
. 100
2 IRRIGATION
3.9 IRRIGATION
.286
··1.86 IRRIGATION
93
0.09 IRRIGATION
3

5/211977
11/16/19741
5/4/1976
. 9/6/1967!
12/7/19741

0.73 IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
88
10.07 IRRIGATION
t . 4389
4.6 .IRRlGATION
4389
6.4 IRRIGATION
4389
6.12 IRRIGATION
4389
IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER,
0.13 DOMESTIC
6
0.03 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
1
0.08 IRRIGATION
79
-- -·---·
.
79
0.35 IRRIGATION .......____

l

7/12/1991 1
12/19/1991
7/23/1985
3128/1975

-·--- ------.. .
I

_._.....,.,.,...,_._......

1
1

0.33 IRRIGATION

310

- ------·

---~-

· .,..NEIBAUR,
MITCHELL
NE!BAUR,
RACHEL
__
.. 0;..--·
.........· --..........
___H''" 36-15213* . . 3/15/1980

· - - -..·--"·

0.13 IRRIGATION
......

NEIBAUR, MITC!i_ELL q;,!J_~~_§_~U£!~CHELH 36-16955*

7/23/1985

0.07 IRRIGATION

NEIBAUR, MITCHELL D; NEIBAUR, RACHEL H 3&7490
--

7/30/1974

4 IRRIGATION

~-,........,..,._..._

. .

9/23/1 985
4/27/1963
7/18/1989i
2/27/1980!
.10/30/1980 i
12/1/1972!
11/14/1972!
3/25/1974
9/24/1976
10/20/1980
3/22/2004
3/14/1976
3/16/1989
6/16/1997 .
9/21/19891
9/12/1973
3/26/1991
10/19/1962
9/4/1990
5/31/1988

5/1975
D; NEIBAUR, RACHEL H ...36-15212*
____
______.............. •............3/1
·NEIBAUR,
·-· . ----·--- MITCHELL
. ··-·-----.....c..
- -----·~·-·-··:----·--·--..,_.·---- · -·

·.

,.Purpose
IRRIGATION
..
. 1.64
. 0.66 IRRIGATION

5/31/1974
10/6/1976

,37-8750
36-8521
36-11893.
36-7529H

-

--

.,

·' water ,'·' . :: Priority ··: ·aiversion

.

•••

~----·-'·~---·-··~--

l

---

310

----·-·-

79

I

-

•

--~--------------·

· NEIBAUR, MITCHELL 0; NEIBAUR, RACHEL H _____
36-7529A
.. 0.9 IRRIGATION
....,, ................ _.______ 3/26/1975
·-·····------·----~----······-·····---·······
·······-- .....................:.·................-:.........- -·- "'·--·"'·······-·""··· - -·····..--- ·····---------NEIBAUR, MITCHELL D: NEIBAUR, RACHEL H
NEIB~AUR, STEVE
N EIBAUR, STEVE
NEILSON, GLENN
NEILSON; KAYLEEN; NEiLSON.-KJEL
NEILIS, CARL H; NELLIS, JANE
NELSEN DAIRY
• Enlargement right subordinate to

right~

36-75298
13&15375*
i36-2661
136-8487

3/28/1975
4/1/1978
9/12/1966
9/27/1989

.~~_::_~~1~t:~l
36-8745 .. •

11n/1995

earlier than April12, 1994

.

310

- - Ts41.a

··-··- -·..- ·-------·

~--·-·---

::~~r~~------·-·--,.-1 ~2~

1.47
5
1.25
2.8 IRRIGATION
140
-----. 0.22 DOMESTIC
0.2 IRRIGATION
10
0.04 IRRIGATION
2
··--·-·--·"''
0.14 sroci<wAfER;··coMME-RCfA[···
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. .:.J .. •- :~·

.· current 6~~~~ ,,~,

:~~~~ .: -,~T:·~:~t~o. J., .Pg~r: - ~~~:7;;, 1-~~:~

NE~SON, JACK;NELSO~!....KATHY

· · Purpc)~e oi~:e

:

. rotaJ .

I 'Acres

__

37-8717
3/1/1991
0.0811RRIGATION ·
·· · 2.6 1
NELSON, JACK; NELSO~. KATH_Y .· · .
37-8740
3/14/1991
... 0.09!1RRJGATION ··
3
NESBIT, BERVAOAWN; NESBIT, LARRY A36-8124
9/30/1982 · . 0.1611RR1GATION, STOCKWATEA
7
NEUMANN, DAVID A; NEUMANN, SUZANNE . 37-7837
6/24/1980 . .· . . 0.1IJRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
.5
NEwCOMB,.E3RUCE C .
.. 45-7063
! 8/20/1971 ...... 2.34!1RRIGATION
· 614.1
NEWCOMB, BRUCE C
45-7184
I 8/6/1974
. 5.57 IRRIGATION
I 614.1
NEWcOMB, BRUCE C
.
45-7507
! 6/16/1982 .. 1.93 IRRIGATION
I 614.1
NEWCOMB, LONNA; NEWCQM~! ~~f3.!5. T .
36-7122
j 2/26/1970
1.4 IRRIGATION
~ . . 144.
NEWCOMB, LONNA; NEWCOMB, MARKT
36-7170
3/2211971 ---- 1.18!1RRIGATION
144
NEWCOMB, LONNA;.NEWCOMB, MARKT
36-7890
I 1/17/1980 .
1.4BIIRRIGATION
• -144
NEWCOMB, MARKt ... "'-.......,..~
45-12439 ! 7/28/1978
11.15IIRRIGATION, STOCKWATER 1 • 629
NEWCOMB, MARK T
--45-12440
5/14/1976
4.28 IRRIGATION
I.
237
NEWCOMB, MARKT
•••
45~14069
2/6/1979
. 0.37 IRRIGATION
269.6
NEWCOMB,MAR'i<T - _
45-7252
' . 7/2/1976
4.56 IRRIGATION ·
842
NEWCOMB, MARK T
- 45-72688
5/14/1976 • · 0.61 IRRIGATION
842
NEWCOMB, MARK T
···- - - - · 45-7318
7/14/1977
3.38 IRRIGATION
.• 200
36-7308
3/2/1973 .
1.62 IRRIGATION
I
368
NEWTON, DENNIS~ NEWTON, RANDY
NIELSEN, A DIANE; NIELSEN, RICHARD G
' 36-8474
0.04 COMMERCIAL
NORTH RIM FAIRWAYS.OWNERSA SSN INC 36-8399
·0.41 DOMESTIC
~ORT!i~IDE DAIRY
-··
36-7529F .
0.27 j1RRIGATION
312
STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL, !
NORTHSIDE DAIRY
136-8490
! 11n /t989
Q-?7lo0MESTIC
·- -- - -- -+----1
NORTHSIDE DAIRY; VERBREE JR, JACK;
.
. o____
IGATION
VERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
136-16747
8/1 6/1 973 !
100
I•
"t ~
NORTHSIDE DAIRY; VERBREEL..ANt:f'"''
HOLDINGS LLC
! 36-16633
4/8/19751
2.211RRIGATION
211.5
NORTHSIDE FARMS CO; NORTHWEST FARM
r~ ----..--::REDIT SEAVICESFLCA ....
36-7291 A . 3/13/1973
.1.17!1RAJGATION
I
. 691
. - 36-13986
• 3/1/19781
0.2ISTOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
I .
I
.' lOATHSIDE RANCH CO LLC
\IORTHWEST FARM CREDIT SERVICES
•
.,.
j
(
FLCA; ROTH INVESTMENTS LLC
37-8685
. 9/20/1990
O.S41STOCKWATER, INDUSTRIAL t
.\IORTHWEST FARM CREDIT SERVICES
-·--~~~~
1
~..
l
=LCA; VAN SEEK, JOHN W .
i 36-81 65
4/7/1983
.. 0.88\STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

T
I

I . '

~fl~IRR

I

I

I

~~~:~1~~~~~~~R~~~~~A~E~~~ES

=11CHARD B
"(OATHWEST FARM CREDIT SERVICES

---·

r--- --.. . .
136·8547

j

...... j

~--·

.. ..,. .

t
~~
~ST;~~~ATER:·~~:·:~-~-~~;~1

1
0.33 DOMESTIC
-STOCKWATEF\; COMMERCIAL.~

r· .... . . . . .

4/25/1990,

=LeA; VERBREE LAND HOLD!~~s l.Lc -~--- l 35-s~1.. ·-·~ 7/10/19921. ---:= - ~;_[7 DOM~§.!_Jc~·~-- - -·····
"(OATHWEST FARM CREDIT SERVICES PCA;
!
i
fABER, BEVERLY;TABER.!..pg~ALD ~--'- ~l:~40~·-· _
___I __~!?0/1988L -· . __}~IRRIGATION
\IORTHWEST FARM CREDIT SERVICES PCA;
i
i
.f
fAYLOA, JACK; VERBREE LAND HOLDINGS
!
.LC
36-7882A j 1217/1979j
2.06!1AAIGATION
.
-..JOTCH BUTTE FARMS LLC
,?6-161 ~~:---~+--~11.5J~.~?1l __ 0.1a1TRAiGATlON
\IOTCH BUTTE FARMS LLC
36-I!g~-..--- ~ 2/27/~~!.Q~-- 2 .25,l!~~GATION

I

f

~5t~~~t!~~ ~~~~~-tt~--~-~~~~~~::_ :_~~~;~~ ·:~::i~m~~1~1L___~~;~:j:==:~~~:~~
~OTCH BUTTE FARMS LLC

1
i

I

248

I

~ 200
-.·--·1a8
403.3~
6

L- 4-03~~

j37-20816 t,1JL1.~ ~-~1H""__,....M9j iRRIGA!IO~---·· · ··· ···--·-~ __ ~---··~-.J 195.4
\IOTCH BUTTE FARMS L_L2 ..-............._.. -----·---~~?-2.Q~).?..._.__J1..1i!?.f1~_!!:t·----- ....Q..£_j1RRIGATION
f 187
\IOTCH BUTTE FA~~S LLC
~-~="~·-137-22612 L?f~~D2?.6l··-- 0.11 J IRRIGATIO~
-'-·---~ 335.1
>JOTCH BUTTE FARMS LLC
f37-8909'"
~ 3/15/1974!
0.02_I STOCKWATER
~ ·•

• Enlargement right suboroinate

to

rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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..

=:,' water ,'•;

~

....

Righ( No.

Current Owner ·· . ··

NUNES BROTHERS DAIRY ··
36-8552
.NUNES, DUARTE; NUNES, NELINHA
36-16703
.0M DONNELL, JOSEPH
. . A; 0 .DONNELL, JOYCE
.
3&7662
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC ·
4~10777A*
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
45-13591*
OAK VALLEY LANDCO LLC
45-13921
45~13923 .
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC ··
45-13924
.
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
,45-13925
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC .
145-13926 .
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
45-13927 .
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
4~13928
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
45-13929
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
45-13930
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
45-13931
.OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
45-13934
iOAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
45-13935
!OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
45-13936
\OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
45-13937
45-13938
!OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
[OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
45-13939
45-13943
[OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
45-13945
45~13984
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
45-13985
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
!45-14005.
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC ·
45-14006*
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
4~14308
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
145-14309
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
oAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
45-1431 0
..

I

~~~_Y.~~.~~y l:Af;J_I?.CO_LL~--,.·~·--·~---------

VALLEY LAND CO LLC
-,OAK
OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
--~·--·---·'--

·a.A'KVALLEY LAND coTl.c'

.

·

Priority '

______

---~

0.08 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
0.47 IRRIGATION
0.26 IRRIGATION
0.36fiRRIGATION
0.49 jiRRIGATION
4.33 fiRR IGATION.
. 0.29fiRRIGATION
6.16 [1RRIGATION
0.41 !IRRIGATION
6 jiRRIGATION
· 0.4 jiRRIGATION
1.29jiRRIGATION

2
463
' ' 241
267.1
267.1,
3694.11
267.1
3694.1 :
267.1!
3694.1
267.1
3694.1
267.1
O.OB j iRRIGATIO~. 2.3 11RRIGATION
3694.1
0.15 IRRIGATION
267.1
3.46 IRRIGATION
3694.1
0.23 IRRIGATION
267.1
. . ' 3694.1
4.94 IRRIGATION
0.33 IRRIGATION
267.1
0.92 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
1.24 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
3.17 IRRIGATION
265.1
1.03 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL I
0.33 IRRIGATION
i 265.1
STOCKWATER,
COMMERCIAL
q_~
3.76 fARIGATION
3694.1
0.75 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
5.07 IRRIGATION
· · l 3694.1
1.02 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL I
.

I

~-~~l~~~ =~l~~~~=-------=~~~~~11

·-·145-73398 ------·····-··-OAK VALLEY LAND CO LLC
,45-7672
6/29/1983 .
ouvER. oEBsv:·ocivER";-RoGE:"R"Kl45-7s4s
oLtiJ"EA;JIMMYR------···--·-------:-~-- l45-7650
-.~.6/21 /1989
OLSOt·:CcHRISTIAN CHAD ---------- - -----ts?-8377
8/19/1988
0-PPIO LAND & LIVESTOCK LLC~--37·19848* .
OPPJO LAND & LIVESTOCifiic
37-8010
OPPib LAND & UVESTOCK LLC
1 37~8756C
2/411987
OALO-H MAUGHAr'fFAM-iLYREVOCAEiLE~- .
1/1
--·--:--TRUST
36-7669
. c>RL.a-·i=l MAUGHAN FAMILY Revo cABLE
TRUST ·· ·
36-78838
"6 RLO-H MAUGHAN FAMiLY-REVOCABLE
-~---·
. TRUST DTD 02/03/1978
36·15191
·aR[()"HMAUGHAN FAMILY REVOCABLE
TRUST DTD 02/03/1978
,36-79§4A
2/9{1981 !
.......

.

...

. 1/8/1977
' 3/15/1976
311.5/1979
.9/11 i1967 .
11/24/1981
12/16/1970
12/1.6/1970
9/30/1971 .
9/30/1971
6/11/1979
·6/11/1979
6/30/1985
6/30/1985
6/30/1985
i 6/30/1985
. 9/1 1/1967
9/11/1967
9/6/1967
9/6/1967
9/11/1967
11/24/1 981
9/11/1 967
9/11/1967'
4/1/1978 j
4/1/1978 !
9/11/1967
9/11/1967
11/24/1981
-~-~..:1.i~~~~ 11/24/1981

45-4176~
----·-- -------4~7141

.

DiversiOn

Total
R'ate (Cts} : :~ · . . Pu~ose ofUs~ :, .
Acres
•· Date ·
. . STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
6/28/1990
0.12 DOMESTiC
10/11/1966
0.05 IRRIGATION
4

<·

l

0.05 IRRIGATIOI'~-------·

1.5

0.06 IRRIGATION.!.-~..QME§!_I_g_==-1-- -~--~:
0.03 IRRIGATION
.
. . ·1

-~~~~~:~ -~-~:~~~:~~:~:~~*~--·.-~~:.·~-~::=~------"-!_
]
:~~;
-t~l/1977

1.34~~RIGATION

.
2.36.I ~-~-;GATION ---·-···--·-

rr1

.

·

111511~80~R~~T~--6/1511981~~RRIGATION_ .

* Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April12, 1994

2

1100

1100
1100

IRBI@~JION

1100
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·-······.·•·.-. ·

..

·~~:~t~~'. :p·· p&~r:::,:t-~~:7;~

· Total

~llf'tJose of Use · ·
Current Owner
. Acres
~RLO H MAUGHAN FAMILY REVOCABLE""'
, .
.
1
-~f=iUSTDtp_02103/1978 "
. ...
' 36-79648
2/9/1981
. 3 .711RAIGATION .
11001
~VERMAN, ARQUE W; RUBY OVERMAN
. ··
I .•. . . ··•
...
TRUST . ..
. .
36-2700
4/13/1967
.. 0.97!1RRIGATION ·.
751
5VERMAN; ARQUE W; RUBY OVERMAN .
I •· · · . · .
TRUST .. . _ .
. .·..
..
36-2715 . I 8/2211966
1.01 j iRRlGATION
78
5XARA NGO, ROBERT;OXARANGO,
.
I
ROCH~~ .
.
36··7030
6/7/1968 1
0.7!1RRIGATION
I
35
P & C IRRIGATION ASSN INC - 37~2740 · . I 7/11/1 9661
4.06IIRRIGATION
1156
PALACIO, THOMAS R
........ ...... ·- 37~7629
6/14/1977
·· .1.3 IRRIGATION ··
.
.
76
PARKINSON, ROBERT J
. ~-... .
36-8591
3/6/1991
1 IRRIGATION
661
PARNELL, KEVIN
36-15651
10/18/1968 · · . 0.05 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
PARNELL. KEVIN .· ·
_36-15653
j 1213/1966
0.04 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL j
PARNELL. KEVIN .
_ _ .
- 36·15655 I 2/18/1971
0.02 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
36-16207
t 2127/1979!
0.02 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
PARNELL;REVIN
PARNELL, KEVIN
•
37-21266 I 2127/19791
0.07 IRRIGATION, MITIGATION
3.6
1
36-7541 .. I .5/7/1975J
0.19 IRRIGATION
t
. 251
PARR, LOVELLE L; PARf3,fiOLL,IN
PATTCO; LLLP ·
j 45-13398* I 3/15/1987'
• . 0.66 IRRIGATION
I
133
PATTC6, LLLP___ ___
.. 145·13399* f 3/15/1976
0.97 IRRIGATION
305
PATTCO, LLI_P · · ... ...
... ...... 45·7164
·1 1/17/1974 .
1.21RRIGATION
133
PATTCO, LLLP
·.
45-7261
I 3/13/1976
0.7 IRRIGATION
..
. 305 1
PATrco; LLLP
···
45-7603
' 7/9/1986
1.2s IRRIGATION
·121
PATT
E RSON BROTHERS
···--··
...
36-80228 111/19/1981
0.04 COMMERCIAL
PATTERSON FARMS OF IDAHO INC
!36·7718
I 611/1977!
1.68 IRRIGATION
84
PATTERSON LAND & LIVESTOCK CO INC
37~7357
4/25/1974
2.9 IRRIGATION
170
PAtTERSON LAND & LIVESTOCK CO INC
37-7952
i 1/18/1961
0.15 IRRIGATION
.
10
PATTERSON, ARNOLD F; PATTERSON, l
2.811RRIGATION
CECILIA s
36-7687
4/4/1977.
199
PATTE-RSON, ARNOLD F; PATTERSON,
I
CECILIA S
36-8022A I 11/19/1981
0.15 .STOCKWATER
36-8449
10/12/1989
0.03 IRRIGATION.,..
I
1
PATTERSON, E F; PATTERSON, F'HYLLIS A

I.

I

l· ·

I ·.

t .

I

I

--------1

~::::::: ~: ~::::::::: :~:::~~&1~~--- 1 _~1/!~r--OE_tAI~~TIQ~ .........--------~-·~
j36-16526·--i-~!.Y~-~55!' ._

1 1R_~_~GAJION

V
__
.. ____ 0.31
______
. -··-·-··--·--.- 1-466.5
PATTERSON, LISA E; PATTERSON, RUSSELL I.
!
.
!
·.
v
.
36-7101
112116/1969
1.12tiRRIGATION
307
PAUL CEMETERY MAINTENANCE DISTRICT_ 3S·~~~~~-=~=·r··472~[i~I1.. -~~~=- o:2~GATICrr-r-.:·=-===-=-·~-~--=r--·····:· 1Q
1 7/31/1973
PAVKOV, JOAN A; PAVKOV, JOSEPH D
37-7255
4.68 jiRRIGATION
·
· . 280
------............ t--····"'""""""'"'''"- -------··-·-r-:=- . ·-·----·-"·•··. ····-·· ....·--· -·-······----....! ••._ __
PAYTON, BROOKE; PAYTON, STEVEN A_ _ ~~~- l··-~/1974
0.12 i1RAIGATI2!'J_ _ _ ______ _.
....§.
PEARSON, DONALD N; PEARSON, MARY L
36·16727
.. 3/7/1978
0.07!1RRIGATION
· 3.6

-·-

I

_·_.l ___

~~~~~:~~::~~~~:~~¢~~~~~ ··· :~~E- .1~~:~=-~~~j~~~~~;;lc·-t=-._

PERRY GILLETIE FARMS INC
36-15552
• 3/15/1974
· 0.86iiRRIGATION
..
..
: 282.6
PETE & JANE REITSMA LIVING TRUST"- ·-· ' 3S-16651·,---j 12117t i"974 ----·---1~S4! 1RRIGATION--:-.. - ·--·--·, . . 7-6.9
PETE & JANE REITSMA LIVINGTRUST ..
f36-1 BS52 ......,.1.2lf7H!=ii4 ..~----·,-o.osjSTOCKWATER';·coMMERCIAcl- ---, .•••
PETE & JANE REITSMA LIVING TRUST ....... 36:8'37'8-- ..7i23/1997 .,.-- O.Of'Sf5CKWATER, COMMERCIAL 1--:--

PETERS, THOMAS
~6-85?.?.-==·:. ....?.{2811~91
~~RI_§ATlQ~........ - ........;..:._ __ ~---··-_9_4_
:JETTA, DANIEL FREDRICK
36~16144
11 /25/1977
0.02 IRRIGATION ·
. •
.
• •. . 1
::lETTERSON, REBECCA[;' PETIERS~~IIM. ~~!:L - 3!25719!4 _ ·· ...£.49 STOCKWAfER-:c50MMERCIALj = = .
STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
! 4/11/1990 . . 0.1 DOMESTIC
:JETTERSON, REBECCA L; PETTERSON, TIM 136-8533 .

R

.

=--'1.68

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Attachment .C

.

Water Rights Subjeet to Curtailment· Rangen Delivery Call

·:.\:I > W~te( :·

.. > '" - ... .••. ·_•._-.-_... Curr~nt owner

l.•Priority

.•--.~ Divers_i()n· ~ --

Rate (Cts)

· ·. ·•· • Right No. .: ··•• <_bate •- ·

PICKET, KIRK
45-7635
PICKETT RANCH & SHEEP CO
45-13658
PIERSON, MARGARET A; PIERSON, MARVIN .
E
37-7649
PIETERS, ALLAN; PIETERS, VIRGINA
136-7431
PILKINTON. C A; PILKINTON, THOMAS A
36-76508
-·36·10664
PIRES, JOHN; PIRES, LUCIA
PITCHFORK RANCH LLC
61-2242
PITCHFORK RANCH LLC
61-2243
PITCHFORK RANCH LLC ._
61-7231
PKD PROPERTIES LC
45·14019
PKD PROPERTIES LC
45-2709
45-7102
PKO PROPERTIES LC
PKD PROPERTIES LC
45·7104A
45-71048
PKO PROPERTIES LC
PKO PROPERTIES LC
145-7109
45-7159
PKD PROPERTIES LC
PKO PROPERTIES LC
45·7292
45-7299
PKD PROPERTIES LC
45-7433
PKD PROPERTIES LC
45-7508
PKD PROPERTIES LC
PKD PROPERTIES LC; THE DUNCAN LTD
PARTNERSHIP
45-7037

I 4/12119931

I 6/30/1985 1

_PKD PROPERTIES LC; TLD PROPERTIES LLC

Acres
475
. 181
122

4
1.6
861
T ·· 5s1
861
104
236
328
108
328
140
I 118
180
165
140
I · .· 112
j·

60

6/30/1985

3.66 IIRR IGATION

2040

!

PKD PROPERTIES LC; TLD PROPERTIES LLC 45-14061

. T-otal

· · ... ·. · -· .

0.78 IIRRIGATION

PKD PROPERTIES LC; TLO PROPERTIES LLC 145-14060

l

·

4/18/1969

~ 12/3/1971 i

.

•

·-,Purpose of Use
· o.oelCOMMERCIAL
0.34IIRRIGATION

7/27/1978! ·
2.99I"IRRIGATION
1/18/19741 .·.
0.54 [IRRIGATION
. 0.08IIRRIGATION
7/30/1976 1
6/23/1976 1
. O.OS IIRRIGATION
7/28/1966 1 .•.•. 0.94 11RAIGATION
7/26/1966 1
· 1.6!1RAIGATION
10/4/1968 1
1.211RRIGATION
2/10/1981 1
2.05IIRRIGATION
1/6/19661
4.72 IIRRIGATION
4/2119731
0.7 IIRRIGATION
7/5/1972 i
2.16IIRRIGATION
. 7/4/1972 1
0.32IIRRIGATION
5/11/1972i
0.89IIRRIGATION
11 /13/19731
2.36tiRRIGATION
4/25/19nl
2.6 !1RRIGATION
5/4/t9n l
3.18IIRRIGATION
12/28/1979i
· 0.83JIRRIGATION
7/1211982 1
· 1.62IIRRIGATION

PKD PROPERTIES LC; TLD PROPERTIES LLC 145-13788

..

._

i

PKD PROPERTIES LC; TLO PROPERTIES LLC 145-13475

. .

=-• ,,

·..:.~; .

l

~45-14101

12!3/1971 1
12/3/1971

I

1.64ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

21.3811RRI~~~~~;-~--,--

-~--l

4/29/1970~.11 1STOCKWATER, C~ERCIAL_

1

PKD PROPERTIES L~_;__}"_~Q.fROf.~'3.I~~§.~_~c ~-~~.?.Q~£!?....____......@ 3/1971 1

PROPERTIES_~_!2!.!.!::.J?..~':':Q~~!:!!.~~.§..LLC_ 14s-7~-'--

1

~--·

L.__

-

----------·
·
'
·----·PRICE, BERTHA; PRICE, EUGENE_f_ _~ ____j 45~1 0£l_QQ.:_ ____4/1 ~1971
--~·-

1

93~

1

s.o7 IIRRIGATION

_PKD
.
121311971
4.53,1FIR1<3_A!I<_J.
.
POPA, DAN; POPA, PAM
36-8197 ·
6/7/1983 !
0.08 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
POSTMA, LAUR~_;__E_Q§.f~EJ3.~~-~-0ND_-- 37-i447B.._.. ---7.@.gD 97_~]
0.31!t'RRiGAffc)"~f~·-···
.POTEET, H.ERBERTW; POTEET, RIC\'iARD F_ ,36-I 60Q___1/19/19761 _ 3.88 IRRIGATION -----PRATT, CAM I; PRATT, JARED A .
36·2685
2/27/1967'
0.35 IRRIG~:!"JQ_
N ----~--·
.
IRRIGATION,
IRRIGATION
.
l
PRESCOTT, ALICE M; PRESCOTT, GWENNA I
·
STORAGE, IRRIGATION FROM
R; PRESCOTT, MARVIN L; PRESCOTT, WADE l
STORAGE, DIVERSION TO
L.
.
.
. . .
!a?-7620
6/211977
· 3.31 STORAGE
PRINCE, CARlL; PRINCE, JAMES J
PRINCE, CAf U L; PRINCg, JAM_ES J
PRINCE, CARlL; PRINCE, JAMES J
PRINCE, CARlL; PRINCE, JAMES J
PRINCE, CARl L;. PRINCE, JAMES J

2219

ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL:
1.01 DOMESTIC

----~94q
2.5

1Ei
30B
17.5 1

450.4

--·-202.~

0.74 IRRIGATION
--- ·-0.17 8'!:9..9i5_~ATER, COMMERCIAL
·
·~ 13&15687_ 1-~2@!.!..~§!3 _______2: 13 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL - - - !3&15689
2/18/1971
STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
j36-16100 .
5/9/1988
0.09 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
!36-8395
9/23iT 988
0.11 STOCKwATER, COMMERCiAL ---·-······j36-15685

_J.QL18/1968

*Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April12, 1994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment- Rangen [)elivery Call

,.

C~rrentHOwner . ·... '
. -:··:-·-·- -.

:.-·""::··

·• .

·::· ..

.

n:;;, ·-r~~I~ilit.~~::·:·r 'P~~W':·: ;} r~~:lc~£

I; ·.'pJ~os~~~f Use;,,:, :

ml ;~:=~

STOCKWATEA, COMMERCIAL,
0.08 IDOMESTIC
0.05IIRRIGATION ·
o~62! COMMERCIAL
2.6BIIRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
3.13iiRRIGATION
2.sa]IRRIGATION
5.1211RRJGATION

PRINCE, CARlL; PRINCE, JAMES J
136-8505
I 2123119901
145-13821 I 10/13/19721'
PRUETT, BRENDA; PRUETT, DAN R
::iUAb CAPITAL LLC
136-8221
I 7/9/19831
RJ LLC ..
136-7523
I 2/26/1975i ·
R-TLLC .
136-7835
112122/19781
R-TLLc-···
136-7934
1 8/19/19801
R j LLC
136-7042
110/15/19681 .
::\AFTER J FARM & LIVESTOCK LLC
3£).7.009
~ANGEN INC
36-8048
.:
~AVENSCROFT; HARRIETT B;
~AVENSCROFT, VERNON F
37~7343
. 3/311974
1.8 11RRIGATION
I
36-14285• .
,~ED BRIDGE FARMS LLC
5/1/1977
0.32IIRRIGATION
·I
36-14394.
~ED BRIDGE FARMS LLC
6/28/1967
0.16 IRRIGATION •.
I
~ED BRIDGE FARMS LLC
36-2546
8/2211962
4.9 IRRIGATION
.. I
~ED BRIDGE FARMS LLC
36-2581
11/14/1963
4.4IIRRIGATION
1
REED & LESLIE BROWN FAMILY LTO
0.0711RRIGATION
36-7102A
12/17/1969
.?ARTNERSHIP · •
!
REED & LESLIE BROWN. FAMILY LTO
. ?ARTNERSH IP
.
I36-7102B 112117/19691
4.1611RRIGATION
!
~EED, DARLENE; REED, JOHN GLENN
]36-16558 ... . ·· 218/19631
4.79 11RRIGATION
i1EED, GLENN E ·
!36-16557
2/8/1963 !
0.05 ,1RRIGATION
-i1EITSMA, JOHN; REITSMA, SUSAN
136-16304 I 12/4/19721
'1.81 IIRRIGATION
~EITSMA-;JOHN; REITSMA, SUSAN
136-16305 l 1214/19721
0.03 !STOCKWATER,GOMMERC1Al l
MEITSMA. JOHN; REITSMA, SUSAN-··· -·--· 136-72Ti B I 12/411972l
0.39 ISTClCKWATER. COMMERCIAl
:lEMSBERG, JOHND; REMSBERG, JUDY
136-16728
~EMSBERG , JOHND;REMSBERG,J~U~D~
Y~-+136~-77
=3~0~-r~~==~----+.:~~==

I
I
I

~ICHAN. CLYDE L; RICHAN, ELVERA L

=!ICHARDS, BETH N; RICHARDS,
.

!36-B48S-

j 9/19/1!:fa91

I

!36-7376

.

9/29/19731
.

.

1

6.1
660
660·

660
555
281
20.2
90
274
618
618
303
4.5
306,5
262

3
94.7

35.4
400

0.031COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC

JACKS~N H t36-1~;;~---r1_1_/1~;1~79~--- ·o.os !IRRIGATION

=IlDDLE, LEN H; VEENSTRA, FRANK W

.

3

2.75 .iiRRIGATION
· hRR tGATtof\f,st6cKWATER,

185'

1

~:g~~~:
~~~~~~~~f~~~\l!.;~k ~:;1-::- ~-1@~
:~~-=-~~~~~~N
--=--: ------ ~ 22~
11ETKERK, JOHN H; RIETKERK, RHONDA M 36-7691 -3/22119771
0.7 IRRIGATION
.
220
11TC~_~E. JAMES M; RITCHfE·;~K~~LY!J___·--·---····· 9..~:?.~~-4. --~-~ .1_!(_~~~9731---·-

1
4.56 1RRIGATION . ........
3.58 I.RRIGATION
1.6 IRRIGATICl'i·~·-·-----·-·---·--------·--..

11VERSIDE CEMETERY DISf~i_~J.:.~~:=~~~---- 36-1 5341·;·---~-=-~?..Q!..!~?.~
11
VERSIDE CEMETERY DISTRICT
36-7063
l 518/1969
•
·· -•••••-•••··••- · • · · - · - ________
11VERSIDE CEMETERY DISTRICT ·
.
136-7227
I 3/8/1972
11VERSIDE ELECTRIC CO----·------------·--·..-··-·-- 3&849-2
111/13/1-989 ..

0.12 IRRIGATION -···-0.08 -IRRIGATION
- - - ·- ···-· •·••••••••••••
0.2 IRRIGATION
.

~ITCHIE,

JAMES M; RITCHIE, KARLYN
11TCHIE, JAMES- M;-f:Wf c 'i=IIE: KARLYN

.

36-7752
36-8077

9/28/1977
7/1211984

,,,_,_,.,, j ,-- ·-~-

~OBERTSON LAND CO LLC

__ 36-15~_§.~213/19~
36-16591
2/29/1968 ~
~OBERTSONTANC1"'c6T[c· --·--c···------------ 36-7674·--·--- ~j2?8i1977f
~OBERTSON LAND CO LLC

·

~~!~TSON, COLLETTE; R~~~~~~O-~: ___ ~6-~..~-~~9....... ...3.!.~.3/1989
:g~:~TSON, COLLEne; A~.~~-~~-~~~~---- 36-168~ ~~-~-~§.

~-~===-=.
·
·

~-~Q

251
330

·-- -----=---·~
9
,.---.- -.
.. ~
9

--···--·., · M-•·-~·-

O.D1 j COMMERCIAL··----~~-~--·-·---

3.28 IRRIG~!~9~.·--·-····------. 2.82 IRRIGATION
4.74 IRRIGATION
0.02

IR£i1~~!~2~-·-·-

0.02 IRRIGATION

l--~

··-----J

--

i
.•===1=
.,
. ·.

4Qq
426
i 00
7.7"

I.____Z:Z

~OBERTSON , COLLETTE; ROBERTSON,

.OGAN

.. .

36-16846

7/13/1987

• Enlargement right subordinate to .rights earlier than Aprn 12, 1994

0.01 IIRRIGATION

7.7
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Attachment
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment- Rangen Delivery Call _•

•:· <·...

. ..
.·

... .

'

. ~ /''·'

..

.

:-: . .
Current Owner. '
J10BERTSON, COI,.LETTE; ROBERTSON,
LOGAN .
ROBERTSON, COLLElTE; ROBERTSON, •
LOGAN
ROBERTSON, PAUL ·
ROBERTSON, PAUL ..
ROBERTSON, PAUL .
...
ROBINSON, DIANE
..

water.· ·
· <Ri9iiiNo. ,

1~16852 .

f?nQritY ,

<,

.Oiversior1 .:

·· _Date ·. ·· Rate.{cfs) . ·'·•· -

..

Total
Acres ·

~

, Purr:}o'se ofUse ; '·' .•·
...
0.02 IRRIGATION

9/27/1968

.

7.7

. ...

36-16854
36-11124
36-7056
36-7690A
36~11109

4/6/1978 .
5/1/1972 .
5/7/19691
4/6/1978
• 3/15/1963

-

. -· .

.ROCHA DAIRY ..

36·7460AB

ROCHA DAIRY
ROCKY MOUNTAIN AGRONOMICS INC
RODNEY HANSEN FARMS INC .
ROGERS, DOROTHY; ROGERS, WAYNE
ROLLER KING TRUST
ROLLING ROCK DAIRY FARM LLC
ROOST POTATO CO INC ,
ROSA, EDWARD M
ROSA, EDWARD M; ROSA, KAREN
ROSA, EDWARD M; ROSA, KAREN R
ROSS, PAULINE
ROTH INVESTMENTS LLC
ROTH INVESTMENTS LLC
ROTH INVESTMENTS LLC
ROTH INVESTMENTS [ [ C
ROTH INVESTMENTS LLC
ROTH INVESTMENTS LLC
ROTH INVESTMENTS LLC
ROTH INVESTMENTS LLC
ROTH INVESTMENTS LLC
ROTH INVESTMENTS LLC
ROTH INVESTMENTS LLC

8/19/1988 ·
4/16/1963
. 3/15/1968
36~7428
1/10/1974
. 4/4/1989
136-8419
5/15/1990
36-8546
6/14/1967
36-7000
36-15511
3/24/1963
37-7009
1/16/1968
I37-7447A
7!30/1975
i
37·8112
6/211983!
j
2126/1980! .
36-16683
36-16684
~ 2126/1980i
,36-16859 . I 7/5/1973
7/5/1973
36-16860
36-16886. I 7/5/1965
!36-16887* . f 7/5/1985
5/6/1965
!36-2612A
36·26128
5/6/1965
36-7705
. 5/ 16/19n
2126/1980
t36·7B94B
36-7906A
3/2611980 !

;Q!~~~~~~EN!SLLC _ --- -'---

~~~~8

B.QYi§.ER. JusTIN

j45-1~1~:_, __?.,1 ~t1_~7s

---·- ·---"··········---·

·. .

3/25/1974

.. I·· '

36·8379
36-4009
36-11147.

. 1.7

IRRIGATION
IRRIGATION
IRRIGATION
IRRIGATION .
IRRIGATION
...
STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
·· ,
0.6 DOMESTIC ·

0.01
0.52
6.4
2.24
0.12

I

1140
1140
1140
. 6

STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,

0.38 DOMESTIC .
O.SjiRRIGATION
0.27 !1RRIGATION
.
0.4[1RRIGATION
0.041CQMMERCIAL
0.08 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
0.56 STOCKWATER
0.19 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
3.04 IRRIGATION
0.29 IRRIGATION
0.02 COMMERCIAL, COOLING
18.39 IRRIGATION
0.37 STOCKW.ATER, COMMERCIAL
0.18 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
2.67jiRRIGATION
0.49!1RRIGATION
0.03 !STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
2.74iiRRIGATION
· 0.9 ,STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
2.09 !IRRIGATION
0.31 jSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
0.35 ,1RRIGATION ·

2G.6i

.

SOOi
30i
:
i

151.7
15
1151.5

220
220
•

234
167
234

~~: _ ~:~ ~~~~:~:COMME~CIAL __314
o.o1 .1RRIG~!!9..~ ~--~·-··~..~---- .____

!i~.W:~~~1~~~~~~:r- ----~!!~Ej~ffit-- Hfl::~~i:~~ . -

_._gr

· - · ~~

.!!::~!:!::a:~~~:~--1: : : ~=~=::::-.- :: ~~~l~~t~:~::A. r~
~~~~Rl~~~~~LAHosFiirAC··-~~~~=--C~RIS~IAN
-

-~~~~:~;~ -~i1~~~~;.~~: · - · ~:~:~~~~~~giAC······· ··-~~~=~- ~

RUPERT FIRST
CHURCH _ .
136-12780
.
RURAL ELECTRIC CO
36·8435
RYAN, EDWARDG ..·· .·
37-7313
SABALA, JANE M; SABALA.-·JERRY
36-7515
36-7380
SACCOMAN, MARKM •
SAGEBRUSH·S-PUDS .
36·8366
36~10033*
SALMON FALLSLANtf&TfVESTOCin~o
INC
- - -----------·-·---·- -- .. ··· ··-···-···

l ·. 9/1/1962
8/11/1989

·-

1112/1973
- ----···--

1211211974
. 9119/1973 .
6/15/1988
' 3/1.5/ 1975 .

•· Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April12, 1994

0.04 IRRIGA}:ION
0.04 COMMERCIAL
1.11jiRRIGATION .
0.73j iRR ~GATION

0.32 IRRIGATION

~

·

- --.--...........

... ...

2.

-- - - ·75
-

--.-~-

___.,._..._..._ -·
38
16

·--··

~~~~~~~G~\~g~AL

:~

---..---:-'-'-
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· Attachment C ·
Water Rights Subject to ()urtailment- Rangen Deliv~ry Call ·

·.Current OWner .•

·--~~--··~- ··~:. 1:~·~:::~o~.-t ·: ~~~~ - JX~1rt:~J ~- ~ c. P~ose
:

~AL ON FALLS LAND & LIVESTOCK CO INC

36-10035*

3/15/1981
3/15/1974
SAND SPRINGSLP
....... t36-7136 .. , 7/10/1970
3ANDSPRINGS[P·: .
36-7163
I 3/3/1971
36-7452
·• 3/11/1974
3ANO SPRINGS LP .•. . - SAND SPRINGS LP
. ..
.
_36-7453
3/11/1974
SAND SPRINGS RANCH PARTNERSHIP
36-7499A
9/4/1974
SAW''fOOTH SHEEP INc-"""""""'* .... ... ........
37-8702
1 1/31/1991

0.47!1RRIGATION
1.ss !IRRIGATioN
4.2 !1RRIGATION
5.49 11RRIGAT!ON .
' o.shRRIGATION
1.34 IRRIGATION
2.26 1RRIGATION
2.5 IRRIGATION ·

sALMON~At.ls-CA"ND"'-&OV"Esf5CK co INc 36-1oosr .

of

Total
Acres

Use ·.

, 370
404

235
420
· 235
67

..

· 113
-

260

3CARRQW--:-JfM D
I3S.1532B .
I
263
SCARROW,
JIM
D
36-7110
313
. . .
-···--·········SCARROW, JIM D
36-7111
! 1212211969
. 5.13' 1RRIGATION
264
SCARROW, JIM 0
36-7153 · ! •1/20/1971 1
2 .8 IRRIGATION
140
SC'A"R"ROW, J'M 0 · · ,. .. ' ·~-~.....,_.,••,_;,.
36-7337K 1 11/25/1977 ~
1.3 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL j
lCARROW, J:Thl"D
36-7365A I 8/10/19731 ·. 1.12 IRRIGATION
·
106
SCARROW, JIM 0
36-73658 l 8110/1973
· 0.33ISTOCKWATER. COMMERCIAL
-36-7386
l. 10/9/19731
3.2!1RRIGATION .
SCARROW, JIM D
·· 160
SCARROW, JIM D
_
36-7563 ·
9/26/1974
···. 4.3BIJRRIGATION .
219
SCARROW, JIM D
. .
36-7572
10/14/1975
2.64I!RRIGATION
132·
. 36-8164
6/27/1985
2.08jiRRIGATION
SCARROW, JIMD .
104
SCARROW, JIM D ·
~·-·
36-8263
213/1985
0.8s i!RRIGATION
1 . 1281
37-8152
6/30/1983
0.25TSTOCKWATER
SCARROW. JIM D " " - ·SCARROW,JIMD
· · 37-8901
j 11/25/19n
0.2!STOCKWATER
SCHAEFFER, DAN; SCHAEFFER, JAMESK
36-82208
2/7/1990
1.2 iiRRIGATION
162
SCHENK, ROBERT W ; STEWARt. REID S;
I
T
ZOLLINGER,
36·10030*
4/1/1975
1.3hRRIGATION
4621
0 .03TIRRi'GAT!ON
1
SCHMID, JOHN; SCHMID, PATRICIA
3S.8434
,·· 7/31/1989
SCHOTH: PAMEL..AS
136-8589
I 5/9/1991 1
0.13I!RRIGATION, DOMESTIC •.
I
2.7
SEARLE, CLIFFORD; SEARLE, CLOYD R;
SEARLE, CRAIG; SEARLE, KELLY; SEARLE, j
KENT R; SEARLE, RAYMOND C
145-13946
5/4/19781
0.35ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
SEARLE, GEAALDINE;SEARLE,_ (j~VAL M,
j45·7028
! 3/19/1968
3 IRRIGATION
I 458
SEARLE; RAYMOND C; SEARLE, SHAROL
45-7125
. 1/31/1973
3.14 IRRIGATION
j · 4389
~

- i f

I

cs

~~~=~~: ~gg~

.

!

g

SEARLE, SCOTI 0

I

I

.

--. tlg~~k~~~- +-·~~~-~% ·---·----~ :~: ~:~{~~~:g~-·--·----- ----. . -.~------1--·--- :~~

.

r45-73588

NATAL_I,S ,~·'"'"'"·~·--·=" J~~:837g_

i:~:_:[i2oh9j]_ =~--~·1."s4 !RRIG-ATTQ'r'(~--::.. ·.-:·~-- :~--=:=~r-- ··-4'5~

J____~J?f2.~~ ·-·'--

SEARS, CODY J ; SEARS,
__
0.06
SEAR, DARYL J; SEAR, ILENE M ..... •..••,,.~·--~ 36-7026
j___§f§!1.~f?~. -------,.~·~
SEAR, KAREN B; SEAR, MA~~-~--------36-15364*-~-~~1/1985 _____ 0.0~
SEAR, KAREN B; SERA, MAX A
36-7299
~ 217/1973
4.22

IRRIGATION ------- ..., ____
· - ----\----3
l_RAIG~TI_Q~__, _____ ____,______ ~-~-~-...;.. 2_~_!
IRRIGATION . ·---~---- I · 21~
IRRIGATION
t ·
214

36:?~.£~. _p?.[~~i'[~o =~= 1 .181RAJGATION~~-~=-~~=~:=~:~:.~~~=---t·==-----~~

SEAR, KAREN B; SERA, MAX A
·-_...
SEVERANCE, EULA; SEVERANCE, RICHARD 1 37-2724 . • 2/11/1966
· 1.26 IRRIGATION
SHADY GROVE' DAIRY PROPERTIES LLC
37-7458A
1.0114/19751 --~1~25 IRRIGATION

1

1.

SHADY

.,. .....c--·-··-

63

- j-· -.14S

GROVEDAIR~~~~~~~~~,: :. 3~:1~~J~;1111~9~- .····· 9;11~~~~~~~~TER~~MME~Lr---

~~~~~6~~~~~;DSHAW, JALYN BELLE; ~Z-22305 ~--XL2~!971

~

--c -.......

SHAW, RITA S; SHAW, WILLIAM HUBERT . 137-21264 . 2/27/1979
.SHAW, AITAS;SHAW, WILLIAM HUBERT_._
........._
.,... 37.: 21425
.:!!J£1~"3"f-·
SHAW, DEAN B
. ··•
..
.
36-7702 · · . 5/5/1977 .

l-".

SHJi.W," EUGENE L; SHAW, JOYCE ·~

'37.73~~- _117511973 -

.0-DB~~~!iiG~!!Q~....-~......~~0.63;1ARIGATION

. .

:I_.__2

..
·

31 .5

.

·116

2.?.?_ IRRIG~!IO~_:.........._~~-=~------r--:-:f33

2.32 IRRIGATION

.

·-..

2.8 IRRIGATION- -,- - -..--. --·- -.~180

~~~~~~~~E;~~;A~~~~tt~~~~UBERf--~-~:;~~:-~=. 1~~~ :~~---- ....2~~ :==:~*~~ ------~--·-- -~-- ~~~
.

.

-

..

.

.

-

.

.

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April12, 1994
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_
_
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment- Aangen Delivery Call
• _- c

·

,.

_

_

•

•

, Current Owner: - ' '
SHAW. RITA S: SHAW, WILLIAM HUBERT
SHAW. WILLIAM HUBERT •
SHAW, Wf[LlAM~UBERfu
·'~~-'-·""'"-·
SHAW, WILLIAM HUJ3ERT __··
SHAW, WILLIAM HUBERT
SHAW,WILLIAMHL)J?ERT ·
-~ -----SHEPARD, JANET C; SHEPARD, ROBERTrJ
SHEPARD, JANET C; SHEPARD, ROBERT J
SHEPARD, JANET C; SHEPARD, ROBERT J
SHOSHONE JOINT ~(;H~.2bPJ§.I.RICfi3=i2
SIMPSON, JOVE
_
. _ _
SIMPSON, JOVE; TURNER, LOVELL J;
TURNER, RONALD J
SINCLAIR OIL CORP
"--.,.···-- -

~JN:Non:; ~~§Aff(

:: -==--~~_::

:

SIRUCEK, MIKE _·
.
SIX HEPS LTD PARTNERSHIP
SKAAR, KELU JO . __ ...,. ----- _ __ _ .
SLADE, DELILAHi 'sl.AOE, KEVIN L
SLADE, DELILAH; SLADE.K EVIN L
- -SLADE, WILLIAM J; SLADE, WYLENE
'sLADE, WILLIAM J; s'LAB'E.=w v l:E"NE _
si:A6E,~wiiiiArii1 J; SLADE,..WYLENE~ ..
SLADE~ WILLiAM J; SLADE, WYLENE

·-

·- .. -·~,.~·--

SUGAR, KEITH
SUMAN, MICHAEL E; SUMAN, MIKE G
SUMAN, MICHAEL E; SUMAN, MIKE G
SLUDER, GILBERT
T; SLUDER; GONDA O;
.
SLUDER, RONAL[) E

- .

SMITH~ CLIFFORD L

I

Total
' Water : ·-t . ~rlqrity _-_-, Diversion~ --~- . • · , •· .
· ' Right No. ·. · . Date ) Rate (cfs) :, ·
, Pumose of Use '
·Acres
! 37-7716
I·· 5/2211976 ~ · 0;78 IIRRIGATION .:
39
137-7149
I 6/26/1972 [ · 4A6IIRRIGATION
1892
1892
. 37-7394 .
12/1/1974! _'"'-" 5;9411RRIGATION,STOCKWATER
37-7768
2/28/1979f
0.1 8,STOCKWATER
.
37-7814
12/1211979t
0.14!1RRIGATION
.I
1892
37-8705
2121/1991 t ·_
7 jiRRIGATION
-~
18921
36·14202•
· 5/1/1975
· 0.2 jiRRIGATION . _
130
. 36-7737A
7/29/1977
1.42!1RRIGATION . . . : i
120i
36-77376
-7/29/1977 ·
0.16tiRRIGATION
··
. I
142
37-7498
6/25~1976 1 ·.
0.3!1 11RRIGATION . •
18~
45~73336_--f.--.!!19/1978 _ • · O.oa:IRRIGATlON : .
8
1
I .: .. .
I
l45-7731
I 2/12/19961
1.21 IRRIGATION
110.9
145-7657
6/30/1989
0.02ICOMMERCIAL
=~37-8869: -- 2/3/1998;
-=o~.O.::.r
4lD:::-::0::7M-;;::E-:::S:ST=Ic~~--....,----Jif---'-ll
12110/1990!
0.46!1RRIGATION
67
136-8569
45-13775
9/6/1962 '1
0.8 IRRIGATION
t 308
36-7434
3/21/1974;
0.17 IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
_
R.5
36-15229.
8/17/1972!
0.3 IRRIGATION
153
36~7119
2/24/1970
2.41 IRRIGATION
153
36-15228• I 3/1 5119731
0.1 IRRIGATION
459
36-2598
1f7119ss'
o.sa 'IRRIGATION
459
136-7254
i
819/1972
3.2 IRRIGATION
459
- ' 36-7301
. 2113/1973
1.12 IRRIGATION
459

I

I

I

36-7619
37-8060
37-8061
~-I
137-8108

.

COMMERClAL~-RECAEATION,

I

! B/16/19761
1219/19821
; 1219/19821

,_l

4.15 FIRE PROTECTION
0.01 1COMMERCIAL
0.07IIRRIGATION, DOMESTIC

1

•

i

6/1/1.963

0.08 DOMESTIC
IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER,
0.14 DOMESTIC
.
2.88,1RRIGATION
. .

l- -

i
jsS-8522 ... ~ 4/1!/1990

.
_5
RA
.
i37~7484
·: 3122/1976
·
144
.
--!
--- -·--··· ······..·-------............ _ ..__.,... - · - - --.~--·-~··-----·-----·""''•'·""-····-··········-· ·------- - --SMITH. GEORGE E; SMITH. NANC_'!'_~-----------t45-7541
L?!~9/_1983 -- 0.03 i!~_I.§~!J..ON --·-- -----·-0- -__J.
SMITH, JAMES M; SMITH, SHERR!
1 45~7180
! 7/15/19741
0.62jlRR IGATJON, DOMESTIC . -38
SMITH, JEREMY S
J36-16967
~ . DAVID

...

r::~~@_1~m -~<i0?1!!B.!_~~f!QN ........ ·-- -~~~~ : _____ --~r--261

~~:i~: ~~=~~~ ~

:

~~~~ ~E:~ :~::: ~::~;-:::~-i3~16658
RANAE GRIFFIN _ ·
.
_
SMITH, JEREMY S: SMITH, LISA G; SMITH,
AANAE GRIFFIN _ • .· _
_SMITH, JEREMY S; SMITH, LISA G; SMITH,
RANAE GRIFFIN
.
.
·- ·-~--·SMITH, JEREMY S; SMITH, LISA G; SMITH,
AANAE GRIFFIN

.. . _

..

,. _. . .,. . . . . . . . . --

~~:~::;~ h-~4~~~~::-kL----~~~1::::~~i:g~
~--~~::
'-··---~---·-'---<
--·--·-..-····----.. -....--~- ..__ _

---··--~-~-~

......

.....j _ _ _

!36-1666q .

l •?L9(1_968·___a~~~!~~~----L--2'

-~bPJ-19£~~~9 __ 0.33j!~.f3J.§.~TION ..---~---.. ~1
!

•.

.

-

j36·166~g_._jI__~./.~.?£!~!~ .- . 0.08J~.I~~~§-~!9~--·-·
i . .
. . -.-·-·-·-··---. _ . :__..~•.
j .

iss-16664 j

.

.

·

11/ 15/1973

0.1711RRIGATION
·. .
·
51
- - ---~-~.~--..· -- --·---· ·--~·--·
.
.
.
.
. .
I· .. .
... - ~~·· ..~·-'---~·.. ·--..ll.S-1§66~: ._ . ______?11/1_~~~+
O.D7 l~.~IGATI()~·---·--- • · _51
1

..-~---..--····-.···-·-j
. •

I

·. . i ·
-_ i
IRRIGATION, STOCKWATEA, · l
•_
SMITH, JOHN E •
.
i 45-7353B .
. 8/9/1978! . 0.04 DOMESTIC .
. ..
.
2.6
SMITH, RONNIE D; SMITH, SHARLENE M
f3s-165~ .2/B/1 971 ! . 2.01 IRRI~ATION··-'--· '·-·-·-.- - ---".,..-- 149
sMITH, R6'"NNiED;··s"MTr R
:-s·RA'RLeNitM-136-isa·3r-"'··: 2/eH971 1-.. :-·---o.4s IRFfiG"At1 oN'"·
··- ---:----·r·-35:7
* Enlargement_right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Water Rights Subject to Curtailment~ Rangen [>eilvery Call
-:::

-"""··.

. _. . -· _Curr~ntdwner , •• ·..
SMITH, RONNIE b; SMf1"H;SHARLENE M
SOARES, JOHN C.
SODERQUIST, CHRISTIE; SODERQUIST,
..
KEITH EDWIN
SODERQUIST, CHRISTIE; SODERQUIST,
KEITH EDWIN
SOLARFARMSSORENSON, ESMERALDA J; SORENSON,
GREGORY J
SOUTH IDAHO LEASING INC
SOIJTH VTEW DAIRY
SOUTH VIEW DAIRY
SOUTHVIEW DAIRY
SOUTH VIEW DAIRY
SOUTH VIEVrDAIRY _ _____
SOUTH VIEW DAIRY
SOUTH VIEW DAIRY
SOUTH VIEW DAIRY
SOUTH VIEW DAIRY
SOUTH VIEW DAIRY
SOUTH VIEW DAIRY ·
SOUTH VIEW DAIRY
SOUTH VIEW DAIRY
scnJTH VIEW DAIRY .
SOUTH VIEW DAIRY
SOUTH vu:W-DAIRY
SOUTH VIEW DAIRY

i- Bight No. . /:~

36-6333
36-8803

I . _· . l
. 2/22119741

36~7416D

·I 11/1-3/1972\

. 136-7266
.. • .

Date

I 2/22/1974

I3&-7416C

I .. .
I

I

Total ·
DiversiOn ~.
.
·Rate (cfs)
.. ·-··. Purfjose of l.)se:'-·'
-Acres
8/25/19871 . .. • 2~91 IIRRIGATION
. 146
7i1372oboT --- -tH3 1STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

· · .'PiicirftY ·:

;~· W.ater

.

'I .

37-20361
136-7768
I36-14035D
136-16605
136-16606
j36-16607
136-16606
!36-16609
!36-16610
J36-16611
!36-16612
~36-16613
36-16614
.!36·16615
36-16616
j36-16619
l36-16620-n
136-25860
I36-7681A

·.

. 4.78 !IRRIGATION .

310.4

4IIRRIGATION .
1.66 IIRRIGATION

310.4

133

-1.

. - 1/9/2001 .
! 11728/1977!

·· 0.06ISTOCKWATER
3.4211RRlGATION
!"572671976- - - --o.14 COMMERCIAL
J 6/7/1965
0.43 IRRIGATION
J
I Sn/1965
0.01 STOCKWATER. COMMERCIAL
I 2/26/1973l
- 0.33 IIRRIGAriON
l 2126h973r -oj51 !5TOCKWATEF(COMMERCIAL
81271973
0.52 IRRIGATION . •. . . . .
8/211973
. 0.02 STOCKWATE-R, COMMERCIAL ..
5/28/1974 .
0.16 IRRIGATION ·
5/28/1974
0.01 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
! 214/1976
l 2/4/1976

• 171
236.2
236.2

I 236.21
236.2
236.2
236.2

i 12/11/19691
T 121IT/1969I
I 1/28/19641
] 2/f4/W77!' -

SOUTH VIEW DAIRY . ·
136-76816 I 2/14/1977!
SOUTH VIEW DAIRY
136-8578
I 2/8/1993t
SOUTHERN IDAHO REGIONAL SOLID WASTE , .
.
l
45-70476
2126/1970 .
DISTRICT .
•
•
SOUTHERN IDAHO REGIONAL SOLID WASTE I
.
·
ptSTRICT
_
~.:?...~.?..~ ~ 1/7/1975

I

I

1.4711RRIGATION
236.2
0.04!STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
0.14!STOCKWATER, COMMERCIJ\[
0.911RRIGATION
. 56.7
STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,.,
. o.osiDOMESTIC ··
. .·
0.25ISTOCKWAfE-R-;-COMMERCIAL
'IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER,
0.89 INDUSTRIAL, DOMESTIC
640
IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER,
0.46 INDUSTRIAL, DOMESTIC
I
640

ii~~-:=iffr~~g-=- -l!!C:::_~~}ii ·. ~!~ ::::E~-~~----

_I__

~:i

SOUTHFIELD PROPERTiEsl[c·-··-·-·----~ 36-2907
4/26/1990 0.8 .iRRfCi~TION-:-:---····----"~-- 436
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC .
36-7295A
12111/1973 -~
2.43 IRRIG-ATiof.j""
177
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC . . . -·-,36-72956
12/11/1973
. 2.8 IRRIGATION
. 190.9
SOUTHFIELD
PROPERTIES LLC
36-7295C-- .12/11/1973
0.32 ST.OCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
· ··
···--·--·---·----------··---··........._.___,..________.__,_ . c.,--.---- --·-·····-~ - --------- - - ---..---~-~-·~------ - -·....
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36-7304A
2123/1973
5.2 IRRIGATION
··
322
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIEST[c··c---- ..
36-7304Ef·---· ....2/2.371973.
0.24!STOCKWATER,-COMMERCIAL
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTI'ESTLC--~--~~---- 3s:7304C
. 2/23/1 973
· . o.a !STOCKWATEA~COMME'i~CIAL
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36-7325A
4/1211973
3.6 IRRIGATION
188.5
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
------- 36-73258
4/12/1973
0.95 IRRIGATION
• 279
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC·-~-- ·.
36-7326
4/6/1973 .
0.64 IR-R-IG-A-TiON ........ _______~·-"-,.-·-:-:-------36
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC..--~---- 36-.:7a77o.........._srii1973
0.79 STOCKWATE"Fl, COMMERCIAC _____

.•

·------·

.

SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
SOUTHFIELDPROPERTIES LLC_..
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC

..

36-7377F
'36-7377G
36-73nH
. 36-74606

-.,..,---

9/7/1973
9fl/1973
9f7/1973
3/25/1974

.. " Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12. 1994

.

0.24
.•-. 1;04
0.05
1.04

IRRIGATION
IRRIGATION

-----·

. 141
.. • 139

IRRlGATioi~J'"---.-.---------7

IRRIGATION

. . _99
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l ·-· ·

- . .. . · ·

.. ·:: V{~ter · -. Piionty-·- f?iversion -··-• ·- · ·.··_· ·. ··-·····_-.•-.. . .. . .
Total
.Current Owner
•Right No; ,_~ : Date • Rate (cfs) },-_ ·~: Purpose of Use
Acres
!SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
3f5.7460E .
3/25/1974
0.13 IRRIGATION
8
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36·7460F
3/25/1974
0.12 IRRIGATION ·
8
[SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36·7533A
3/27/1975
U31RRIGATION . ..
72
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36-75338
3/27/1975
1.12 IRRIGATION
81
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIESLLC
36·7533C
3/27/1975
0.42 IRRIGATION
30 :
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC ·
·· · 36-7547D
5/13/1975
. 1.14 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
j
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36-7547F
5/13/1975
0.35 tiRRIGATION
141
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
I36-7547G
5/13/1975
1.51 IRRIGATION
• 139
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
· · i36·7547H
5/13/1975
0.08 IRRIGATION
· 7
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
'36·7575
10/31/1975
0.43IIRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
37
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36-7583
12/9/1975
0.22l1RRIGATION
142
!SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36-7584
12/9/1975
1.0811RRIGATION
154
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36-7672
1/27/1977
1.77 IRRIGATION ·
103:
36-8063C
2121/1982
0.3 IRRIGATION
· ·
1
99'
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
j36-B252E
10/17/1984
0.1 IRRIGATION
99
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
!36-8313A .
8/20/1986.
1.2 IRRIGATION .
60
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36-8529
4/5/1990
0.661IRRIGATION
-33
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36·8560A
9/711990
1.03iiRRIGATION
135
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36-85608
9/7/1990
0.12!1RRIGATION
6
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
36-8582
2120/1991
0.46 IRRIGATION
23
,
.·
.
·
IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER, ~
I
'SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIESLLC · .
136-8606
9/3/1991
0.86 COMMERCIAL, DOMESTIC .
2
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
!36-8760
1214/1990 ·
-1.52 IRRIGATION
436
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
!37·27618 ' 7/14/1967
5.04 IRRIGATION
602
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
37-7370
7/2211974
3.26 1lRRIGATION
576
SOUTHRELD PROPERTIES LLC
37-7572
3/21/1977
2.53 IRRIGATION
576
. SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
37-7634
5/23/1977
1.31 IRRIGATION
576
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
- - -37-8326
1/6/1988
1.36 IRRIGATION ·
602
SOUTHFIELD PROPERTIES LLC
!37-8732
4/~3/1991
3 IRRIGATION
587
SPARKS JR, RULAND G
!36-7050
2.23 IRRIGATION
183
1 1/10/1969
SPENCER, GLEN D
i36-8536
i 4/1211990
0.03 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
1
SPRING CREEK TERRACES INC
45-7100
7/17/1972
0.1 jMUNICIPAL
l ·-•:-'

_·---~---

--<

,-_

I.

1-------·

~_P.RING CREEK TERRACES -~-~~··-'·"---·-···-.:.-,.- ~..:?__?~------ --~{~.?!.1~]!._ __________ .Q:_?_Z~STIC __
;SPRINGDALE ACRES HOMEOWNERS ASSN 45-7697
1/9/1992
0.31 i!RAIGATION, DOMESTIC
11
---------------~~~~------·-··--······--·-------- - - - .
-- - - --··-· ·-------·--------- +--;;.,.;..
SPRINGDALE ACRES HOMEOWNERS ASSN
INC
.·
.
1216/2002
0.29 HEATING, COOLIN_
G_____
145-13513

4

~tiNGDALE AcRE·s·liaMeaw·N·E·Fis-AssN ..,.! ~-~~~~-

=~:-::-'=-=-=:-:-=:-:-·----···-·---·----·-------------~--·--·-·-·------

STALLINGS FARMS INC

·

;36-2631

o. ............................,,,.........···
. . . .- - - - - -----~a:-~~;~~----

411211979
12/15/1965

~~~-~i~~f~~~~~;-~-~~~;-~~-~-~-·· ~~~~--- ;~~~~ :~~ ·---~~~;~~;~-~~~~-~.
STANDLEE FAMILY LTD PARTNERSHIP
- ~~~:.1~500'*
4/1 /1984
STAR FALLS AG INC·--~----- ·~-~1'7-~- 12/11i1973

0.51 !IRRIGATION
0.51 IRRIGATION

?_"I~~fALLSFA'AMS LLC

0.52 IRRIGAT_~Q_f':!___
0.04 IRRIGATION
O.OB IRRIGATION
1.78IRRIGATION
5.35 IRRIGATION
1.761IRRIGATION •
4.8IIRRIGATION .

·--·-----STAR FALLS FARMS LLC
STARGAZER LAND & CAffiELP
STARGAZER LAND & CATTLE LP STARGAzER LAND & CATTLE.LP
~TARGAZER LAN(?,_~-~.~-!!LE LP
STARGAZER LAND & CATTLE LP

-~~:~~g~ :~~~~----·---------·----

l~_::j_~~17 ---- 8/24/1~7~
- 36-6289
6/26/1985
36-15152• .
8/30/1984
36-7019 -~I4/20T196e 36-755.4........... 7/5/1975
35:7520-'· 3/15/1976
36-7829
11/9/1978

~~~~~~~

!~;~~~~

.

52

-

~~:

345
200

I

51 j
511
633

- - - ..___166

-----------633

1---

137
63:3

-·-- - ~:~~~~~~~~PRAC~AL,DOMESflc~·~= ~~~~:~~=
-

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April12, 1994
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1.05 IRRIGATION

-
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6urr~h/o~~e;·J.: : · ~ ~ ·::~-]:;,~~~~tti:":. ·,'P~~~e~: ;~~:7~1~ t.·: -·. ··:: 'Pu~~~ of Us~,~/

<

d

-

Tote1l
, _-._.•.. Acres

sTATEOFlDAHO
__
37-22570
5/5/2010
0.06 DOMESTIC
. . ...
. .
-·-·
···-·
STATE o·F IDAHO 37-7003 --- - 8/10/1967
0.13 MUNICIPAL
STAiE OF iDAHo··
- 37~7457
10/1/1975 -_ . 0~05 DOMESTIC
STATE OF IDAHO: STATE OF IDAHO
· 37·7372 .
6/30/1999
6.541RRIGATION, STOCKWATER
320
STATE OF IDAHO; STATE OF IDAHO DEPT
4.71
OF TRANSPORTATION
37-20852 · \ 9/20!19741
0.09 IRRIGATION
335
STEVE NEIBAUR FARMS INC
36·15209*
3/15/1970
0.71 IRRIGATION .
36-7495
l 8/13/19741
4.58 IRRIGATION
320
STEVENSON BROTHERSFARMS ~-STEVENSON BROTHERS FA~~S
. _
36·7529C - 3/28/1975
4.28 IRRIGATION
316
1
1
STEVENSON, DEAN F; STEVENSON, ELLEN
W ·
. . __ .
. - ___ _ · 36-2630A
11/1/1965
4.65 IRRIGATION .
I
884
STEVENSON, DEANF; STEVENSON, ELLEN
W
_
_
!36·26309
11/1/1965 .
0.81 IRRIGATION
- 884
STEVENSON, DEAN F; STEVENSON, ELlEN
884
w -- ---- I36-7007C I 9/1'
STEVENSON, DEAN F; STEVENSON, ELLEN - ~
·_ \- _
_ _! _
.. ·~ --- j
W
__ __
_____ ____ .___
_
_ __ _. _._ _ 36·7007 D
9/11119671
0.09 .IRRIGATION
!
884!
STEVENSON, DEAN F; STEVENSON, ELLEN
I
!
1
136-7956A - 1 1/16/1981 1
2.15 IRRIGATION
I 884
STEVENSON, DEAN F; STEVENSON, ELLEN 1· ~
··
w
---'--36-79568
1/16/1981 1
0.15;1RRIGATION .
. i
884
STEVENSON, -DEAN F; STEVENSON, ELLEN
I
W
_ __
______
__ ___
36·8619A
11/13/1991
1.13!1RRlGATION
~
STEVENSON, DEAN F; STEVENSON, ELLEN
-·1
- !
W _ __
_
36-86198
11/1311991 !
02lJRRIGATION
~N A
_
36·75290 ! 3/28/1975!
0.69IIRRIGATION
15~
STEVENSON, SCOTT A; STEVENSON,
I iTAMARALYNN
j36-16459
9123/19651
0.04 !JRRIGATION
I
5.1
STEVENSON, SCOTt'A; STEVENSON,
j_
j
TAMARA LYNN
136-16461
2/1§£1~?4}
_()~04 l!RR IGATJON
5.1
1
STEVENSON, SCOTT A; STEVENSON,
-~
l
TAMARA LYNN 36·2562
1/24/1 963
2.09 IRRIGATION
;
446
sTevE't.isoN,
A; sTEvENs oN,
1
_
J
TAMARA LYNN
136·7651 ____ 10/28/1976 .... __ --~~ IRRIGATiq~·-·"·------.. ___________ 1__.~1 6

!_

-

_

_

J

I

!

"'!

-

-· .

I
I

.

I

i

J

i

_t

i

8841

•
I

scan

~~~~s~~;con A; STEVENSON,

136-81~1., _] ,~1/1~_83L__,_~J!RRJ~lCJ!L_, ,________J__1~~

STEWART, CAROLYN L; STEWART, DENNIS

G

~i;~~:o~~~~ A

- - --------- ..-, _,______

_·

_ -

_ _

J_
~?·7~~~ --f...~!!!3J)977 t
~.4~1RRIG~!~ -----·'-~-I~
J~~=~-f~-,:·~-ti~~~;~::t-:~..-~ ;i;]~.;~~~;~~~--gg~~[@C______ _ . _ t~~-.-~:;
:'

.

I!

...

_ l.

I;

-

.. --··"--

-~

l
-~-- -l~q_~~~

L.1.!.!~i! ?j__·_ -· 0.32,?TO~~~AT~~;~9~~E-F!.QI!.-l l

STOKE~,

I

------·-- ~·_9 IRRIGATIOti

I

.

~ARLA; STOKE~, WENDY ---~---:"'"=~~--_j.i.~j386~·-...,.
::~TOKER, BRENT, STOKER, LAVEL STOKER, !

_!2126/1973

I

\AARLA; STOKER, WENDY

-

___

STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL ; STOKER, i _
i
.
r
MARLA;
WENDY . .
.
l45-13861
:!}:3/1970
STOKER, BRENT, STOKER, LAVEL , STOKER,
;
MARLA; STOKER. WENDY
.
-- J 45-13862
l
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL ; STOKER,
\t1ARLA; STOKER, WENDY
~-~:1~~1~- ..:!.~26/19?2! STOKER, BRENT; STOKER; LAVEL ; STOKER,
!
\o1ARLA; STOKER, WENDY
.
145-13864
.!_~~~.1~?_~~
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER, .
-

r

·

!45·13866

12126/1 973

* Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994

-

.

,

.

·---

I

.

I 203~:~

0.14.STOC~~~'I._EA__,___9_QM~~£!.CIAL

...

1.7B:IRRIGATION____ ,___
i
-

-

-

-~

---~:64 IRRIGATIO~-·-·~----i-~~~6

I

.

.. .

0.72 STOCKVVATER, COMMERCIAL

I

I
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;
: .. .

.. . · · .

.-. _ .. _-: .:_c~~rent Owner •·• •.•

·..· .
·•·· . ·

!. . :: :

i.• ·.• _ ,

<Water >'· :PrioritY • Diversion
-.-. Right
~· : Date .• Rate. (cfs)

No.

...

...

..

.. ..

.

:

.. .

·· .· Purpose of Use ·• •_-

.

Total

Acres

'-

STOKER,_BRENT; STOKER,LAVEL ; STOKER,
- .
MARLA; STOKER, WENDY ·
7131/1972
.
45~13867
1.34
IRRIGATION ·
2034.6
..
..
..
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL ; STOKER,
. 45~13868
MARLA; STOKER, WENDY
7/31/1972
0.11 STOCKwATER, COMMERCIAL STOKER,BRENT;STOKER,LAVEL;STOKER,
.. 45·13869
MARLA; STOKER, WENDY ..
1/17/1973!
. . 1.32 IRRIGATION
2034.6
..
STOKER~ BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER,
I
.• 45·13870
MARLA ; STOKER,WENDY
1/17/19731
0.11 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
I
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER,
3/20!19791 •
. 45-13871
MARLA ; STOKER, WENDY .
2034.61
1.54 IRRIGATION
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL ; STOKER,
3/20/1979
0.13 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL .
MARLA;STOKER, WENDY
45-13872
STOKEA,BRENT; STOKER,LAVEL ; STOKER,
·2.09 IRRIGATION
MARLA; STOKER, WENDY
. 45~13900 . 10/16/1987
2034.6
~
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER, ·
. 0.17 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
MARLA ; STOKER, WENDY
45-13901
10/16/1987,
!
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER,
MARLA ; STOKER, WENDY ·
45·14102
1.36 IRRIGATION
5/4/19781
2034.6
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL ; STOKER,
5/4/19781
MARLA ; STOKER, WENDY
45-14250 .
1.41 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
BRENT;
STOKER,
LAVEL
;
STOKER,
STOKER,
MARLA ; STOKER, WENDY
.. . . - . 45-7045
12116/1969
5.47 IRRIGATION
2034.6
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER,..
MARLA;STOKER, WENDY
45-7072D
11/3/1970
0.18 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL ; STOKER,
MARLA ; STOKER, WENDY
45-71058
7/31 /19721
0.06 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER,
MARLA;STOKER,WENDY
45-71168
12126/1972i
0.08 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
STOKER, BRENT; STOKER, LAVEL; STOKER,
l
MARLA ; STOKER, WENDY
. 45·71618
12126/1973
0.3 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
I
STOKEA, BRENT; STOKER,LAVEL ; STOKER,
I
MARLA ; STOKER, WENDY
3/20/1979
1.59
IRRIGATION,
STOCKWATER
45-7358D
2034.6
IRRIGATION .
STOKES, SHIRLEY W
36-8409
10
,..._.._
.....
r---02 IRRIGATI6t~i.--STOCKW ATER,
STOUDER HOLSTEINS LLP
36-8225A
11/19/1983
0.54 COMMERCIAL ·
1.5
..
----·-····--·----·-·-------·---·-.....-·--·----'s f6U6ER 1-io[sfEIN-s iiP-- ... ,,.,,,..... .
36-82258 . Tl/19/1983 - -.. - 0.18 STOCKWATER
-----0.31 STOC-KWATER, _COMMERCIAL
STOl:JDER HOLSTEIN~--~·~.':................._______:___________ @§::_a3so·~~ =~4/5/19~
136-13629
STRAUB, KATHARINA
8/2119721 .
0.04 DOMESTIC
SfRAUB, KATHA~A -------·--..- · -----~--_ - - 36-15711 --- -1_]7871981
0.06 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
3/6/19741 .
0.76 IRRIGATION EVELYN G
36·74508
37
-STRICKLAND,
- - -- - -------------------•----------------- ----~ -·
STROUD, JAMES L; STROUD, LORIEN E
36-13645
12131/19781
0.08 STOCKWATEF( DOMESTIC
STROUD, JAMES L: STROUD, LORIEt,fE·- ·- -- 36·16210
0.11 STOCKWATER. COMMERCIAL f
5/4/1 978 1
- -- --·-·- -'---"·•-·
m RIGATION .
.
.
800
SUCHAN. CHEYENNE s; "sDc H A-N--:-RUSSELL 36-12454* . ..... ............
7/4/1974
.
0.51
.....:..-:-:::-:- ,__________
IRRIGATION.
.
--~
800
SUCHAN, CHEYENNE 8; SUCHAN, RUSSELL j36-7052_ ___ ............
1/14/1969
6.58
.................
-- ----:-:SUCHAN, FRA.N K-:r --·-· · ·--· .. -- · · ..•,_____ .. ________ !36-2574 ..... _
. 7/2211963
0 .9 IRRIGATION
. . . · _ 240
.
··
--~36-7629___ 6/24/1976 -- . ~~ IRRIGATION
SUCHAN, FRANK J
240
·---:.-=- ·---·----2.32 IRRIGATION
10/23/1978
156
_§UCHAN, FRA~K J ~~~=~-.:_·-·--·
i36-7828
.._____,...,
36-7839
0.8 IRRIGATION
1/19/1979
SUCHAN, FRANK J
.
. .
156
SUHR, DANIEL A; SUH_R, DO-N NA-DEE
0.67 IRRIGATION
3/20/1976
3EH4317*
153
·---·3&8349 .
COMMERCIAL ··
SUN VALLEY POTATOES INC
------ .
94
.
IRRIGATION
36-15992
SUNDANCE INC
..•- ·'fo· ··•••••.,•u•...,•••--"''" '
37·7692
.
IRRIGATION
SWEET, WILLIAM G
12/21/
1977
4
196
---- - ---··- - --

I

I

-

__

11W19~~

------·---

--

~-----------.

i

I

l
I
----------·---·---···-·--.-·----..··-·--.._. ___"____=·-·-.-----

__

-

---

;~~~~~ ~~:

"'"' " -~ -

~:~~

- -

----------------
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:" ' . .

.: Current.O.wner :.
SWISHER, JERRY S
SYBRANDY, ANNA; SYBRANDY, IDA; .
SYBRANDY, SIMON ·· .
. .
SYDNOR, CARLA; SYDNOR, CHARLES ..
TABER FAMILY UC
•
TABEFfFAMILY LLC ·
TABEAFAMILYLLC
.. . .
TABER, BEVERLY
TABER, BEVERLY; TABER, DONALD E
TABER, BEVERLY; TABER, DONALD E
TABER. DONALD C; TABER, LYNDA L
TABER, DONALD E
TABER, DONALD E
TAJO LLC
TAJOLLC
TANNER, BARBARA; TANNER, ROBERT
TAT FARMS LLC
TAT FARMS LLC
TATEOKA, JlfVf;tATEOKA, KOT
TEO MILLER DAIRY
TED MILLER DAIRY
TEIXEIRA,. HUMBERTO AZEVEDO
TE.LFoflo,MICHAEL s
TElFORD, MICHAELS
TELFORD, MICHAELS
TELFORD, MICHAELS
TELFORD, MICHAELS
TELFORD, MICHAELS
TELFORD, MICHAELS
TELFORD, MICHAELS
TELFORD, MICHAEL S
TELFORD, MICAAEL S; TELFORD, ROBERT

.

T~tcil

Acres
2.1
36-8408

1/19/1989 ···.
6/29/1989
.. 0.05 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
2
12/1/1975 .·
2.67 IIRRIGATION
160
137-7504
I 7/22/19761 - -:-3.3iiRRIGATION, STOCKWATER
178
l37·m2. · I 1/11/1980!
0.71 1JRRIGATION
: 38
!37·7877A I 2/5/1981 i
0.0211RRIGATION ·
1
37·7617A
6/2/1977
3.64 IRRIGATION
186
37-76178
6/2/1977
0.14 STOCKWATER~COMMERCIAL
137-8078
1·· S/15/1983!
2IIRRIGAfiON
116
137-10158• I 4/1/19741
1.78 IIRRIGATION
466
]37·7197 - -l- 1723/1973f
4.46IIRRIGATION
466
145-2761
l 10/18/1962j
1.04IIRRIGA"riON
75
145-7214
[ 12/24/19741
.1l1RRIGATION
50
136-8512
I 2/27/1990!
0.02ICOMMERCIAL
145·13490 I 6/30/1985
0.74 IRRIGATION
385
!45·13491 ·I 6/30/1985 ..
. 4.02 IRRIGATION
I 1261.1
136-7522
! 1/29719751 2.15!1RRIGATION . .
3071
!36·16187 i 10/28/19771
0.75iiRRIGATION
150
136-16189
B/10/19731
2.11 IIRRIGATION
. .I
150
·a
136·16732 ! 8/21/1973 !
0.16l1RRIGATION
136-10024* r·s/31/1976 ~
us!IRRIGATION
298.8
!36-10025* 15131/1976[
0.77IIRRIGATION
238
!36·15984 I 1217/1979
2.91 IIRRIGATION
444
!36·15985 I 1217/1979
0.94hRRIGATION
308
136-2552
111/14/19621
4.42IIRRIGATION
298.8
13:6-8189
T5!1 1.i19B3i
0.96IIRRIGATION
48
136-8191
I 5/11/19B3 j
1.97jiRRIGATION
98.3
137-7650
9/4/1977t
0.17!STOCKWATER, DOMESTIC
137·7949
11/4/1981 1
0.25 STOCKWATEA, COMMERCIAL i
!37·8212
5/11/1983!
0.01 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

I

I

~~t~g~~: ~:~~~t--~~-+~E~g~g~~~~~~g~~J~~~~~~~-- -----~j~~~~~~

I~~~~~EZ, EUGE~~-~~-~:.~~~.~ ERRONEZ, 1~~--7~2~_: ... --~~~~!19801

~:~: :=~:*~~:~~-- ~·----· --·==~=···---l=_ ~:i

~~~~~~N.S=~~~:~:.-~:~---.

0.08
. 1_
TESSENDERLO KERLEY INC .
145-7465C
4/15/19811
0.14 IRRIGATION .
. 9
·..
1--~ ·-······---·-i:·
.
--·--·····-..-·········----· · · - - ·-~---TESSENDERLO KERLEY INC . .
45-7465D
4/15/1981 i
0.56 INDUSTRIAL
TEXAS MUNICIPAL Pl.Ai\fCONSO~T!Y.~.b~C 36·161 ~Q~-~~=-3/15/1_~?-~J.
O.Q1 IRRIGATION --·==-~-----j 11.3
TEXAS MUNICIPAL PLAN CONSORTIUM LLC 36-2554A ' B/31/19621
2.52 IRRIGATION
.
640
............__
.
..
---..---·-· --·-· · -"··-···········t···--···
~---·----·-~-..·-·······--·-------···THAIN, C2.0RY s_..
---~-1679_~--- ---~!:1__~~~-~~--~--~-~ -~~!liGATION .
.
4~
THAIN, GREG S
. . 36·16701
3/13/1981 •
0.3 IRRIGATION
15
THAIN; GREG S; THAiN--;JOHN T
-- 36-8413
--~-3/2/1989 1
1 IRRIGATION ••.
-·-·
.
183.5
THE ALTON & PAULA HUYSER TRUST
37~-- --B/23/1973
. 3.06 IRRIGATION -·--~----------··489
----------'··-····················· --·····------·····-- · · · - - - - - ·-- - ..............., ____....._.,f---- . . ~~---·--······-········· ..········ - - - - - - - ~------THE ALTON & PAULA HUYSER TRUST •
37·7454 ·
9/8/1975 .
3.94 IRRIGATION
· .
489
THE ALTON & PAULA-H"lfYSER TRUST'-- . 37-7602 ···--- -- 5/4/1977 ~--- 2.62 IRRIGATION
w,__ - -489
THE ALTON & PAULAHU~YSERTRUST
37-8679
8123i1990
0.16 IRRIGATION
489
·~···-·-----------·---·-·-····
-·--..·--··-·····--··-·-·-"--'"·· ---- --THE AMALGAMATED SUGAR CO
.
36-8364
6/10/1988
0.22 INDUSTRIAL
THE BAKER FAMILY TRUST . - - ·-•
36·7405
11/8/1973
1.16 IRRIGATION
-240
THE BENEDICTINE MONKS OF IDAHO-iNC36-7904
3/26i19eol
0.3B,IRRIGATION
425
THIBAULT, DONALD-F;THIBAULT. PHYLLIS N 36-7447
21211197(
3.91 jiRRIGATION
282

------

* Enlargement right subordinate to iights earlier than April 12, i 994
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·:1

'1

I ·

I

,· ·...of, .:.. .

-~·'Water ····.··J · Priority • Diversion
Total.
·· .. _ Flight No:
. Date .•.. Rate (Cfs) .·. :-: __ Purpose u·se
. Acres
· ·. Current Owner
THOMPSON, CONNIE J; THOMPSON,
MICHAELW ,
.
:36-16707
4/26/1990
0.03ISTOCKWATER,
.
I
THOMPSON, CONNIE J ; THOM PSON,
· Iss-167m3
4/26/1990
·· 0.06ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
MICHAELW •
THOMPSON, CONNIE J; l'H-6M·P-SON,
MICHAELW •.
.
. .
\36-16767 . . 9/12119731
0..16 1STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL , .
!
• •.
..
. . .· :
.
THOMPSON, CONNIE J; THOMPSON, • .... .
MICHAEL W
__
.
.
36~7337H 11/25/19771
0.3 STOCKW~TER, COMMERCI~~
TH(JMPSON, DEBORAH M; THOMPSON,
l
.
. . .
GARY C
.
-ss-11839•
3/15/1976i •
0.25 IRRIGATION
•f
317
THOMPSON. DEBORAH M; THOMPSON.
. - .·· .· _
.. ,
r .. . . .. .
,
GARY C
4.65 IRRIGATION
I 317
136-15171 1 8/23/19621
THOMPSON,. KURT; THOMPSON,
LINDA 8 . 136-8615 - 110/30/1991 1
0.05liRAIGATION
1.5
.
. .
THOMSON, JOHNS .
-36-8675
9/14/1992
. 0.03iSTOCKWATER . ··
I
T LD PROPERTIES LLC
36-16657
. 12/9/1"968 •. 6.07 ~1RRIGATION
. 929
36-16659
10/10/ 1969
6.07 liARIGATION
929 1
TLD PROPERTIES LLC
TLD PROPERTIES LLC
- 36-16661
1/17/1973
1.5211RRIGATION .
__
9291
TLD PROPERTIES LLC
. 36-166sS- · l 1115/1973!
3.03 IRRIGATION
{ · 929
TLD PROPERTIES LLC~-- ----------- ------ 136-16665. I 5/1/1984 !
1.1 9IIRRIGATION
.. !
929
i - - - -IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER, i
TOLEDO, JOHN B ·
j36-7265
9/25/19721
0.76 COMMERCIAL .
j
15
TOLEDO, JOHN B; TOLEDO, MARIA R -·
!36-74130AF
3125/1974!
0.2 STOCKWATER,' COMMERCIAL t
1
.TOONE, MARKS; TOON~, !:)~~~r_r--1 ?7-7412
12118/19741
. 2.25 IRRIGATION
.
247
TOONE, MARKS; TOONE, SALLY J
· 1.37-7816
12126/1979! ·
2.25 IRRIGATION
138
TRACY, CHARLES A
I3Ei-7733
I 7/22/19771
0.12iiRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
3.5
_!RAU, DONtJA; TRAU, JOSE~H P
j36-8464B 110(12119891
0.16l1RRIGATION, STOCKWATEFf uf
5
TRAVELERS OASIS TRUCK PLAZA; WILLIE,
I
I .. ·. . .
! . I
DANIELL
.
36-8766
6/8/1997 !
0.1 !COMMERCIAL
i .
l
TRIANGLE P LLC . -c---------·-----_ 36-10652 .
1/1/1968!
0.14[1RAIGATION
j· 4l o.9l
12/14/19S2t
3.08\IRRIGATION ·_..... . ..
.~
4,5g
TAIPLEACE INc-·~~----------------~-~~- .--- -~ 36-2558
TRIPLE C ~ONCRETE INC
36-8791
6/17/1999
1.68jiNDUSTRIAL .·
j
1
TRIPLECCONCRETE INC
t36-8792
I 6/17/1999
1.68IINDUSTRIAL
Jr
TRIPLETFARMS ---- - -- -----i36~7882B
1 1217/1979~
7.B5~'1RRIGATION
l
639.5
_TROST, KEN R; TROST, PAM J
rss~i996·--· ---~ 712471.~~n
~..~ ~ARIGATION
11
TURNER, BRUCE B
~45-71 ?.Q~--~-1 1!10/1973L _ _J.:!JJ IRRIGATION
146
~37-7415A
116/1975!
1.39l 1RRIGATION
69.4
TURNER, CHARLES K; TURNER, STACEY
TURNER, CHARLES K; TURNER, STACEY
137-7415B
1".16!19751"'
0.21 i ST-6CKWATEFC'COtvfMER-CiAL-TURNER, DALE N; TURNER, NILENE M
145-7334
f 6n/1978! -1 .7~
- IRRIGATION -·--·---"------~----- · J
·-J
160
TURNER, LOVELL J
!45-13548 r 1j19/197'8!.
0~03 IRRIGATION
5.6
TURNER, RONALD J
145-7333A I 1/{9/1978f--·--·- OM IRRIGATION
97.3
l45-7e374-l~4/9!1990f' ··~-· O.Os IRRIGATION
~··· 0.8
TURNEY, JAMES 0 ; TURNEY, VICKIE
lss-7699~" 5/2/1977!
2.15 IRRIGATION
--·
107.5
TWIN STOCK LLC
--·-·---··-··---------------~y-- .......
.IRRIGATION, STOCKWATE·R:·--1

COMMERCIA~ l

-:T
I

•

.

-

:

l .

f

i
f·-

T.

UNIT 3 WATER ASSN INC

l
·-·-····------------1~-~:~090

-~~:~;_~~;~~s~~~)NS..::..-:"~:-~-!:!m-UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING

.

! ·_ _

I

j

_,.,~(1.?,(.1962~ .

f

1:::::i

i
I

DOMESTIC, FIRE
0.51 f.ROTECTION •

~::~j~~T~~~~cobuNo
.··

.

· r'

---±=
J ·

_ . ..

!!:tROUGH___
-~-.-~-~--_,.~_,,..,•..•___
.. ~~36-16183 . 61.1_~2.()()_~ -- O,~,ST29]<11/~TEA, Y!ILOUFE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING
.. !
~
.
.
•· ·_ •. ··
THROUGH
i36-16583.
3/15/1987
. 0.03 IRRIGATION
.
* Enlargement right subordinate ·to rights earlier than April12, 1994

.
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Attachment C
-_ Water Rights Subject to Curtailment- RangenDelivery Call --

· . . ·...

·: .:.

:.

: (i Water: l·- ~ -: Priority

.

·••Ri9ttNQL ____ Date _._

' Current Owner :;. · ••--

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING
THROUGH
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING
THROUGH. .
•· .
· ·· ·
· ·
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING
THROUGH
.
.. . . . .. . . . .

UNITED STATES OF AMERiCA ACTING
THROU(31-j___ .......,""'--~-·~·-.--·---UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING
THROUGH
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING
THROUGH
_
UNiTED STATES OFAMERICAACTING

-\,-ofver51aJ'll ·:_: .-. Rate {c~i ~ _.

9/10/19~~~: -

36-16691

-I

36-16956

I

2.JI~RJGATIO~--?--., .. ..

~11n9~7T~6.22~1~R·I~ATro~

-.· ·.· .•.···•

S30A -_-

t

11/9/19i.s!

i

. • •· ·

. .

i

l ··:_·- -,-_
-.:. _. •.· · -

·t

133.8

<~ . -11 .14

.1- ._"

119

o.s7 jiRAIGATION .......

~36-80568 - J /21/19821
-. ..... -- '· -·
36~B110B , 8/19/1982!
. . ··,·:_ . . .
._·· _.·_.· .,.. .

1

. 119

. ' · .. -· .. : •· .· .--__
··..·· .

I

.

·Acres

_
_. _
36-7497
· · 8/21/19z±l. . ·
o.os!sroci<WATER~ WILDIJFE . .•
. ·_ -- -,_ -- ··.. ··
' ·.. ._ I -·-.· · •
36-7611A
2125J19Til
1.67 IRRIGATION
-.-_.-.•_-.

---I_ 36~7_. . . .- ]

_ . ·

-._:,1 Total
Purpose of Use · ::·- -•

0.7!1RRIGATION

-_ ·. --t

- . -~- ·-._-.- _--_0.12 IRRIGATION <·
.
l .... _. _ · . ·· ':...

_·.

<

I

- '-_-·•-.• • . .

THROUGH
_
37-20839 _- ! 2/6/1974 -··0~ 1S[IRRIGATION
.. --- - 1
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING
· .·.: _!·· . :
..
l
THAOI:J._~tf
·- _.
37~20~49
10/6/1977i · · o.42tn=iR IGATI~~
1
;
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING
. -.
!
... - THROUGH
_
37~20851• . ' 3/15/19B3i
0.02 IIRRIGATION
UNITED STATES OFAMER-ICA ACTING
\
THROUGH
43-7007
12/24/1968!
0.5 STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE
UNiTED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING
-~
-L
·u,~
~q_UGH_
__
, ,.
145-1341~ ! 4/13/1970 j
0.76 RRIGATION
.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ACTING ·
. .. . . i
. _ .. .·
THROUGH
45"13566 ! 9/17/1970
0.4 IRRIGATION
IJ'i\.JJT ED-STATES OF AMERICA ACTING ·
THROUGH
45-13786
0.541RRIGATION
UNITED sTAfESOi=~AMERICA ACTING
' ·· ••
-··
THROUGH
45-73408
0.97 IRRIGATION
JliFAI!MS LTO PARTNERSHIP
136-15645
0.15 STOCI<WATER. cOMMERCIAL •
JR--FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP ~-----~-- 36-15647
12/3/1966! -- b.i21STOCKWATEA, COMMERCIALJR FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP--~~~~~
3e=f5649
2118/1971 _
o.<i[s'TocKWATER, COMMERCIA~
1
JR FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
t36-16192
1n /1971j.",
0.03l STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
JR FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP__....~ ....~-"'~1 36·16~?~ .... ,
1n/1974J
0.1 STOCKWATER. COMMERCIAL ,
1
JR FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
36-8549
6/28/1990;
0.09-STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL !
JR FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
37-2=1'142_____ )
1/7/1974f'"""""():oat iRRIGATION, MITIGATION .-.
JR FARMS LTD PARTNERSHIP
37-21160
2/27/19791
.
. .i
JS DEPARTMENT OF iN.TERIOR-sTiR'E J\[ioF - "·-----~----~
r-------~=··"""=~=~-_-------·-· ...-~

!

!

I

46

I

46

64
30
30

38
33

391

. -_ -· 80

i

L

1

.

~ECLAMATION

-~·-~~--·-" _~6-_!~~~~----·__,j

j

0.121-~ITIGATION

I

!

'4.9!

..

. 0.2,HEATING, COOLING
·-,·~
JS DEPARTMENT OF THE _I_N'T'E!!!~R =·-- ..•..~ . ,.... .~~:1.43Q~...~L 41.~,_3/1970J
128! IAR IGATION
130.5
JS DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
f45·14305• ! 4/'@/1 ~!l-. -9.:.6~i!~BIGATION _.......-- ----------"~- ~~_} 30.5
l
! .
-!
· ·· !DOMESTIC FIRE
13S-16062
8/12/2002!
0.02lPROTECTION
JS DEPT OF INTERIOR .
JS DEPT OF INTERIOR
_
ia6-857~ __.._jj _2124/1990r ,-· o.o7l STOCKWATER, WILDLIFE.. ...__~,
1 & L o'AIRv ·~-- --·------_-·36~s6s~ --- 1 9/24/197sr " s:o2iiRRtGATioN
.
.
_- - ~~
. -3~
o2·
2/1/2012j

.

·r

I

~~fMJ_--~-~-~r_·[~g·- - ~ _·_~·-_··_~..,~.~-~==~-::~:~=~. =~::::.: ~f~~~
~~f:j2J~H~~~-~-~:~![::::~~~~- -;------··} ~+~
I & A FARMS LLC •- ·

.

45-13962

j

8/2~~

7.35j 1RRIGATION

_

_,.,,..___, ___~ ~

367-4

~~~~Aii~~}~-- . ~:~:~ ·'t!!~~1e~;Jli::~::·===~1 ~~
*Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April12, 1994
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Attachment C
.
Water Rights Subject to C_
Urtc;iilment - Rangen Delivery Call
.

·' Current Owner.

.. :'T-'\Watef:''/ 1.••• PnoHt9'·TfoiVeli;ion 1- -. ·-.
......-...
; •.;: :Right No. ; '...Date •I Rate (cfs) "~< Purpose of Use
·
l .. · ~DOMESTIC, FIRE
' 36-~6299

VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT #262
VALLEY VIEW DAIRY LLC
VANBEEK, DIANNE; VANBEEK, JACK
VANBEEK, DIANNE: VANBEEK, JACK
VAN BEEK;--blANNE; VANBEEK, JOHN W
VAN BEEK~ANNE; VAN SEEK, JOHN W
VANBEEK, DIANNE; VAN SEEK, JOHN W
VAN SEEK, DIANNE; VANBEEK, JOHN W

Total
. .. .. '·

I Acres

J

9/22!20041 ·

~.52 PROTECTION

·
STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
136-~4846
1 12131/~962 1
0.~2 1 DOMESTIC
.
36-2580
I 1_1J.?..-::~/:-:-:
196
:-=-:3t--.,..--::--::+==:=::::-::::-:-:
36-7956 ·
1/9/1981
136-16719• l 3/15/1975 1
. O.OS ISTOCKWATER~COMMERCIAL
136-16720•
· 36-8021
· !36-8398
2/~4/1995 1 .
0.5~ !STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL !

T

.

369. ~

290

r

VAN OYK & SONS A GENERAL PARTNERSHIP I3~73~9
'VAN DYK & SONS A GENERAL PARTNERSHIP,36-7454
f\JAN DYK, MARIE-c ;VANbY!(-FfiCHARDB
. 36-7738
)VANDYK. RICHARDS; VANDYK, TAMMY D
36-7760
VANDYK, RICHARD 8; VANDYK, TAMMY D i36-83B9
VAN STRAALEN, ALICE; VAN STRAALEN,
AAIE
l36-~ 6506
VAN STRAALEN, ALICE; VAN STRAALEN,
ARIE
36-16508
VAN STRAALEN, ALICE; VAN STRAALEN,
f~RI~
.
.
36-16510
VAN TASSELL, AFTON
36·2569
VAN TASSELL;-AFrON; VAN TASSELL, GAIL 136-7512
:VAN TASSELL, AFTON; VAN TASSELl, GAIL !36-7966
VAN TASSELL, PERRY
136-7010
WAN TASSELL. PERRY
j36-7784A
,V AN TASSELL, PERRY
!36·77848
VANDEN BOSCH SR, MARVIN L; VANDEN
BOSCH, JEANNETTE
36-7954
VANDER VEGT, IRENE
36-7283
VANDER VEGT, IRENE
·· 36·7289
'VANDER VEGT-:IRENE- . - - - - -----·-·
36-73638

1.11 11RRIGATION

3/22/1973 1
. 3/11/1974
9/7/1977
11/7/1977
9/1/1988

74

. 0.2BIIRRIGATION
2.511RRIGATION
2.3 IRRIGATION
0.1BlSTOCKWATEFi:CoMMtRCIA[

I 4/8/1975!

0.05ICOMMERCIAL

I .
I

I

0.23 jSTOCKWATER, COM~ERCIAL !- -

9/15/1972

8/16/1973,
4/3/1963i

I ~1/2511974 !
2/23119811
9/2811967 1_
3/17/1978!
I 3/17/19781

!12/30/1980

o.os jSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
0.9IIRRIGATION
9.211FfRIGATION
6.37 IRRIGATION
.. 3.79 IRRIGATION
I
3.23 IRRIGATION
!
1.11IIRRIGATION
I
0.07IIRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
1.16 IRRIGATION
2.1 IRRIGATION
2.56 IRRIGATION
-

1/5/1973
~/22/1973

8/7/1973

~~~DER~~ 8RqT'H_~!:!~~~~I!3_'!'______ .._____ 36-7379A -··- 9i18{~97_~

74
125
222

.

·1.96

45
837
837
305 1
272
. 305
2
76
~05

245

IRRIGATIQ~---·--·-··--·-----f _!3~
1

~-ii-i~ ~!~~~~j~1~~-==- Eif.~:: 1~~~:: --~ii i~~~E~~:~~E!~ -~9.4

1VANDERHA~__DAIR~

-~:~-=-=---·-·-·--·-_j?6·1615J6 -

Y.~~_QERHAM DAIRY · - - - •- ·
.
VANDERHAM, DANNY C

·--1-2/3/ffiea

36-16108

2/18/1971

36-8636

9/23/1997

<?·~~!RRIG~TibN____

· ]
5~!
0.2 IRRIGATION
------~__?9.4
STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
1 DOMESTIC

jVANDERVEG_!~~~~------··--·--·--·-·~-~-· ?6-7~§.9___ .2!.:!_~~~73 ___ 2.34_ 1Rf!IG~_'f.lg~-=~--~=--=.:::~--NANDERVEGT, RAY
.
VANDERVEGT·Gfesof\i:-TRE.NE ···-------- .
VANDERVEGT~GI8SON, IRENE VASQUAZ,- DUFIA; VASOUAZ,- J REUBEN
VEENHOUWER FAMILY FARMS LLC
VEENHOUWER FAMILv FARMS LLC

-VEENHOUWEffFAMIL'n:AFH~s-Lic-········----

VEENSTRA FAMILYLTDPARTNERSHIP
VEENSTRA. FRANK W
..

--·-·· ·132
36-7460J
3/25/1974
1.23 IRRIGATION
·
69
36-2673
8/3/1-966 ---2.28 IRRIGATION··-·-·------·-··--··-··---- ---- - """""114
36-751"7- - T2i17/1974 --·---·-4 IRRIG
ATioi~........... .
556
36-10243•
511 / 1985
· 0.4 IRRIGATION
-~20S
36-7255
·-7/1_3/_1-9i2 ___ 2 1RRTGATION--~·
1o8

36-8060
36-8422
36-16706
136-15077*

2/9/1982 . --- . 0.2 COMMERCIAL .
.
4/2o!f989
0.2 STOCKWATEF(-COMMERCIAL -----·3/25/1974
2.34 IRRIGATiON
. ····-- - ~2
·--~47171982
··0.9~ IRRIGATION-~- .-.----~·--··--·-.. -:-:;g&S!

* Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April ~ 2, ~ 994
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Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Ct.Jrtailment ~ Rangen Delivery Call ·
_''· ' - •;; o: •·

··. : . , ,.•

·:: ~;';':'

·· •

:

•·····•c·;•· ..

•.. Current-Owner :; <
;:. : "-'"
VEENSTRA, FRANK W
.
VEEN-STRA, FRANK W
VEENSTRA, FRANK W
VEENSTRA, FRANK W
VEEN~TRA, FRANK W; VEENSTRA, MARY
JANE
VEENSTRA, FRANK W; VEENSTRA, MARY
JANE · ·
VEENSTRA, FRANK W ; VEENSTRA, MARY
JANE .
VEENSTRA, FRANK W; VEENSTRA, MARY
JANE .·
VEENSTRA, FRANK W; VEENSTRA, MARY
JANE
VEENSTR,A., FRANK W; VEENSTRA, MARY
JANE .

--

water·: ~

~ Right .No.::,: \· P:~l~~·.
9/15/1972
B/16/1973
1/5/1977
• 1/5/1977

36-16746
36-16748
36~7666A

.

36-76666

I

:':··:·· •:· ··
.; .:.::: :
·Total
.Dive!'Sioh
Rate (cfs) .• :_ · .Pu~se of Use :-. ·
·Acres .•
·0.16 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
.0.05 STOCKWATER; COMMERCIAL
1.64 IRRIGATION
82
0.66 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL

l

!

_·
36-15207 •

I 7/29/1988

1.·.

0.04 DOMESTIC
..
. .

.·

. ..

111/17/1972 .

0.8 IRRIGATION

36-7341

6/18/1973

2.06 IRRIGATION

I·

103

36-7472

5/8/1974

2.16 IRRIGATION

I •··

157

36-7274 ..

50

-

.
.
36-7526 .

3/24/1975

36-8100
37-20590

306

7/13/1982

5.08 IRRIGATION ·
. IRRIGATION, STOCKWATER,
0.15 DOMESTIC

7/22/1971

1.74 IRRIGATION

113

.

VEENSTRA, FRANK W; VEENSTRA, MARY
JANE

II

5

.

VEENSTRA,FRANK;VEENSTRA,MARYJANE 36-15206
7/29/1988
0.24!STOCKWATER
VERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
36-15998
4/8/1975
0.38 iIRRIGATION
. 211 .5
36-15999
4/8/1975
0.3 !STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
VERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
VERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
7.3 dRRIGATION
9/23/1965
36-16458
. 477.7
1/ERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
136-16460
7.3 l1RRIGATION
I 211511974
471 .5
1/ERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
!36-16745
9/15/1972
1.01 IRRIGATION
100
3.12jiRRIGATION
1/ERBREE LAND HOLDTNGS LLC
36-2642
2111/1966
500
36-7318A
IIERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
0.24 COMMERCIAL
1 3/21/1973
36-73188
i 3/21/1973
0.1 STOC.KWATER, DOMESTIC
IIERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
36-731BC I 3121/1973
IIERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
0.09 STOCKWATER
36-7318[) i 3/21/1973
IIERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
0.26 STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL '
1/ERBAEE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
36-7318E
i 3/21/1973
O.Os!IRRIGATION
2.6
I
IIERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
36-7535
4/9/1975
4.34 IRRIGATION
305
36-7571
IIERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC .
10/14/19751
. 1.5 !1RRIGATION
· ·
• 305
----··--- r---·--·-:-~---. -···-----·---···-------··
.--..~-JeRaREE LAND HoC
BTr\fG'sTu5 __ _____ 36-7664 ___ · -3/11/1976
5.74
:1RRIGATION
.
906
···------···-_____,________" ··· --------··· --- ······-·········---·-'
--------·-··--·------···--IIERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
36-7640
10/8/1976
2.13!1RRIGATION
. . 108
1.45 iiRRIGATION··-···-~--136
~~~REE LAND HO~DIN§.~~ LCC ------·---!36-7?~- 5/25/1977

-- - - -

IIERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
JERBREE LANDHOLDINGS LLC

.

.

--~·- · .

IIERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC

JeR8-RE.E lANDHO[Df;l.fGsiLc·-·

-

..

---------·------·---·-..-...---..·-------

v'ERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
JfCTOR; s AL:L Y; VICTOR, STEVE
.
...

---·· ······~----

4/8/1978
4/8/1978

-· ----~== ------·------·--·-·--····-----------

---~.~ !IRRIGA!!Q.~-----··--···----~-·---- 1

0.28 !1RRIGATION
-- -·---l----·--

.. .-

..------........;._.~--,---~

4/15/1982
-· -·
36-s~99---·· ---·--··
6/15/1983

---· - ----

36-8351

6/15/1988

136-8666
36-8128

.L.JJ1 0/1992

viLLAGE ENTERPRISES LLC
45-7662A
JiLLAGE ENTERPRISESLLC-,--.,----~'---~-l45-7662B --JIRGii&AMA LEE BROCKMAN FAMILy
. fAUST · ·
.
.. ...
JISSER, CAROL; vfsSE'Fi',~TONY .. ·· · ·---~=-···

88~

500

.

!STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
0.06 !DOMESTIC . . .
.
·.
----- -··--------~·-····------·--·--- :---· - ··
0.2 iSTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
· ----·--~··--STOCKWATEA, COMMERCIAL,
·
0.19 DOMESTIC ·
STOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL,
. .
..... DOMESTIC .
0.27
-··
COMMERCIA"C---···----····
---0.03

36-8079

v'ERBREE LAND HOLDINGS LLC
---'·--

36-7788A
!36-77SSB -·-

!
j36-7623

J.?.§_-?~§6A

____

12130/1982

·. 8/2/1989
. 8/211989
4/13/1976

8/13i1973

• Enlargement right subordinate to rights ear1ier than April12, 1994

IRRIGATION, COMMERCIAL,
DOMESTIC, RECREATION
0.6
.......
0.46 iRRIGAfi_§_N·~~-EC_B.[ATiON-

----~-

--

·~--

__

0.64 IRRIGATION, COMMERCIAL
2.83 1FfRfGATI6t:f·--····---·
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20

27
141.5

Attachment C
· Water Rights Subject t() Curtailment - Rang en Delivery Call

· · ·· ·· ·-·· ··

·Total

· ·· •.·-• c;;urrel1t owner -··

Acres

·-~ :-:~-~--:~-

·

~

W 4 DAIRY
w 4 DAiRY
-·c- l 3&f6578 I 2.126119901- .
W 4 DAIRY
13&16587• I 3/15119871
W 4 DAIRY
136-16737
12/1/1972!
W 4 DAIRY
3&2650 ·
5/6/19661
V{ACHTEl, BERND; WACHTEL, SHEILA
136·16560 -I - :218119711
WAHLSTROM. LESLIE; WAHLSTROM, RON . 36-8612
WALKER, AUSTIN RAY; WALKER, JON!
· 45-7043
WALKER, AUSTIN RAY; WALKER, JON!
.. 145-7235
I . 4/4/19751
WALL, DIANA R; WALL, LARRY G ·
· 13&8451 .
I 9/28/1 989 1
WARD, ALLAN
145-14338 I 9/15/1971 I
WARD, ALLAN
145-14339 I 9/15/1971 1
WARD,ALLAN
· 145-14340
6/30/1985
WARD, AMY RAE; WARD, STANLEY
·37-7695 . . . . 2/7/1977,
WARD, DANIEL G; W'"A'R'i). KARLA
bs-16331
11/15/1970!
WARD, DANIEL G; WARD, KARLA
-•136:..16333 I 5/16/1980i
WARD, DANIEL G; WARD, KARLA
"136-16335• I 5/26/1971 ! ·
!36-7711
I 5l26/1977l·
WARD;DANIECG; WARD, KARLA
WARD, DANIELG; WARD, KARLA
145-14425 I 6/30/1985 1
I WARD, DANIEL G; WARD, KARLA
145-7259
2/~/1976 1

I-

. 308
308
· i · 308
320
· · 320

I.

0.42IIRRIGATION . .
0.03IIRRIGATION
1.3 IRRIGATION
2.42 IRRIGATION
o.b1!1RRTGATibN

···1
.. . •

2

I" .•. 11
. . . · "170.6
I .170.6

0.83 1lRRIGATION
0.02 1COMMERCIAL
0.21 11RRIGATION
0.09 ISTOCKWATEF1,COMMERCIAL
0.01 IRRIGATION
2.59 IRRIGATION
0.21 STOCKWATEA,COMMERCIAL
o.bSISTOCKWATER. COMMERCiAL
o.02ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
0.07 ISTOCKWATER, COMMERCIAL
0.2S IIRRIGATION
4.03 jiRRIGATION

27.9
27.9
.. 198

294.8
313

1.9 IRRIGATION
j
99
WARNER JR, THOMAS F; WARNER, PAULINE 136-7262 . ' 9/19/1972
WARNER LAND & LIVESTOCK
. 36-7263
9/19/1972
0.26 IRRIGATION
.
128
;37-7679
. 9/23/1977•
· 0.12 IRRIGATION
.
6
WARNER, GARALD; WARNER, SARA
WARNER, THOMAS
36-7213
12/30/1971 1
4.8 IRRIGATION ·
240
. WARNER, THOMAS
36-7486
6127/1974
2.4 IRRIGATION
:
120
WARNER, THOMAS
.. 36-7498
B/19/1974
0.8 IRRIGATION
40
WARREN, DAVID L; WARREN, SANDRA L
45-13567'
11 /14/1983
0.21 IRRIGATION
163'
1/26/1968
. 1.77 IRRIGATION
..
,
163
WARREN, DAVID L; WARREN, SANDRA L-:--- 45-7o23
WARTLUFT, HAROLD; WARTLUFT, LOIS
37·8375
8/11/1988
0.15 IRRIGATION, DOMESTIC . ·
i · 3.5
WATERS, LINDA K; WATERS, TIM H
1/27/1966
1.54 IRRIGATION
-I
701
136-2637B
WATERS,UNDA K; WATERS, TIM H
l 3§:!0~A
12/1/19691
0.77 IRRIGATION
701
WATERS, LINDA K; WATERS, TIM H
136·7613
__,..?.{?._l?..f~ 9~?j______ 1.6 IRRIGA!IOf'.!.... .. ··- - - --·-- __-ZQ:I_
WATERS, LINDA K; WATERS, TIM H
j36·7703
5/10/19771
3.57 IRRIGATION .
·
198
WAUNA VISTA PARK HOMEOWNERS ASSN : 36~8720~- ·-·~~214719§4r,.·---·--·o.o3 I RRIGATION . --·- ·-··· ·--:-~---- - - o.i
...
....• --~
- ··-··· . ... -!---···-~--..-.......·-···-----··---. ...... ··-· . ····--·----.. . .
WAYMENT FARMS INC
i45-13413
.6/30/1985'
0.75 IRRIGATION
· · ·
.
791.8
WAYMENT FARMS INC
145-2691 __
___
WAYNE C ANDERSEN LLC
145-10310~
5/ 1/1978
4.04 IRRIGATION
·
-1265
WAYNE C ANDERSEN LLC
!45-11728
···si3o719as ..~~ 1.25-U:RRIGATIOt·:r- --·------_l~6S
WAYNE CANOERSEN LLC
.
1 45-14244
~-7/1'962 ··-······-- 2.67 IRRIGATION ··-·---····-···---------~ 941 .5
WAYNE CANDERSEN LLC
~-- · j45-14246 f-6i3ot19a5 - - - w· IRRIGATION --------··"---"i-941.5
,WAYNE C ANDERSEN LLC
!45-7048
, ... s i3/197o
2.5 IRRIGATION .~..·~·-------i 12SS
•of.
.
, - ..
.. - ..--,.·••·
.....
=wAYNE C ANDERSEN
LLC
! 45-7347
. ·..•........
6/29/1978
4.5 _IRRIGATION
! 1265
·
........-.............
.,... _.,.....- -- --........ _,.,......,......._ _,• .,.._ _ __ _ _,_.,_.., _ __,. _ _, ____,,,•..•.•.• , _ __._
__...__._.._
lWAYSIDE ESTATES INC
! 36-7970 . • 3/1 0/1981 !
. 0.2 DOMESTIC
. ·
·1- · •
.. WEBER, JEFF L; WEBER. KER'fJO "~"""''""""''~~ -137-2084a···---·. ···1ai6/197~+~--8.2BlRRiGATioN · ·· · · ·· ---.· ···---~~-1--~634
.
.
.
. . .. .
·-- .--·--- _........·---·~······----.-... ~
.. ····-- -WEBER, JEFF L; WEBE.-R•.KERI JO
~ 37-20850·.
:3/15/1983j~·___Q~ IRRIGATION ~-- ·-·---~~~~~
WEBER, JEFF L; WEBER,KERI JO
· :37·7089
3/22/1971 •
4.4 IRRIGATION
·
·
288
WEL IDAHO REALESTATETCc·-·····-·
j37.:S289-- 2/2311 987 . 0.11 COMMERCIAL-----'-~ - -WENDELL CEMETERY DISTRICT
. !36~-8242 ~, . ··-4/1-o/1"984 ..
0.2 IRRIGATION _--- .
. • - i-~-10

:I~o/f~~~ ~-~. ·----- ~} I_B ~~~TTo!:f:·.~,·: ::~~=-:=:.~~:~===----?~~8

I.

~

,

·•-~·-·--....._,._,_,

.·

-" ~'" '"'·' "'''"' *"~ ":: :.::~:.,,.~.ll;c:::~~:;;~ _=:...; .o,.:.:;.

..

~-.,.,..,...,.,_

~--- - ·:~---·-

-.---~~

--------

· ~i~:~~~~l~~=~~=-~l!ffi;s.:~.~~~!=~s;! :::i~~~~~=--~~--~~
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•Attachment C
Water Rights Subject to Curtailment ~ Rangen Delivery Call ·

·• .• ,: :· -···-·: ·•-.· • •-•:· 6Jr~~~t6~n~:. ., •'~~o~~L~J;1~~~t~Z]~·::rs~~It[~~1:7:~.[~-.
·
•
·
::~bm)ose~~/~~ .·---T12hoh976L --•

WESTONEBANKIDAHO
WEST ONE BANK IDAHO
WEST ONE BANK IDAHO ·
WESTONEBANK IDAHO N A
WEST SLOPE FARMS INC
. .. .. .
WESl"SLC)PEFARMS INC
WEST SLOPE FARMS INC
WEST SLOPE FARMS INC
WEST, JIM .
WESTERN DAIRYMEN COOPERATIVE INC
WESTEFiN FARM SERVICE INC
WESTERN FARM SERVICE INC ·

· l36·fl45
136-7147
112110/1970!
. 136-7528
I 3127/1975 1
!36-7146
112110/19701
.. 145-11022;---r-~ 5/1/1966 1
.. 45·14402
45-14404
. 145·7003
I 9/6/19671
137-8222
I 8/5/1985] ·
136-74928 I 7/31/19741 · · ··
136·8341
111/25/19871
145-7648
I 6/13/1989l

WESTERN IDAHO POTATOPROCESSING CO j36·8324
l36-10863A*
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
136·108636*
. 136-11290*
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
.. 136-11340*
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
136-13320
36-15234*
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
· 36-15264A*
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
36-152648*
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
136-15567
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
36·15616"
36-15617"
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
WESTERNMORTGAGE&REALTYCO
36-15618
WESTERNMORTGAGE&REALTYCO
36-15619
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
36-15621
· 36·16456*
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
36·16582*
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
36-16585*
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
36-16689

2.45 ltRRIGATION
4.03IIRRIGATION ..
1.08IIRRlGATION
1.94IIRRIGATION
0.37IIRRIGATION . .

=

5.32 IIRRIGATION
0.031STOCKWATER ..
3.96IIRRIGATION ·
O.OBICOMMERCIAL
0.21COMMERCIAL

2 !FIRE PROTECTION
2.57 IRRIGATION
I 5/1/1970 j · . 0.03]1RRIGATION
I 5/1/1985 ~
O.OS IIRRIGATION
I 4/1/19i2f ___ o:9711RRIGATION
I 9/8/19621
0.11 1STOCKWATER
3/15/1971T
1.14 IRRIGATION
.
8/24/1966 1
0.68 IRRIGATION
.814/1979
0.71 IRRIGATION
· 2120/1990
1.54 IRRIGATION
7/13/1971
0.17 IRRIGATION
I 7/13/1971 i . 0.03 IRRIGATION
1/11/1966[
3.861RRIGATION . ·
I 1/11/1966!
0.71 IRRIGATION
2/8/1977
3.34 IRRIGATION
3/15/1984
0.1 IRRIGATION
3/15/1987
0.09 IRRIGATION
3/15/1987
0.96 IRRIGATION
5/22/1974
4.68 IRRIGATION

;-~~~~=~
~g_;~~~-~-~ -;~~-t~-~~----·· f36·16789
::~~~: ·--~11/1/1967]
~~~~::,-- ~:~~1*:;;;~~
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
O•.t~)RRIGATION
wEs.f ERN MORfGAG.E & REALTY co
WESTERN MORTGAGE & ~TV CO__
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY 90
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
·-. · · · ·oRTGA-GE ·&-REALTY- co~

Jotal

·Acres·

.

• 609
609
· I
609
I · 609
I
884
8841
· .- 884
. : 884'

l

: .198

. ,

i 5063
I · · 5063
8627.4
8627.4
2969.3
5063
• 5063
8627..4
260
8627.4
260
8627.4
8627.4
8627.4
8627.4
2969.3
2969.3

. ~. 862~::

260
--1-17111967;·-·------o.oa rfmiGATION · .
.
-2969.3
I -----:~ ··-··
I36-16814 .... -.~,
11.33 IRRIG,>,TJQN
_2~~
36-16815
2/20/1990
3.9 IRRIGATION
8627.4
36·16816 ~ __212671990- · o..~ IRRIGATION_______
. S063
1
36-2582A
11/17/1963
3.52 IRRIGATION
5063
36-2582_8 __ ..11/17/1963
. 0.03 .IRRIGATiON
- ~5063
36-2591
6/3/1964 ----~ IRRIGATION _____..
8627.4
. 36-2618·--- 7-7/28/1965 ...,.... 2.9 1'iFiRIGAfloN'-~-----·--"--- r•
136-16790

• •••••••ow w • - - - · - -- - • • • • - • ••·• ·••·•·•• ••·• ·• ··•··•·••·•o••o•••o•••••·• •·•• •·••• • ••• - - -·- • •1

••

- - -·- ··w••••oo•••••o••oo•.,• •••

-

soosl

~~~i~=~ ~r~1~!f!r~r~-·--er~~~~:~~r!~1:==~g~
----~~
·
,
:;::
136-26_51~---o.o5liA~~~~JJ.~N --:~
WESTERN MORTGAG_E & REALTY CO .
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
WESTERN MORTGAGE&-REALTY CO
~§S"!:~RN MORT~-~~'"~~--~~~~:!.y__g_Q___.
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO

1

36-2653P
. 36-26530
36·4006*
36-70078
. 36•7021A ·

i

. .. • 8627.4
6.75 IRRIGATION .
... j -8627.4
0.09 IRRIGATION ·
8627.4
7f_:l.~l!..~_?Zf
. 1.7 IRRIGATION
· ·
."'"':'- ~627.4
9/11/1967 i
1.32 IRRIGATION
··
· ·· . • . 8627.4
4/9/1968 !···--- • 0.42 TRFHGATioff___ ,..___--·---~----:---:----~ -;--8627~4
9/1211966\ .
9/12/1966t
9/12J1966i'___
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'WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTYCO
'WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO .
!WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTYCO . .

"··· t :PW~ter=., · 1T ' Pri9~ty ;!;· t'fiiv~i"sionJ
.. .,.. ....... ·.:=.:.
. . ·...... .
.·· ~ " RighfNo. . . Date ' Rate (cfs)
: : Purpose of Use: :
I36-7021C I 419/19681
0.54l1RRIGATION
· 36-7041
-·-,ir::36-:::-·:=:72:-:::0-9::---+-:-:-::-::~::::-:+___,~-::-:-~=~==-:-:

WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO .
j36-7246A
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO .
!36-72468
WESTERNMORTGAGE&REALTYCO
136-7391
110/12/19731 ·· 0.11 IIRRIGATION
WESTE8N MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
136·74768 I 5/22/19741· ·
1.BIIRRIGATION
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
. j36·7580B
11/21/1.975
0.071RRIGATION ..
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
\36-75BOC
11/21/1975
3.53 IRRIGATION
j36-75800
11/21/ 1975
0.32 IRRIGATION
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
WESTERN MORTGAGE& REALTY CO
j36-7611 8
2125/1977
· 4.29j iRRIGATION
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
· .136-7627 .· ..
61771976
·· 5.57JIRRIGATION
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
j36·7795A
5/26!1978
1.58!JRAIGATION
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
136·77958 I 5/26/19781 ·· 0.06jiRRIGATION
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
\36~78308 I 1119/1978
1.71 IRRIGATION
· 36-80688 I 3/4/1982
0.05 IRRIGATION
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
36~80680 I 314/1982
0.04 IRRIGATION
WESTERN MORTGAGE.& REALTY CO ...
36-806BE 1 3/4/1982
2.17 IRR-iGATIOt·J'
36-806BF i '314/1982
0.05 IRRIGATION
WESTE8N MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
· 36-8069N
3/4/1982
0.03 IRRIGATION
jWESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY co
36·8069P 'I 3/4/19~~
3.34 IRRIGATION
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
36-80690 i 3/4/1982
0.05 IRRIGATION
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO .
36·82.27
•
. 1.91 l iRR!GATION .
!WESTERN MORTGAGE& REALTY CO
36·8274A
028 IRRIGATION
WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO
136·82748 l 7/4119851
2.04 IIRRIGATION
!WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY CO_ _ _ 136·82759
5/9/19851
2.46 IRRIGATION
3/111989
. 2.1 IRRIGATION
!WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY C0-~36·8404
, WESTERN MORTGAGE & REALTY co
136-8475
10/31 /1989
2.64 IRRIGATION
!WESTERN MORTGAGE.'& REALTYCO
t36-8777
!
3/4/1982
1.12liRRIGATION
WESTWAYTRADING · - - - ~~-·= !36-8765
l 4n/19971
0.04 ' 00MESTIC
1
WG FARMS LLC
.
36-15356A• • 6/30/1973
0.22 IRRIGATION
WGFARMS LLC ... -= ..,.=...m,..,.••,.,_..~···
36·15380* i 4/1/1974
0.26 IRRIGATION
WG FARMS LLC ~~. ..
=-- •36-2550
8/27/1962- . 4.01 IRRIGATION

:~~~=~~ ~g- - - -.

-~~ ~:~H~- - -

Total ·.·
Acres
8627.4
8627.4

l:~~~~ +~:~:~~~ ~ ::::~~~:g~

--· ,_ --ii~i~-~~ ~~~ -. t~! :=~:~~:~

. 5063

--

-

5063
5063
8627.4
2969.3
8627.4
8627.4
8627.4
8627.4
5063
I
I
. 6627.4
8627.4
8627.41
8627.41
8627.4
8627.4
6627.4
j 8627.4
8627.41
8627.4
1·. 5063 1
I 8627.4
I 8627.4
l 8627.4
1 8627.4
8627.41
I 8627.4

I

I

..

.

I 4382.7
--

4362.7
4382.7

~-

---~~·

IWG FARMS LLC
...,.... ..~.·--·~-~=:~~·:Jss-7191- ·-t~L1___~!.~-~I~t:: ~ - ~ ii? IRRIGATION ----·""'""==·"=-~ _____153
WG FARMS LLC
!36-7393
10/12/1973\
0.78 IRRIGATION
312
1~§~!399
10/30/197~r
4.83 1RRIGATION
't-43e2j
WG FARMS LLC
WG FARMS LLC
i 36-7531
3/31/1975
1.6 IRRIGATION
1......:
80
WG FARMS LLC
"''8Jfoi1sa2 _, o:7~~RR.IGATION
...J-~
WG FARMS LLC
.
!36·8212
6/2211983
1.16JIRRIGATION
·
.
l 4382.7
?{??f1~ --· 2]l~IRRIGATION
.-.-.·w·-·-·t~382.7
WG FARMS L~9~.--.. ..c. ...._ • .,;:, _ .,. ..........._.~..- - ........l~§~~gtf~:
WG FARMS LLC
.. .
!36-8257
. 12/6/H)84 . . 4.42i 1RRIGATION
·
1
.
.
'""'""~"'"'~"4
.............___.__ ......,............... ....: --; C''"" ·~~~~..
• .• . .
-~--··~""·"""'""--~· ..-t-WG FARMS LLC
.
· · .... ;..._' 36·8258___ ___; 12/6/1984
· 8.7i 1ARIGATION
-~; 4~.~-~-~
WG FARMS LLC
36·8259
; . 1216/1984
. 5.2i 1RRIGATION
. ==1 4382.7
WHEELER, DEE RAY .
. .
36-860( .. --.- 9/5!1991 ~-~-:-::n.osliRAIGATION
·--~~~ ·~ . · 2
.. ..
- .
.
. .
.. .
-!--- .. ·--~~~-WHEELER, DEE RAY; WHEELER, LINDA
. 36-8488·
· 10/10/1989 . .·. 0.03iCOMMERCIAL
.
•.
. · .
WHITBY, BEVERLY A; WHITBY, ROBERT D -- 37-7581~.......... -- 1/9i197
a ... .. 5.1 )1RRIGATION ...:..··"=-·.- r .. 460
WHITELEY BfiOTI;l;F!~ LLC · -·..---~ ......~ 45-10414 ~·-·"6/36/19asf'-·:-- 3~ 14i iRR_lGAfioN- -·-....~-..-....- . ......t
1426

----·-·t36:a·1a7' . .

.. ..

r
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:: .,.

·i .. :'::·· "' · ·

· - - -.- - · ~ - ··-· -· ~- · -

Current Owner WHitTAKER, JAMES A
WHITTAKER, KEITH
WHITWORTH, BOYD _• .
WICKEL, AADEL W; WICKEL, JUDY M
WiCKEL,-ARDEL W; WICKEL, JUDYM
WICKEL, ARDEL W; WICKEL, JUDY M
WICKEL, ARbELW; WICKEL, JUDY M
WILCOX, FRANCIS; WILCOX,. MARGARET
WILD WEST INC
WILFERTH,CONNIE: WILFERTH, DONE
WILLIE HUNZEKER ENTERPRISES
WILLIE, DANIELL
WILLIE, DANIELL
WILLIE, DANIELL
WILLIE, DANIELL
WILLIE, DANIELL
WILLIE, DANIELL .
WILSON, DIANA J; WILSON, ROBERT E
WISE, EARL; WISE, INEZ
WLA LC •
WLR LC
WLR LC
WOOD RIVER RANCH CO INC
WOODLAND, ALAN; WOODLAND, DEBRA
WOODLAND,. ALAN; WOODLAND, DEBRA
WOODLAND, ALAN; WOODLAND, DEBRA
WOODLAND, MICHAEL D
WOODLAND,. MICHAEL D; WOODLAND,
PATRICIA
WOODLAND, MICHAEL D; WOODLAND,
PATRICIA .
WOODLAND, MICHAEL 0 ; WOODLAND,
PATRICIA
WOODLAND, MICHAEL 0 ; WOODLAND,

~ ~:~.o.W.ate'r":.:

. -.:-Right-No: :

V PiioiitY" ··1·Diversio"n 1·
l · Date ·~·, :Aate:{Cfs)

.. I

-:.: ....·: ···. . · ·· ·:.·.:

1Total ::

=

Ac-res =

< purpose.of Use ,

2 1lAAIGATION .. ..
- , " ---~
658t
. !36-8553
~ ~/9/1990 1
n0.13,1RRIGATION
_.._ I · · 4.31
145-7638
. 3/10/1989 · · =· 0.06 INDUSTRIAL ·
'
. . ..
!45-13773• I 3/15/1968 1
0.66IIRRIGATION
849
145-7336
I -1/24/19781
4.38 IIRRIGATION
849
145-7449 . I 7/15/1960!
· 0.41 IIRRIGATION; STOCKWATER
849
145·7471 · . I 5/22/1981 1 =· . 1.3SIIRRIGATION
e4sl•
i .... 1
.136-8515
·I 3/2/19901
0.03llRRIGATION
+---~
I 3/22/20061
0.11 IDOMESTIC
137-21719
!
136-7594
112116/19751
0.1411RRIGATION
1
7
.
.
. . COMMERCIAL, FIRE
bs-7045
111/15/1968[
o:1 4 lPROTECTION ··
136-15637 · 110/18/19681
o.o7ICOMMERCIAL
36-15639 I 12/3/1966
I
I
36-15641
I 2118/1971
l3fi..16114 111/15/19701
029IMITJGATION
. 136-16116 · ·I 5/16/1980 1
0.071MITIGATION ··
. 136-16124. I 5/26/1971 1..
0.03!MITIGATION
36-7892
i · 2/4/19801 . O.OGIIRRIGATION, OOMESTIC
1.4
36-8638.
1/7/1992f
0.04IIRRIGATION, DOMESTIC
1
136-16568 ·. I 218/1977 1
10.14IIRRIGATION
1076
136-16577 I 2/20/1990 1
1.5 1lRRIGATION
1076
136-16586 I 3/15/1987 1
0.09 11RRIGATION
1076
136-8312
I 8/15/19861
0.05ISTOCKWATER
136-16517• i 3/15/19841
· 0.93IIRRIGATION
I
307
l36-16518'" I 3/15/1984 1
0.12IIRRIGATION
I
32
'36-16698
j 7/1211964
5.02IIRRIGATION
36-79~-- 8/11/1980
3.68 IRRIGATION

!37-8063

··=

=

=

·

I . I

~~ND,M~AELD:'WOODLAN~D.

w _o oDWARD, ARLEN; wooDWARD. JUDY
WOODWARD, ROD_~~R;_~9QDWARD, RUTH
WRIGHT, CECELIA W ; WRIGHT, JOHN W
~AI§!1T_._s:~9EUA W~ WRIGHT, JOHN W
WRIGHT, CECELIA W; WRIGHT, JOHN W
~AJ§HT, cECELIA ~_;-~f3t§_!:I_!•..~QI::IN.
WRIGHT, CECELIAW; WRIGHT, JOHNW

1/6/19S3i

36-15179•
36-2567
36-2674

.

.·

I

.

. 3/15/1975 ,

0.94 IRRIGATION

531

3fl/1963 .

3.4IIRRIGATION

531

8/2~~~-~~IRR!§.A"I!QN

--·- - - 1

2

:~:_ -::::~-- 8 ~:t:::::::::
36-8194

5/24/1983l _ _o.o3' 1RRIGATION

531
120

___

I ·548

1

1

?.~:.~?..~.~---·· __§!.?._7/1983 ·~~

0.04 IRR~.§_~TION,_llQ.~.~-§.IlC__:__l·-~·~-~
36-7562C
1/21/1974
0.6 IRRIGATION
·
. 30
36-75620 ·-· ____y2"i/1974 _
0.1i STOCKWATEA, COMMERCIAL !
~
1
36-7562E
1/21/1974
0.15 IRRIGATION
30
36-756?£...... 1/21/1974 _
SfocKWA"f~£!~_90MME~-~~AL 1
-·
36-7622A
4/29/1976
0.45 IRRIGATION . .
. I
30
WA~~HT, CECELiA·~~-~~}~_Ht';Joi::ff.rW·--.. ·3·s::-7622B r-472971976 ···--:·0.15 ~.!9~~~ ATE~~_9-~~~-ERCIAL ..:..._
1

o.os

w
__

WRIGLEY, DON; WRiGLEY, EDITH; WRIGLEY,
MAVIS; WRIGLEY, RICK; WRIGLEY, VERLA
I45-7155A

! 10112/1973,

* Enlargement right subordinate to rights earlier than April 12, 1994
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Current Owner
.

.

.

i.
.

.

;

"'

Water
Right No.

Pri()rity

Diversion

Date

Rate (cfs)

Total
Acres

Purpose of Use

• J

WRIGLEY, DON; WRIGLEY, EDITH; WRIGLEY, !' ·
2.29j'RRIGATION
MAVIS; WRIGLEY, RIC_~;_'-YRI~L~Y. VERLA . 45-71669
WRIGLEY, DON; WRIGLEY, GALE; WRIGLEY,
.
... .
JAYE; WRIGLEY, RICK · _
- 45-7166D
WRIGLEY, EDITH; WRiGLEY. RICK 45-13565
WAIGLEY,-EDITH; WAIGLEY,-AICK-45-7166C t 2/3/197.4 1 · . 2.18}1RRIGATION
WYATI, GRANT M
- - -..- • 45-13641
6/30/1985
2.09 1IRRIGATION .
WYBENGA DAIRY LLC ---·-~-=
45-13416
10/31/1974
5.24!1RRIGATION
WYBENGA DAIRY LLC ·
45-1 3440
1
114/1975t
. 2.11 11RRIGATION
WYBENGA DAIRY LLC
__
-145-13442
10/31/19741 .. 5.45 IRRIGATION
- !45-13444
6/30/1.9761 .
2.31 IRRIGATION .
W YBENGA DAIRY LLC ·· -·~· . --- - -- WYBENGA DAIAY'LLC
_.,___
145·71968
1/4/1975! .
2.03 IRRIGATION
!45-73458
6/30/19781
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EXPLANATORYINFO;RM;ATIQN TO ACCOMPANY A
FINAL ORDER
..

.

·· (Required by Rule of Procedure 740.02)

·, <- .E~ ·:{r ;"i_~ _._·

. -~

: · l ...=·

. :.
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The accompanying orde~ isa,1'Finai Order" issued by th~ department pursuant to section
67-5246 or 67-5247 ,Idaho Code.
Section 67-5246 providesas follows:
(I)

If the presiding officer is the agency head, the presiding officer shall issue a final ·

order.
[~ .~

:~J -

3

:~

(2)
lfthe presiding officer issu~d a~:ecomn1ended order, the agency head shall issue a
final order following review of that recommended order.
(3)
If the presiding officer issued a preliminary order, that order becomes a final order
unless it is reviewed as reqllired in section 67.,.5245, Idaho Code. If the preliminary order is
· reviewed, the agency head shall issue a final order.
Unless otherwise provided by statute or rule, any party may file a petition for ·
(4)
reconsideration of any order issued by the agency head within fourteen ( 14) days of the service
date of that order. The age~cy head shall issue a written order disposing of the petition. The
. petition is deemed denied if the agency head does not dispose of it within twenty-one (21) days
after the filing of the petition. · ·
(5)
Unless a different date is stated in a final order, the order is effective fourteen ( 14) _
days after its service date if a party has not filed a petition for reconsideration. If a party has filed
a petition forreconsideration with the agency head, thefinal"order becomes effective when:
(a)
(b)

The petition for reconsideration is disposed of; or
The petition is deemed denied because the agency head did not dispose of
the petition within twenty-one (21) days.

(6)
A party may not be required to comply with a final ordet· unless the party has been
served with or has actual knowledge of the order. lf the order mailed to the last known address
of a party, the service is deemed to be sufficient.

is

(7)
A non-party shall not be required to comply with a final order unless the agency
· has made the order available for public inspection or the nonparty has actual knowledge of the
order.
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.(8)
The provisions oflhis section do hot preclude~a~ agency frorhtaking immediate
action to protect the public interest in atchrdance \Vith the provisions of section 67-5247, Idaho
Code.
...
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PET~TION FOR RECONS~DERATION
;_ . t'·-\ .:

·--. !~ :·

.. .· ~ .

.
Any party may file a petiti~n 'for reconsideration of a final order withihfourteen (14) ·days ·
-• of the service date of this order as shown on the certificate of service. Note: thepetitionmust ·
•· be received by the Department within this fourteen (14)'dafperiod. Thedepartrnent will act ··
on a petition for reconsidet;ation within twenty-one (21) days of its receipt, or the petition will be
· considered denied by operation of law. See section 67-5246(4) Idaho Code.

APPEAL OF FINAL ORDER TO DISTRICT COURT

Pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, ldahoCode, any party aggrieved by a final
order or orders previously issued iri a matter before the department may appeal the final order
and ·all previously issued orders In the matter to district court by filing a petition in the district ·
· . court of the county in which: . ·
· ·
·
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

A: hearingwas held,
. The final agency action was taken,
The party seeking review of the order resides, or
The real property or personal property that was the subject of the agency action is
located.
.

.

of

The appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days: a) the service date of the final
order, b) the service date of an order denying petition for reconsideration, or c) the failure within
twenty-one {21) days to grant or deny a petition for reconsideration, whichever is later. See
section 67-5273, Idaho Code. The filing of an appeal to district court does not in itself stay the
effectiveness or enforcement of the order under appeal.
·

.
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
)

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF
WATER TO WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02551
AND 36-07694
(RANGEN, INC.)

)

CM-DC-2011-004

)

)
)
)

ORDER GRANTING
IGWA'S PETITION TO
STAY CURTAILMENT

)

BACKGROUND
On January 29, 2014, the Director ("Director") of the Idaho Department of Water
Resources ("Department") issued a Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc, 's Petition for Delivery
Call; Curtailing Ground Water Rights Junior to July 13, 1962 ("Final Order") in this proceeding.
On February 11, 2014, the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA") filed
IGWA 's Mitigation Plan and Request for Hearing ("Mitigation Plan" ).
On February 12, 2014, IOWA filed IGWA 's Petition to Stay Curtailment, and Request for
Expedited Decision ("Petition to Stay"). The petition asks the Director to issue a stay of the
Final Order "during the 2014 growing season until a decision is made on IGWA's Mitigation
Plan ...." Petition to Stay at 1. That same day the Department issued its Order Shortening Time
to File Responses to IGWA 's Petition to Stay Curtailment, which shortened the time for parties to
respond to the Petition to Stay to February 19, 2014.
On February 19, 2014, Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen") filed Rangen, Inc.'s Response in
Opposition to IGWA 's Petition to Stay Curtailment ("Response"). No other parties filed
1
responses to the Petition to Stay.

1

On February 14, 2014, a Petition for Limited Intervention was filed by a number of municipalities located within
the curtailment area. In the petition, the municipalities seek to join in IOWA's petition to stay. Petition for Limited
Intervention at 5. Because the municipalities are not currently parties to this proceeding, the Director will not
consider the municipalities' arguments. The Director notes, however, that the arguments raised by the
municipalities echo those raised by IGWA in its petition.
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LEGAL STANDARD FOR A STAY
The Director has authority to stay a final order pursuant to the Department's rules of
procedure:
Any party or person affected by an order may petition the agency to stay any
order, whether interlocutory or final. Interlocutory or final orders may be stayed
by the judiciary according to statute. The agency may stay any interlocutory or
final order on its own motion.
IDA PA 37.01.01.780 ("Rule 780").
The authority to stay a final order is also reflected in I.C. § 67-5274 and I.R.C.P. 84(m),
which provide that an "agency may grant, or the reviewing court may order, a stay upon
appropriate terms." The use of the word "may" demonstrates the Director' s discretionary
authority to stay enforcement of an order. See Bank of Idaho v. Nesseth, 104 Idaho 842, 846,
664 P.2d 270, 274 (1983). As both IOWA and Rangen recognize in their briefing, however,
neither the statute nor the rule define what constitutes "appropriate terms" or establish a clear test
for determining when a stay is appropriate. There are no reported j udicial opinions in Idaho
discussing what qualifies as "appropriate terms" or that desc1ibe when a stay is appropriate
pursuant to Rule 780, I. C. § 67-5274 or I.R.C.P. 84(m). Consequently, the Director must look to
other authorities to help determine when a stay is appropriate.
The authority of the Director to stay an order in an administrative proceeding is
analogous to the authority of a district court to stay the enforcement of a judgment under I.R.C.P
62(a). In both circumstances, an order has been issued deciding the matter and a party can seek
to have enforcement of the order stayed pending appeal or pending further action. A stay
pursuant to I.R.C.P 62(a) may be granted by a district court "when it would be unjust to permit
the execution on the judgment, such as where there are equitable grounds for the stay or where
certain other proceedings are pending." Haley v. Clinton, 123 Idaho 707, 709, 851 P.2d 1003,
I 005 (Ct. App. 1993). A stay is appropriate "[w]here it appears necessary to preserve the status
quo ...." McHan v. McHan, 59 Idaho 41, 80 P.2d 29, 31 (1938). Likewise, a stay is appropriate
when, "[i]t is entirely possible that the refusal to grant a stay would injuriously affect appellant,
and it likewise is apparent that granting such a stay will not be seriously injurious to respondent."
Id . This standard parallels the standard for issuing a preliminary inj unction found in I.R.C.P.
65(e). The relevant sections of l.R.C.P. 65(e) provide:
A preliminary injunction may be granted in the following cases:
( 1) When it appears by the complaint that the plaintiff is entitled to the relief
demanded, and such relief, or any part thereof, consists in restraining the
commission or continuance of the acts complained of, either for a limited period
or perpetually.
(2) When it appears by the complaint or affidavit that the commission or
continuance of some act during the litigation would produce waste, or great or
irreparable injury to the plaintiff.
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(5) A preliminary injunction may also be granted on the motion of the defendant
upon filing a counterclaim, praying for affirmative relief upon any of the grounds
mentioned above in this section, subject to the same rules and provisions
provided for the issuance of injtmctions on behalf of the plaintiff.
Based on the foregoing, the Director will consider the following factors when deciding
whether a stay should be issued:
1. The likelihood the moving party will prevail on appeal or in another pending
proceeding;
2. Whether denial of the stay w ill result in irreparable harm to the moving party;
3. Whether granting the stay will cause irreparable harm to the respondent.

ANALYSIS
A. There are equitable grounds for the stay as it is likely that IGWA's mitigation
plan will be approved for the irrigation season.
Junior ground water users may avoid curtailment by participating in an approved
mitigation plan. Final Order at 42. IGWA submitted a mitigation plan to the Department and
the process of advertising the mitigation plan is occurring. The last day of publication of the
plan is Febmary 27, 2014. The deadline for protests to the mitigation plan is March 10, 2014. A
hearing on the mitigation plan has been scheduled for March 17 - 18, 2014,. IGWA has
represented that it has secured and is ready to supply water directly to Rangen in the amount
required by the Rangen Order. Specifically, North Snake Ground Water District ("NSGWD"), a
member of IGWA, has reached a five year agreement with Butch M orris to provide M orris
surface water through the Sandy Pipeline in return for allowing NSGWD to use certain water
rights owned by Morris which have a source of the Curren Thnnel. Mitigation Plan at 2-3. The
Morris rights are for 6.05 cfs. Because the Morris water rights are senior to Rangen's injured
water rights and because the agreement with Morris gives IGWA the right to use the Morris
water rights for mitigation purposes, IGWA is likely entitled to mitigation credit related to the
exercise of the Morris rights.
In addition, IGWA has implemented a number of mitigation solutions that continue to
this day. For example, IGWA has undertaken recharge, conversion of farmland from surface
water to ground water irrigation, and voluntary dry-ups. Mitigation Plan at 2. The Director has
previously approved mitigation credit for these activities in other delivery call proceedings and
expects that IGWA will be entitled to approximately 1.5 to 2 cfs of credit for these activities.
Furthermore, NSGWD has proposed additional mitigation actions that it intends to
undertake to comply with the Director's Order. Cumulatively, the proposed measures, once
implemented, will fully satisfy the requirements of the Director's Order and it appears that
IGWA will be able to demonstrate that it has satisfied the requirement for direct delivery of
water to Rangen.
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B. Denial of the stay will result in irreparable harm to IGWA
If the curtailment order is left in place, it will have significant negative and potentially
irreversible effects on the water right holders subject to the curtailment order. Curtailment will
result in the drying up of approximately 157,000 acres of irrigated farm land. Final Order at 28.
It is likely that many, if not most, of the water right holders will suffer significant financial
hardship. The financial hardship will not be limited to the affected water right holders but will
be shared by all industries with overlapping economic sectors. If the curtailment order is not
lifted until IGWA's mitigation plan is approved, the damage to these businesses and
communities will have already occurred and will not be able to be undone.

C. Granting IGWA's request to stay the curtailment order will not cause
irreparable harm to Rangen.
Granting the stay will not result in irreparable harm to Rangen. As recognized by the
Idaho Supreme Court in Clear Springs, ground water pumping does not cause a sudden loss of
water discharge from the springs. Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Spackman, 150 Idaho 790, 815,
252 P.3d 71, 96 (2011). The reduction in flows from the springs in the Thousand Springs area
has been gradual and immediate curtailment will not quickly restore the Curren Tunnel spring
flows. The effects of curtailment may take years to be fully realized. Final Order at 42.
Fmthermore, most of the irrigation in the area of curtailment does not commence until April, so
most of the benefits of curtailment will be even further delayed. The Director has already
scheduled a hearing for IGWA's mitigation plan and anticipates a decision for the plan in early
spring. If the stay only lasts until a decision is issued for the mitigation plan, the amount of
water that would have accrued to the Curren Tunnel as a result of curtailment in the time frame
for making a decision on the mitigation plan is small.

D. The stay will be in effect until a decision is made on IGWA's pending mitigation
plan.
As conectly pointed out by Rangen, IGWA cannot claim surprise that a curtailment order
was issued as part of the Final Order. At the start of the Rangen proceeding, the Director advised
all parties that curtailment was a possible result of the hearing. Transcript of May 24, 2012
Hearing, p. 43-45, attached as Exhibit 3 to Affidavit of J. Justin May. Then in a subsequent
order, the parties were again directly warned:
The Director must use the best available science, and at the same time must also
protect senior-priority rights by enforcing an order finding material injury.

Therefore, the parties should be fully aware that if material injury is found,
the order finding material injury will be enforced, regardless of the time of
year in which it is issued.
Order Suspending Hearing and Setting Status Conference, p. 2 (emphasis added).
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Given that IGWA has submitted a mitigation plan, which appears on its face to satisfy the
criteria for a mitigation plan pursuant to the Conjunctive Management Rules and the
requirements of the Director's curtailment order, and because of the disproportional harm to
IGWA members when compared with the harm to Rangen if a temporary stay is granted, the
Director will approve a temporary stay pending a decision on the mitigation plan. The Director
will conduct an expedited hearing for the mitigation plan and to issue a decision shortly
thereafter. Ground water users are advised that in the event the mitigation plan is not approved,
the curtailment order will go into effect immediately.
ORDER
Based upon the foregoing, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that IOWA's Petition to Stay is
GRANTED. Enforcement of the curtailment order issued in conjunction with the Final Order is
stayed for members of IGWA and the non-member participants in IGWA's mitigation plan until
a decision is issued on IOWA's mitigation plan. The stay does not apply to the holders of junior
ground water rights identified in Attachment C of the Final Order that are not members of IGWA
or are not non-member participants in IOWA's migration plan. Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 425259, junior ground water right holders may contact their nearest ground water district to
become a non-member participant in the mitigation plan.

Dated this

:/-

2/

day of February, 2014.

~_)

GARYSPCKMAN
Director
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
·?tgl,

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~day of February, 2014, I served a true and correct copy of
the ORDER DENYING IGWA'S PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION on the following parties by
the methods indicated:

J. JUSTIN MAY
MAY BROWNING
1419 W. WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
jmay@maybrowning.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

ROBYN BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE
P.O. BOX 554
RUPERT, ID 83350
robynbrody@hotmail.com

(x) U.S . Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Deli very
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

FRITZ HAEMMERLE
HAEMMERLE & HAEMMERLE
P.O. BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
fxh @haemlaw.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

RANDALL C. BUDGE
T.J. BUDGE
RACINE OLSON
P.O. BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391
reb@ racinelaw. net
tjb@racinelaw.net

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

SARAH KLAHN
MITRA PEMBERTON
WHITE & JANKOWSKI, LLP
51116THST., STE500
DENVER, CO 80202
sarahk@ white-jankowski.com
mitrap@ white-jankowski.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

C. THOMAS ARKOOSH
ARKOOSH LAW OFFICES
P.O. BOX 2900
BOISE, ID 83701
tom.arkoosh@ arkoosh .com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
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( ) Hand Deli very
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

( ) Hand Delivery

( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

JOHN K. SIMPSON
TRAVIS L. THOMPSON
PAULL. ARRINGTON
BARKER, ROSHOLT & SIMPSON
195 RIVER VISTA PLACE, STE. 204
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-3029
tlt@ idahowaters.com
jks@idahowaters.com
pia @idahowaters.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

W. KENT FLETCHER
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE
P.O.BOX248
BURLEY, ID 83318
wkf@pmt.org

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

JERRY R. RIGBY

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

HYRUM ERICKSON

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

ROBERT H. WOOD
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, CHTD
25 NORTH SECOND EAST
REXBURG, ID 83440
jrigby@rex-law.com
herickson@ rex-law .com
rwood@rex-law.com
A. DEAN TRANMER
CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83205
dtranmer @pocatello.us

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

~~-~
Deborah Gibson
Assistant to the Director
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE MATTER OF THE MITIGATION
PLAN FILED BY THE IDAHO GROUND
WATER APPROPRIATORS FOR THE
DISTRIBUTION OF WATER TO WATER
RIGHT NOS. 36-02551 AND 36-07694 IN
THE NAME OF RANGEN, INC.

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF
WATER TO WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02551
AND 36-07694
(RANGEN, INC.)

)
)

CM-MP-2014-001
CM-DC-2011-004

)

)
)
)
)
)

ORDER APPROVING IN PART
AND REJECTING IN PART
IGWA'S MITIGATION PLAN;
ORDER LIFTING STAY ISSUED
FEBRUARY 21, 2014; AMENDED
CURTAILMENT ORDER

)
)
)

_____________________________)
PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
On January 29, 2014, the D irector ("Director") of the Idaho Department of Water
Resources ("Department") issued the Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc.'s Petition for
Delivery Call; Curtailing Grmmd Water Rights Junior to July 13, 1962 ("Curtailment Order").
The Curtailment Order recognizes that holders of junior-priority ground water rights may avoid
curtailment if they participate in a mitigation plan which provides "simulated steady state
benefits of 9.1 cfs to Curren Tunnel [sometimes referred to as the "Martin-Curren Tunnel"]or
direct flow of 9.1 cfs to Rangen." Curtailment Order at 42. The Curtailment Order explains that
mitigation provided by direct flow to Rangen "may be phased-in over not more than a five-year
period pursuant to CM Rule 40 as follows : 3.4 cfs the first year, 5.2 cfs the second year, 6.0 cfs
the third year, 6.6 cfs the fourth year, and 9.1 cfs the fifth year." Id.
On February 11 , 20 14, the Idaho GroundWater Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA") filed with
the Department IGWA 's Mitigation Plan and Request for Hearing ("Mitigation Plan") to avoid
curtailment imposed by the Curtailment Order. The Mitigation Plan sets forth nine proposals for
junior-priority ground water pumpers to meet mitigation obligations: 1) credit for current and
ongoing mitigation activities; 2) mitigation via the Sandy Pipe; 3) assignment of water right no.
36-16976; 4) fish replacement; 5) monetary compensation; 6) improvements to the Curren
Tunnel diversion; 7) drilling a horizontal well in the vicinity of the Curren Tunnel; 8) drilling
new groundwater wells or utilizing existing wells with delivery over-the-rim; and 9) construction
of a direct pump-back and aeration system within the Rangen facility.
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On March 14, 2014, Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen") filed three documents with the Department:
Rangen's Motion in Limine to Exclude Evidence ofTucker Springs Project; Rangen's Motion to
Dismiss Proposals 3-9 ofIGWA 's Mitigation Plan and Lilnit Scope ofHearing; and Rangen, Inc. 's
Petition to Intervene to Become a Party Protestant and Rangen 's Motion for Reconsideration Re:
Denial of Participation in Mitigation Plan Hearing. At the commencement of the hearing on
IGWA's Mitigation Plan, which was held on March 17-19, 2014 at the Department's State office in
Boise, Idaho, the Director verba1Iy ruled on Rangen's motions and petition to intervene.
Specifically, the Director granted Rangen's motion to exclude evidence of the Tucker Springs
Project; dismissed proposals four and five ofiGWA's Mitigation Plan, and grantedRangen's petition
to intervene. On March 26, 2014, the Director issued the following to reflect those verbal rulings:
Order Granting Rangen's Motion in Limine to Exclude Evidence of Tucker Springs Project; Order
Granting in Part and Denying in Part Rangen's Motion to D ismiss Proposals 3-9 of IGWA 's
Mitigation Plan and Limit Scope of Hearing; and Order Granting Rangen, Inc.'s Petition to
Intervene and Denying Motion for Reconsideration.
APPLICABLE LAW
Conjunctive Management Rule 43.03 ("Rule 43.03") establishes the following factors
that "may be considered by the Director in determining whether a proposed mitigation plan will
prevent injury to senior rights":
a.

Whether delivery, storage and use of water pursuant to the mitigation plan
is in compliance with Idaho law.
b.
Whether the mitigation plan will provide replacement water, at the time
and place required by the senior-priority water right, sufficient to offset the
depletive effect of ground water withdrawal on the water available in the surface
or ground water source at such time and place as necessary to satisfy the rights of
diversion from the surface or ground water source. Consideration will be given to
the history and seasonal availability of water for diversion so as not to require
replacement water at times when the surface right historically has not received a
full supply, such as during annual low-flow periods and extended drought periods.
c.
Whether the mitigation plan provides replacement water supplies or other
appropriate compensation to the senior-priority water right when needed during a
time of shortage even if the effect of pumping is spread over many years and will
continue for years after pumping is curtailed. A mitigation plan may allow for
multi-season accounting of ground water withdrawals and provide for
replacement water to take advantage of variability in seasonal water supply. The
mitigation plan must include contingency provisions to assure protection of the
senior-priority right in the event the mitigation water source becomes unavailable.
d.
Whether the mitigation plan proposes artificial recharge of an area of
common ground water supply as a means of protecting ground water pumping
levels, compensating senior-priority water rights, or providing aquifer storage for
exchange or other purposes related to the mitigation plan.
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e.
Where a mitigation plan is based upon computer simulations and
calculations, whether such plan uses generally accepted and appropriate
engineeling and hydrogeologic formulae for calculating the depletive effect of the
ground water withdrawal.
f.
Whether the mitigation plan uses generally accepted and appropriate
values for aquifer characteristics such as transmissivity, specific yield, and other
relevant factors.
g.
Whether the mitigation plan reasonably calculates the consumptive use
component of ground water diversion and use.
The reliability of the source of replacement water over the term in which it
h.
is proposed to be used under the mitigation plan.
i.
Whether the mitigation plan proposes enlargement of the rate of diversion,
seasonal quantity or time of diversion under any water right being proposed for
use in the mitigation plan.
j.
Whether the mitigation plan is consistent with the conservation of water
resources, the public interest or injures other water rights, or would result in the
diversion and use of ground water at a rate beyond the reasonably anticipated
average rate of future natural recharge.
k.
Whether the mitigation plan provides for monitoring and adjustment as
necessary to protect senior-priority water rights f rom material injury.

1.
Whether the plan provides for mitigation of the effects of pumping of
existing wells and the effects of pumping of any new wells which may be
proposed to take water from the areas of common ground water supply.
m.
Whether the mitigation plan provides for future participation on an
equitable basis b y ground water pumpers who divert water under junior-priority
rights but who do not initially participate in such mitigation plan.
A mitigation plan may propose division of the area of common ground
n.
water supply into zones or segments for the purpose of consideration of local
impacts, timing of depletions, and replacement supplies.

o.
Whether the petitioners and respondents have entered into an agreement
on an acceptable mitigation plan even though such plan may not otherwise be
fully in compliance with these provisions.
IDAPA 37.03.11.043.03(a-o).
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A proposed mitigation plan must contain information that allows the Director to evaluate
these factors. IDAPA 37.03. 11.043.0l(d).
While Rule 43.03lists factors that "may be considered by the D irector in determining
whether a proposed mitigation plan will prevent injury to senior rights," factors 43.03(a) through
43.03(c) are necessary components of mitigation plans that call for the direct delivery of
mitigation water. A junior water right holder seeking to directly deliver mitigation water bears
the burden of proving that (a) the "delivery, storage and use of water pursuant to the mitigation
plan is in compliance with Idaho law," (b) "the mitigation plan will provide replacement water,
at the time and place required by the senior priority water right, sufficient to offset the depletive
effect of ground water withdrawal on the water available in the surface or ground water source at
such time and place as necessary to satisfy the rights of diversion from the surface or ground
water source," and (c) "the mitigation plan provides replacement water supplies or other
appropriate compensation to the senior-priority water right when needed during a time of
shortage." IDAPA 37.03.11.043.03(a-c) These three inquiries are threshold factors against
which IGWA's mitigation plan proposal must be measured.
To satisfy its burden of proof, IGWA must present sufficient factual evidence at the
hearing to prove that ( 1) the proposal is legal, and will generally provide the quantity of water
required by the curtailment order; (2) the components of the proposed mitigation plan can be
implemented to timely provide mitigation water as required by the curtailment order; and (3)(a)
the proposal has been geographically located and engineered, and (b) necessary agreements or
option contracts are executed, or legal proceedings to acquire land or easements have been
initiated.
Consideration of the first three factors in Rule 43.03 requires that the water be provided in
the season of use.

ANALYSIS
This decision approves portions of IGWA's Mitigation Plan, but determines that the
quantities of mitigation water available to Rangen during the time of need are insufficient to
fully mitigate as required by the Curtailment Order. As a result, curtailment of the use of water
b y a segment of the ground water holders whose use was curtailed in the Curtailment Order is
required.
This decision recognizes credit for only two components of IGWA's proposed mitigation
plan: (1) Aquifer enhancement activities (conversions, recharge, and voluntary curtailments),
and (2) Exchange of irrigation water diverted from the Curren Tunnel with operational spill
water from the North Side Canal Company. The Director rejects the remaining components
(proposals 3, 6- 9) of IGWA's mitigation plan. The primary reason for rejection of the other
proposed components of IGWA ' s mitigation plan is the lack of evidence in the record to
determine how the proposal could be implemented, either legally or physically. IGWA did not
address and carry its evidentiary burden by: ( 1) Establishing the legality of the proposal, (2)
Presenting details about how the proposed physical infrastructure could be physically located,
constructed and operated, and (3) Predicting when the proposal could be completed to provide
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the required mitigation. The only evidence that IOWA presented about proposed physical
infrastructure was testimony that the proposals requiring infrastructure would be feasible or that
there is no reason why IGWA couldn't implement sections its mitigation proposals. Brendeke,
Tr., Vol. ll, pp. 483-85,494-95,501,504,5 11, 515, 519, 522-23, 525-27. Testimony that IOWA
has an optimistic vision of successfully completing proposals 3 and 6-9 of its mitigation plan is
not a substitute for presenting actual activities or written plans demonstrating that it has initiated
and at least completed preliminary tasks in implementing its mitigation plan.
Use ofESPAM 2.1
The Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer Model ("ESP AM") is a calibrated regional ground
water model representing the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer ("ESPA"). In the Curtailment Order
the Director adopted ESPAM 2.1 to model the stresses to the ESPA related to Rangen's renewed
delivery call. In this decision, the Director uses ESPAM 2.1 to determine the simulated benefits
of aquifer enhancement activities conducted by IGWA and other private entities and to
determine a curtailment date because of a mitigation deficiency.
Benefits of Aquifer Enhancement Activities
ESPAM 2.1 can simulate the equilibrium, steady-state impacts resulting from a constant
stress, or, alternatively, it can simulate the impacts of constant or time-variable stresses during a
specific period of time. Model simulations that analyze impacts over a specific time period are
called "transient runs." The length of the simulation is dependent on the time peliod of interest.
Curtailment of ground water pumping was simulated over a period of five years representing the
five-year curtailment phase-in period from April 2014 through March 2019. Aquifer
enhancement activities by IOWA and other private entities were simulated over a period of 14
years representing April2005 through March 2019. In both simulations, the volume of benefit to
the aquifer during each year was averaged over a one-year "stress period." For example, the
volume of aquifer enhancement activities during 2005 was input into the model at a constant rate
from April 2005 through March 2006.
For purposes of both the Curtailment Order and analyzing the mitigation required in
response to a delivery call, the Department employed an annual stress period in ESPAM 2.1 ,
predicted the annual volume accruing to the Curren Tunnel within each year of the five-year
phase-in period, and calculated an average annual mitigation flow requirement for each year
from the annual volume. The mitigation requirement was calculated by dividing the total
volume predicted to accrue over a one year period by 365 days and converting the units to cubic
feet per second. The use of the average annual mitigation requirement promotes annual planning
and is a reasonable time period for model prediction and analysis. 1

1

The Director notes that Rangen also evaluated IGWA's aquifer enhancement activities using an annual stress
period approach. See Rangen Ex. 2071. Rangen's evaluation neglected aquifer enhancement activities performed
by Southwest Irrigation District and the ongoing transient effects of aquifer enhancement activities performed by
IOWA in prior years, thus Rangen's evaluation did not include all of the transient benefits predicted to accrue to the
Curren Tunnel after April2014.
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Benefits of Mitigation Using Senior Irrigation Water Rights
Ground water pumping for irrigation causes depletions of Curren Tunnel flows during the
non-irrigation season after ground water pumping ceases. As stated above, however, predicted
accretions to flows in the Curren Tunnel from curtailment were modeled over one year stress
periods to determine the obligations of the ground water users to mitigate for their ground water
diversions. Predicted accretions to the Curren Tunnel resulting from aquifer enhancement
activities were also modeled over one year stress periods.
In this decision, the Director also employs an annual time period to evaluate the average
benefit of IGWA' s proposal to deliver water to Rangen that would have been diverted pursuant
to irrigation water rights held by Howard (Butch) and Rhonda Morris (hereafter referred to in the
singular as "Morris"). The Curtailment Order allowed staged mitigation, requiring incremental
increases in mitigation for each of the first five years of implementation. Each of the
incremental mitigation requirements assumed an average obligation within each year. For each
of the first four years, the determination of the annual obligation was computed by applying
annual stresses and computing an average annual obligation. Because the conjunctive
management rules limit the staged mitigation period to five years, the mitigation obligation for
the fifth year increased to the full 9. 1 cfs obligation. Similarly, an annual averaging of delivery
of irrigation water can be employed determine whether the junior water right holder has satisfied
the mitigation obligation. Averaging IGWA's mitigation activities over a period of one year will
establish consistent time periods for combining delivery of the Morris water for mitigation and
the average annual benefit provided by aquifer enhancement activities, and for direct comparison
to the annual mitigation requirement. If the proposed mitigation falls short of the annual
mitigation requirement, the deficiency can be calculated at the beginning of the irrigation season.
Diversion of water by junior water right holders will be curtailed to address the deficiency. The
senior water right holder will be assured of a water supply, particularly during periods of low
spring flow, as the low flow periods occur during the irrigation season in recent years. See
Rangen Ex. 2045, 2073.
Time Period for Mitigation
The first year mitigation requirement of 3.4 cfs will begin on April l , 2014, and continue
through March 31, 2015. On April l , 2015, the ground water users must have sufficient
mitigation in place to deliver 5.2 cfs to Rangen, either by direct delivery or by transient modeled
accretions.

FINDINGS OF FACT
Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer Model Version No. 2.1
1.
ESPAM is a calibrated regional ground water model representing the ESPA. In
the Curtailment Order the Director adopted ESPAM 2. 1 to model the stresses to the ESP A
related to Rangen's renewed delivery call. IDWR will use ESPAM 2.1 to determine the
simulated benefits of aquifer enhancement activities conducted b y IGWA and other private
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entities, and, if there is a deficiency in the mitigation plan, to determine a curtailment date to
provide for the deficiency.

Proposal No.1: Aquifer Enhancement Activities
2.
Proposal No. 1 requests mitigation credit for the following ongoing and future
activities by IGWA: (a) conversions from ground water irrigation to surface water inigation, (b)
voluntary "dry-ups" of acreage irrigated with ground water through the Conservation Reserve
Enhanced Program ("CREP") or other cessation of irrigation with ground water, and (c) ground
water recharge. This order will subsequently refer to these activities as "aquifer enhancement
activities."
3.
Exhibit 3001 in the hearing record contains data compiled by IDWR that
quantifies the aquifer enhancement activities of IGWA and other private entities during the time
period beginning in 2005 through 2010. Data for 2011-2013 private aquifer enhancement
activities were received into evidence as Exhibits 1022, 1023, 1082 and 1083.
4.
In the past, the Department input data for aquifer enhancement activities into
ESPAM as a stress in the model to simulate benefits accruing to spring/Snake River reaches
from the aquifer enhancement activities that benefit spring/Snake River reaches that supply water
to senior surface water right holders who called for delivery of water pursuant to their senior
surface water rights against junior ground water right holders. These data have been recognized
by the D epartment in other conjunctive management contested cases as a reliable representation
of previous aquifer enhancement activities of IGWA. See Final Order Approving Mitigation
Credits R egarding SWC D elivery Call, In the Matter of the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators,
Inc.'s Mitigation Plan for Conversions, Dry-ups, and Recharge, Doc. No. CM-l\IIP-2009-006
(July 19, 2010), aff' don appeal in Memorandum Decision and Order on Petition for Judicial
Review, CV-2010-3822 (Fifth Jud. Dist., Twin Falls County, April 22, 2011).
5.
The Curtailment Order stated that, to avoid curtailment, IGWA must either
provide mitigation of 9.1 cfs in combined direct flows and steady state simulated flows to
Rangen during 2014, or must provide 3.4 cfs of direct flows to Rangen during the first year of
the curtailment order. To predict the benefit of aquifer enhancement activities in a steady state
and also to predict transient benefits of aquifer enhancement activities in year 2014, ESPAM
Model 2.1 must be run (a) once to determine the steady state benefits assuming constant
implementation affixed aquifer enhancement activities; and (b) once in transient mode with a
stress period for each year of aquifer enhancement activities (2005 - 2013 plus projected future
activities) to determine the benefits of past and projected fun1re activities predicted to accrue to
the Curren Tunnel during each year of the five-year phase-in period.
6.
Exhibit no. 1025 summarizes model nms predicting benefits to Rangen resulting
from steady state simulations of activities in 2011, 2012, and 2013. The predicted flow benefits
to Rangen in Exhibit 1025 were accepted and referred to by all parties in the presentation of
evidence.
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7.
For comparison with the phased-in requirement of 3.4 cfs during the first year of
the curtailment order, it is necessary to predict the benefits of aquifer enhancement that would
accme during the first year. Rangen used ESPAM 2.1 to evaluate the transient benefits of
aquifer enhancement activities beginning in 2014 in Exhibit 2071, but neglected to include
ongoing transient benefits of prior IGW A aquifer enhancement projects that occurred between
2005 and 2013 and neglected to include aquifer enhancement activities performed by Southwest
Irrigation District. See Brockway, Tr. Vol. III, p. 681-685.Using the data entered into evidence
at the hearing, the Department input data into the model for each year of private party aquifer
enhancement activities from 2005 through 2014. The 2005 through 2013 data were compiled
from previously documented activities. IDWR Ex. 3001 ; IGWA Ex. 1025. For 2014,
conversions, CREP, and voluntary curtailment projects were assumed to be identical to 2013,
and private patty managed recharge was assumed to be zero. The Department determined the
average annual benefit from aquifer enhancement activities predicted to accrue to the Curren
Tunnel between Apri1 2014 and March 2015 is 871 acre feet, which is equivalent to an average
rate of 1.2 cfs for 365·days. The modeling files and a summary table of the model results are
included on a CD accompanying this order.

Proposal No.2: Mitigation Using Senior Irrigation Water Rights Diverted from the Curren
Tunnel
8.
IGWA proposes to mitigate using water from Monis, who holds certain senior
irrigation water rights from the Curren Tunnel. Specifically, IOWA and Morris agreed that
IGWA would deliver Snake River water discharging from the North Side Canal Co. system into
the Sandy Pond as operational spill to Morris through the Sandy Pipeline, and, in exchange,
Morris would forego diversion of water from Curren Tunnel pursuant to water right numbers 36123D , 36-1 34E, 36- 135D , 36-135E, 36-10141A, and 36-1 0141B that bear priority dates senior to
Rangen 's fish propagation water rights. The foregone diversion of water by Morris will result in
discharge and capture of water from the Curren Tunnel by Rangen that would have been diverted
and used by Morris but for the agreement with IGWA.
9.

It is necessary to apply the first three threshold factors of Rule 43.03.

Legality of Use of North Side Canal Company Water Spilled into the Sandy Ponds
10.
Morris is presently irrigating approximately 205 acres of his own land with
wastewater from the Sandy Ponds. Morris, Tr. Vol. II, p. 371-72. Morris testified that he also
irrigates adjacent land owned by Musser and Candy with water from the Sandy Ponds. Morris,
T r. Vol. II, pp. 363, 372.
11.
Morris holds a water right to irrigate 125 acres of his own land with water from .
the Sandy Pond. Department records do not identify any water rights in the name of Musser or·
Candy to irrigate their lands with water from the Sandy Pond.
12.
The lands of Musser, Candy, and Morris are all within the water right place of use
service area of the North Side Canal Company. See Exhibit 3000. The Sandy Pond was
originally constructed by North Side Canal Company to capture its operational spill for water
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quality purposes. When North Snake Ground Water District acquired the Sandy Pond, it
enlarged the size of the pond. The enlargement of the pond did not change the character or
assumed ownership of the water in the pond, however. Until other water rights are established
authorizing diversion and use of water from the pond, the Department will presume the water in
the pond is North Side Canal Company operational spill water that is being captured and may be
applied to North Side Canal Company lands. Reynolds lrr. Dist. v. Sproat, 70 Idaho 217, 222,
214 P.2d 880, 883 (1950).
Quantity of Water Delivered to Rangen
The quantity of water available for diversion by Monis pursuant to water right
13.
numbers 36-123D, 36-134E, 36-135D, 36-135E, 36-10141A, and 36-10141B is limited by the
discharge of the Cunen Tunnel and by diversions of other water users pursuant to other senior
water rights .
. 14.
The Monis water rights authorize a beneficial use of irrigation. The contribution
of water to Rangen by leaving water in the Curren Tunnel that normally would have been
diverted by Manis only benefits Rangen during the irrigation season. In contrast, as identified in
the Curtailment Order, the modeled 2014 year-round average Curren Tunnel depletion resulting
from junior ground water pumping is 3.4 cfs. Curtailment Order at 42. The benefit to Rangen of
M orris' nondiversion of water from Curren Tunnel to Rangen must be estimated and then
compared to the year-round depletion average. The calculation of the average first year
depletion of 3.4 cfs starts April 1. IGWA needs to compensate for depletions of water for the
entire 3 65 days from April 15 to March 31.
15.
Morris irrigates crops from approximately April through mid-October. Tr. Vol.
II, p 392-93. The number of days he would have irrigated with water from the Curren Tunnel is
approximately 184 days (April15 through October 15). This means that IOWA can claim credit
only for that volume of water available to Morris for 184 days between April 15 and October 15.
16.
Flows discharging from Curren Tunnel have been measured for approximately 20
years. The Curren Tunnel discharge is the sum of the average monthly flow measured at the
mouth of the tunnel by IDWR (Exhibit 2045) and the average monthly flow diverted into
Rangen's 6-inch PVC pipe (Exhibit 3000). The magnitude of discharges from the Curren Tunnel
varies annually and seasonally depending on hydrologic conditions, related water uses, and other
activities on the ESPA.
17.
Table I lists the average inigation season (April15 through October 15) flow
from Curren Tunnel for years 1996 through 2013. There is a distinct change in the magnitude of
average inigation season flow values starting in 2002. It is likely that the average discharge
from the Curren Tunnel during the 2014 inigation season will be within the range represented by
the 2002-2013 conditions. From 2002 through 2013, the average irrigation season flow has
varied between 2.3 cfs and 5.7 cfs. The years of 2002 through 2013 will be used as a historical
data set to predict the flows from Cunen Tunnel for 201 4. The average of the average irrigation
season values for each year from 2002 through 2013 is 3.7 cfs.
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12.4
17.9
17.0
15.2

1996
97
1998
1999
2000
2001
002
2003
2004
2005
006
2007
2009
010
2011
2013
2.002-2013 average

I

8.0
4.5
3.9
4.4
2.3
5.7
4.9
3.2
2..8
2.3
3.4
4.1
2.8
3.7

Table 1. Average Curren Tunnel discharge during Morris' in·igation season.
18.
Rangen holds water rights for irrigation and domestic purposes that identify
Curren Tunnel as the source of water. Water right no. 36-00134B authorizes diversion of0.09
cfs from Curren Tunnel and bears a priority date of October 9, 1884.
19.
Morris holds water rights for irrigation and stockwater purposes that identify
Curren Tunnel as the source of water. Water right no. 36-134D authorizes diversion of 1.58 cfs
of water from Curren Tunnel. Water right no. 36-134E also authorizes diversion of 0.82 cfs for
water from Curren Tunnel. Both water right no. 36-134D and water right no. 36-134E bear a
priority date of October 9, 1884 (identical to the priority date for Rangen 's water right no. 3600134B identified above). Morris is entitled to divett a total of 2.4 cfs from Curren Tunnel
under water right nos. 36-134D and 36-134E. Morris currently diverts up to 15 miner's inches of
water from the Curren Tunnel for maintenance of his irrigation pipe. Morris, Tr. Vol. II, p. 390.
Because Morris currently diverts up to 15 miner's inches of water from the Curren Tunnel, the
Director will subtract 15 miner's inches (0.3 cfs) from the available supply for mitigation.
20.
Walter and Margaret Candy (hereafter referred to in the singular as "Candy") hold
water right no. 36-134A, a water right authorizing diversion for domestic use of 0.04 cfs and
irrigation of 36 acres with water from the Curren Tunnel. Water right no. 36-134A authorizes a
total diversion of 0.49 cfs from the Curren Tunnel for both the domestic and irrigation uses and
bears a priority date of October 9, 1884 (identical to the priority date for Rangen 's water right
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no. 36-00134-B identified above). Water right 36-134A authorizes a diversion rate of 0.014 cfs
per acre. Candy uses water from the Curren Tunnel for domestic use and to irrigate land around
their home. The land irrigated with water from the tunnel is approximately one half acre.
Morris, Tr. Vol. n, p. 382. As stated above, the remainder of Candy's land is irrigated from the
Sandy Pipeline. Candy domestic water use would be 0.04 cfs. Because irrigation is included in
a small domestic use of one-half acre or less, the total use by Candy is limited to 0.04 cfs.
2 1.
Alvin and Hope Musser Living Trust (hereafter referred to in the singular as
"Musser") hold water right no. 36-102. Water right no. 36-102 authorizes the diversion of 4.1
cfs for irrigation purposes on Musser's property, and bears a priority date of April 1, 1892.
Morris is farming Musser's property but Morris does not irrigate Musser's property with water
right no. 36-102. Instead, Morris is irrigating the Musser's property with water from the Sandy
Pipeline,
22.
Rangen holds water right no. 36-135A. Water right no . 36-135A authorizes
diversion of 0.05 cfs for irrigation and domestic purposes, and bears a priority date of April 1,
1908.
23.
Candy holds water right no. 36-l35B. Water right no. 36-135B authorizes
diversion of 0.51 cfs for irrigation purposes and bears a priority date of April 1, 1908. Morris is
farming Candy's property but Morris does not irrigate Candy's property with water right no. 36135B. Instead, Morris is irrigating the land with water from the Sandy Pipeline,
24.
Morris holds water right nos. 36-l 35D and 36-135E. Water right no. 36-135D
authorizes the diversion of 1.58 cfs for irrigation and stockwater purposes. Water right no. 36135E authorizes the diversion of 0.82 cfs for irrigation and stockwater purposes. Both water
rights bear a priority date of April1 , 1908.
25.
The following spreadsheet quantifies the allocation of water according to the
priority dates of water rights offered for mitigation. Water right nos. 36-134A, 36-134B, 361340 , and 36-134E are the earliest priority date (October 9, 1884) water rights authorizing
diversion of water from the Curren Tunnel. The total flow rate authorized for diversion pursuant
to these water rights is 2.98 cfs. A flow rate of 3.7 cfs exceeds the 2.98 cfs maximum diversion
rate authorized by water rights held by Morris, Candy, and Rangen bearing an 1884 priority date.
Morris w ill divert 0.3 cfs of Curren Tunnel water into his irrigation pipeline. Candy will divert
0.04 cfs, and because his lands are being irrigated with water from the Sandy Pipeline, he will
not divert the remaining 0.45 cfs pursuant to water right no. 36-134A. Rangen will divert 0.09
cfs pursuant to water right no. 36-134B.
26.
Water right no. 36-102 (Musser) is the next water right in priority bearing a
priority date of April 1, 1892 and authorizing diversion of 4.1 cfs .. Because Musser lands are
being irrigated b y water from the Sandy Pipeline, Musser will not divert water from Curren
Tunnel, and the next in line priority holders must be considered until the total quantity of use or
mitigation equals 3.7 cfs.
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27.
Water right nos. 135A (Rangen), 36-135B (Candy), 36-135D (Morris), and 36135E (Morris) all bear a priority date of Aprill, 1892. Rangen will divert 0.05 cfs. Candy will
not divert water authorized by water right no. 36-135B because his lands are being irrigated with
water from the Sandy Pipeline. Morris's water right nos. 36-1350 and 36-135E are available for
additional mitigation.
Water Right
Holder

Water
Right
Number
36-1340 &
36-134E
36-134A
36-134B
36-102
36-135A
36-135B
36-135D
36-135E

Morris
Candy
Rangen
Musser
Rangen
Candy
Morris
Morris
Total
-~

Water
Right
Quantity
(cfs)
2.4

Diverted for beneficial
use, not available for
mitigation (cfs)

0.49
0.09
4.1
0.05
0.51
1.58
0.82

0.04
0.09
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.0
0.00
c..2SI.

-

-------~

-~

0.3

Non-diversion of
Morris water,
available for
mitigation (cfs)
2.1

I

1.12
---------

3.2

- ~

-

As a result of the above summary, IGWA would be entitled to the following for mitigation:
3.7 cfs- 0.3 cfs (Morris) - 0. 14 cfs (Rangen)- 0.04 cfs (Candy) = 3.2 cfs (approximately)
The average annual benefit provided by the Morris water portion mitigation plan for comparison
with the annual requirement (3.4 cfs for Aprill, 2014 through March 31,2015,5.2 cfs for April
1, 2015 through March 31 , 2106, etc.) is computed as follows:
184 days
x 3.2 cfs =annual average of 1.6 cfs provided
365 days
If Morris foregoes diversion of the 0.3 cfs from the Curren Tunnel, additional water would be
available for IGWA as follows:
3.7 cfs- 0.14 cfs (Rangen) - 0.04 cfs (Candy)= 3.5 cfs (approximately)

2

Number reflects rounding to the nearest 1/lO of a cfs.
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If Morris foregoes diversion of the 0.3 cfs from the Curren Tunnel, the average annual benefit
provided would be as follows:

184 days

x 3.5 cfs

=annual average of 1.8 cfs provided

365ys

Proposal No.3: Assignment ofiGWA's Water Right Application to Rangen
28.
IOWA proposes to assign pending application to appropriate water no. 36-16976
to Rangen as mitigation. Application no. 36-16976 proposes to appropriate 12 cfs from Springs
and Billingsley Creek at Rangen's existing physical diversion from Billingsley Creek known as
the "bridge diversion."
29.
IGWA filed application to appropriate water no. 36-16976 on Apri1 3, 2013,
shortly after the Director ruled in the contested case for Rangen's delivery call that Rangen's
water rights only authorized diversion of water from the Curren Tunnel. This ruling was the
basis for a determination in the Director's Curtailment Order that Rangen does not hold a water
right authorizing diversion of water from Billingsley Creek at the bridge diversion.
30.
IGWA's water right application could be characterized as a preemptive strike
against Rangen to establish a prospective priority date earlier than any later prospective priority
date borne by a Rangen application.
Legality of Assigning Application to Appropriate Water no. 36-16976 to Rangen
3 1.
Pursuant to Rule 43, the Director can approve proposal no. 3 only if the Director
believes that the application can provide water to Rangen in the time of need, i.e. this year. The
pending application cannot be prejudged in this proceeding. IGWA essentially asked the
Director to prejudge the application. The Director declines to do so. The application seeks
authorization to divert 12 cfs from a point of diversion on the Rangen property. IOWA Ex. 1018
at 1. A map attached to the application shows the general area of the planned point of diversion.
!d. at 4. The Department published notice of the application and the application was protested by
Rangen. Rangen also filed a competing application and a transfer to address the point of
diversion issue. The facts behind IGWA' s application and the competing application and
transfer are unique. Given the uncertainty of the application given the specific facts which have
developed in this case, the Director concludes that it is too speculative to consider.
Quantity of Water Delivered to Rangen
32.
As stated above, the facts behind IGWA's application and the competing
application and transfer are unique. Given the uncertainty of the application given the specific
facts of this case, the Director concludes that it is too speculative to determine that Rangen will
deliver water in its time of need pursuant to this application.
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Proposal Nos. 4 and 5: Mitigation with Money or Fish
33.
IGWA proposed fish replacement or monetary compensation to mitigate injury
caused to Rangen by junior-priority ground water pumpers. 'These proposals will not be
evaluated in this decision because proposal nos. 4 and 5 were dismissed as part of IGWA's
Mitigation Plan in the Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Rangen's Motion to Dismiss
Proposals 3-9 ofiGWA 's Mitigation Plan and Limit Scope of Hearing issued March 26,2014.
Proposal No. 6: Cleaning, Deepening, or Enlarging Curren Tunnel
34.
IGW A suggests that cleaning, maintaining, and improving the Curren Tunnel will
increase the flows from Curren Tunnel. IGWA implies that the Director should require that
R angen grant IGWA access to the tunnel to remove debris and rock from the tunnel and to assess
whether the tunnel can be deepened or enlarged.
Quantity of Water Delivered to Rangen from Proposed Tunnel Cleaning
35.
Morris testified that cleaning out fallen rock and dirt that collected at the mouth of
the Hoagland Tunnel resulted in additional water discharging from the Hoagland Tunnel. Morris
Tr. Vol. II, p. 384-85. However, there is no evidence that the rock-fall in any tunnel changed the
hydraulic conditions in the tunnel itself. Morris' testimony suggests the rock at the mouth of the
Hoagland tunnel likely blocked collection works and created diffuse flow channels around or
underneath the collection works that prevented collection of the water into the associated
diversion works.
36.
There is no fallen rock at the mouth of Curren Tunnel impeding Rangen's
collection of water. Curren Tunnel is lined with a large diameter corrugated pipe from its mouth
50 feet into the tunnel. The remainder of the tunnel is completed in basalt rock. IGWA failed to
present evidence demonstrating that cleaning the Curren Tunnel would provide any adctitional
water to Rangen.
Quantity of Water Delivered to Rangen from an Enlargement or Deepening of Curren Tunnel
37.
There is evidence in the record that deepening or enlarging the Curren Tunnel
could increase flows from the Curren Tunnel. However, there is no evidence quantifying the
potential increase. Any physical work to deepen or enlarge the tunnel could not be completed to
timely provide water during the 2014 irrigation season.
Proposal No.7: Construction of a Horizontal Well
38
IGWA proposes to drill a horizontal well in the vicinity of the Curren Tunnel and
divert the water from the well to Rangen' s facility. IGWA proposes to drill the horizontal well
near the Curren Tunnel at an elevation lower than the outlet of the Curren Tunnel.
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Legality of Constructing a Horizontal Well
39.
Prior to construction of a horizontal well, IGWA would need to obtain a water
right to divert and beneficially use water from the horizontal well. IGWA has not filed any
applications to appropriate water from a horizontal well. IGWA did not identify a location for
construction of the well, and did not present any evidence about land ownership or easements on
land where a well could be constmcted. The source of water proposed to be diverted is tmst
water. The Department has issued a moratorium on all appropriations of water from the Eastern
Snake Plain Aquifer in the area where the proposed horizontal well would be constructed. Any
horizontal well proposal will need to mitigate to address injury to other water users. IGWA
failed to satisfy its burden because it failed to present any evidence that it will be able to address
the injury to other water users.
Quantity of Water Delivered to Rangen
40.
IGWA has failed to present evidence that it could timely deliver water to Rangen
when water is needed by Rangen in 2014. No evidence was presented quantifying the available
water supply. The lack of information makes the proposal too speculative to approve.

Proposal No.8: Mitigation ·w ith Water from New Wells or Existing Wells
41.
IGWA proposes to drill new ground water wells or utilize existing wells to deliver
water directly to Rangen. IGWA asserts this plan would be similar to its over-the-rim plan
previously approved in the Clear Springs Foods delivery call.
Legality of Diverting Ground Water From New or Existing wells and Delivering the Water to
Rangen for Mitigation
42.
IGWA has not identified any water rights that could be exercised, through a
change in nature of use, to deliver water to Rangen. Because no water rights have been
identified, the Director cannot evaluate important components of the water rights such as priority
date, flow rate limitations, volume limitations, and periods of use to determine whether water
diverted pursuant to the water rights could be delivered for mitigation.
43.
IGWA cites the Director's approval of the over-the-rim plan in the Snake River
Farms delivery call as support for its argument the Director should conditionally approve
Proposal No. 8 and then allow IGWA to provide engineering and other plans at a later date.
However, there are important distinctions between the progress IGWA had made in the over-therim plan when it was considered by the Department and this plan. At the time the hearing for the
over-the-rim plan was heard, IGWA had exerted significant effort to justify the plan, including
identifying water rights that would be acquired and wells that could be used, testing of water
temperature, quality, and evaluating the reliability and biosecurity of the proposed pumping
system. IGWA had also provided preliminary engineering plans. While the Director
conditionally approved the over-the-rim plan, IGWA had taken significant steps towards
implementation of that plan. Here, IGWA has not taken any steps toward implementation of this
proposaL
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44.
There is no evidence in the record that would allow the Director to recognize
mitigation provided through new or existing wells.
Quantity of Water Delivered to Rangen
45.
No evidence was presented in the record about how water could physically be
delivered to Rangen, and whether IOWA could obtain necessary rights of way. No
quantification of available water was presented either. Planning and design for an over the rim
project would take at least six months. IOWA could not timely deliver water to Rangen when
water is needed in 2014.

Proposal No.9: Mitigation by Pumping Water in Billingsley Creek Back to Rangen
46.
IOWA proposes a direct pump-back and aeration system within the Rangen
facility to satisfy mitigation obligations.
Le!!ality of IGWA Providing a direct Pump-Back and Aeration System Within the Rangen
Facility
47.
There is no evidence in the record that IGWA has the water rights or property
access to construct and operate a pump back and aeration system to Rangen. IGWA did not
present any evidence about how the water rights or property access would be acquired.
Delivery of Pump-Back Water to Rangen
48.
There is no evidence in the record that IGWA could timely deliver water to
Rangen when Rangen needs the water in 2014.

Mitigation Shortfall
49.
Proposal No. 1 provides an average of 1.2 cfs during the flrst year (April 1, 2014
through March 31, 2015) through aquifer enhancement activities.
50.
Proposal No.2 provides an average of 1.6 cfs through delivery of water not
diverted by Morris. If Morris foregoes diversion of all water from Curren Tunnel, the water
available for Proposal No.2 would increase to an average of 1.8 cfs.
There is no evidence in the record establishing that other proposals would provide
51.
mitigation during the first year.
The mitigation plan provides an average predicted benefit of 2.8 cfs during the
52.
first year if Morris continues to divert 0.3 cfs of water from the Curren Tunnel. If Morris
foregoes diversion of all water from Curren Tunnel, the average predicted benefit would increase
to 3.0 cfs.
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53.
The mitigation plan fails to provide the required 3.4 cfs during the first year, and
the mitigation shortfall is 0.6 cfs if Morris continues to divert 0.3 cfs of water from the Curren
Tunnel. If Morris foregoes diversion of all water from Curren Tunnel, the mitigation shortfall
would decrease to 0.4 cfs.
54.
Curtailment dates coinciding with various priority dates were iteratively entered
into ESPAM 2.1 to determine the curtailment date required to provide the mitigation shortfall. A
curtailment date of October 13, 1978 is predicted to provide an average benefit of 0.6 cfs to the
Curren Tunnel during the first year. A curtailment date of July 1, 1983 is predicted to provide an
average benefit of 0.4 cfs during the first year to the Curren Tunnel.

Conclusion
55.
IGWA's evidence established that foregone diversion of Curren Tunnel water by
Morris is predicted to deliver an average of 1.6 cfs water directly to Rangen from April1, 2014
through March 31,2015.1 If Morris also foregoes diversion of 15 miner's inches (0.3 cfs) of
water diverted from Curren Tunnel through his irrigation pipeline during the 2014 irrigation
season, the foregone diversion of Curren Tunnel water by Morris is predicted to deliver an
average of 1.8 cfs directly to Rangen fromAprill, 2014 through March 31,2015
56.
IGWA's evidence established that it can provide an average of 1.7 cfs water to
Rangen through its aquifer enhancement activities, based on steady state ESPAM model runs.
57.
IGWA's evidence established that it can provide 1.2 cfs of water from its aquifer
enhancement activities, based on transient ESPAM 2.1 model runs, from Aprill, 2014 through
March 31, 2015.
58.
IGWA's evidence established that it can provide a total of 3.3 cfs in steady state
benefits to Rangen.
59.
Evidence from the hearing establishes that IGWA can provide a total of 2.8 cfs of
direct flow benefits to Rangen from Aprill, 2014 through March 31, 2015 if Morris continues to
divert 15 inches of water (0.3 cfs) from Curren Tunnel through his irrigation pipeline. The
mitigation credit of 2.8 cfs is 0.6 cfs less than the 3.4 cfs obligation. ESPAM 2.1 determines that
water rights bearing priority dates of October 13, 1978 or later (junior) must be curtailed to
provide the 0.6 cfs to Rangen.
60.
If Morris discontinues diversion of 15 inches (0.3 cfs) through his irrigation
pipeline, IGWA can provide a total of 3.0 cfs of direct flow benefits to Rangen from April 1,
2014 through March 31, 2015. The mitigation credit of 3.0 cfs is 0.4 cfs less than the 3.4 cfs
obligation. ESPAM 2.1 determines that water rights bearing priority dates of July 1, 1983 or
later (junior) must be curtailed to provide the 0.4 cfs to Rangen.
61.
IGWA did not establish that it can provide any steady state benefits or direct
delivery of water to Rangen in the current annual period for the following proposals: assignment
of a water right application, cleaning ancl/reconstruction of the Curren Tunnel, drilling a
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horizontal well, delivery of water from new or existing wells, or pumping water back through the
Rangen facility.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Aquifer Enhancement Activities
1.
IGWA is entitled to a mitigation credit of 1.7 cfs toward its steady state obligation
of 9.1 cfs because of its aquifer enhancement activities.
2.
IGWA is entitled to a mitigation credit of 1.2 cfs toward its from April 1, 2014
through March 31, 2015 direct flow obligation of 3.4 cfs because of its aquifer enhancement
activities.
3.
The steady state and direct flow obligations are separate alternatives in the
Director's Curtailment Order, and the model simulations resulting in the above steady state and
direct flow credits are mutually exclusive.

Irrigation Water Not Diverted from the Curren Tunnel
4.
IGWA is entitled to a mitigation credit of 1.6 cfs for Curren Tunnel water directly
provided to Rangen because of the non diversion of irrigation water from the Curren Tunnel
pursuant to water rights held by Morris. Alternatively, if Morris ceases diverting 0.3 cfs from
Curren Tunnel through his irrigation pipeline, IGWA is entitled to a mitigation credit of 1.8 cfs
for Curren Tunnel water directly provided to Ra:ngen because of the non diversion of inigation
water from the Curren Tunnel pursuant to water rights held by Morris. The quantity of 1.6 cfs or
1.8 cfs counts toward both the steady state and direct flow obligations in the Curtailment Order.

Assignment ofiGWA's Water Right Application to Rangen
5.
Because all IGWA offered to Rangen at the hearing is assignment of a bare
application to appropriate water for mitigation with no supporting evidence about its
development and perlection, there is currently no legal basis for the Director to hold that an
application to appropriate water can provide mitigation to Ran gen. Furthermore, the unique
factual situation of this case will likely play an important role in the application proceeding.
IGWA is not entitled to any mitigation credit for its proposal to assign application to appropriate
water no. 36-16976 to Rangen.

Cleaning, Deepening, or Enlarging Curren Tunnel
6.
Rangen is not required to construct a deeper or larger tunnel to enhance the flow
of water from the Curren Tunnel. The Director does not have the legal authority to require that
Rangen grant access to IGWA to study a proposed enlargement, nor does the Director have the
authority to order construction proposed by IGWA after studies are complete.
7.

The proposed work is not legally possible without Rangen's consent.
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8.
Any physical work to deepen or enlarge the tunnel could not be completed to
timely provide water dming the 2014 irrigation season when the w ater is needed.

9.
There was no evidence presented that IGWA could timely deliver water to
Rangen when water is needed by Rangen in 2014.
10.
IGWA is not entitled to any mitigation credit for its proposal to clean, deepen, or
enlarge the Curren Tunnel.
Construction of a Horizontal Well
11.
IGWA did not establish what water rights would be exercised to deliver water to
Rangen from a new horizontal well. IGWA did not identify a location for construction of the
well, and did not present any evidence about land ownership or easements on land where a well
could be constructed. The planning and construction of a delivery system could not be
completed in 2014 during the time water is needed by Rangen.

IGWA is not entitled to any mitigation credit for its proposal to provide
12.
mitigation water directly to Rangen from a newly constructed horizontal well.
Mitigation with Water from New Wells or Existing Wells

13.
IGWA did not establish what water rights would be exercised or that there were
any commitments by the owners of wells, either by contract or acquisition, authorizing diversion
of water to Rangen from new wells or existing wells for mitigation. The planning and
construction of a delivery system could not be completed in 2014 during the time water is needed
by Rangen.
IGWA is not entitled to any mitigation credit for its proposal to provide
mitigation water directly to Rangen from new wells or existing wells.
14.

Mitigation by Pumping Water in Billingsley Creek Back to Rangen
15.
IGWA did not establish what water rights would be exercised or that IGWA
owns, or that there are commitments by an owner of land, authorizing construction of a pump
back system and delivery of Billingsley Creek water.
16.
IGWA is not entitled to any mitigation credit for its proposal to provide
mitigation water from Billingsley Creek directly to Rangen through a pump back system.

Conclusion
17.
IGWA is entitled to a total steady state mitigation credit of 3.3 cfs toward i ts
steady state obligation of 9.1 cfs.
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18.
IGWA is entitled to a total direct credit of 2.8 cfs toward its first annual period
direct flow obligation of 3.4 cfs. The mitigation credit of 2.8 cfs is 0.6 cfs less than the 3.4 cfs
obligation. ESPAM 2.1 determines that water rights bearing priority dates of October 13, 1978
or later must be curtailed to provide the 0.6 cfs to Rangen.
19.
Alternatively, upon agreement by Morris that he will not divert 0.3 cfs directly
from Curren Tunnel, IGWA is entitled to a total direct credit of 3.0 cfs toward its first annual
period direct flow obligation of 3.4 cfs. The mitigation creclit of 3.0 cfs is 0.4 cfs less than the
3.4 cfs obligation. ESPAM 2.1 determines that water rights bearing priority dates of July 1, 1983
or later must be curtailed to provide the 0.4 cfs to Rangen.

ORDER
Based upon and consistent with the foregoing, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the
Director APPROVES proposal no. 1 (aquifer enhancement activities) and proposal no. 2
(delivery of Morris Curren Tunnel Water) of IGWA's mitigation plan.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Director rejects proposals nos. 3 and 6 through 9 of
IGWA's mitigation plan.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that IGWA is granted 1.2 cfs of transient mitigation credit
for the annual period from April 1, 2014 through March 31, 2015, because of its past and
ongoing, muti-year aquifer enhancement activities.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that IGWA is granted 1.6 cfs of mitigation credit for direct
delivery of surface water from Curren Tunnel to Rangen.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that IGWA is granted 2.8 cfs of total mitigation credit for
the annual period from April I, 2014 through March 31,2015.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the 2.8 cfs total annual mitigation credit is 0.6 cfs less
that the annual mitigation requirement of 3.4 cfs for the annual period from Aprill, 2014
through March 31,2015.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the stay issued in the Febmary 21, 2014, Order
Granting IGWA 's Petition to Stay Curtailment of the Curtailment Order is hereby lifted.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, at 12:01 a.m. on or before May 5, 2014, users of
ground water holding consumptive water rights bearing priority dates junior or equal to October
13, 1978, listed in Attaclunent A to this order, within the area of common ground water, located
west of the Great Rift, and within a water district that regulates ground water, shall curtail/refrain
from diversion and use of ground water pursuant to those water rights unless notified by the
Department that this amended order of curtailment has been modified or rescinded as to their
water rights. This order shall apply to all consumptive ground water rights, inducting
agricultural, commercial, industrial, and municipal uses, but excluding ground water rights used
for de minimis domestic purposes where such domestic use is within the limits of the definition
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set forth in Idaho Code § 42-111 and ground water rights used for de minimis stock watering
where such stock watering use is within the limits of the definitions set forth in Idaho Code§ 421401A(ll), pursuant to IDAPA 37.03.11.020.11.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the watermasters for the water districts within the area
of common ground water, located west of the Great Rift, and who regulate ground water, are
directed to issue written notices to the holders of the consumptive ground water rights listed in
Attachment A to this order. The water rights on the list bear priority dates junior or equal to
October 13, 1978. The written notices are to advise the holders of the identified ground water
rights that their rights are subject to curtailment in accordance with the terms of this order.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to Conjunctive Management Rule
37.03.11.040.40, for the water districts within the area of common ground water, located west of
the Great Rift, and who regulate ground water, shall permit the diversion and use of ground
water by water rights with priority date senior to October 13, 1978 to continue out of priority
diversions within the water district provided IGWA's mitigation plan is complied with.
CONTINGENT ALTERNATNE OBLIGATION
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, if Morris agrees to cease diverting 0.3 cfs from Cunen
Tunnel through his irrigation pipeline, IGWA will be granted 3.0 cfs of total annual mitigation
credit for the annual period from April!, 2014 through March 31, 2015.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the 3.0 cfs total mitigation credit is 0.4 cfs less than the
annual mitigation requirement of 3.4 cfs for the annual period from Aprill, 2014 through March
31,2015.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that water rights bearing priority dates junior or equal to
July 1, 1983 shall be curtailed during the 2014 irrigation season.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, if Morris agrees to cease diverting 0.3 cfs from Cun·en
Tunnel through his irrigation pipeline, at 12:01 a.m. on or before May 5, 2014, users of ground
water holding consumptive water rights bearing priority dates junior or equal to July 1, 1983, as
may be determined from Attachment A to this order, within the area of common ground water,
located west of the Great Rift, and within a water district that regulates ground water, shall
curtail/refrain from diversion and use of ground water pursuant to those water rights unless
notified by the Department that this amended order of curtailment has been modified or
rescinded as to their water rights. This order shall apply to all consumptive ground water rights,
including agricultural, commercial, industrial, and municipal uses, but excluding ground water
rights used for de minimis domestic purposes where such domestic use is within the limits of the
definition set forth in Idaho Code § 42-111 and ground water rights used for de minimis stock
watering where such stock watering use is within the limits of the definitions set forth in Idaho
Code§ 42-1401A(ll), pursuant to IDAPA 37.03.11.020.11.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, if Morris agrees to cease diverting 0.3 cfs from Curren
Tunnel through his irrigation pipeline, the watermasters for the water districts within the area of
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common ground water, located west of the Great Rift, and who regulate ground water, are
directed to issue written notices to the holders of the consumptive ground water rights listed in
Attachment A to this order with water rights that bear priority dates junior or equal to July 1,
1983. The written notices are to advise the holders of the identified ground water rights that their
rights are subject to curtailment in accordance with the terms of this order.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, if Morris agrees to cease diverting 0.3 cfs from Curren
1\mnel through his irrigation pipeline, pursuant to Conjunctive Management Rule
37.03.11.040.40, for the water districts within the area of common ground water, located west of
the Great Rift, and who regulate ground water, shall permit the diversion and use of ground
water by water rights with priority date senior to July 1, 1983 to continue out of priority
diversions within the water district provided IGWA's mitigation plan is complied with.

-#.

Dated this K"7ray of April, 2014.

ek~c~J

Director
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EXPLANATORYINFORMATIONTOACCOMPANY A
FINAL ORDER
(Required by Rule of Procedure 740.02)
The accompanying order is a "Final Order" issued by the department pursuant to section
67-5246 or 67-5247, Idaho Code.
Section 67-5246 provides as follows:
(1)

Ifthe presiding officer is the agency head, the presiding officer shall issue a final

order.
(2)
If the presiding officer issued a recommended order, the agency head shall issue a
final order following review of that recommended order.
If the presiding officer issued a preliminary order, that order becomes a fmal
(3)
order unless it is reviewed as required in section 67-5245, Idaho Code. If the preliminary order
is reviewed, the agency head shall issue a final order.
Unless otherwise provided by statute or rule, any party may file a petition for
(4)
reconsideration of any order issued by the agency head within fourteen (14) days of the service
date of that order. The agency head shall issue a written order disposing ofthe petition. The
petition is deemed denied if the agency head does not dispose of it within twenty-one (21) days
after the filing of the petition.
Unless a different date is stated in a final order, the order is effective fourteen (14)
(5)
days after its service date if a party has not filed a petition for reconsideration. If a party has
filed a petition for reconsideration with the agency head, the final order becomes effective when:
(a)
(b)

The petition for reconsideration is disposed of; or
The petition is deemed denied because the agency head did not dispose of
the petition within twenty-one (21) days.

(6)
A party may not be required to comply with a final order unless the party has
been served with or has actual knowledge of the order. If the order is mailed to the last known
address of a party, the service is deemed to be sufficient.
(7)
A non-party shall not be required to comply w ith a final order unless the agency
has made the order available for public inspection or the nonparty has actual knowledge of the
order.
(8)

The provisions of this section do not preclude an agency from taking immediate
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action to protect the public interest in accordance with the provisions of section 67-5247, Idaho
Code.
PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION
Any party may file a petition for reconsideration of a final order within fourteen (14)
days of the service date of this order as shown on the certificate of service. Note: the petition
must be received by the Department within this fourteen (14) day period. The department
will act on a petition for reconsideration within twenty-one (21) days of its receipt, or the
petition will be considered denied by operation of law. See section 67 -5246(4) Idaho Code.
APPEAL OF FINAL ORDER TO DISTRICT COURT
Pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party aggrieved by a final
order or orders previously issued in a matter before the department may appeal the final order
and all previously issued orders in the matter to district court by filing a petition in the district
court of the county in which:
1.

ii.
iii.
iv.

A hearing was held,
The final agency action was taken,
The party seeking review of the order resides, or
The real property or personal property that was the subject of the agency action is
located.

The appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days: a) of the service date ofthe final
order, b) the service date of an order denying petition for reconsideration, or c) the failure within
twenty-one (21) days to grant or deny a petition for reconsideration, whichever is later. See
section 67-5273, Idaho Code. The filing of an appeal to district court does not in itself stay the

effectiveness or enforcement of the order under appeal.
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
)

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF
WATER TO WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02551
AND 36-07694
(RANGEN, INC.)

)

CM-DC-2011-004

)

)
)
)

____________________________)

ORDERGRANTINGIGWA'S
SECOND PETITION TO
STAY CURTAILlVIENT

)

BACKGROUND
On January 29, 2014, the Director ("Direclor") of the Idaho Department of Water
Resources ("Department") issued a Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc.'s Petition for Delivery
Call; Curtailing Ground Water Rights Junior to July 13, 1962 ("Curtailment Order") in this
proceeding. The Curtailment Order recognizes that holders of junior-priority groundwater rights
may avoid curtailment if they participate in a mitigation plan which provides "simulated steady
state benefits of 9.1 cfs to Curren Tunnel or direct flow of 9.1 cfs to Rangen." Curtailment
Order at 42. The Curtailment Order explains that mitigation provided by direct flow to Rangen,
Inc. ("Rangen") "may be phased-in over not more than a five-year period pursuant to CM Rule
40 as follows: 3.4 cfs the first year, 5.2 cfs the second year, 6.0 cfs the third year, 6.6 cfs the
fourth year, and 9.1 cfs the fifth year." /d.
On February 11, 2014, the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IOWA") filed with
the Department IOWA 's Mitigation Plan and Request for B earing ("Mitigation PJan") to avoid
curtailment imposed by the Curtailment Order. The Mitigation Plan set forth nine proposals for
junior-priority groundwater pumpers to meet mitigation obligations: 1) credit for current and
ongoing mitigation activities; 2) mitigation via the Sandy Pipe; 3) assignment of water right no.
36- 16976; 4) fish replacement; 5) monetary compensation; 6) improvements to the Curren
Tunnel diversion; 7) drilling a horizontal well in the vicinity of the Curren Tunnel; 8) driUing
new groundwater wells or uLiJizing exisling wells with delivery over-the-rim; and 9) conslmction
of a direct pump-back and aeration system within the Rangen facility.
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On February 12, 2014, IGWA filed IGWA 's Petition to Stay Curtailment, and Request for
Expedited Decision.
On February 21, 2014, the Director issued an Order Granting IGWA 's Petition to Stay
Curtailment which stayed enforcement of the Curtailment Order for members of IGWA and the
non-member participants in IOWA's Mitigation Plan until a decision was issued on the
Mitigation Plan.
On March 10, 2014, IGWA filed IGWA 's Second Mitigation Plan and Request for
Hearing ("Second Mitigation Plan"). IGWA asserts the Second Mitigation Plan, referred to as
the "Tucker Springs Project," is capable of meeting the full 9.1 cfs mitigation obligation on a
year-round basis. Second Mitigatioll Plan at 2.
A hearing was held on IGWA's Mitigation Plan on March 17-19,2014 at the
Department's State office in Boise, Idaho.
On April 11, 2014, the Director issued an Order Approving in Part and Rejecting in Part
IGWA 's Mitigation Plan; Order Lifting Stay Issued February 21, 2014; Amended Curtailment
Order ("Mitigation Plan Order''). The Mitigation Plan Order recognized credit for only two
components ofiGWA's Mitigation Plan: ( 1) IGWA •s ongoing aquifer enhancement acti vities,
and (2) exchange of irrigation water diverted from the Curren Tunnel with operational spill water
from the North Side Canal Company. Mitigation P falZ Order at 4.
On April 17, 2014, IGWA filed IGWA's Second Petition to Stay Cm1ailment, and
Request for Expedited D ecision ("Petition"). The Petition asks the Director to stay
implementation of the Curtailment Order 1, and a Notice of Violation and Cease and Desist
Order ("Cease & Desist Order") issued to Rangen on January 31, 2014, "until the judiciary
completes its review of the Curtailment Order in JGWA v. IDWR, Gooding County Case No. CV2014- 179, and Rangen v.IDWR, Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2014-1338." Petition at 1.
IGWA asserts:
The Curtailment Order and the Cease & Desist Order should be stayed during
judicial review because a stay will , ( 1) provide more water to Rangen than
enforcing the Orders, (2) avoid severe and irreparable harm to the curtailed
groundwater users and the economies of the Magic Valley and the State of Idaho,
(3) allow judicial review of critical issues of first impression, avoiding mistaken
curtailment, and (4) serve the public interest.
Petition at 5.

1
The Department will treat IGWA's request as a petition to stay the Amended Curtnilment Order sel forth in the
April 11, 2014 Mitigation Plan Order.
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On April 25, 2014, Rangen filed Rangen, Inc.'s Response in Opposition to IOWA's
Second Petition to Stay Curtailment ("Response"). Rangen argues that IOWA's request should
be denied because:
(1) an unapproved mitigation plan cannot be used to allow olll-of-priorily
diversions and IGWA is not likely to obtain approval for its Tucker Springs
Mitigation Plan; (2) IOWA's application for a pennit to use the talus slope water
cannot be used as the basis for the issuance of a stay; (3) junior-priority ground
water pumpers have had ample opportunity to prepare for this curtailment; (4) the
risk of curtailment of a junior -priority ground water right during a time of
shortage is a risk that Idaho water users knowingly undertake; and (5) the injury
to Rangen caused by junior-priority ground water pumping is ongoing and
cumulative and the Director's revised curtailment order has been narrowly crafted
to address the amount of water that would accrue to Rangen during lhe 2014-2015
season.

Response at 3.

No other parties filed responses to the Petition.

LEGAL STANDARD FOR A STAY
The Director has authority to stay a final order pursuant to the Department's rules of
procedure:
Any party or person affected by an order may petition the agency to stay any
order, whether interlocutory or finaL Interlocutory or final orders may be stayed
by the judiciary according to statute. The agency may stay any interlocutory or
final order on its own motion.
IDAPA 37.01.01.780 ("Rule 780").
The authority to stay a final order is also reflected in I.C. § 67-5274 and I.R.C.P. 84(m),
which provide that an "agency may grant, or the reviewing court may order, a stay upon
appropriate terms." The use of the word "may" demonstrates the Director's discretionary
authority to stay enforcement of an order. See Bank of Idaho v. Nesseth, 104 Idaho 842, 846,
664 P.2d 270,274 (1983).
Neither the statute nor the rule define what constitutes "appropriate terms" or establish a
clear test for determining when a stay is appropriate. There are no reported judicial opinions in
Idaho discussing what qualifies as "appropriate terms" or that describe when a stay is appropriate
pursuant to Rule 780, I.C. § 67-5274 or I.R.C.P. 84(m). Consequently, the Director must consult
other authorities to determine when a stay is appropriate.
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The authority of the Director to stay an order in an administrative proceeding is
analogous to the authority of a district court to stay the enforcement of a judgment under I.R.C.P
62(a). In both circumstances, an order has been issued deciding the matter and a party can seek
to have enforcement of the order stayed pending appeal or pending fmther action. A stay
pursuant to I.R.C.P 62(a) may be granted by a district court "when it would be unjust to permit
the execution on the judgment, such as where there are equitable grounds for the stay or where
certain other proceedings are pending." Haley v. Clinton, 123 Idaho 707,709,851 P.2d 1003,
1005 (Ct. App. 1993). A stay is appropriate "[w ]here it appears necessary to preserve the status
quo ...." McHan v. McHan, 59 Idaho 41,80 P .2d 29, 31 (1938). Likewise, a stay is appropriate
when, "[i]t is entirely possible that the refusal to grant a stay would injuriously affect appellant,
and it likewise is apparent that granting such a stay will not be seriously injurious to respondent."
ld.

ANALYSIS
Equity Justifies a Stay of the Curtailment Order as Amended in the Aprilll, 2014
Mitigation Plan Order.
A stay may be granted when refusal to grant the stay would injuriously affect one party
and when granting the stay would not seliously injure the other party. McHan v. McHan, 59
Idaho 41, 46, 80 P.2d 29, 31 (1938). The Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer Model Version 2.1
predicted an average first-year accrual of 3.4 cfs of additional flow to the Curren Tunnel. In the
Mitigation Plan Order, the Director clarified that the firsl annual period would start on April 1,
2014, with each subsequent year starting on the anniversary of the first year. Mitigation Plan
Order at 5.
Curtailment of diversions of ground water for irrigation in April and May would provide
little benefit to Rangen because significant inigation with ground water does not normally
intensify until late May or June. In contrast, curtailment of the irrigation of 25,000 acres during
the period of reduced ground water use is significant. IGWA's Second Mitigation Plan has been
published and a pre-hearing status conference is scheduled for April30, 2014. The Second
Mitigation Plan proposes direcl delivery of water from Tucker Springs to Rangen. The pJan is
conceptually viable, and given the disparity in impact to the ground water users if curtailment is
enforced versus the impact to Rangen if curtailment is stayed, the ground water users should
have an opportunity to present evidence at an expedited hearing for their second mitigation plan.
All of the standards of the conjunctive management rules will apply at lhe hearing.
A status conference regarding IGWA's Second Mitigation Plan is set for April 30, 20 I 4. The
Director will ensure that the hearing is expedited. The Director will revisit the stay at the time a
decision on IGWA's Second Mitigation Plan is issued.
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ORDER
Based upon the foregoing, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that IGWA's Second Petition to
Stay Curtailment is GRAJJ:_ED.
Dated this ?.(3

day of April, 2014.

~)

Director
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2.f.-~day

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
of April, 2014, the above and foregoing
document was served on the following by providing a copy in the manner selected:

J. JUSTIN MAY
MAY BROWNING
1419 W WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702
jmay@maybrowning.com

(x:) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
(x:) E-mail

ROBYN BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE
P.O.BOX554
RUPERT, ID 83350
robynbrody@hotmail.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
(x:) E-mail

FRITZ HAEMMERLE

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
(x:) E-mail

HAEMMERLE HAEMMERLE
P.O. BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
fxh @hamlaw .com

RANDY BUDGE
TJBUDGE
RACINE OLSON
P.O. BOX 1391
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391
rcb@racinelaw.net
tjb@ racinelaw.net

{x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
(x.) E-maiJ

SARAH KLAHN
MITRA PEMBERTON
WHITE & JANKOWSKI
511 16TH ST. STE. 500
DENVER, CO 80202
sarahk@white-iankowsk.i .com
mitrap@white-jankowski.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Deli very
(x) E-mail
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JOHN K. SIMPSON
TRAVIS L. THOMPSON
PAULL. ARRINGTON
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON
195 RIVER VISTA PLACE, STE. 204
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-3029

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) Hand Delivery
(x) E-mail

tlt@ idahowaters.com
jks@ idahowaters.com
pla@idahowaters.com

W KENT FLETCHER
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE
P.O. BOX248
BURLEY, ID 83318

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) Hand Delivery
(x) E-mail

wkf@pmt.org

JERRY R. RIGBY
HYRUM ERICKSON
ROBERT H. WOOD
RlGBY ANDRUS & RIGBY, CHTD
25 NORTH SECOND EAST
REXBURG, ID 83440

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) Hand Delivery
(x) E-mail

jrigby@rex-law.com
herickson @rex-law .com
rwood @rex-law .com

A. DEAN TRANMER
CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83205

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

( ) Hand Delivery
(x) E-ma il

dtranmer@pocatello.us

~/)-. ,ta_,_,_.._
Deborah Gibson
Assistant to the Director
Idaho Department of Water Resources
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EXPLANATORY INFORMATION TO ACCOMPANY A
FINAL ORDER
(Required by Rule of Procedure 740.02)
The accompanying order is a "Final Order" issued by the department pursuant to section
67-5246 or 67-5247, Idaho Code.
Section 67-5246 provides as follows:
(1)

If the presiding officer is the agency head, the presiding officer shall issue a final

order.
If the presiding officer issued a recommended order, the agency head shall issue a
(2)
final order following review of that recommended order.
(3)
If the presiding officer issued a preliminary order, that order becomes a final
order unless it is reviewed as required in section 67-5245, Idaho Code. If the preliminary order
is reviewed, the agency head shall issue a final order.
(4)
Unless otherwise provided by statute or rule, any party may file a petition for
reconsideration of any order issued by the agency bead within fourteen (14) days of the service
date of that order. The agency head shall issue a written order disposing of the petition. The
petition is deemed denied if the agency head does not dispose of it within twenty-one (21) days
after the filing of the petition.
(5)
Unless a different date is stated in a final order, the order is effective fourteen (14)
days after its service date if a party has not ftled a petition for reconsideration. If a party has
filed a petition for reconsideration with the agency head, the final order becomes effective when:
(a)
(b)

The petition for reconsideration is disposed of; or
The petition is deemed denied because the agency head did not dispose of
the petition within twenty-one (21) days.

(6)
A party may not be required to comply with a final order unless the party has
been served with or has actual knowledge of the order. If the order is mailed to the last known
address of a party, the service is deemed to be sufficient.
(7)
A non-party shall not be required to comply with a final order unless the agency
has made the order available for public inspection or the nonparty has actual knowledge of the
order.
(8)

The provisions of this section do not preclude an agency from taking immediate
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action to protect the public interest in accordance with the provisions of section 67-5247, Idaho
Code.

PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION
Any party may file a petition for reconsideration of a final order within fourteen (14)
days of the service date ofthis order as shown on the certificate of service. Note: the petition
must be received by the Department within this fourteen (14) day period. The department
will act on a petition for reconsideration within twenty-one (21) days of its receipt, or the
petition will be considered denied by operation of law. See section 67-5246(4) Idaho Code.

APPEAL OF FINAL ORDER TO DISTRICT COURT
Pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party aggrieved by a fmal
order or orders previously issued in a matter before the department may appeal the final order
and all previously issued orders in the matter to district court by filing a petition in the district
court of the county in which:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

A hearing was held,
The final agency action was taken,
The party seeking review of the order resides, or
The real property or personal property that was the subject of the agency action is
located.

The appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days: a) of the service date of the final
order, b) the service date of an order denying petition for reconsideration, or c) the failure within
twenty-one (21) days to grant or deny a petition for reconsideration, whichever is later. See
section 67-5273, Idaho Code. The filing of an appeal to district court does not in itself stay the
effectiveness or enforcement of the order under appeal.
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

IN THE MATTER OF THE SECOND
MITIGATION PLAN FILED BY THE
IDAHO GROUND WATER
APPROPRIATORS FOR THE
DISTRIDUTION OF WATER TO
WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02551 AND
36-07694 IN THE NAME OF
RANGEN, INC.

CM-MP-2014-003
CM-DC-2011-004
ORDER APPROVING IGWA'S
SECOND MITIGATION PLAN;
ORDER LIFTING STAY ISSUED
APRIL 28, 2014; SECOND AMENDED
CURTAILMENT ORDER

IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION OF
WATER TO WATER RIGHT NOS. 3602551 AND 36-07694 (RANGEN, INC.)

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
On January 29, 2014, the Director ("Director") of the Idaho Department of Water
Resources ("Department") issued the Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc.'s Petition for
Delivery Call; Curtailing Ground Water Rights Junior to July 13, 1962 ("Curtailment Order").
The Curtailment Order recognizes that holders of j unior-priority ground water rights may avoid
curtailment if they participate in a mitigation plan which provides "simulated steady state
benefits of 9.1 cfs to CLmen Tunnel [sometimes referred to as the "Martin-Curren Tunnel"] or
direct flow of 9.1 cfs to Rangen." Curtailment Order at 42. The Curtailment Order explains that
mitigation provided by direct flow to Rangen "may be phased-in over not more than a five-year
period pursuant to CM Rule 40 as follows: 3.4 cfs the first year, 5.2 cfs the second year, 6.0 cfs
the third year, 6.6 cfs the fourth year, and 9.1 cfs the fifth year." Id.
On February 11,2014 , the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA") ftled with
the Department IGWA 's Mitigation Plan and Request for H earing (''First Mitigation Plan") to
avoid curtailment imposed by the Curtailment Order. The First Mitigation Plan proposed nine
possible mitigation activities for junior-priority ground water pumpers to satisfy mitigation
obligations.
On Febmary 12, 2014, IGWA filed IGWA 's Petition to Stay Curtailment, and Request for
Expedited Decision. On February 21 , 2014, the Director issued an Order Granting IGWA 's
Petition to Stay Curtailment which stayed enforcement of the Curtailment Order for members of
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IGWA and the non-member participants in IGWA's First Mitigation Plan until a decision was
issued for the First Mitigation Plan.
On M arch 17-19, 2014, the Director conducted a bearing for the First Mitigation Plan at
the Department's state office in Boise, Idaho. On April11, 2014, the Director issued an Order
Approving in Part and Rejecting in Part IGWA 's Mitigation Plan; Order Lifting Stay Issued
February 21, 2014; Amended Curtailment Order ("First Mitigation Plan Order"). In the First
Mitigation Plan Order, the Director approved two of the nine proposed components of the First
Mitigation Plan: (1) credit for current and ongoing mitigation activities, and (2) delivery of
water directly to Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen") from the Curren Tunnel that would have been
delivered in priority pursuant to irrigation water rights held by Howard "Butch" Morris
("Monis"), but will not be diverted because surface water is being delivered to Morris through
the Sandy Pipeline ("Morris exchange water"). The Director rejected the other seven
components of the First Mitigation Plan. The Director recognized 1.2 cfs of mitigation credit for
current and ongoing activities (interchangeably referred to as "aquifer enhancement activities"),
and also recognized 1.8 cfs of mitigation credit for delivery of the Morris exchange water to
Rangen. The Director recognized a total mitigation credit of 3.0 cfs, 0.4 cfs short of the 3.4 cfs
mitigation required for the time period from Aprill, 2014, to Aprill , 2015. Because the 0.4 cfs
mitigation deficiency must be satisfied by curtailment of junior water rights, the Director ordered
curtailment of ground water rights bearing priority dates junior or equal to July 1, 1983, during
the 2014 irrigation season. First Mitigation Plan Order at 2 l.
On March 10, 2014, during the pendency of the First .Nlitigation Plan proceeding, IGWA
flied IGWA 's Second Mitigation Plan and Request for Hearing ("Second Mitigation Plan") with
the Department in response to the Curtailment Order. The Department published notice of the
Second Mitigation Plan and the following five entities protested:
Protestant

Represented by:

Rangen, Inc.
Buckeye Farms, Inc.
Big Bend Irrigation & Mining Company, Ltd.
Salmon Falls Land & Livestock Company
Big Bend Trout, Inc.
--·-

-

Fritz X. Haemrnerle, Justin May, and Robyn
Brody, Attorneys at Law
John Simpson, Attorney at Law
Almer Huntley, President
Michael Henslee, Vice-President
Leo Ray, President

~

-

-

The Second Mitigation Plan proposes delivery of up to 9.1 cfs of water from Tucker
Springs, a tributary to Riley Creek, through a 1.3 mile pipeline to the fish research and
propagation facility owned by Rangen ("Rangen Facility"). Second Mitigation Plan at 2.
On April l 7, 2014, IGWA filed IGWA 's Second Petition to Stay Curtailment, and
Request for Expedited Decision ("Second Petition"). The Second Petition asked the Director to
"stay implementation of the [Curtailment Order], ... until the judiciary completes its review of
the Curtailment Order in IGWA v. ID WR, Gooding County Case No. CV-2014-1 79, and Rangen
v. IDWR, Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2014- 1338." Second Petition at 1.
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On April28, 2014, the Director issued an Order Granting IGWA 's Second Petition to
Stay Curtailment stating the Director will revisit the stay at the time a decision on IGWA's
Second Mitigation Plan is issued.
On June 4-5, 2014, the Director conducted a hearing for the Second Mitigation Plan.

APPLICABLE LAW
Conjunctive Management Rule 43.03 ("Rule 43.03") establishes the following factors
that "may be considered by the Director in determining whether a proposed mitigation plan will
prevent injury to senior rights":
a. Whether delivery, storage and use of water pursuant to the mitigation plan is in
compliance with Idaho law.
b. Whether the mitigation plan will provide replacement water, at the time and
place required by the senior-priority water right, sufficient to offset the depletive
effect of ground water withdrawal on the water available in the surface or ground
water source at such time and place as necessary to satisfy the rights of diversion
from the surface or ground water source. Consideration will be given to the
history and seasonal availability of water for diversion so as not to require
replacement water at times when the surface right historically has not received a
full supply, such as during annual low-flow periods and extended drought periods.
c. Whether the mitigation plan provides replacement water supplies or other
appropriate compensation to the senior-priority water right when needed during a
time of shortage even if the effect of pumping is spread over many years and will
continue for years after pumping is curtailed. A mitigation plan may allow for
multi-season accounting of ground water withdrawals and provide for
replacement water to take advantage of variability in seasonal water supply. The
mitigation plan must include contingency provisions to assure protection of the
senior-priority right in the event the mitigation water source becomes unavailable.
d. Whether the mitigation plan proposes artificial recharge of an area of common
ground water supply as a means of protecting ground water pumping levels,
compensating senior-priority water rights, or providing aquifer storage for
exchange or other purposes related to the mitigation plan.
e. Where a mitigation plan is based upon computer simulations and calculations,
whether such plan uses generally accepted and appropriate engineering and
hydrogeologic formulae for calculating the depletive effect of the ground water
withdrawal.
\
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f. Whether the mitigation plan uses generally accepted and appropriate values for
aquifer characteristics such as transmissivity, specific yield, and other relevant
factors.
g. Whether the mitigation plan reasonably calculates the consumptive use
component of ground water diversion and use.
h. The reliability of the source of replacement water over the term in which it is
proposed to be used under the mitigation plan.
i. Whether the mitigation plan proposes enlargement of the rate of diversion,
seasonal quantity or time of diversion under any water right being proposed for
use in the mitigation plan.
j. Whether the mitigation plan is consistent with the conservation of water
resources, the public interest or injures other water rights, or would result in the
diversion and use of ground water at a rate beyond the reasonably anticipated
average rate of future natural recharge.
k. Whether the mitigation plan provides for monitoring and adjustment as
necessary to protect senior-priority water rights from material jnjury.
1. Whether the plan provides for mitigation of the effects of pumping of existing
wells and the effects of pumping of any new wells which may be proposed to take
water from the areas of common ground water supply.

m. Whether the mitigation plan provides for future participation on an equitable
basis by ground water pumpers who divett water under junior-priority rights but
who do not initially participate in such mitigation plan.
n. A mitigation plan may propose division of the area of common ground water
supply into zones or segments for the purpose of consideration of local impacts,
timing of depletions, and replacement supplies.
o. Whether the petitioners and respondents have entered into an agreement on an
acceptable mitigation plan even though such plan may not otherwise be fully in
compliance with these provisions.
IDAPA 37.03. 11.043.03(a-o). A proposed mitigation plan must contain information that allows
the Director to evaluate these factors. IDAPA 37.03.11.043.0l(d).
While Rule 43.03 lists factors that "may be considered by the Director in deterrruning
whether a proposed rrutigation plan will prevent injury to senior rights," factors 43.03(a) through
43.03(c) are necessary components of mitigation plans that call for the direct delivery of
mitigation water. A junior water right holder seeking to directly deliver mitigation water bears
the burden of proving that (a) the "delivery, storage and use of water pursuant to the mitigation
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plan is in compliance with Idaho law," (b) "the mitigation plan will provide replacement water,
at the time and place required by the senior priority water right, sufficient to offset the depletive
effect of ground water withdrawal on the water available in the smface or ground water source at
such time and place as necessary to satisfy the rights of diversion from the surface or ground
water source," and (c) "the mitigation plan provides replacement water supplies or other
appropriate compensation to the senior-priority water right when needed during a time of
shortage." IDAPA 37.03.11.043.03(a-c) These three inquiries are threshold factors against
which IOWA's mitigation plan proposal must be measured.
To satisfy its burden of proof, IGW A must present sufficient factual evidence at the
hearing to prove that (1) the proposal is legal, and will generally provide the quantity of water
required by the curtailment order; (2) the components of the proposed mitigation plan can be
implemented to timely provide mitigation water as required by the curtailment order; and (3)(a)
the proposal has been geographically located and engineered, and (b) necessary agreements or
option contracts are executed, or legal proceedings to acquire land or easements have been
initiated.

ANALYSIS
This decision approves IGWA's Second Mitigation Plan. In approving the Second
Mitigation Plan, the Director considered the components of the First Mitigation Plan in
determining whether water would be provided in the senior water right holder's time of need.
Rule 43 of the Conjunctive Management Rules is silent about how two mitigation plans
should interact, particularly where a final order of the Director bas previously approved one
mitigation plan, and the consideration of a second mitigation plan might affect the
implementation of the already approved mitigation plan.
When the Director considered the First Mitigation Plan, credit for delivery of the Morris
exchange water could have been quantified by three possible alternative computations:
1. Full mitigation credit could have been recognized only for the irrigation season when
Morris exchange water is delivered to Rangen. A curtailment date could have been
established at the end of the irrigation season, but if IGWA did not contribute additional
water during the nonirrigation season to mitigate for non-irrigation season depletions to
spring flows caused by irrigation season diversions of ground water, IGWA would never
fully mitigate for its depletions with the Morris exchange water. This alternative would
result in a recurring annual evasion of the ground water users' obligation to supply
mitigation water to the senior water right holder.
2. There could have been a determination that no mitigation credit for delivery of the Morris
exchange water would be recognized because the First Mitigation Plan would not deliver
the full 3.4 cfs for the entire year. Refusal to recognize any mitigation credit for delivery
of the Morris exchange water to Rangen would result in full curtailment and a windfall to
R angen because it would have received both the Morris exchange water and the benefits
of curtailment.
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3. The benefits of providing the Morris exchange water to Rangen could be spread through
a time period longer than the irrigation season. This is the alternative adopted in the First
Mitigation Plan Order. The benefits of delivering Morris exchange water to Rangen were
extended for an entire 365 days because the ground water users did not present any other
acceptable mitigation that would have addressed the mitigation deficiency. The
spreading of the mitigation credit for the Morris exchange water over 365 days:
a. Recognized that IGWA delivered water to Rangen, and that Rangen derived value
from the water delivered.
b. Delivered water to Rangen in the most critical time of need.
c. Established a deficiency in the annual, required mitigation water, resulting in an
amended order of curtailment and the filing of subsequent mitigation plans to
address the deficiency.
The Director was required to rule on the First Mitigation Plan without considering the
merits of any subsequent mitigation plans. In the First Mitigation Plan Order, the Director
recognized the annual benefits of transient aquifer enhancement activities (1.2 cfs). The
extension of benefits of the Morris exchange water to Rangen through the entire year (Aprill ,
2014 through March 31, 2015) established the annual expectation of direct delivery of water to
Rangen (2.2 cfs) and quantified for the full year the direct delivery of the Morris exchange water
to Rangen ( 1.8 cfs). The Director's adoption of the third alternative described above provided
IGWA the opportunity to minimize the number of individuals curtailed absent a second
mitigation plan to address the 0.4 cfs shortfall.
In the Second Mitigation Plan hearing, IGWA established April 1, 2015, as the target
date for completion of the diven;ion and delivery works for piping water from Tucker Springs to
the Rangen Facility, although IGWA's expert engineer testified that water could possibly be
delivered as soon as January 2015. Delivery of Tucker Springs water on April I, 2015, will not
result in the delivery of the required 0.4 cfs deficiency to Rangen during the 2014 time of need.
In trying to dovetail the First Mitigation Plan into the Second Mitigation Plan, there are three
alternatives:
1. Approve the Second Mitigation Plan anticipating completion on April 1, 2015, but,

because the deficiency for 2014 is not addressed, lift the stay issued April 28,2014, and
require immediate curtailment until construction of the Tucker Springs pipeline is
complete and water can be delivered to Rangen.
2. Continue to stay the Curtailment Order's first year staged implementation value of 3.4
cfs based on an expectation of the entire mitigation obligation of 9.1 cfs being delivered
from Tucker Springs on or after April 1, 2015. The adoption of this alternative would
abandon the linkage of staged implementation values to the modeled benefit to Rangen
of full curtailment of water rights. While Rule 43 does not require justification for the
s taged mitigation implementation values adopted by the Director, linkage to the
modeled benefits factu ally j ustifies the phase-in values.
3. B ecause there is an expectation of additional water being delivered to Rangen by the
Second Mitigation Plan, (a) recalculate the period of time the Morris exchange water is
recognized as mitigation to equal the number of days that the water will provide full
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mitigation to Rangen, and (b) require curtailment or additional mitigation from IGWA
under the Second Mitigation Plan after the time full mitigation under the First
Mitigation Plan expires.
The Director adopts this last alternative in coordination with the First Mitigation Plan
because it:
a. Recognizes IGWA delivered water to Rangen, and Rangen dedved value from
the water delivered.
b. Delivers water to Rangen in the most critical time of need.
c. Addresses the immediate 0.4 cfs shortfall from the First Mitigation Plan and
estabJishes a time certain when additional mitigation must be provided by IGW A
pursuant to the Second Mitigation Plan or subsequent mitigation plan.

FINDINGS OF FACT
Rangen's Existing System
1.
The Rangen Facility is located in the Thousands Springs area near Hagerman,
Idaho. Attachment A is a schematic diagram of the Rangen Facility. The Rangen Facility is
situated below a canyon rim at the headwaters of Billingsley Creek.

2.
Immediately east of the Rangen Facility, water emanates from numerous springs
on the talus slopes just below the canyon rim. Water also emanates from the Curren Tunnel.
The tunnel is a large, excavated conduit constructed high on the canyon rim and extends
approximately 300 feet into the canyon wall.
3.
A concrete collection box located near the mouth of the Curren Tunnel collects
water for delivery to Rangen and holders of early priority irrigation water rights via pipelines.
The concrete box is commonly referred to as the "Farmers' Box."
4.
Further down the talus slope is a second concrete water collection box with an
open top, commonly referred to as the "Rangen Box." Rangen rediverts the water from the
Farmers' box through two plastic pipes down to the Rangen Box. Water is then delivered from
the Rangen Box via a steel pipe to the small raceways. The water diverted by Rangen can then
be routed from the small raceways down through the large and CTR raceways at the Rangen
Facility. Water can also be spilled out the side of the Rangen Box and returned to the talus
slope.
5.
In the early 1980's, Rangen built a six-inch white PVC pipeline to divert water
from inside the Curren Tunnel and deliver the water to the hatch house and greenhouse
buildings. The water is used in the hatch house and/or greenhouse and then can be discharged
either back into Billingsley Creek or discharged directly into the small raceways and used in the
large and CTR raceways.
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Tucker Springs Diversion Proposal
6.
Tucker Springs are a series of springs that derive water from the Eastern
Snake Plain Aquifer ("ESPA"). Tucker Springs are located approximately two miles
southwest of the Rangen Facility. Tucker Springs are tributary to Riley Creek, a short
spring fed stream which flows in a northwesterly direction towards the Idaho Department
ofFish and Game ("Fish & Game") Hagerman State Hatchery before turning south and
flowing to the Snake River.
7.
Tucker Springs are divided into an Upper Tucker Springs complex and a
Lower Tucker Springs complex. IGWA's Second Mitigation Plan proposes to pump up
to 9.1 cfs of Fish & Game water right no. 36-2055 from the Upper Tucker Springs
complex and deliver the Tucker Springs water via a pipeline to the Rangen Facility
located at the bead of Billingsley Creek. Water right no. 36-2055 authorizes the
diversion of 64 cfs for fish propagation purposes from Upper Tucker Springs and Riley
Creek and bears a priority date of September 16, 1947. North Snake Ground Water
District, Magic Valley Ground Water District, and Southwest Irrigation District filed an
application for water right transfer on behalf of Fish & Game proposing to change the
place of use. Ex. 1109.

8.
Exhibit 1138 is an aerial photograph of the Upper Tucker Springs
complex, and is attached as Attachment B. Within the Upper Tucker Springs complex is
an upper pool and a lower pool. Both the upper and lower pools of the Upper Tucker
Springs complex are depicted on Attachment B.

9.
The location of diversion head works for several water rights are depicted
on Attachment B. Idaho Power Company, the Big Bend Irrigation & Mining Company
("Big Bend Ditch"), Salmon Falls Land & Livestock Company ("Salmon Falls"), Fish &
Game, and others divert water out of the upper pool. Ex. 1125 at 25, 27, 35. Fish &
Game also diverts water out of the lower pool. Fish & Game delivers water from both its
points of diversion to a state-run fish rearing facility known as the Hagerman State
. Hatchery.

10.
Protestant Big Bend Trout, Inc. ("Big Bend Trout"), according to its
protest, leases water from Big Bend Ditch. The president of Big Bend Trout, Leo Ray,
also holds a water right that authorizes diversion of water from the upper pool. Ex. 1125
at 35.
11.
Protestant Buckeye Farms, Inc. ("Buckeye"), does not divert water
directly from the Upper Tucker Springs complex, but relies on flows from Tucker
Springs to satisfy its water rights authorizing diversion from Riley Creek downstream
from the Hagerman State Hatchery. Ex. 1125 at 31.
12.
In addition to diverting water from the upper pool, protestant Salmon Falls
holds a water right authorizing the diversion of water from Riley Creek downstream from
the Hagerman State Hatchery. Ex. 1125 at 27, 31.
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13.
Fish & Game diverts water from the lower pool (of the Upper Tucker
Springs complex) through fo ur buried perforated collection pipes and a surface water
intake at a collection box. Chapman, Tr. Vol. II, pp. 322, 356. The perforated pipes were
placed in the lower pool and covered with rock. The exact depth and location of the
pipes was not established at the hearing. The four pipes collect water and deliver it to a
collection box located at the south end of the lower pool at a remote location from the
upper pool. !d. at 323 . The four perforated pipes extend from the collection box through
the lower pool back toward the upper pool. Id.

14.
Prior to placement of the perforated water collection pipes, the lower pool
may have been a body of water exposed continually to the atmosphere. The rocks over
the pipes now cover the water surface for much of the year. !d. at 331 -32. At times,
however, the water level in the pool rises above the top of the covering rocks, creating a
shallow, open water pool. Id.
15.
Some of the water in the open water lower pool not captured by the
perforated pipes flows through a surface intake in the Fish & Game collection box. A s a
result, during high flows of Tucker Springs, the collection box collects both surface and
subsurface water from Tucker Springs. !d. at 356.

16.

Fish & Game's diversion of water from the lower pool does not affect the

supply of water to water right holders diverting water from the upper pool. Hardgrove,
Tr. Vol. I, p. 195.
IGW A executed a letter of intent with Fish & Game providing that Fish &
17.
Game will lease to IGWA 10 cfs of its Tucker Springs water rights as needed to meet
IOWA's mitigation obligation to Rangen. Ex. 1106 at 1. The agreement is contingent
upon (a) IGWA securing an order from IDWR approving a mitigation plan providing for
the delivery of 10 cfs from Fish & Game's Tucker Springs water rights to satisfy the
mitigation obligation to Rangen; (b) IGWA securing an order from IDWR approving the
transfer of the point of diversion and place of use of the 10 cfs to the Rangen facility; (c)
IGWA proceeding to implement the plan. ld. at 2. In return, Fish & Game will acquire
title to a second fish hatchery and IGWA agrees to pay the costs to upgrade the second
fish hatchery. !d.
18.
Currently, Fish & Game diverts over 40 cfs from the lower pool. Since
January of 2010, the flows have not dropped below 40 cfs. E x. 11 11 Fig. 4, p. 10. This
is well above the flow needed to supply the required 10 cfs.

Engineering Design
19.
Engineers for IGWA have completed sixty percent of the engineering
design necessary to construct the Tucker Springs project. Ex. 1111 at 4. The engineering
design calls for the construction of a second collection box in the lower pool near the Fish
& Game collection box. !d. at 8. A pumping station will be constructed to pump water
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through a buried pipeline to the head of the Rangen Facility. Id. at 4. The buried pipeline
will be approximately 1.8 miles long. ld. IGWA's engineers prepared sixty percent
design drawings showing the spring collection box, pump station, pipeline alignment, and
tie-in to the Rangen Facility pipeline. Hardgrove, Tr. Vol. I, pp. 147-48.
Spring Intake Design
20.
The new collection box will be located just upgradient from the existing
Fish & Game collection box. Hardgrove, Tr. Vol. I, p. 165; Ex. 1111 at 9-10. A precast
collection box with bar grate and metal cover will be installed. A twenty-four inch
diameter gravity pipeline will delivery water from the collection box to a wet well that
will house the pumping station. Ex. 1111 at 23.
Pumping Station Design
21.
Three line-shaft turbine pumps will be installed in the pumping station.
Ex. 1111 at 11. Two of the pumps will be primary pumps and the third will be a
redundant pump to serve as a backup should a pump fail or need to be taken out of
service for maintenance. Hardgrove, Tr. Vol. I. p. 171. The pump station is designed to
deliver a maximum flow of 10 cfs at 243 feet of total dynamic head with two pumps in
operation. Each pump will be equipped with a 200 hp motor. Ex. 1111 at 11. The
pumps will be controlled by variable frequency drives, which will automatically adjust
pump speed to deliver a constant flow to Rangen without manual adjustments.
Hardgrove, Tr. Vol. I. p. 173. Electronic control equipment will remotely monitor and
control pump operation, auto-restart the pumps if they should power down, and
automatically start the third pump if one of the other pumps turns off. Id. at 171 ,176; Ex.
1111 at 11-12.
22.
The pumps will be driven with electric motors. Idaho Power Company
has a three-phase distribution line that runs adjacent to the proposed pump station
location. Idaho Power Company informed IGWA that no upgrades are needed to the line
and that the distribution line can adequately supply electricity to the proposed nominal
400-hp pump station. Ex. 1111 at 12.
23.
IGWA will install a back-up generator to protect against transmission line
electricity outages. The backup electrical generator will be driven by diesel motor that
will automatically start when there is an electrical supply outage. Hardgrove,Tr. Vol. I,
p. 175. The generator will automatically start within seconds of a power outage. Id.
While the pumps will need to be slowly ramped up to prevent surging in the pipeline, the
full pumping capacity can be restored within two and three minutes. Id. Fish can live in
a raceway pool for ten to thirty minutes without resumption of flows in the raceway pool.
Rogers, Tr. Vol. II, p. 283.
24.
The backup diesel run generators and redundant pumps for pumping water
proposed by IGWA would adhere to construction requirements for backup mechanics for
water pumps and electrical motors used by municipal water systems, semiconductor
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facilities, and hospitals. Hardgrove, Tr. Vol. I, p. 176. IGWA obtained confirmation that
there are several insurance companies with liability policies that would provide for
aquaculture production losses in the event of system failure. Ex. 1113.

25.
It is not uncommon for fish hatcheries to rely upon pumped water. Eight
Fish & Game hatcheries either partially or fully use pumps to supply water to their
raceways. Rogers, Tr. Vol. II, p. 274. Tom Rogers, a fish hatchery expert for IGWA and
former Fish & Game supervisor, testified that one of the fish hatcheries he oversaw was
the Sawtooth fish hatchery. Because the hatchery is in a remote location, it frequently
lost power. !d. at 278. He testified that, when the power would go out, the generator
would automatically start and the pumps would start up again. !d. He also testified that,
when pumps at Fish & Game fish hatcheries fail, spare pumps or another well would
replace the lost water. In his twenty-four years of working with state fish hatcheries,
Rogers did not recall a loss of fish due to pump failure. !d. at 280. Rogers testified that
the design of the proposed Tucker Springs pumping plant equals or exceeds design
requirements of the Fish & Game hatcheries. ld. at 282. Rogers testified that pumps are
now a common way to deliver water to fish hatcheries in Idaho and throughout the
United States. ld. at 283.
Pipeline Design and Alignment

26.

The pipeline will be HDPE, or high-density polyethylene piping, and will

be buried for the entire length between Tucker Springs and the Rangen Facility.
Hardgrove, Tr. Vol. I, p. 172, 178. A minimum of 3 feet of cover will be placed over the
pipe. !d. at 178. Figure 5 of Exhibit 11 11 shows the typical trench detail. IGWA studied
two possible alignments for the pipeline. Ex. 1111 at 6. The two alignments were
evaluated based on construction feasibility, Hagerman Highway District input, existing
infrastructure, and topography. l d. IGWA' s preferred alignment for the pipeline travels
through property owned by Fish & Game, Morris, and Walter and Margaret Candy
("Candy"). Ex. 111 1 at 8. IGWA executed option agreements with Morris and Candy to
purchase easements for the construction/placement of a pipeline through their property to
deliver Tucker Springs water to the Rangen Facility. Ex. 1107 & 1108. As part ofthe
letter of intent, Fish & Game have agreed to grant IGWA an easement for the pipeline.

Ex. 1106 at 2.
Other Authorizations for Pipeline
27.
IGWA presented the proposed pipe alignment plan to the Hagerman
Highway District at a highway district board meeting. Ex. 1111 at 8. The highway
district granted preliminary approval on May 14, 2014, to allow the pipe to be installed in
its right of way. !d. at 91. If the Second Mitigation Plan is approved, IGWA will seek
final approval. !d. at 8.
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Tie-in to Ran.gen' s Delivery System
28.
The engineering plans propose connection of the buried pipeline from
Tucker Springs directly into Rangen's fourteen-inch diameter steel pipe that is physically
located on the Rangen Facility between Rangen's small raceway and Rangen's hatchery
house. Hardgrove, Tr. Vol. I, p. 178. Figure 6 of Exhibit 1111 shows the tie-in detail.
The Tucker Springs water will be used in Rangen' s small raceways, or if not needed, will
back up into the fourteen-inch steel pipe, into the Rangen Box, and spill out of the
Rangen Box onto the talus slope and into Billingsley Creek. !d. at 179. The proposed
pipeline that will deliver Tucker Springs water will only cross approximately 150 lineal
feet of Rangen's property to tie into Rangen's fourteen- inch delivery pipe. Ex. 1111 at
14.

Project Schedule
29.
Figure 7 of Exhibit 1111 is IOWA's project schedule. IOWA's design
engineer testified that the project can be completed by April 1, 2015. Hardgrove, Tr. Vol.
I, p. 181. He testified that the bulk of construction would be wrapped up and water could
possibly be delivered in January 2015, but certain areas would need to be revegetated so
the project would not be officially complete until April. !d. at 182, 214. IGWA's
schedule does not take into account the time for processing IOWA' s transfer application
or any other required permits.

Project Permits and Transfer Approval
30.
Rangen raised concerns regarding IGWA's ability to obtain the required
permits and authorizations for the project, specifically a 404 Permit and an approved
transfer application.
31.
IGWA's design engineer testified it is possible that the project would need
a 404 permit to build the new intake box in the lower pool. Hardgrove, Tr. VoL I, p. 188.
He testified that, if there are no "hurdles," a 404 permit can usually be approved in 45 to
60 days. !d. Identification of threatened or endangered species could extend the time for
permitting. Id. When asked whether a forty-five to sixty day timeframe for a permit
would affect the completion date, he testified that there is "some lag" in the schedule for
permitting, and the project could be completed by April l , 2015. !d. at 181, 189. A 404
permit would not delay construction of the pipeline itself but would only affect
construction of the spring intake. Hardgrove, Tr. Vol. I, p. 240. He also testified that if
404 permitting becomes "too onerous" a potential option is to tie into Fish and Game's
existing pipeline versus installing a new intake structure. !d.
3 2.
Rangen and other protestants argue that IGWA' s transfer application
cannot be approved because the transfer will result in injury to other water users on
Tucker Springs and Riley Creek. Big Bend Ditch diverts only from the upper pool.
Hardgrove, Tr. Vol. I, p. 195. A gravity based diversion out of the lower pool will not
affect the water rights that divert from the upper pool. !d. at 196-97; Erwin, Tr. Vol. ll,
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p. 406. Big Bend Trout diverts water from Lower Tucker Springs, not Upper Tucker
Springs. Hardgrove, Tr. Vol. I, p. 192. A diversion from the lower pool of Upper Tucker
Springs will not affect the Lower Tucker Springs. Hardgrove, Tr. Vol. I, p. 196-97. If
IGWA is able to mitigate any potential injury to Protestant Buckeye, the Buckeye
mitigation would likely mitigate injury to all other rights on Riley Creek. Erwin, Tr. Vol.
II, p. 415. IGWA and Buckeye are currently discussing possible actions to mitigate any
potential injury to Buckeye's water rights. Hardgrove, Tr. Vol. I, p. 190. During the
hearing, IGWA and Buckeye stipulated that the Second Mitigation Plan will reduce flows
available to Buckeye and that the reductions would need to be mitigated prior to
development of the plan, if approved. Simpson, Tr. Vol. II, p. 371. IGWA is still
analyzing potential impacts of the transfer on Salmon Falls. Hardgrove, Tr. Vol. I, p.
197. However, IGWA testified it plans to mitigate for any shortage it creates in Riley
Creek. Carlquist, Tr. Vol. L p. 139.
33.
Questions were raised at the bearing about the total maximum daily load
("TMDL") for the Hagerman State Hatchery. Reducing the flow through the hatchery
would affect the hatchery's ability to comply with its TMDL if production remained the
same, but it is anticipated that production would be reduced at the Hagerman State
Hatchery and offset at another hatchery. Chapman, Tr. Vol. II, p. 335, 358.
Water Quality Issues
34.
Rangen raised water quality concerns in three general areas: (a) water
temperature, (b) water chemistry, and (c) pathogens carried by water.
Water Temperature
35.
The temperature of Tucker Springs water is very close to the temperature
of water flowing from the Curren Tunnel. Ex. 1111, Table 2 at 5. The temperature of
Tucker Springs water is suitable for rearing trout in the Rangen Facility. Rogers, Tr. Vol.
II, p. 299. Delivery of Tucker Springs water to the Rangen Facility is predicted to raise
the water temperature by 0.22 degrees Fahrenheit. Ex. 111 1 at 85. The buried pipeline
will maintain the temperature of Tucker Springs water delivered to the Rangen Facility
within an acceptable range.
Water Chemistry
36.
IGWA evaluated existing water quality data received from Fish & Game for the
Tucker Springs water source. Ex. 1111 at 4. IGWA also gathered and analyzed limited water
quality field data. Id. IGWA gathered data about dissolved oxygen in the water, electrical
conductivity of the water, and acidity, or pH, of the water.

37.
Dissolved oxygen in the Tucker Springs water was 8.0 mg/L and 89% of
saturation, which was slightly lower than the 8.3 - 8.6 mg/L and 93 - 96% saturation in
the Curren Tunnel water delivered to the Rangen Facility. Ex. 1111, Table 1 at 2. The
oxygen saturation levels of Curren Tunnel water likely increased with exposure to the
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atmosphere and perhaps aeration from falling water. The difference in oxygen saturation
is not a significant factor. The acceptable range of dissolved oxygen for trout is 6.5 to 9
[mg!L] . Rogers, Tr. Vol. ll, p. 290.
38.
When water is aerated under pressure, the gases in the water can exceed
normal saturation levels. The water can become "supersaturated" with atmospheric
gases. Supersaturation of nitrogen in water results in the explosion of the gas in the fish
as the pressure changes, resulting in a form of "the bends" in ftsh. Chapman, Tr. Vol. II,
p. 333-34. Supersaturation of nitrogen in fish waters can cause serious injury to or death
of fish.
39.
Pumps created additional pressure in water. Unintentional introduction of
air into pressurized water can cause supersaturation. Fish & Game employee Joe
Chapman testified about supersaturation of nitrogen in the pipeline delivering Tucker
Springs water to the Hagerman State Hatchery. Chapman, Tr. Vol. II, p . 333-34. The
supersaturation was caused by a faulty air relief valve that introduced air into the water
under pressure. The faulty valve was repaired/replaced, eliminating the problem of
supersaturation. l d. at 333.
40.
The closed water delivery system proposed by IGWA w ill help prevent air
from becoming entrained in the system and causing supersaturation. Hardgrove, Tr. Vol.
I, 236. Should supersaturation become an issue, it can be addressed with degassing
aeration structures. !d. at 258.
The pH of Tucker Springs water is very similar to the pH of Curren
41.
T unnel water. Ex. 1111, Table 1 at 2. Small differences will not affect the ability of
Rangen to raise fish with Tucker Springs water. Rogers, Tr. Vol. II, p. 288.
Pathology
42.
Most hatcheries experience disease and the Fish & Game Hagerman State
H atchery is no exception. Chapman, Tr. Vol. II, p. 359; Rogers, Tr. Vol. II, p. 295.
Disease is a normal part of hatchery operations and it is normal practice of hatchery
management to treat for diseases. !d. Both the Hagerman State Hatchery and the Rangen
hatchery have experienced disease. Rogers, Tr. Vol. II, p. 296-97. Fish in the Hagerman
State Hatchery suffer from several pathological maladies that have not been detected or
have been controlled in the Rangen Facility. An example of one of these fish diseases is
proliferative kidney disease ("PKD"). The carrier of PKD is a water-borne parasite that
is hosted by bryozoans and then transmitted in the water to the fish. Ramsey, Tr. Vol. II,
p. 465-66.
43.
Fish & Game has not been able to identify the specific source of PKD in
its large raceways or specifically link the disease to the Tucker Springs water source.
Chapman, Tr. Vol. II, p. 363. However, circumstantial evidence suggests the parasite
that causes PKD could live in the lower pool at Upper Tucker Springs. Fish & Game has
treated the lower pool area to kill bryozoans (the intermediate host for the parasite that
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causes PKD). Chapman, Tr. Vol. IT, p. 348. Fish & Game believes PKD can be
remedied through modification of the spring headbox and disinfection of the pipeline
supplying water to the Hagerman State Hatchery. Id. at 345. Covering springs to limit
access by animals can also help limit transmission of disease in general. !d. at 353, 356.
44.
The common source of water for Upper Tucker Springs and water from
the Curren Tunnel is the ESPA. Curren Tunnel water is exposed to birds, land mammals,
and other aquatic life in both the Farmer's Box and the Rangen Box. Upper Tucker
Springs water is exposed to birds, land mammals, and other aquatic life in the lower pool.
Standing water in the lower pool collected by the Fish & Game collection box could be a
source of pathogens. Standing water is not a risk at Rangen's Curren Tunnel water
coJlection works. Locating the collection box close to the spring source would reduce the
risk of contamination. Ramsey, Tr. VoL II, p. 507.

Morris Exchange Water From First Mitigation Plan
45.
As discussed in the analysis section above, in light of this Second
Mitigation Plan, the Director will recalculate how the Morris exchange water is averaged.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.
Idaho Code § 42-602, addressing the authority of the Director over the
supervision of water distribution within water districts, provides:
The director of the department of water resources shall have direction and control
of the distribution of water from all natural water sources within a water district to
the canals, ditches, pumps and other facilities diverting therefrom. Distribution of
water within water districts created pursuant to section 42-604, Idaho Code, shall
be accomplished by watermasters as provided in this chapter and supervised by
the director. The director of the department of water resources shall distribute
water in water districts in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine. The
provisions of chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code, shall apply only to distribution of
water within a water district.
In addition, Idaho Code§ 42-1805(8) provides the Director with authority to
"promulgate, adopt, modify, repeal and enforce rules implementing or effectuating the powers
and duties of the department."
2.
Idaho Code § 42-603 grants the Director authority to adopt rules governing water
distribution. In accordance with chapter 52, title 67, Idaho Code, the Department adopted rules
regarding the conjunctive management of surface and ground water effective October 7, 1994,
("CM Rules"). The CM Rules prescribe procedures for responding to a delivery call made by
the holder of a senior-priority surface or ground water right against junior-priority ground water
rights in an area having a common ground water supply. CM Rule 1.
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3.
Director.

CM Rule 43.01 sets forth the criteria for submission of a mitigation plan to the

4.
CM Rule 43.02 states that the Director shall consider the mitigation plan under
the procedural provisions of Idaho Code§ 42-222. Idaho Code§ 42-222 provides that approval
may be granted "in whole, or in part, or upon conditions" provided no other water rights are
injured.
5.
CM Rule 43.03 establishes the factors that may be considered by the Director in
determining whether a proposed mitigation plan will prevent injury to senior rights.
6.
The Director concludes that IGWA 's Second M itigation Plan is an acceptable
mitigation plan under the CM Rules and approves the plan. The plan is legal and will provide
the quantity of water required by the Curtailment Order. The plan adequately describes the
actions that will be taken by IGWA to mitigate material injury to Rangen by pumping water from
Tucker Springs to the Rangen Facility for the beneficial purpose of fish propagation. As
described below, the approval of the plan is conditional. Nevertheless, the plan, if implemented
in tandem with the First Mitigation Plan, will provide water, of sufficient quantity to Rangen "at
the time and place required by the senior-priority water right . ..." CM Rule 43.03.b. The
proposal has been geographically located and engineered and necessary agreement or option
conu·acts have been executed or have been initiated.
The protestants argue that the Second Mitigation Plan should be rejected because
7.
the required administrative transfer to change the place of use of Fish & Game's water right
cannot be approved. They argue that, because the transfer would cause injury to other water
users who divert from Tucker Springs and from Riley Creek, the transfer will be rej ected. The
Director will not prejudge the application for transfer in the contested case proceeding but must
consider whether there is something in the application that would prevent it from being
approved. Extensive testimony was presented about the potential for the transfer to cause injury.
The plan will not injure water users diverting from the upper pool nor water users from Lower
Tucker Springs. Testimony of IOWA's witnesses recognizes that IGWA must address the injury
to water users diverting from Riley Creek and that IGWA is in negotiations with Buckeye, the
entity with the water rights most likely to be affected by the transfer. The Director concludes it
is possible for IGWA to adequately address the question of injury to other water users in the
transfer proceeding. The Director concludes the Second Mitigation Plan should be approved
conditioned upon the approval of the transfer application.
8.
Rangen also argues that the Second Mitigation Plan should be rejected because
the Tucker Springs water may introduce new diseases into the Rangen Facility that were
previously not there. Most hatcheries experience disease. It is a normal part of hatchery
operations and it is normal practice of hatchery management to treat for diseases. Both the
Hagerman State Hatchery and the Rangen Facility have experienced disease. The disease
Rangen expressed the most concern about was PKD. While some fish in the Hagerman State
Hatchery have been found to have PKD, it has not been detected in the Rangen Facility. It is not
clear that the lower pool is the source of PK.D at the Hagerman State Hatchery. Regardless of
the source, IOWA should initiate preventive measures to address PKD, such as treating the lower
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pool to kill the intermediate host, disinfecting pipelines that may contain PKD or the
intermediate host, and covering the spring area.
9.
Furthermore, the location and depth of the collection box can also help
address Rangen' s concern regarding transmission of disea<>e. The risk of disease will be
reduced by moving the collection box closer to the spring source. IGWA, in its final
design plans, shall move the collection box closer to the spring source in addition to the
actions required in Conclusion of Law 8. For decades, Rangen has effectively managed
disease at its fish rearing facility. By taking the above precautions, there is a reasonable
expectation that Rangen can continue to manage disease at its facility while receiving
Tucker Springs water.
10.
Rangen also argues the Second Mitigation Plan will likely require permits and
other approvals which may delay the project and prevent water from being supplied to Rangen
this year. Permitting issues would not necessarily delay construction as there is " some lag" in
the schedule presented by IGWA. Hardgrove, Tr. Vol. I, p. 181. Furthermore, while agencies
may require time for review and analysis of applications for permit, this is not in itself a reason
for rejecting the plan.
11.
The Director concludes th at IGWA's Second Mitigation Plan satisfies the
necessary standard of temperature, water chemistry, reliability, and biosecurity. The temperature
variance between the water at Tucker Springs and the Rangen Facility is not significant. The
pipeline delivering water to the Rangeo Facility will be buried, insulating the water in the
pipeline from significant change in temperature. The dissolved oxygen levels measured at
Tucker Springs and the Rangen Facility are similar. Should the dissolved oxygen levels become
an issue once the system is constructed and operating, IGWA will be required to install an
aeration system to oxygenate the water. Similarly, should .it appear that gas supersaturation is an
issue once the system is constructed and operating, IGWA will be required to address the issue.
12.
The redundancy built into the pumping and power system are the same type and
design as those used by municipalities and hospitals and are of sufficient protection to justify
approval of the plan. The system is designed to be as secure as any existing hatchery facility and
provides adequate protection.
13.
Given Rangen's opposition to the Second Mitigation Plan, IGWA is entitled to
know prior to starting construction whether Rangen will refuse the replacement water. While the
engineering plans submitted by IGWA at the proceeding were not final, the engineering plans are
of sufficient quality to allow Rangen to evaluate the proposal. Within twenty-one days from the
date of this order , Rangen must state, in writing, whether it will accept the water delivered
through the Tucker Springs Pipeline.
14.
The flow rate of water that must be delivered by the Morris exchange water to
provide full mitigation is 3.4 cfs minus 1.2 cfs (mitigation credit for ongoing aquifer
enhancement activities), resnlting in a remainder mitigation requirement of2.2 cfs. The First
Mitigation Plan Order credited the Morris exchange water with providing an average flow of 3.5
cfs for 184 days, or a total volume of 644 24-hour second feet (3.5 cfs x 184 days). This volume
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will provide an average rate of 2.2 cfs for 293 days (3.5 cfs x 184 days/2.2 cfs). Two hundred
ninety three days from April I, 2014, is January 18, 2015, a Sunday. Monday, January 19, 2015,
is the first working day that the Morris exchange water could not provide full mitigation.
15.
On January 19,2015, the Manis water will no longer supply 2.2 cfs to Rangen.
On January 19,2015, the Director must curtail water rights as if the Morris water is and was not
provided. The curtailment priority date is August 12, 1973.

ORDER
Based upon and consistent with the foregoing, the Director hereby orders as follows:
IT IS ORDERED that the Second Mitigation Plan is conditionally approved. The plan,
when paired with the First Mitigation Plan, is an acceptable mitigation plan as it provides
replacement water of sufficient quantity, quality, and temperature in the time needed by Rangen.
IGWA shall initiate preventive measures to address PKD, such as treating the lower pool to kill
the intermediate host, disinfecting pipelines that may contain PKD or the intermediate host, and
covering the spring area. In completing its design plan for the collection box, IGW A shall also
design the box to divert water at a location closer to the spring source to limit potential exposure
to disease.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that within twenty-one (2 1) days from the date of this
order, Rangen must state, in writing, whether it will accept the water delivered through the
Tucker Springs Pipeline. Rangen must submit its written acceptance/rejection to the Department
and IGWA. The written acceptance/rejection must state whether Rangen will accept the Tucker
Springs water and whether Rangen will allow construction on its land related to placement of the
delivery pipe. If the plan is rejected by Rangen or Rangen refuses to allow construction in
accordance with an approved plan, IGWA's mitigation obligation is suspended.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, because the Director determines in this order that the
Morris exchange water will provide mitigation up to January 19, 2015, the stay issued April28,
2014, is lifted.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Tucker Springs project must deliver water to
Rangen no later than January 19, 2015. Failure to provide water by January 19,2015, to Rangen
will resul t in curtailment of water rights junior or equal to August 12, 1973, unless another
mitigation plan has been approved and is providing water to Rangen at its time of need. If
IGWA fails to satisfy this obligation, at 12:01 a.m. on or before January 19,2015, users of
ground water holding consumptive water rights bearing priority dates junior to August 12, 1973,
listed in Attachment C to this order, within the area of common ground water, located west of the
Great Rift, and within a water district that regulates ground water, shall curtail/refrain from
diversion and use of ground water pursuant to those water rights unless notified by the
Department that the order of curtailment has been modified or rescinded as to their water rights.
This order shall apply to all consumptive ground water rights, including agricultural,
commercial, industrial, and municipal uses, but excluding ground water rights used for de
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minimis domestic purposes where such domestic use is within the limits of the definition set
forth in Idaho Code § 42-111 and ground water rights used for de minimis stock watering where
such stock watering use is within the limits of the definitions set f011h in Idaho Code § 421401A(ll), pursuant to IDAPA 37.03.11.020.11.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the watermasters for the water districts within the area
of common ground water, located west of the Great Rift, and who regulate ground water, are
directed to issue written notices to the holders of the consumptive ground water rights listed jn
Attachment C to this order. The water rights on the list bear priority dates equal or junior to
August 12, 1973. The written notices are to advise the holders of the identified ground water
rights that their rights are subject to curtailment in accordance with the terms of this order.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this is a FINAL ORDER of the agency. Any party
may file a petition for reconsideration of this final order within fourteen (14) days of the service
of this order. The agency will dispose of the petition for reconsideration within twenty-one (21 )
days of its receipt, or the petition will be considered denied by operation of law pursuant to Idaho
Code § 67-5246.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho
Code, any party aggrieved by the final order or orders previously issued by the Director in this
matter may appeal the final order and all previously issued orders in the matter to district court
by filing a petition in the district court of the county in which a hearing was held, the final
agency action was taken, the party seeking review of the order resides, or the real property or
personal property that was the subject of the agency action is located. The appeal must be filed
within twenty-eight (28) days: (a) of the service date of the final order; (b) of an order denying
petition for reconsideration; or (c) the failure within twenty-one (21) days to grant or deny a
petition for reconsideration, whichever is later. See Idaho Code§ 67-5273. The filing of an
appeal to district court does not in itself stay the effectiveness or enforcement of the order under
appeal.

fit

Dated this zo.:..:.aay of June, 2014.

GARYsf1CKMAN
Director
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

rl..o

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
'tJ'day of June, 2014, the above and foregoing
document was served on the following by providing a copy of the Order Approving IGWA 's
Second Mitigation Plan in the manner(s) selected:
RANDALL C BUDGE
THOMAS JBUDGE
RACINE OLSON
POBOX 1391
POCATELLO ID 83204
reb@ racinelaw .net
tjb@racinelaw.net

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

ROBYN BRODY
BRODY LAW OFFICE
P.O.BOX554
RUPERT, ID 83350
robynbrod y@ hotmail.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

FRITZ HAEMMERLE
HAEMMERLE & HAEMMERLE
P.O. BOX 1800
HAILEY, ID 83333
fxh@ haemlaw .com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

J. JUSTIN MAY
MAY BROWNING&MAYPLLC
1419 W. WASHINGTON
BOISE, ID 83702-5039
jrnay@maybrowning.com
JOHN K. SIMPSON
TRAVIS L. THOMPSON
PAUL L.ARRINGTON
BARKER, ROSHOLT & SIMPSON
195 RIVER VISTA PLACE, STE. 204
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-3029

( ) Hand Delivery

( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Deli very
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(X) E-mail

jks@idahowaters.com
tlt@idahowaters.com
pla@ idahowaters.com
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SARAH KLAHN
MITRA PEMBERTON
WHITE & JANKOWSKI
511 16TH ST. STE. 500
DENVER, CO 80202
sarahk @white-jankowski .com

(x) U.S . Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
(x) E-mail

rnitrap @white-jankowski.corn
A. DEAN TRANMER
CITY OF POCATELLO
P.O. BOX 4169
POCATELLO, ID 83205
dtranmer@pocatello.us

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
(x) E-mail

W KENT FLETCHER
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE
P.O.BOX248
BURLEY, ID 83318
wkf@pmt.org

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
(x) E-mail

JERRY R. RIGBY
HYRUM ERICKSON

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery

ROBERT H. WOOD

(x) E-mail

RIGBY ANDRUS & RIGBY, CHTD
25 NORTH SECOND EAST
REXBURG, ID 83440
jrigby@rex-law.com
herick son @rex -law .com
rwood @rex-law .com
ALMER HUNTLEY JR
BIG BEND IRRIGATION & MINING CO
2721 S 900 E
HAGERMAN ID 83332
plspe@hotrnail.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

MICHAEL HENSLEE
SALMON FALLS LAND & LIVESTOCK
95 A BELL RAPIDS RD
HAGERMAN ID 83332
mjhenslee@ gmail.com

(x) U .S. M ail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail
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TIMOTHY J STOVER
WORST FITZGERALD & STOVER
PO BOX 1428
TWIN FALLS ID 83303
tjs@magicvalleylaw.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Deli very
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

LEOERAY
BIG BEND TROUT INC
PO BOX479
HAGERMAN ID 83330
fpi @fishbreedersofidaho.com

(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
(x) E-mail

~ 0--~

Deborah Gibson
""7
Administrative Assistant for the Director
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EXPLANATORY INFORMATION TO ACCOMPANY A
FINAL ORDER
(Required by Rule ofProcedure 740.02)
The accompanying order is a "Final Order" issued by the department pursuant to section
67-5246 or 67-5247, Idaho Code.
Section 67-5246 provides as follows:
(1)

If the presiding officer is the agency head, the presiding officer shall issue a fmal

order.
(2)
If the presiding officer issued a recommended order, the agency head shall issue a
final order following review of that recommended order.
If the presiding officer issued a preliminary order, that order becomes a final
(3)
order unless it is reviewed as required in section 67-5245, Idaho Code. If the preliminary order
is reviewed, the agency head shall issue a final order.
(4)
Unless otherwise provided by statute or rule, any party may file a petition for
reconsideration of any order issued by the agency head within fourteen (14) days of the service
date of that order. The agency head sha11 issue a written order disposing of the petition. The
petition is deemed denied if the agency head does not dispose of it within twenty-one (21) days
after the filing of the petition.
(5)
Unless a different date is stated in a final order, the order is effective fourteen (14)
days after its service date if a party has not filed a petition for reconsideration. If a party has
filed a petition for reconsideration with the agency head, the final order becomes effective when:
(a)
(b)

The petition for reconsideration is disposed of; or
The petition is deemed denied because the agency head did not dispose of
the petition within twenty-one (21) days.

(6)
A party may not be required to comply with a fmal order unless the party has
been served with or has actual knowledge of the order. If the order is mailed to the last known
address of a party, the service is deemed to be sufficient.
(7)
A non-party shall not be required to comply with a final order unless the agency
has made the order available for public inspection or the nonparty has actual knowledge of the
order.
(8)

The provisions of this section do not preclude an agency from taking immediate
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action to protect the public interest in accordance with the provisions of section 67-524 7, Idaho
Code.
PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION
Any party may file a petition for reconsideration of a final order within fourteen (14)
days ofthe service date ofthis order as shown on the certificate of service. Note: the petition
must be received by the Department within this fourteen (14) day period. The department
will act on a petition for reconsideration within twenty-one (21) days of its receipt, or the
petition will be considered denied by operation of law. See section 67-5246(4) Idaho Code.
APPEAL OF FINAL ORDER TO DISTRICT COURT
Pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party aggrieved by a fmal
order or orders previously issued in a matter before the department may appeal the final order
and all previously issued orders in the matter to district court by filing a petition in the district
court of the county in which:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

A hearing was held,
The final agency action was taken,
The party seeking review of the order resides, or
The real property or personal property that was the subject of the agency action is
located.

The appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days: a) of the service date of the fmal
order, b) the service date of an order denying petition for reconsideration, or c) the failure within
twenty-one (21) days to grant or deny a petition for reconsideration, whichever is later. See
section 67-5273, Idaho Code. The filing of an appeal to district court does not in itself stay the
effectiveness or enforcement ofthe order under appeal.
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J. Justin May (ISB No. 5818)
May, Browning & May, PLLC
1419 West Washington
Boise, ID 83 702
Telephone: (208) 429-0905
Facsimile: (208) 342-7278
jmay@maybrowning.com

Robyn M. Brody (ISB No. 5678)
Brody Law Office, PLLC
PO Box 554
Rupert, ID 83350
Telephone: (208) 420-4573
Facsimile: (208) 260-5482
rbrody@cableone.net
robynbrody@hotmail.com
Fritz X. Haemmerle (ISB No. 3862)
Haemmerle & Haenunerle, PLLC
PO Box 1800
Hailey, ID 83333
Telephone: (208) 578-0520
Facsimile: (208) 578-0564
fx.h@haemlaw.com
Attorneys for Rangen, Inc.

BEFORE THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
STATE OF IDAHO
IN THE MATTER OF DISTRIBUTION
OFWATERTORANGEN;INC.'s
WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-15501, 36-134B,
AND 36-135A

I DOCKETNO.: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I RA..NGEN, INC'S PETITION FOR
DELIVERY CALL

Rangen, Inc., by and through its attorneys, submits the following Petition for Delivery
Call in accordance with Art. XV, § 3, Idaho Canst., I.C. §§ 42-101, 226, 602, 607 and IDAPA
37.03.11.040 or as otherwise provided for by the laws of the State ofidaho:
I. BACKGROUND

1.

Rangen, Inc. (''Rangen") is a family corporation that has been in business since

1925. Its headquarters is located in Buhl, Idaho.

2.

Rangen, among other things, is a leading feed manufacturer in the US aquaculture

markets.
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3.

As part of its aquaculture business, Rangen owns and operates a research and fish

propagation facility ("Research Hatchery") near Hagerman, Idaho.

A sketch of Rangen's

Research Hatchery is attached hereto as Exhibit IA and an aerial photograph is attached as
Exhibit lB.

4.

The water that sustains Rangen' s Research Hatchery is spring water from an area

commonly referred to as the Thousand Springs area of the Thousand Springs Reach of the Snake
River within Water District 130. The Thousand Springs area is characterized by many flowing
springs of high quality water that is well suited to aquaculture and fish propagation.

5.

Rangen has five (5) water rights for the Research Hatchery that have been decreed

through the Snake River Basin Adjudication. Rangen's decreed water rights are summarized as
follows:
Water Right
No.:

36-00134B

36-00135A

36-15501

36-02551

36-07694

Priority Date:

October 9,
1884

Apri11, 1908

July 1, 1957

July 13, 1962

April 12, 1977

Beneficial
Use:

Irrigation
(0.09 cfs) and
Domestic
(0.07 cfs)

Irrigation
(0.05 cfs) and
Domestic
(0.05 cfs)

Fish
Propagation

Domestic
(0.10 cfs) and
Fish
Propagation
(48.54)

Fish
Propagation

Diversion
Rate:

0.09 cfs

0.05 cfs

1.46 cfs

48.54 cfs

26.0 cfs

Period of
Use:

Jan. lDec. 31
(Domestic)

Jan. 1 Dec. 31
(Domestic)

Jan. 1 Dec. 31

Jan. 1 Dec. 31

Jan. 1 Dec. 31

Feb. 15- Nov
30 (Irrigation)

Feb. 15 - Nov.
30
(Irrigation)

Copies ofthe partial decrees associated with these rights are attached hereto as Exhibit 2.
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II. BASIS OF CALL
6.

In December, 2011, Rangen filed a Petition for Delivery Call concerning water

rights 36-02551 and 36-07694. See Rangen 's Petition for Delivery Call, CM-DC-2011-004.
7.

On January 29, 2014, the Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources

("Director" and "IDWR"), entered the Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc. 's Petition for
Delivery Call; Curtailing Ground Water Rights Junior to July 13, 1962 ("Delivety Call Final
Order").

8.

In the Delivery Call Final Order, the Director found, among other things, that"..

pumping by junior ground water users has materially injured Rangen." Delivery Call Final

Order, ,36.
9.

The Director ordered curtailment of groundwater rights junior to July 13, 1962,

the priority date of water right 36-02551. This was the priority date of the earliest right for
which Rangen filed its call.
10.

Rangen did not call on water right 36-15501 ("1 957 Right"), 36-1348 (" 1884

Right"), or 36-135A ("1908 Right") in December, 2011, because Rangen thought those rights
were being satisfied at that time.
11.

The continued diminishment of water flow from the Martin-Curren Tunnel

coupled with subsequent rulings made by the Director have resulted in all of Rangen's water
rights being unsatisfied.
12.

Each of the water rights described above in paragraph 5 has the same designated

source, "Martin-Curren Tunnel," and point of diversion, "T07S R14E S32." The Director has
determined that the term "Martin-Curren Tunnel" refers to the spring water coming from the
mouth of the physical tunnel and does not include any spring water from the surrounding talus
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slope. Rangen has filed a Petition for Review from the Order regarding the source and point of
diversion. Rangen accepts the Director's Order regarding source and point of diversion for the
purposes of this call, but reserves the right to continue its appeal.

A. CURRENT WATER FLOW FROM THE MOUTH OF THE MARTINCURREN TUNNEL IS INSUFFICIENT TO SATISFY RANGEN'S WATER
RIGHTS
13.

The most recent measurement of flow from the mouth of the Martin-Curren

Tunnel taken by Rangen on June 9, 2014 is 1.33 cfs. The flow from the Martin-Curren Tunnel
has continued to decline since Rangen filed its 2011 call.
14.

There are multiple water rights that have the Martin-Curren Tunnel as their

source. The following table sets forth all of those and allocates the current physical flow of 1.33
cfs to those rights in order of priority:

Water Right Holder

Morris

Water Right
Number

36-134D

Priority Date
Water
Right
Quantity
(cfs)
1.58

Allocation of
1.33 cfs

10/9/1 884
0.30

Monis

36-134E

0.82

10/911884

Candy

36-134A

0.49

10/9/ 1884

Rangen

36-l34B

0.09

10/9/1884

Musser

36-102

4.1

10/9/ 1884

0.15
0.09
0.02
0.77
Rangen

36-135A

0.05

4/ 1/1908

Candy

36-l35B

0.51

4/ l /1908

Morris

36-135D

1.58

4/ 1/1908

Morris

36-135E

0.82

4/ 1/1908

-
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Rangen

36-15501

1.46

7/111957

Rangen

36-02551

48.54

7/13/1 962

-

r--·-Rangen

---------- ------------

15.

--

36-07694

-- L . . . . - - - - - -

26

4/12/1977
·-·

---~

--

1.33

The 1.33 cfs has been allocated on a pro rata basis to the 10/9/1884 rights since

they all share the same priority date.
16.

The current flow of 1.33 cfs does not satisfy any of the Martin-Curren Tunnel

water rights, including, but not limited to, Rangen 's 1884, 1908 and 1957 rights.

B. AVERAGE WATER FLOW FROM THE MARTIN-CURREN TUNNEL IS
IJ.~SUFFICIENT TO SATISFY RANGEN'S WATER RIGHTS
17.

On April 11, 2014, the Director issued an Order Approving in Part and Rejecting

in Part IGWA 's Mitigation Plan; Order Lifting Stay Issued February 21, 2014; Amended
Curtailment Order ("Order on IGWA 's First Mitigation Plan").
18.

Instead of using the actual current flow from the Martin-Curren Tunnel when

deciding how much mitigation credit to give IGWA in the Order on IGWA 's First Mitigation

Plan, the Director attempted to project future flows using the average of average flows from the
Martin-Curren Tunnel from 2002 to 2013, stated to be 3.7 cfs. Amended Order,

'J 27.

The

Director then allocated the 3.7 cfs of "paper" water amongst the Martin-Curren Tunnel water
rights. No water was allocated to Rangen's 1957 water right. I
19.

On April 25, 2014, in response to the Director's Order on IGWA 's First

Mitigation Plan, Rangen filed Rangen 's Motion for Reconsideration of Order Re: IGWA 's
1 Rangen continues to object to the use of projected average flows rather than actual flows. However, it is clear that
even when the Director's "paper" water is included there is insufficient water to satisfy Rangen's 1957 Right.
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Mitigation

Plan;

Reconsideration").

Order Lifting Stay;

Amended

Curtailment

Order

("Motion for

The Motion for Reconsideration requested among other things that the

Director allocate a portion of the 3.7 cfs paper water to Rangen's 1957 Right for the purpose of
determining mitigation credit.
20.

The Director instead found that Rangen's 1957 water right is out of priority and

therefore not entitled to any water. In his Final Order on Reconsideration issued May 16, 2014,
the Director found that "Rangen's argument is flawed. Rangen overlooks the fact that water
right no. 36-15501 is junior to the Morris water rights." Final Order on Reconsideration, p.2.
"If the Director were to adopt Rangen's suggested computation, the Director would unlawfully
allocate water to Rangen's junior water right before allocating water to the senior water rights
held by Morris .... Because Morris is entitled to the 3.2 cfs before water right no . 36-15501
comes into priority, the Director will not change his computation of the mitigation credit to
IOWA for exchange of irrigation water diverted from the Curren Tunnel." Final Order on
Reconsideration, p.3.

21.

The following chart compares the allocation of the 3.7 cfs paper water flow three

different ways: (a) in order of priority; (b) as requested by Rangen in its Motion for
Reconsideration; and (c) as done by the Director in the Order on IG WA 's First Mitigation Plan:
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Water
Right
Holder

Water
Right

Morris

36-134D

Number

36- 134E

Morris

36-134A

Candy
Rangen

36-134B

Musser

36-102

Water
Right
Quantity
(cfs)

Priority
Date

1.58

10/9/1884

0.82
0.49
0.09
4.1

Candy

36-l35B

0.51

4/1/1908

Morris

36-135D

1.58

411/1908

Morris

36- 135E

0.82

4/ 1/1908

36-02551

Rangen

36-07694

--L....---

22.

48.54
26

- - - - - --

.

0.4

-

-

0.3

0.04

0.04

0.1

0.09

0.09

2.1

-

-

-

0.05

0.05

-

-

1-

-

-

1-

-

-

-

-

1.4

-

-

2.1

3.5

-

-

3.7

3.7

10i9/1884
4/111908

Rangen

-

10/9/ 1884

0.05

1.46

0.8

10/9/1884

36-135A

36-15501

Allocation of Allocation of 3.7
3.7 cfs by cfs in Order 011
priority
First Mitigation
excluding
Plan
Morris
Ri2hts

10/9/1884

Rangen

Rangen

Allocation
of 3.7 cfs
based on
Priority

7/111957

i

7/13/1962
4/12/1977

3.7

By maximizing the mitigation credit to which IGWA is entitled this year, the

Director's Order on IGWA's First Mitigation Plan has shorted Rangen's 1957 right. Now there
is no water in the Martin-Curren Tunnel - either physically or on paper- to satisfy Rangen's
1957 Right.
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C. RANGEN'S 1884, 1908, AND 1957 WATER RIGHTS ARE BEING
MATERIALLY INJURED BY JUNIOR-PRIORITY GROUNDWATER
PUMPING
23.

The current low flows in the Martin-Curren Tunnel, which are substantially a

result of junior groundwater pumping, together with the Director's Order allocating all water in
the Martin-Curren Tunnel to be used solely as mitigation for injury to Rangen's 1962 Water
Right means that no water is available to satisfy any of the other water rights on the MartinCurren Tunnel, including Rangen's 1884, 1908 and 1957 R ights.
24.

Based upon the Director's decision not to allocate any water to Rangen's 1957

Right when deciding IOWA's mitigation credit, it is apparent that the Director will not
administer water rights by priority without an active Call.
25.

As previously determined by the Director in the Final Order, Rangen can

beneficially use all of the water to which it is entitled pursuant to its water rights.
26.

As previously determined by the Director in the Final Order, Rangen is not

wasting water.
27.

As previously determined by the Director in the Final Order, Rangen has been,

and is currently being, materially injured by junior-priority ground water pumping in the Eastern
Snake Plain Aquifer ("ESPA"), including, but not limited to junior-priority ground water
pumping in Water Districts 1, 34, 100, 110, 120, 130 and 140.
28.

The ESPA is the aquifer underlying an area of the Eastern Snake River Plain

which encompasses an area of about 11,000 square miles extending from Ashton, Idaho in the
northeast, southwest to King Hill, Idaho.
29.

The ESPA is an area having a conunon ground water supply.

37.03.11.050.
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See IDAP A

30.

A direct hydraulic connection exists between the ESPA and surface water sources

tributary to the Snake River (e.g., Billingsley Creek) in the Thousand Springs area.
31.

The quantity of water available in the Martin-Curren Tunnel, the source of

Rangen's water right, is expected to continue to be insufficient during 2014 and beyond. See
IDAPA 37.03.11.042.0l.a.
32.

As previously determined by the Director in the Final Order, Rangen has

expended reasonable efforts to divert water for its water rights. See IDAPA 37.03.11.042.0l.b.
Rangen's means of diversion are reasonable.
33.

As previously determined by the Director in the Final Order, curtailment of

junior-priority ground water pumping in the ESPA, including, but not limited to Districts 1, 34,
100, 110, 120, 130 and 140 to the extent those Districts overlie the ESPA would result in a
usable amount of water reaching Rangen' s point of diversion in a time of need.

III. RELIEF REQUESTED
Pursuant to the Department's constitutional and statutory duty to supervise the
distribution of water under Art. XV,§ 3, Idaho Const., I.C. §§ 42-101, 226, 602, 607 and IDAPA
37.03.11.040 or as otherwise provided for by the laws of the State of Idaho, Rangen respectfully
requests that the Director:
A.

find that Rangen has suffered, and will suffer, material injury to Rangen's 1884;
1908 and 1957 Water Rights as a result of junior-priority ground water pumping
in the ESPA, including, but not limited to Water Districts 1, 34, 100, 110, 120,
130 and 140 to the extent those Districts overlie the ESPA;

B.

administer and distribute water in the ESPA, including, but not limited to Water
Districts 1, 34, 100, 110, 120, 13 0 and 140 to the extent those Districts overlie the
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ESPA in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine as required by I. C. §
42-602;
C.

order the water masters of the ESPA, including, but not limited to Water Districts
1, 34, 100, 110,120, 130 and 140 to curtail junior-priority ground water pumping
as necessary to deliver Rangen's water in accordance with the prior appropriation
doctrine. See I.C. § 42-607;

D.

order immediate curtailment before any hearing is held because: (1) a
determination of material injury has previously been made; (2) IGWA's defenses
to Rangen's claim of material injury have been adjudicated; (3) immediate
curtailment is necessary to secure an important govenunent or public interest, towit, the guaranteed delivery of water rights obtained under the laws of the State of
Idaho; (4) there is a need for prompt action in that junior diversions continue to
prevent Rangen's ability to obtain all its decreed water flows; and (5) the State of
Idaho, by and through its Department of Water Resources and Director, has a duty
to supervise the allotment of both surface and ground water to those diverting
water for any beneficial purpose; and

E.

if the Department does not order immediate curtailment, then convene a timely
hearing of this matter before further damage is done by junior-priority ground
water pumping.
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DATED this

&

day of June, 2014.

MAY, BROWNING & MAY, PLLC

By:

q--~May
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
RESOURCES
P.O. Box 83720
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John K Simpson
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Paul L Arrington
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195 River Vista Place, Suite 204
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Ia midahowaters.com
W. Kent Fletcher
FLETCHER LAW OFFICE
P.O. Box 248
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Robert H. Wood
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